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Preface

Space and time are fundamentally important for our daily living, actions, cognition,
communication, social interactions, culture, and the arts. Movement—the changes
in the locations and the interactions of humans with objects, environment, and
living creatures—is, therefore, equally important. William James, Henri Poincaré,
Albert Einstein, and many other scientists and philosophers have developed theories
on how our bodies and brains shape our perception of space and time, and how this
influences even our scientific ideas and theories on physical laws. Hence, under-
standing how the brain perceives and represents space, time, and movement, and
how it plans and controls our bodily actions is of great significance. This quest
requires an inter- and multidisciplinary approach linking life sciences to mathe-
matics, computer sciences, and, last but not least, humanities and social sciences.

Combined results from behavioral and modeling studies have inspired the notion
that the brain does not have a unique definition and representation of space and
time, but that time depends on movement geometry. Additionally, different rules of
motion and timing may be dictated by the particular mixture of Euclidean and
non-Euclidian geometries being selected, depending on the action or task being
carried out, the context, level of expertise, and the cognitive and emotional states
of the individual. These ideas are supported by results of clinical observation by
neurologists, psychiatrists, and psychologists and by child development research
using brain imaging (fMRI, MEG), motion capture, and mathematical modeling
studies.

These advances resonate with the statement made byWilliam James (Pragmatism
1907): “That one Time which we all believe in and in which each event has its definite
date, that one Space in which each thing has its position, these abstract notions unify
the world incomparably; but in their finished shape as concepts how different they are
from the loose unordered time-and-space experiences of natural men!” These notions
have far-reaching implications for a variety of brain functions—the perception of
biological motion, the development of motor, perceptual and cognitive skills with
brain maturation and age, as well as for artistic creativity and the recognition and
expression of emotion through movement in dance, music, visual arts, and film.
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This book presents some of the contributions to a symposium organized by the
Institute of Advanced Studies of Paris (IEA, Paris) in June 2018 in Hotel de
Lauzun, Paris. The Institute has a unique Brain and Society Program directed by
Prof. Gretty Mirdal for the cooperation and confrontation between social sciences
and humanities with neuroscience. Tamar Flash, elected as a fellow of this Institute,
has developed a project concerning the idea that artists express, each with their
different approaches and methods, the fundamental properties of the mechanisms by
which the brain uses geometry for perception and action. We invited mathemati-
cians, neuroscientists, and psychologists together with artists from several disci-
plines to discuss this theme and to present their research and artistic works.

The chapters in this book are only a small sample of the vast potential of such an
exchange. However, the new area of neuroesthetics, the use of art for the reha-
bilitation of pathological deficits, and the increasing interest on both sides for a
creative exchange of ideas and knowledge between arts and neuroscience have
encouraged us to publish this group of chapters, hoping that this will stimulate
further interactions, events, and projects between the two communities. We see in
dance, painting, music, theater, cinema, virtual and digital arts, etc., many possible
fascinating exchanges and also applications for education, rehabilitation, and for
advancing pure knowledge in the brain and cognitive sciences.

We are very grateful to Prof. Saadi Lalou, Director of the IEA, Prof. Gretty
Mirdal, Dr. Simon Luck, the Scientific Director of the IEA, and all the staff of the
Institute for their generous help and contributions to the scientific and practical
organization of the symposium, the preparation of this book, and the great con-
viviality of the atmosphere in the IEA. We also wish to thank all the participants in
this symposium and colleagues who contributed to the ideas that inspired this
project and conference. We are also very grateful to Prof. Alessandro Sarti for
offering to propose this book to Springer as part of his outstanding series.

Rehovot, Israel Tamar Flash
Paris, France Alain Berthoz
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About This Book

This book is based on a two-day symposium at the Paris Institute of Advanced
Study titled Space-Time Geometries for Motion and Perception in the Brain and the
Arts. It includes over 20 chapters written by the leading scientists and artists who
presented their related research studies at the symposium and includes six sections;
the first three focus on space-time geometries in perception, action, and memory,
while the last three focus on specific artistic domains: drawing and painting, dance,
music, digital arts, and robotics.

There is an ever-growing interest in the topics covered by this book. Space and
time are of fundamental importance for our understanding of human perception,
action, memory, and cognition, and are entities that are equally important in phy-
sics, biology, neuroscience, and psychology. Highly prominent scientists and
mathematicians have expressed their belief that our bodies and minds shape the
ways we perceive space and time and the physical laws we formulate.
Understanding how the brain perceives motion and generates bodily movements is
of great significance. There is also a growing interest in studying how space, time,
and movement subserve artistic creations in different artistic modalities (e.g., fine
arts, digital and performing arts and music). This interest is inspired by the idea that
artists make intuitive use of the principles and simplifying strategies used by the
brain in movement generation and perception. Building upon a new understanding
of the spatiotemporal geometries subserving movement generation and perception
by the brain, we can start exploring how artists make use of such neuro-geometrical
and neuro-dynamic representations in order to express artistic concepts and emo-
tionally affect the human observers and listeners. Scientists have also started for-
mulating new ideas of how aesthetic judgments emerge from the principles and
brain mechanisms subserving motor control and motion perception.

Covering novel and multidisciplinary topics, this advanced book will be of
interest to neuroscientists, behavioral scientists, artificial intelligence and robotics
experts, students, and artists.
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Chapter 1
Brain Representations of Motion
Generation and Perception: Space-Time
Geometries and the Arts

Tamar Flash

Abstract Many motor behavioral studies have aimed at inquiring what general
principles underlie movement generation during multi-joint movements. Careful
analysis of the observed behavior has led to the formulation of several kinematic
laws of motion describing the invariant geometric, kinematic, and timing patterns
of the upper limb and full-body movements. Similar kinematic laws of motion also
characterize motion perception by the brain. Different theoretical approaches aimed
at investigating the origins of these kinematic laws of motion, and the observed
geometrical and temporal invariants describing motion production and perception
have been developed. These included optimization theory and differential geometry
models, both types of models aiming at accounting for the tight coupling existing
between spatial and temporal features of natural movements. The proposed geomet-
rical models assume that a mixture of several Euclidean and non-Euclidean space-
time geometries subservemotion production and perception. This theory has enabled
us also to examine the issues associated with motor compositionality—namely, how
the brain constructs complex movements by composing together elementary motor
primitives. Here I will also describe the possibilities offered by the unraveled motion
production and perception principles for guiding research and scholarly studies
concerning the expression of brain space-time geometries in movement and the arts.
Open questions are howartistsmight be utilizing similar principles in different artistic
domains, whether such principles are shared among different creativemodalities, and
whether they may also underlie esthetic judgments and emotional expressions in the
arts.

T. Flash (B)
Department of Computer Science and Applied Mathematics, Weizmann Institute of Science,
Rehovot 76100, Israel
e-mail: tamar.flash@weizmann.ac.il

© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
T. Flash and A. Berthoz (eds.), Space-Time Geometries for Motion and Perception
in the Brain and the Arts, Lecture Notes in Morphogenesis,
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-57227-3_1
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1.1 Introduction

Research inmotor control focuses on the nature of the neural mechanisms subserving
motion planning and control in humans and animals. In the hope of advancing our
understanding, many studies have combined behavioral, theoretical, and computa-
tional models aimed at characterizing motor behavior and formulating ideas about
neural control of movement. Such studies have also applied a variety of brain
imaging techniques and recordings of neural activity in humans and other animals to
investigate the neural representations of movement and action-perception coupling.

Over the last decade, there has also been a considerable increase in the number
of behavioral and modeling studies which have recorded movements employed in
different artistic domains, such as visual arts, digital arts, dance, and music. This
increased interest stems from the belief that a better understanding of the neuralmech-
anisms and brain representations of movement generation and action-perception
coupling may lead to new insights into human creativity and its manifestations in
various artistic expressions. Such research can throw new light on how artists take
advantage of the particular spatial and temporal features of human movements and
of the particularities of human perception of space and time to enhance the impact of
works of art and artistic performances on human observers. The critical question is,
how do artists apply their both explicit and implicit understanding of these principles
and how do they benefit from such inherent knowledge to increase the emotional
and intellectual impact of their creative expressions. Once we can obtain a better
understanding of the particular strategies used by the brain in motion generation and
perception, we may also gain a better understanding of artistic creativity.

Motion trajectories in reaching and pointing movements and in more complicated
curved, obstacle avoidance, scribbling, and drawingmovements display several ubiq-
uitously observed stereotypical geometrical and temporal features. The geometric
forms of drawing and curved trajectories dictate the speeds of the hand movement or
of walking along curvilinear paths. In particular, movement speed varies according
to the movement path’s curvature and variations of curvature with time.

Another important question with respect to trajectory formation is howmovement
durations are selected for different movements. Behavioral studies have suggested
that human movements have specific motor timing characteristics. Two kinds of
temporal scaling properties referring to global and segment-wise scaling of move-
ment durations as a function of path length have been described (see below). The
observations on movement kinematics, i.e., trajectory paths, the shape of time-
dependent speed profiles, and motor timing, can be accounted for by a variety
of mathematical models. These models include those aimed at providing accurate
descriptions of the kinematic and dynamic features of human movements and have
led to the formulation of empirically observed kinematic laws of motion, such as the
kinematic power laws (see below). The second type of model, for example, models
based on optimal control theory, have sought explanations for the tendency of natural
movements to display such stereotypical features. The third group ofmodels, recently
developed, includes those seeking to account for the observed temporal and spatial
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invariants of motor behavior. This type of model includes, for example, the mixture
of geometries orMOGmodel (Bennequin et al. 2009), hypothesizing that the internal
neural representations of movement are subserved by combining several Euclidean
and non-Euclidean geometries (see also Handzel and Flash 1999; Flash and Handzel
2007). Research has also been conducted to identify the principles underlyingmotion
perception. Such studies have enabled us to identify and discern similarities between
the principles governing both motion production and perception of movement.

In this chapter, we first describe some of the most prominent characteristics of
naturalmovements and the principles underlyingmovement planning and control.We
then describe the theoretical and behavioral studies of visual perception of motion.
We also report findings from several brain imaging studies investigating the brain
networks subserving motion production and perception. Finally, we discuss results
and ideas on space-time geometries subserving different artistic domains. We also
point out potential research directions that could enlarge the scope of current research
dealing with the brain and space-time geometries and movement in the arts.

1.2 Motion Planning: Kinematic Characteristics

Human hand movements display several stereotypical kinematic features visible
during both planar (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) reaching and pointing actions.
Starting with 2D reaching, two of the more prominent characteristics of such move-
ments are their nearly straight geometrical paths and stereotypical bell-shaped
velocity profiles of the associated hand trajectories (Morasso 1981; Abend et al.
1982; Flash and Hogan 1985). In a seminal paper, (Morasso 1981) focused on the
question of whether reaching movements show greater spatial and temporal invari-
ance when comparing end-effector (hand) trajectories to joint rotations. This simple
but elegant study revealed the tendency of human subjects to generate roughly straight
hand paths with symmetrical speed profiles regardless of the work-space region in
which the movements were produced.

Yet, the joint angular configurations and velocity profiles vary with the end-point
locations of the reaching movements, with movement direction, and the part of the
work-space in which the movements are performed (see also Abend et al. 1982,
Hollerbach and Flash 1982). Hence, (Morasso 1981) and several others reported that
planar reaching movements display strong geometric invariance under Euclidean
transformations involving translation and rotation. By contrast, the recorded joint
rotations were tailored to satisfy the desired geometric and temporal features of the
end-effector trajectories. This has led to the notion that multi-joint movements are
planned in terms of hand trajectories rather than in terms of joint rotations. Other
studies of 3D reaching (e.g., Atkeson and Hollerbach 1985) showed that during 3D
reaching movements, the hands follow more curved paths, but these movements still
display invariant bell-shaped tangential velocity time-dependent profiles.

Abend et al. (1982) requested subjects to generate curved movements in the hori-
zontal plane by instructing them to avoid an obstacle or to move the hand through an
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Fig. 1.1 Experimentally recorded trajectories of two-dimensional planar horizontal arm move-
ments using a two joint manipulandum (panel A). The movements involved shoulder and elbow
joint rotations (Panel B). Shown in Panel C are the hand paths, velocity, and curvature profiles. The
trajectories depicted in Panel C (column 1) during point-to-point movements followed stereotypical
straight hand paths and depicted symmetrical bell-shaped speed profiles. The curved trajectories
(C, columns 2–5) followed curved paths with several velocity maxima and minima. The velocity
minima temporally coincided with the curvature maxima (the curvature profiles are drawn below
the velocity profiles). Adapted from Abend et al. (1982) and Flash and Hogan (1985)

intermediate target resulting in curved hand paths. The hand velocity profiles showed
strong coupling with the hand path’s curvature, revealing more complicated speed
profiles with several speed maxima and minima. The hand speed minima occurred
at the curvature maxima (see Fig. 1.1, panels A).

Intriguingly, similar kinematic characteristics to those reported for straight and
curved hand trajectories have been reported for the trajectories of the body’s center
of mass during natural gait along straight and curved paths (Vieilledent et al. 2001;
Hicheur et al. 2005).

1.3 Timing Characteristics

Motor timing is another aspect of hand trajectory planning that has been extensively
examined in behavioral studies. Empirical studies of both point-to-point and curved
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upper limb movements examined how the total movement durations are modulated
as a function of movement amplitude. These studies reported two ubiquitous features
of motor timing and kinematics—the near invariance of movement kinematics with
speed modulations and the temporal scaling of the velocity profiles with both move-
ment size and duration. When humans perform the same motor task at different
speeds, the geometrical characteristics of themovements, i.e., the path’s spatial form,
are nearly unaffected by the increased speed (seeHollerbach andFlash 1982;Atkeson
and Hollerbach 1985; Kadmon-Harpaz et al. 2014).

Similarly, the velocity profiles of the movements had nearly the same shape, inde-
pendently of the movement size. This is due to the linear scaling of movement speed
by a constant scaling factor, which equals the ratios between the slow and fast move-
ment durations. Such temporal scaling has been observed in different motor actions,
including 2D and 3D reaching, curved and handwriting trajectories, locomotion, etc.

Temporal scaling is strongly associated with the isochrony principle—the
phenomenon that a movement’s duration is nearly independent of its ampli-
tude. Isochrony has two different aspects. The first is the near independence of
the total movement duration from its extent. This phenomenon was termed the
global isochrony principle (Viviani and Schneider 1991; Viviani and Flash 1995).
In contrast, local isochrony is the nearly equal durations of specific movement
segments independent of their lengths. This occurs when entire trajectories, which
are composed of several such consecutive parts, are globally planned (Viviani and
Flash 1995).

1.4 Optimization Models

In order to account for the above kinematic characteristics of both point-to-point and
curved trajectories, several mathematical models based on optimization theory have
been suggested (Flash and Hogan 1985; Uno et al. 1989; Harris and Wolpert 1998;
Todorov and Jordan 1998, 2002). These models are based on the assumption that
the motor system optimizes particular costs, based on either kinematic or dynamic
variables or neural activations.

An optimal control model successfully accounting for the kinematic character-
istics of the upper limb and locomotion trajectories is the minimum jerk model
(Hogan 1984; Flash and Hogan 1985). This model suggests that a primary objective
of motor coordination is to generate the smoothest possible hand trajectory. This
objective function was equated with the minimization of hand jerk integrated over
the entire trajectory. Jerk is the rate of change of hand acceleration, and it is defined
based on the third-order derivative of the hand trajectory, x(t), y(t) with respect to
time, as follows:

jerk =
∫ (...

x 2 + ...
y 2

)
dt
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Fig. 1.2 The hand paths and velocity and curvature profiles predicted by the minimum jerk are
shown in the left panel (the upper graphs display the predicted trajectories for point-to-point and
curved trajectories). The lower figure displays the predicted hand paths, velocity, and curvature
profiles for curved movements. In the left two figures shown are comparisons between measured
(dashed lines) and predicted (solid lines) reaching movements (upper row) and curved trajectories
(lower row). Adapted from Flash and Hogan (1985)

Using optimal control theory, the specific trajectories yielding the optimal perfor-
mance were mathematically determined and compared to those of the measured
movements (Flash and Hogan 1985). Several examples of comparisons between
recorded and model-predicted trajectories for both point-to-point, i.e., reaching and
curved trajectories are shown in Fig. 1.2.

Alternative models suggested that movements minimize variance (Harris and
Wolpert 1998) or energetic costs or costs based on a trade-off strategy, compromising
between alternative costs. One such model is the optimal feedback control model,
which emphasizes the importance of optimizing feedback control and was based on
an objective function representing a trade-off between accuracy and effort (Todorov
and Jordan 2002).Many such studies have primarilymodeled 2D reaching and curved
trajectories. Only a small number of studies have dealt with 3D movements or with
the inverse kinematics problem (e.g., Biess et al. 2007).
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1.5 Kinematic Power Laws

A ubiquitous kinematic feature of curved hand trajectories is the strong coupling
between hand speed and curvature. Not only does the hand slow down during more
curved path segments, but there is also a strong dependency of the rate of slowing
on the path’s curvature. For example, when drawing elliptical paths, Lacquaniti et al.
(1983) have reported that the hand angular velocity depends on the hand movement
curvature raised by a power of 2/3rd with a piecewise constant velocity gain factor K
as follows:

A = KC2/3

where A is the angular velocity and C is the Euclidean curvature: C = ẋ ÿ− ẏ ẍ
V 3 .

The observed kinematic and temporal coupling between hand velocity and curva-
ture is depicted in Fig. 1.3 for the drawing of elliptical trajectories. The strong
coupling between geometry and speed expressed by the two-thirds power law is ubiq-
uitous, characterizing a full spectrumofmotor behaviors such as drawing (Lacquaniti
et al. 1983), eye-movements (de’ Sperati and Viviani 1997), whole-body locomotion
(Hicheur et al. 2005, see Fig. 1.4), and speech (Tasko and Westbury 2004). This
motor invariant also constrains visual perception of motion (see below and Viviani
and Stucchi 1992; Levit-Binnun et al. 2006; Kandel et al. 2000; Dayan et al. 2007;
Casile et al. 2010).

In order to account for the velocity modulations observed when moving along
different geometrical paths, the strict two-thirds power law was later generalized
(Viviani and Schneider 1991; Richardson and Flash 2002). Hence, to describe the
dependency ofmovement speed on the geometrical formof its path, the instantaneous
curvature is raised by a general exponent β (not necessarily equal to 1/3), as follows:
V = gCβ. V marks the tangential velocity, which is related to the angular velocity
and curvature, according to V = A/C .

The values of the exponent β providing the best match between the modeled and
measured speed profiles are highly dependent on the geometrical forms of the paths
(see next section).

1.6 Merging Optimization Models with Power Laws

Examining whether the alternative descriptions of hand trajectories emerged from
similar organizing principles, Viviani and Flash (1995) compared the mathematical
descriptions provided by theminimum jerkmodel to the two-thirds power-lawmodel.
Two-dimensional (2D) movements involved in drawing complex figural forms were
recorded, and theof kinematic and temporal characteristics predictedby theminimum
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Fig. 1.3 Drawing of elliptical trajectories. Shown are examples of the hand path (upper drawing)
and velocity (v) and curvature profiles (k) (lower panel). The hand velocity minima are temporally
coupled with the curvature maxima, and the hand slows down during higher curvature movement
segments

jerk model, the two-thirds power-law, and the isochrony principle were compared
(see Fig. 1.5). The agreement between the predictions of the optimization model and
the power-law description was very satisfactory. Scaling of speed within movement
subunits could also be accounted for by the minimum jerk hypothesis.

Other studies have also investigated whether the two-thirds power law or similar
kinematic laws emerge from the optimization of different costs. Todorov and Jordan
(1998) compared the predictions of the minimum jerk model and those of the
two-thirds power law and other generalized power-laws for constrained paths. The
minimum jerk model provided a better description of the measured velocity profiles
when moving along such paths. This study also demonstrated mathematically that
the two-thirds power law is equivalent to setting the normal component of the instan-
taneous jerk to be zero. Other models, e.g., the minimum variance model (Harris and
Wolpert 1998), have also shown that the trajectories minimizing movement variance
in the presence of signal-dependent noise obey the two-thirds power law. Harris and
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Similar trajectory planning
in Drawing movements and Locomotion
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Fig. 1.4 The kinematic characteristics of the body center of mass trajectories are similar to those
of recorded hand trajectories. The left panel, upper row, shows experimental measurements of gait
trajectories. The right panel (top row) shows the linear relation between the logarithms of speed and
the radius of curvature. The lower row shows typical cloverleaf paths recorded in these experiments.
Adapted from Hicheur et al. (2005)

Wolpert demonstrated this observation through mathematical simulations of moving
along a path whereby the path was constrained by having to pass through multiple
via points.

Richardson and Flash (2002) used a different approach to the relation between
optimization models and the power law. Assuming that movement speed complies
with a generalized power law, they investigated the possibility that Mean Squared
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A C B

Fig. 1.5 Combining optimization and power-laws models. The left panel shows comparisons
of recorded versus predicted hand paths. The predicted trajectories were predicted based on the
minimum jerk model. The trajectories were predicted for three figural forms. The figures in the
right panel illustrated the log (velocity) versus log (radius of curvature) behavior observed for the
recorded trajectories. They were well accounted for by the minimum-jerk model. Adapted from
Viviani and Flash (1995)

Derivative (MSD) optimization models can account for the empirically observed
hand trajectories. MSD here is the minimization of the squared different order time-
derivatives, n, of hand position. The minimum acceleration, jerk, and snap costs
correspond to n = 2, n = 3, and n = 4, respectively. Enquiring what power laws
are needed for the trajectory to minimize different MSD costs, perturbation theory
was used to mathematically predict the beta exponent values that best minimize the
integrated jerk cost for moving along complicated figural forms. Such predictions
enabled to compare the values of the β exponent, calculated for the recorded move-
ments with the beta values, predicted for different time-derivatives (n) of the trajec-
tories used in different MSD models. A similar approach was recently taken by Huh
and Sejnowski (2015) to derive the values of the β exponents for different pure spatial
frequency curves. Using perturbation theory to predict what values of the exponent
beta minimize jerk for various frequency curves, the derived β values were predicted
to obey a general formula that expressed the dependency of the predicted exponent
on the path geometry and specifically on the number of its curvature maxima and
its geometrical symmetry. Quite nicely those predictions were corroborated by the
empirical observations. Thus, Huh and Sejnowski (2015) demonstrated that many
pure frequency curves show considerable deviations from the two-thirds power law
and comply, insteadwith generalized power laws,where the values of the β exponents
strongly depend on the geometrical form of the drawn curved path.
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1.7 Geometry-Based Models

Humans interact with the environment through sensory information processing and
motor actions. These interactions might possibly be understood via the underlying
geometry of both perception and action. While the motor space is considered, typi-
cally, to be Euclidean, repeatable behavioral observations have suggested the possi-
bility of other underlying geometric structures. As described below, our research
hypothesizing the use of non-Euclidean geometries to describe movement kine-
matics has evolved from assuming that end-effector motions are represented in terms
of constant equi-affine speed. This modeling approach has been further extended to
a more general model involving a mixture of both Euclidean and non-Euclidean
geometries.

1.8 Geometries, Groups of Transformations, and Invariants

As described by Cutting (1983), the term “invariance” was invented by several math-
ematicians in the nineteenth century. Following the development of this term and its
spreading among mathematicians and physicists, invariance came to mean “any-
thing which is left unaltered by a coordinate transformation.” Later in the nineteenth
century, with the work of Lie and Klein, the words invariance and transformations
became interlocked. Cassirer (Cassirer 1938/1944, p. 19) made the strong claim that
the principles of invariance and groups are the basis of both perception and geometric
thought (see also, for example, Piaget 1970). According to Cassirer, Klein’s geome-
tries made it possible to bring mathematical and psychological thought together
under a common denominator. Psychophysicists and psychologists have mostly
learned about invariance in the context of Klein’s “Erlanger Programm” of 1872.
This program was set to classify and categorize the various types of geometries by
the different kinds of invariance they maintain under different geometrical transfor-
mations. Thus, there is a geometrical hierarchy, as shown in Fig. 1.6. Euclidean geom-
etry is defined by the group of rigid displacements; similarity or extended Euclidean
geometry by the group of similarity transforms (rigid motions and uniform scaling);
affine geometry by the group of affine transformations (arbitrary nonsingular linear
mappings plus translations); and projective geometry by projective collineations.

In our current work on 2Dmovement generation and perception, we focus mainly
on Euclidean and affine geometrical transformations and the associated motion
groups (Flash andHandzel 2007; Bennequin et al. 2009) and on the equi-affine group
of motions, a subgroup of affine geometry. The most constraining geometry with the
largest number of invariants is Euclidean geometry associated with Euclidean trans-
formations that preserve Euclidian distance and angles. A less strict geometry in this
hierarchy is affine geometry, which preserves incidence and parallelism. Equi-affine
geometry also dealt with here is a subgroup of the full affine group, which also
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Nested Hierarchy of Geometries

Different  Geometries:
Topological, Projective,
Affine, Similarity and
Euclidean

Fig. 1.6 A nested hierarchy for Klein geometries. Depicted are the Euclidean, Similarity, affine,
and topology transformations. Not depicted are the projective transformations which are situated
above affine transformations

maintains area. The differential invariants of the Euclidean, full-affine, and equi-
affine geometries are their canonical parametrizations (arc-lengths) and curvatures
and the derivatives of different orders of the Euclidean and non-Euclidean curvatures
with respect to their respective arc-lengths. For further mathematical definitions, see
Faugeras (1994),Guggenheimer (1977), (Sapiro andTannenbaum1993),Calabi et al.
(1998), Flash and Handzel (2007) and Bennequin et al. (2009).

1.9 Constant Equi-Affine Speed of 2D Trajectories
and the 2/3rd Power Law

Puzzled by the coupling between velocity and curvature observed for human scrib-
bling and drawingmovements, Flash andHandzel (2007) (see also Pollick and Sapiro
(1997)) searched for a more general theoretical framework, which could account for
themovement phenomena described in the preceding sections.Wewished to examine
the nature of the geometric metrics subserving the internal representation of human
movements and were interested in seeking a general framework within which one
could account for the power-law and other kinematic phenomena. Starting with the
behavioral observations, we have developed a mathematical framework based on
differential geometry, Lie group theory, and Cartan’s moving frame method for the
analysis of human hand trajectories (Handzel and Flash 1999; Flash and Handzel
2007; Bennequin et al. 2009). Cartan’s moving frame method (see Fig. 1.7a) enables
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Equi-Affine Parameterization
of Curves

Euclidean moving frameEqui-affine moving frame

a

b

Fig. 1.7 Cartan’s method of moving frames. a Elie Cartan (depicted here) developed a system
whereby it is possible to describe an object moving along a trajectory using moving frames. This
method enables to describe the differentials of the frame’s unit vectors in terms of differential
invariants of the geometries of the moving frames. b This figure depicts the difference between
the Euclidean and equi-affine moving frames, enabling the use of different parametrizations of the
trajectories
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us to describe the trajectories of a moving object along a curve in terms of the trans-
formations of geometrical coordinate frames and the associated differential invari-
ants (see Cartan 1937; Flash and Handzel 2007, Bennequin et al. 2009). This line
of research led us to inquire into the nature of the geometric metrics subserving
the internal representation of human movements. Specifically, we demonstrated that
compliance of 2D trajectorieswith the two-thirds power-law ismathematically equiv-
alent to moving at a constant equi-affine speed (Handzel and Flash 1999, Flash
and Handzel 2007; Pollick and Sapiro 1997). As described above, a 2D trajectory
is described by the values of its time-dependent Cartesian coordinates x(t), y(t).
The Euclidean distance along the geometrical path can be calculated based on its
Euclidean metrics, ds. The Euclidean curvature corresponds to the derivative of the
angular direction θ of the Euclidean velocity vector V with respect to ds. Thus, the
Euclidean metric and curvature are expressed as follows:

ds2 = dx2 + dy2,C = dθ/ds

Using the equi-affine non-Euclidean geometry with its associated equi-affine
moving frame (see Fig. 1.7b), the equi-affine differential form dσ depends on the
Euclidean curvature C and the Euclidean metric ds according to dσ = C

1
3 ds

Equi-affine speed expresses the rate of change of the equi-affine arc-length with
respect to time. Thus, for the movements to have a constant equi-affine speed, the
Euclidean velocity should slow down during more curved segments, i.e., along the
portions of the geometrical paths whose Euclidean curvature is larger, thus obeying
the two-thirds power law.

Further studies also addressed the more general question of the origin of the
symmetries of 2D motions and invariants. Polyakov et al. (2009a) investigated the
issue (initially raised by Todorov and Jordan 1998) what geometric paths both mini-
mize jerk and obey the two-thirds power law. We then showed that hand trajectories
both minimize jerk and show equi-affine invariance when moving along parabolic
paths.

1.10 The 1/6 Power Law for 3D Hand Trajectories

Can the two-thirds and the generalized power laws, suggested initially for 2D trajec-
tories, be extended to 3D movements? We found that 3D hand trajectories should
obey a more general power-lawwith the hand speed depending not only on the path’s
curvature but also on its torsion—expressing the rate of change of the normal to the
osculating plane of movement (see Fig. 1.8). Several earlier studies had claimed that
3D drawing trajectories are piecewise planar (e.g., Soechting and Terzuolo 1987).
Hence, the torsion associated with 3D hand trajectories should be nearly zero. This
claimwas questioned by several other studies (Pollick et al. 2009; Schaal and Sternad
2001). Extending the notion of constant equi-affine speed to the 3D case, Pollick et al.
(2009) suggested that for the 3D equi-affine speed to be constant, the 1/6th power-law
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Fig. 1.8 The 1/6th power-law predicted by a constant equi-affine velocity model for three-
dimensional hand trajectories. This law predicts the relationship between hand velocity, curva-
ture, and torsion for 3D trajectories. Also shown are the Euclidean tangential (V), normal (N), and
bi-normal (B) unit vectors and the linear dependency of the logarithm of the velocity (V) on the
logarithms of squared curvature and torsion

must be obeyed. According to the 1/6th power-law, the hand 3D velocity v should
obey the following expression:

v = αcβ |τ |γ ,

where C and τ are the Euclidean curvature and torsion, respectively.
The exponent β is−1/3, and γ is−1/6. This law suggests that spatial movement

speed (v) is inversely related to curvature (κ) and, to a lesser extent, to torsion (τ ).
This prediction was closely corroborated in a study of 3D scribbling movements

(Pollick et al. 2009). Another study closely examined a more generalized 3D power
of 3D hand trajectories during the drawing of different geometrical forms (Maoz et al.
2009). The exact values of the β andγ exponents used to describe such 3Dmovements
showed deviations from the pure 1/6th power law and considerable dependencies on
the geometrical shapes of the 3D trajectories.

1.11 The Mixture of Geometries (MOG) Model

In the series of studies described above, 2D elliptical trajectories were indeed found
to obey the two-thirds power law, and this law is equivalent to motion planning in
terms of equi-affine geometry. However, in later studies, the two-thirds power law
had to be further extended to apply to other figural forms (Viviani and Schneider
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1991; Richardson and Flash 2002; Huh and Sejnowski 2015). Moreover, none of
the earlier theories could successfully account for all of the spatial, kinematic, and
temporal characteristics of human trajectories, and it is still unknown how the brain
selects movement durations, or what the nature of the underlying motion primitives
is.

Moreover, the original equi-affine description could not account for the entire
spectrum of kinematic phenomena as well for the global isochrony principle. Thus,
the model based on equi-affine geometric representation had to be generalized,
leading to the mixture of geometries or MOG model. This model suggests that
trajectory planning involves a mixture of several geometries, including Euclidian,
equi-affine, and full affine geometries (Bennequin et al. 2009). TheMOGmodel was
successfully used to account for drawing and locomotion trajectories (Bennequin
et al. 2009).

This extended theorywas also based on the idea thatmovement duration is dictated
by the geometry being used and thatwithin each geometry,movement duration equals
the corresponding geometric distance. Different geometries possess different canon-
icalmeasures of distance along curves, i.e., different invariant arc-length parametriza-
tions. It was therefore suggested that, depending on the selected geometry, movement
duration is proportional to the corresponding arc-length parameter and that the actual
movement duration reflects a particular tensorial mixture of these parameters. Near
geometrical singularities, specific combinations of these parameters were assumed to
be selected to compensate for time expansion or compression occurring in individual
arc-length parameters. The theory was mathematically formulated using Cartan’s
moving frame method (Cartan 1937, Fig. 1.7a).

Assuming themixture of geometries and the constancy of movement speed within
each geometry and using Cartan’s theory, the tangential velocity V was expressed as
resulting from the multiplication of the affine, V0, equi-affine, V1, and Euclidean V2

velocities as follows:

V = V β0
0 V β1

1 V β2
2

where

V0 = C0k
− 1

3 k
− 1

2
1

V1 = C1k
−1/3

V2 = C2

where β0, β1 and β2 are the weight functions defined along the trajectory whose
values lie within the range of [0, 1] and β0 + β1 + β2 = 1. Here κ and k1 are
the Euclidean and the equi-affine curvatures, respectively, and C0, C1, and C2 are
constant coefficients that represent the affine, equi-affine, and Euclidean constant
velocities, respectively. The predictions of the MOGmodel were tested on three data
sets: drawings of elliptical curves, locomotion, and drawing trajectories of complex
figural forms for which the ratios of movement durations for shorter versus longer
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loop segments were predicted. This theory succeeded in accounting for the kinematic
and temporal features of the recorded locomotion and drawingmovements (Fig. 1.9a,
b). Comparing the predictions of the MOG model to those of the minimum jerk
model, Bennequin et al. (2009), using appropriate statistical scores, showed that for
human gait along curved paths, theMOGmodel provides more information onmotor
timing than the constrained minimum jerk model. For drawing, the MOG model is
only slightly better than the minimum jerk model, and both models are excellent.

Hence, as argued by Bennequin et al. (2009), the principal result of the MOG
model can be formulated by stating that a tensorial combination of canonical invariant

Fig. 1.9 The mixture of geometries (MOG) model. a Depicts the path for a double ellipse and its
segmentation for a trajectory constructed using the mixture of geometries model. The panel on the
right depicts the velocity profiles for the three geometrical velocities assuming constant velocities
for the three geometrical parameterizations: Euclidean (blue), Equi-affine (green), and full affine
(red). b Comparisons of measured paths and velocity profiles predicted based on the MOG model
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geometric parameters gives rise to statistically non-trivial predictions not rejected by
the data against which they were examined.

1.12 Motor Compositionality

The performance of any complex motor task requires the nervous system to deal
with complicated cognitive, perceptual, and motor execution problems. A key idea
emerging in the recent motor control literature is that most complex movements
are composed of simpler elements or strokes—so-called motion primitives. These
units are assumed to be combined and temporally concatenated in different ways
to produce the seemingly continuous smooth movements’ characteristics of human
motor behavior. Different approaches and computational algorithms have been devel-
oped to infer such elementary building blocks (Flash andHochner 2005; Abeles et al.
2013; D’Avella et al. 2015; Flash et al. 2019), but both the nature and the origins of
such motion primitives are far from being understood.

One line of evidence supporting the existence of movement “letters” from which
more complicatedmovement “words” are formed is based on the inference of discrete
sub-movements derived from thedecompositionof trajectories. Such sub-movements
in reaching and curvedmovements are adequately described by uni-modular velocity
profiles, well approximated by a minimum jerk (Rohrer et al. 2004) or lognormal
profiles (Plamondon 1995). A reasonable assumption is that motor primitives exist
at different levels of the motor hierarchy (Flash and Hochner 2005; Abeles et al.
2013; D’Avella et al. 2015). Movement primitives have been described at the level
of muscle activations in the form of muscle synergies, with a large body of literature
on this topic (see, for example, Overduin et al. 2012; D’avella et al. 2015). Below we
briefly describe the existence of motion primitives at the level of joint kinematics,
the so-called kinematic synergies. Several authors have discussed both isometric and
dynamic primitives (see Hogan and Sternad 2012; Ijspeert et al. 2013).

Given the multiplicity of levels at which motion primitives can hypothetically
subserve the construction of compound movements, it is quite challenging to reverse
engineer the system. Among many other purposes, such a reverse engineering
approach may enable us to determine why continuous motions are decomposed
into smaller sub-movements in stroke and Parkinson’s disease patients (Dounskaia
et al. 2009). In stroke patients, following an extensive practice of reaching tasks, such
sub-movements tended to blend and become less frequent, making the movements
smoother and healthier-looking (Krebs et al. 1999).

An important question is whether the sub-movements revealed in these patholog-
ical conditions have a central or a peripheral origin. Possible causes could be under-
lyingdeficits inmotionplanning, inmuscle activation, or in blendingbetween consec-
utive units of action at both the kinematic and muscle activation levels. They may
also reflect an intermittent mode of control or intermittent delayed feedback. These
questions are currently under investigation both experimentally and theoretically.
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1.13 Geometric Models Accounting for Segmentation
and Compositionality

Using the minimum jerk and the equi-affine models, Polyakov et al. (2009b) exam-
ined the motor decomposition of monkeys’ 2D hand trajectories by combining nerve
cell recordings inmotor cortexM1 and premotor cortex PMdwith kinematic analysis
of the scribbling movements. A HiddenMarkovModel (HMM) was used to infer the
neural activity states, and the identified states corresponded to parabolic segments
(Polyakov et al. 2009a, b). Parabolas minimize jerk, are invariant under equi-affine
transformations, and are also equi-affine geodesics. Hence, they were suggested as
possible candidates for motion primitives. Polyakov et al. (2009a) further observed
that following repeated practice of a target pursuit task, the number of parabolic
segments decreased considerably, and the motions became smoother. In another
study, Kadmon-Harpaz et al. (2019) segmented continuous monkey hand trajectories
based on the identification of neural states, inferred using an HMM model.

The geometries combined in the MOGmodel (Euclidean, equi-affine, and affine)
are each associated with their corresponding groups of transformations, i.e., group
of motions. Hence, a recent study by Meirovitch (2014) (see also Flash et al. 2019)
based on the MOG model presented a theory for motor decomposition. This theory
assumes that motion primitives correspond to the orbits of the group of full-affine
transformations.Orbits are geometric pathswith constant curvatures in the associated
geometries. Orbits can also be defined for the equi-affine and Euclidean groups of
transformations (for further mathematical details see Meirovitch 2014; Flash et al.
2019). In Euclidean geometry, these orbits are straight lines and circles. For the equi-
affine group of motions, these orbits are parabolas with zero equi-affine curvature. A
hyperbola and an ellipse have constant negative and positive equi-affine curvatures,
respectively (see Flash and Handzel 2007). Meirovitch (2014) used these ideas to
decompose general figural forms into full-affine orbits. This model has enabled the
decomposition of 2D curves into segments that both minimize jerk and are full-affine
orbits. Hence, one can combine optimization and geometrical models, allowing the
decomposition of human and animal trajectories into motor units.

In another study (Meirovitch et al. 2016), the minimum jerk and the MOGmodel
were combined to deal with the speed-accuracy trade-off observed in human move-
ments, and affine orbits were used to deal with obstacle-avoidance and on-line
corrections.

1.14 Motion Perception and Neurophysiological Studies

In a pivotal study, Viviani and Stucchi (1992) demonstrated that the two-thirds power
laws might apply to both motion generation and perception of motion. Subjects
observed the movement of a light spot along an elliptical path and were instructed to
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change its motion until it appeared to move most uniformly. They did this by control-
ling the velocity-curvature relationships of the light spot’smovement (i.e., the β expo-
nent of the power-law equation). Subjects tended to select as most uniform motion
corresponding closely to the two-thirds power law even though the dot velocity
can vary by up to 200% in this type of motion. This finding was later replicated and
extended using a broader range ofmovement speeds and elliptical pathswith different
eccentricities and perimeters. Those factors were found to affect the subjects’ percep-
tion of motion uniformity (Levit-Binnun et al. 2006). Compatibility with the two-
thirds power law was also shown to affect anticipation of perceived motion, both for
handwriting movements (Kandel et al. 2000) and for simple curvilinear trajectories
(Flach et al. 2004). These findings provide strong evidence that the kinematic laws
of motion apply to both motion production and perception.

An fMRI study analyzed the neural correlates of kinematic constraints affecting
both motion perception and production (Dayan et al. 2007). Subjects observed a dot
moving along elliptical trajectories with motions that either obeyed or violated the
two-thirds power law. The brain’s response to motion conforming to the two-thirds
power law was much stronger and more widespread than to other types of motion,
including motions at a constant speed and an inverse law of motion. Compliance
with the two-thirds power law was reflected in the activation of an extensive network
of brain areas subserving motor production, visual motion processing, and action
observation (see Fig. 1.10). These observations strongly support a central origin for
this kinematic law, and that similar neural coding schemes subserve both motion
perception and production.

1/3>Other conditions:
Left IFG (BA 9,44,45), left 
PMd, left SMA and M1, 

right post-central gyrus, 
bilateral STS/STG, left 
cerebellum and left GP.
0 > Other conditions:
Posterior cingulate , 

CCZ, fusiform gyrus, 
lingual gyrus, and 
parahippocapal gyrus. All 
activations were 
lateralized to the left.
-1/3> other conditions:
No activations obtained.

Fig. 1.10 Areas of significant activation during the perception of different types of motion. Each
condition is compared with the two other conditions. CCZ, caudal cingulate zone; IFG, inferior
frontal gyrus; LH, left hemisphere; LgG, lingual gyrus;MoG,middle occipital gyrus; PHG, parahip-
pocampal gyrus; PcG, postcentral gyrus; RH, right hemisphere; SMA, supplementary motor area;
STG, superior temporal gyrus; STS, superior temporal sulcus. Results are corrected for multiple
comparisons at the cluster level (P < 0.05). Adapted from Dayan et al. (2007)
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Schwartz and Moran (1999, 2000) also presented evidence in favor of the central
neural origin of the two-thirds power law. They suggested that a more substantial
complexity is associated with the generation of curved movements, given that this
requires a continuous change in the movement direction. Such increased complexity
may explain the longer reaction time needed to generate curved versus straight trajec-
tories (Wong et al. 2016) and the longer time elapsing between initiation of neural
activity in monkeys’ motor cortical areas preceding movement and initiation of the
movement for curved versus straight paths (Schwartz and Moran 1999, 2000).

1.15 Kinematic Power-Laws and Brain Activations
in Motion Perception

Human sensitivity to biological movement was first documented by the Swedish
perceptual psychologist Gunnar Johansson (1973), best known for using a point
light display (PLD) as a motion stimulus. The motion of the body was displayed
by attaching light bulbs to various body parts and joints. Recording various motor
actions in the dark, Johansson then removed the visual information of the body by
only showing the motion of white dots, corresponding to the light bulbs, against a
black background. His psychophysical experiments demonstrated that human partic-
ipants are able to recognize what human performers were doing through motions
of the PLD. However, when the PLD was static, observers no longer recognized
these actions. This phenomenon was termed biological motion perception (Blake
and Shiffrar 2007). In his book chapter describing the history of his own research
on biological motion perception, Cutting (2012) writes that the best rationalization
of the notion of biological motion is achieved by subsuming it under the two-thirds
power law. His statement should naturally be extended to the generalized power law.

The relevance of the power laws to the perception of human motion was also
examined in neuroimaging studies. Calvo-Merino et al. (2006) presented dance clips
and compared fMRI signals in subjects with expertise with different dance reper-
toires. They reported that neuronal structures in the left dorsal premotor cortex and
in the ventromedial frontal cortices are selectively activated during observation of
movements already in themotor repertoire in of dancers when observing these versus
unpracticed movements (Calvo-Merino et al. 2005). Casile et al. (2010) examined
the relevance of the two-thirds power law to the perception of human motion. In
an fMRI experiment, subjects were presented with human-like avatars whose move-
ments complied with or violated the kinematic laws of human movements. Actions
complying with the two-thirds power law selectively activated specific brain areas—
the left dorsal premotor cortex, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and medial frontal
cortices. The similarities between the brain areas selectively activated in Calvo-
Merino (Calvo-Merino et al. 2005; Calvo-Merino et al. 2006) and Casile et al.
(2010), further suggest that these selective activations critically depend on the degree
of compliance of the observed movements with normal kinematic laws of human
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movements. Calvo-Merino et al. (2005) also hypothesized that the activation of the
ventromedial frontal cortex in the context of action observationmight reflect a higher
degree of either “pleasantness” or social engagement of the perceived movements.

A short-lasting attenuation of brain oscillations, called event-related desynchro-
nization (ERD), is frequently found in the alpha and beta bands in humans during
generation, observation, and imagery of movement. ERD is considered to reflect
cortical motor activity and action-perception coupling. The shared information
driving ERD in all these motor-related behaviors is still unknown. Recently we
tested whether laws governing the production and perception of curved movement
may also drive the ERD (Meirovitch et al. 2015). We characterized the spatiotem-
poral signature of the ERDs when human subjects observed a cloud of dots moving
along elliptical trajectories, either complying with or violating the two-thirds power
law. ERD in the alpha and beta bands consistently arose faster, were stronger and
more widespread while observing motion obeying the two-thirds power law. An
alpha activity pattern showing clear two-thirds power-law preference was observed
exclusively above central motor areas. The two-thirds power law preference in the
beta band was seen in additional prefrontal—central cortical sites. Compliance with
the two-thirds power law is sufficient to elicit a selective ERD response in the human
brain (Meirovitch et al. 2015).

We also examined the involvement of the default mode network (DMN) in the
perception of biological motion (Dayan et al. 2016). The DMN appears to be
involved in an array of purely cognitive and social-cognitive functions, including
self-referential processing, the theory of mind, and mentalizing. More specifically,
different structures within the DMN have been implicated in an array of high-
level self-related functions, including self-projection, encoding, and retrieval of
autobiographical memories and self-evaluation.

Although the specific internal and external stimuli that elicit DMN activity for
these functions remain unknown, previous action-observation studies have suggested
that the brain utilizesmotion kinematics for social-cognitive processing.Using fMRI,
we examined whether the DMN is sensitive to parametric manipulations of observed
motion kinematics. We found that regions showing different task-induced deacti-
vation in response to unnatural versus natural kinematics (i.e., complying versus
disobeying natural power laws) of a human-like avatar largely overlapped with the
DMN.The detailed analysis further revealed that unnatural human kinematics deacti-
vated coreDMNregionsmore strongly than natural kinematics did. These differential
effects were only for the motions of realistic human-like avatars, but not for motions
of an abstract visual stimulus devoid of the human form. Differences in connectivity
patterns during the observation of biological versus non-biological kinematics were
also observed. The DMN appears more strongly coupled with the primary nodes
in the action-observation network, namely the superior temporal sulcus (STS) and
the supplementary motor area (SMA), when the observed motion depicts humans
rather than abstract form. These findings are the first to implicate the DMN in the
perception of biological motion and may reflect the type of information used by the
DMN in social-cognitive processing.
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1.16 Motor Coordination

Another key topic in motor control research is the question of how the brain resolves
the kinematic redundancy problem. This problem refers to the phenomena that,
during most multi-joint and full-body movements, the number of degrees of freedom
of the joints exceeds the number of degrees of freedom of the end-effectors (hand
or foot) during the upper limb or full-body gait trajectories. Therefore, many combi-
nations of joint rotations can achieve each foot or hand trajectory. This redun-
dancy, therefore, raises the question of what strategies the brain uses to resolve
such kinematic redundancies and how the movements of different limb segments are
coordinated to achieve the desired task goals.

In recent years many research teams have focused on investigating the principles
underlying motor coordination during human locomotion. A series of studies by
Lacquaniti and colleagues (for review see Lacquaniti et al. 1999) have unraveled a
fascinating principle of coordination among the leg segments during leg movements
in full-body actions such as locomotion, running, climbing stairs, etc. Given that a
leg movement in the sagittal plane involves three degrees of freedom, the question
is how the brain resolves the kinematic redundancy problem of the two-dimensional
mapping of trajectories of the leg’s end-effector into three joint rotations of the foot,
shank, and thigh. Careful empirical observations and analysis by Lacquaniti and
colleagues showed that this problem is resolved through a particular pattern of inter-
segmental coordination—the so-called planar intersegmental law of coordination
(Borghese et al. 1996; Lacquaniti et al. 1999).

This kinematic law states that during the gait cycle of human locomotion, the
elevation angles of the thigh, shank, and foot do not evolve independently of each
other but are coordinated to form a planar pattern of co-variation within a tilted plane
(Fig. 1.11). This phenomenon has been extensively studied and found to be highly
robust. The orientation of the plane describing the relations between the different leg
segments is correlatedwith changes in gait speed andwith a reduction in the expendi-
ture of energy as the locomotion speed increases. An analytical model accounting for
the observed phenomena (Barliya et al. 2009) was based on representing the move-
ments of the thigh, shank and foot by simple oscillators for the three segments. The
model required elevation angles of the leg segments to follow a simple ellipse within
the intersegmental plane. This requirement resulted in specific conditions that the leg
movements should satisfy. In essence, these included equal temporal frequencies of
all three leg segments as well as particular constraints on the segments phase shifts.
Those predictions successfully accounted for the observed coordination patterns
between the different leg segments during human locomotion (Barliya et al. 2009).
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Elevation angles and inter-segmental plane
Plane explains more 
than 99% of variation.

Time course of the 
three elevation angles.

Fig. 1.11 The planar intersegmental coordination constraint. The elevation angles of the thigh,
shank, and foot segments, shown in the left figure, are strongly correlated, and their time-dependent
rotations lie on a plane. The shank and foot elevation angular rotations are almost in phase (middle
panel) and get closer as speed increases. The right panel depicts the stereotypical planar “tear-drop”
shape of the time-dependent configuration space vector describing the leg’s modulations of the three
elevation angles’ rotations during a one-step cycle. Adapted from Barliya et al. 2009)

1.17 Space-Time Geometries and Compositionality
in the Arts

Below we discuss several issues associated with movement generation, space-time
geometries, and the arts. There are, of course, many issues and open research ques-
tions concerning art and movement generation and perception. Here, I review several
studies that use the approaches discussed above to examine movement generation
in different artistic domains. These studies have focused on movement composition-
ality, the relation between motion and emotion, and the role of the kinematic features
of movements in manipulating the emotional and aesthetic impact of movements in
the arts.

1.18 Drawing and Movement

Many of the aspects of motion planning and timing during curved, scribbling, and
drawing movements are described above. The interested reader can also seek addi-
tional papers, for example, in a special issue of the journal Cortex on the neurobi-
ology of drawing (Trojano et al. 2009). Here we focus only on a few issues related to
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drawing—the development of drawing skills, the effect of practice on drawing, and
eye-hand coordination during copying and drawing.

An essential topic in drawing and movement is the development of drawing
skills, which may have evolved from scribbling (Pellizzer and Zesiger 2009). With
increasing perceptual-motor coordination, scribbles give rise to complex patterns,
guided by visual attention and aesthetic considerations. Pellizzer and Zesiger (2009)
examined the development of drawing capabilities in children by focusing on the
evolvement of the dependency of speed on path geometry as captured by the two-
thirds power law. An earlier study by Sciaky et al. (1987) reported that it takes several
years for children to fully comply with the power law. However, babies and toddlers
already show some behavior compliant with the two-thirds power law. For further
interesting findings on the effect of age on compliance with the power-laws, see
Viviani and Schneider (1991).

Sosnik et al. (2004) studied the effect of practice during the drawing of a sequence
of movements. Subjects were required to generate drawing movements passing
through a series of several static visual targets and to carry out the task as fast and as
accurately as possible. Movements through any particular target set were repeated
about 200 times within one day, and the subjects returned each day for eight days
to perform the same tasks using several different target sets. During the first few
days, the subjects tended to move through the presented targets by generating a
series of straight point-to-point movements, but by the fourth day, the movements
had become more curved and smoother, showing a greater co-articulation among
consecutive motion segments. Furthermore, the movements, which could be divided
into several trajectory chunks comprised of motions through 2–3 targets at most,
showed convergence towards the behavior predicted by the minimum jerk model.
Further studies of the effect of practice on drawing, including generalization across
different target configurations, the impact of visual feedback and the various networks
engaged during different stages of the learning of this task are described in additional
studies (e.g., Sosnik et al. 2007, 2014).

Another aspect of natural drawing behavior is eye-hand coordination during both
drawing and copying tasks. Miall et al. (2009) examined the nature of the cognitive
and neural processes that enable us to transform visual images into a drawing. Simi-
larly, Gielen et al. (2009) compared the eye-hand coordination strategies during both
tracking and figure tracing. Tchalenko and Miall (2009) focused on the measure-
ment of eye and hand movements of art students using several drawing and copying
paradigms. Quite different eye-hand interaction strategies were observed to underlie
various drawing tasks, such as copying or drawing from memory (Tchalenko and
Miall 2009).

1.19 Movements and Emotion

Here we discuss how emotion affects motor coordination, as well as how film direc-
tors create and enhance the effects of different emotions in movies using camera
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motion. We do not present an exhaustive review of the important topic of emotion
and motion, and the interested reader should refer to, e.g., De Gelder (2006), Berthoz
(2003), among others.

Based on the intersegmental law of coordination and the mathematical model
we developed (Barliya et al. 2009), we have studied the relationship between body
expression of emotion during emotional gait and inter-joint coordination in profes-
sional actors and naive subjects (Barliya et al. 2013). Inspecting the intersegmental
coordination patterns between the different leg segments, we discovered that speed
is the dominant variable allowing us to discriminate among different emotional gaits.
Nevertheless, the emotion expressed during normal gait can be reliably recognized
based on other variables, e.g., changes in joint rotation amplitudes and modulation
in the orientation of the intersegmental plane beyond those that naturally accompany
merely changes in speed. Such deviations from the intersegmental pattern of coordi-
nation seen during emotionally neutral gait may reflect the effects of the emotional
valence and energy expenditure during the expression of various emotions during
human locomotion.

In the study by Orlandi et al. (2019), non-dancer participants were presented
with contemporary dance pieces reproduced with varied or uniform acceleration and
velocity (“how” the action was performed). As would be expected, the sequences
characterized by considerable more timing variation were perceived as more enjoy-
able to observe than the same sequences uniformly executed. The former were also
judged as faster, more effortful, and less reproducible than the latter. Thus, the effort
also plays a vital role in the aesthetic experience of dancing. Moreover, the perceived
effort does not just relate to the kinds ofmovements being performed, but also to their
kinematic complexity. Camurri et al. (2016) also developed computational models
aimed at studying the effects of different dance qualities on the aesthetic experience
of the observers.

Wehave also used optic flowanalysis to assess the effect of local and globalmotion
on the emotions elicited in people watching movies (Dayan et al. 2018). Film theo-
rists and practitioners have noted that motion can be manipulated in movie scenes to
supplement its narrative in eliciting emotional responses in viewers.However,we still
have only a limited understanding of the role ofmovement in generating an emotional
percept. On the one hand, mirroring real-life perceptual processing, movies contin-
uously depict local motion—the movement of objects, including humans, crucial
for generating an emotional response. Movie scenes also frequently portray global
motion, mainly induced by large camera movements.

We used fMRI to elucidate the contribution of local and global motion to emotion
perception under the rich and unconstrained visual settings associated with movie
viewing. Brain activity in areas showing preferential responses to emotional rather
than to neutral content was strongly linked over time with frame-wide variation in
global motion fields, and to a lesser extent, with local motion information. Since
global motion fields are experienced during self-motion, our results suggested that
camera movement might induce illusory self-motion cues in viewers, which interact
with the movie’s content in generating an emotional response. Overall, these find-
ings strongly implicated motion signals in the perception of emotion. Many issues
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remain open concerning on howmovie directors benefit fromusing differentmixtures
of space-times geometries to achieve the cognitive and emotional effects on film
observers they wish to achieve. Some of these issues, especially concerning the exis-
tence of four sensorimotor and perceptual spaces, are discussed in the chapters by
Berthoz, Granier, and Bennequin included in this volume, and in Bennequin and
Berthoz (2017).

1.20 Conclusions and Future Directions

The behavioral, modeling, and brain mapping studies discussed here can be applied
and generalized to characterize the spatial and temporal features of movements used
in different artistic creations, such as dance, music performance and conducting, and
in the fine arts. Similar approaches may also be employed to assess motion percep-
tion in different artistic domains. Such approaches may enable us to quantitatively
evaluate the emotional responses elicited in human observers in response to a variety
of creative works and styles. Further research can also examine whether aesthetic
judgments of artistic works rely on the kinematic laws of motion and the temporal
invariants unraveled during everyday motor behavior. Specifically, it is not yet clear
whether the manipulation of some of the reported movements’ spatial, temporal,
and kinetic features is indeed used in a variety of artistic domains. Similarly, one
could examine what temporal or geometrical deformations of natural behavior can
cause works of art to appear more or less engaging or to lead to aversive emotional
responses.

Focusing on motion capturing of dancers’, musicians’, or painters’ movements
to compare their kinematic and temporal regularizes to those observed for motor
production of more mundane actions would allow us to examine whether and how
these regularities are maintained or manipulated in the arts to generate different
esthetic and emotional responses in human observers. Several attributes that affect
aesthetic judgments and emotional percepts when listening to music or watching
dance, involve temporal features such as tempo, rhythm, duration of different portions
of the dance or music themes, etc. The MOG model has enabled us to associate
different geometrical and temporal attributes of movement and, therefore, may guide
the development of new ideas of how space and time are related in different artistic
modalities. In a series of studies examining themovements involved in the generation
of Graffiti, Berio et al. (2020) have examined style in drawing by applying ideas and
models building upon current models of motion compositionality and optimization.
Alternatively, there may exist some particular levels of abstraction at which the same
principles subserve artistic production in a variety of creative modalities, such as
music, dance, painting and drawing, and digital arts. Such research directions may
inspire further studies focusing on space-time geometries, motion generation, and
perception and how such attributes may subserve artistic creativity and expression.

Here we mainly focused on movement kinematics and on spatial and temporal
invariants characterizing natural motor behavior. Several important topics, not
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discussed here, include movement dynamics, energetics, and motor variability
both within individual subjects and across different individuals. Motor variability,
dynamics, and energetics have important roles in enabling artists to express their
individual creative ideas, traits, and emotions. Motor variability, which is naturally
associated with the performance of even the simplest motor behaviors, lends artists
with vast opportunities for expanding the spectrum and versatility of their motor
repertoire and artistic works of art. This, in turn, can greatly expand the richness
and impact of their artistic and emotional expression. Although not addressed here,
these topics are of great interest concerning motion production and perception in the
arts. Hence, the approaches described here to inquire into the nature of space-time
geometries, and motor compositionality can significantly contribute to such future
research and scholastic studies.
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Chapter 2
A Common Multiplicity of Action Spaces
in the Brain and in the arts? The 4/5
Spaces Theory

Alain Berthoz

Abstract The main idea of this chapter is to propose a theory that suggests that the
brain has different networks for different action spaces. The five spaces which are
considered are (1) Body space (BS); (2) Peri-personal space (PPS), or reaching, or
prehension space, often called «near space»; (3) Extrapersonal space (EPS), some-
times called «far space»; (4)Far environmental space (FES) inwhichwe «navigate»;
and (5) Imaginal space (IS). This modularity has been suggested by neuropsycho-
logical and neurological pathologies. Recent studies using brain imaging support the
existence of different brain networks subserving these different action spaces and a
specific review of the literature is done here for some of these spaces. Theoretical
work from Daniel Bennequin and Tamar Flash support the possibility that different
geometries are implemented in the brain to meet the different processes that are
necessary for action in these spaces. In addition, these geometries may be subclasses
of amore general geometry (Topos), as described in the chapter of Daniel Bennequin.
This would allow both specialization of these networks and compatibility allowing
an efficient transition from one to another. It is possible that, during development, the
brain of children implements these geometries to allow manipulation of reference
frames and perspective changes also in cognitive functions. This theory leads to a
new interpretation of psychiatric and neurological pathologies.

While space is perceived as unitary, experimental evidence indicates that the brain actually
contains a modular representation of space, specific cortical regions being involved in the
processing of extra-personal space, that is the space that is far away from the subject, and that
cannot be directly acted upon by the body, while other cortical regions process peripersonal
space, that is the space that directly surrounds us and which we can act upon.1

1Cléry (2015).
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2.1 Introduction2

Evolution has offered the brain a challenge. Living organisms have to move, feed,
compete, reproduce in the physical space of the planet. This challenge required that
living forms would deal with the multiplicity of spaces in which they live in order to
survive. For them the planet contains forms, and offers challenges, whose size and
distance range from microscopic to environmental scales, from molecular, or even
submolecular, to a few meters, from proteins conformational changes to thousands
of miles traveled by birds, fishes and whales for reproduction. In addition the first
humans travelled long distances by foot from Africa. Their survival, in this great
diversity of action spaces could not have been secured without some simplifying
principles which I have called «simplex».3 The necessity of flexibility to change from
one scale of space to others, in an ever changing world, also had to be taken care of
and flexible boundaries had also to be established by specific neural mechanisms, at
least in complex organisms like us.

Iwill present here a theorywhich suggest that this complexity havebeen solved, for
the case of movement, navigation, by the «simplex» choice of organising space with
a small number of principles and a modular organisation of brain networks. These
principles are based upon a segregation of brain modules which work in different
geometries (We have recently given a formal theory of these different geometries as
can be seen in the chapter of Daniel Bennequin in this book). These geometries have
to be different because they corresponds to different actions spaces:

1. Body space (BS)
2. Peri-personal space (PPS), or reaching, or prehension space, often called «near

space». The size of this space is within arm length.
3. Extrapersonal space (EPS)4 which is «beyond reaching».5 Unfortunately it has

often called «far space» in many studies or immediate locomotor space. The size
of this space is a few meters. Reaching a target, in this space, requires to stand
and walk a few steps.

4. Far environmental space (FES) in which we «navigate».

One could add also a fifth one, imaginal space (IS), which will not be considered
here. The time scales and distances of these action spaces are very different. Here
we cannot consider all these different scales and we shall mention only a few of the
mechanisms involved in this modularity. Very few empiricial studies have suggested
such dissociation.6

2I would like to state that because this book arose from a meeting in the Institute of Advanced
Studies in Paris this paper will be very speculative as the idea of such Institute is to stimulate us
to get «out of our confort zone» and risk new hypothesis. I have been priviledged to be also very
much inspired by the works and pioneering ideas of Tamar Flash and Daniel Bennequin on this
question.
3A. Berthoz. Simplexity. Harvard Univ; Press 2016
4Marco et al. (2019).
5Flanders et al. (1999).
6Josephs and Konkle (2019).
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I shall first review some recent neurophysiological and clinical evidence in favor
of this modularity. Then I will try to show that artists have understood this segre-
gation and are revealing the differents spaces, their different geometries, and their
boundaries. An example of this modularity, inspired by our theory, is given by the
chapter of François Garnier in this book.

2.2 Why is Action Important for Understanding
the Modularity of Different Spaces?

2.2.1 Action at the Foundation of Geometry

The idea that action it at the foundation of geometry and of the concept of space
is not new. I will here only quote two statements by eminent mathematiciens (My
traduction from french). Henri Poincaré wrote7 «To localise a point in space is simply
to imagine the movement necessary to reach it It is not a question of representing
the movements themselves but simply the muscular sensations which accompagny
them». He also insited upon the idea that the notion of space arises from the fact
that the ideintity of objects stems from our movements relative to them8. There is
no a priori space, but exploitation of a set of transformations, described by groups.
Albert Einstein wrote9: «Poincaré is right …The fatal error that a mental necessity,
preceding all experience, is at the basis of Euclidian geometry is due to the fact
that the empirical basis on which is based the axiomatic construction of euclidian
geometry was forgotten. Geometry must be considered as a physical science whose
utility must be judged by its relation with “l’expérience sensible”». Philosophers like
Maurice Merleau-Ponty and Henri Bergson also gave a fundamental role to action
in the foundation of our perception of space.

Even Physicist J. C.Maxwell layed down an embodied “epistemology ofmuscular
effort".Hewrote “Someminds can goon contemplatingwith satisfaction pure quanti-
ties presented to the eye by symbols, and to the mind in a form which none but math-
ematicians (or platonician linguists) can conceive. Others, ….calculate the forces
with which the heavenly bodies pull at one another, and they feel their own muscles
straining with the effort. To such menmomentum, energy, mass are not mere abstract
expressions of the results of scientific inquiry. They are words of power, which stir
their souls like the memories of childhood”.10 I suppose he would have said the same
for the concept of space and agree with Poincaré and Eisntein.

7Poincaré (1907).
8See Daniel Bennequin chapter and publications and the publicatiosn of Kevin O’ Reegan.
9Albert Einstein. Conceptions scientifiques. Flammarion, p. 29.
10Address to the Mathematical and Physical Sections of the British Association, Liverpool, Sept.
15, 1870.
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2.2.2 Non Euclidian Geometries in the Brain

In other chapters of this bookTamar Flash andDaniel Bennequin have given evidence
that the brain does not useEuclidian geometries, and that affine and equi-afine geome-
tries underly both gestures, locomotion and visual perception.11 This departure of
perceived space from Euclidian was suggested also by the pioneering works of Jan
Koenderink.12 He wrote that: «Optical space differs from physical space. The struc-
ture of optical space has generally been assumed to be metrical. In contradiction,
we do not assume any metric, but only incidence relations (i.e., we assume that
optical points and lines exist and that two points define a unique line, and two lines a
unique point)…The condition thatmakes such an incidence structure into a projective
space is the Pappus condition. The Pappus condition describes a projective relation
between three collinear triples of points, whose validity can-in principle-be veri-
fied empirically. The Pappus condition is a necessary condition for optical space
to be a homogeneous space (Lobatchevski hyperbolic or Riemann elliptic space) as
assumed by, for example, the well-known Luneburg theory. Apparently optical space
is not totally different from a homogeneous space, although it is in no way close to
Euclidean». He also suggested that the curvature changes from elliptic in near space
to hyperbolic in far space. At very large distances the plane becomes parabolic. The
suggestion that visual space is an affine transformation of physical space has been
challenged.13 Finally he studied the fact that when we look at a painting representing
a portrait the face seems always to keep looking at us irrespective of our position and
viewing angle. From this he concluded that «…the psychogenesis of visual aware-
ness maintains a number—at least two, but most likely more—of distinct spatial
frameworks simultaneously involving “cue–scission.” Cues may be effective in one
of these spatial frameworks but ineffective or functionally different in other ones.».14

Recently, with Daniel Bennequin, we have attempted to combine the fact that
the brain uses different networks for different geometries with the theory that these
geometries are not only Euclidian. Daniel Bennequin has propose that the different
action spaces would use geometries that would be sub-classes of a more general type
of geometry: the geometry of Topos.15 We are presently trying to obtain empirical
evidence supporting this theory.Many examples are available of diffferent geometries
in the brain in relation with action. For example, we have shown that in the superior
colliculus a remarquable change is performed in the geometry in which visual space
is coded. Wether the geometry of the retina is a classical spheric geometry in which
each point in space is projected to a spherical coordinate system, in the superior
colliculus the coordinates are log–polar.Whe have shown that this geometry prepares

11See also: Bennequin (2009).
12Koenderink et al. (2002).
13Wagner et al. (2018).
14Koenderink et al. (2016).
15Bennequin and Berthoz (2017).
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the transformation of the retinotopic coding of the visual world into the space of the
eye muscles motor system reference frame.16

2.3 The Distinction Between Dorsal/«Near»
and Ventral/«Far» Action Spaces

2.3.1 The Categorisation from Neurology

The proof of a modularity between different actions spaces come from several
sources. The first one is neurology. It has been known since the early days of
neurology that different lesions in the brain subserved deficits in respectively
what was known as personal (body) space, peri-personal, and extra-personal space.
One can find in the neurological literature, for instance in the papers by O. J
Grüsser (Fig. 2.1) the categorisation of grasping space, instrumental grasping space
(which can be extended by the use of tools17), near distant action space, far distant
action space and visual background. As shown in Fig. 2.1, grasping space can itself
be divided into whole body space, manual, peri-oral and intra-oral spaces.

Very recently a very interesting set of observations has been made by a clinical
psychologist Chantal Lheureux who identified in autistic children that they had a
division of space with boundaries («bord» in french).18 She identified that autistic
children were often limited to one of the four spaces described above and had diffi-
culties tranfering their activities to antother. Often they kept close to «borders» like
walls of virtual limits of these difference spaces. It would be intersting to relate this
behaviour to the discoveries of «border cells» in the hippocampus19 and, in the field
of painting or other arts like dance or theater, to see how these borders, or boundaries,
are defined.However these boundary cells belong to theEuclidian/Topological geom-
etry for navigation, they don’t limit the space of a geometry with respect to another
one, they limit a piece of space inside a given geometry.

2.3.2 Lateralisation

It seems that there is a lateralisation for the treatment of near and far space. For
example the right cerebral hemisphere has been considered to be specialized for
spatial attention and orienting. We cannot here review the vast knowledge of the

16TabareauN., BennequinD., BerthozA., Slotine J. J., GirardB.Geometry of the superior colliculus
mapping and efficient oculomotor computation. Biol. Cybern. 97(4): 279–292. See also in my book
“Simplexity” op.cit. p 146
17Forsberg et al. (2019).
18Lheureux (2018).
19Stewart et al. (2013); Moser et al. (2017).
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Fig. 2.1 The different action spaces as identified by neurologists. a Grasping space, instrumental
grasping space, near distant action space, far distant action space, visual background. The outer
borders of the near-distant action space use about 6–8 meters away from the subject. The grasping
space can be extended by using instruments. b The grasping space is subdivided into subcompart-
ments the general (whole body), manual perioral and intraoral grasping space are illustrated in this
figure (Adapted From O. Grüsser and T. Landis), Visual agnosias and other disturbances of visual
perception and cognition. Cronly-Dillon J.R. (Ed.), Vision and ... de I Rentschler - 1994).

right/left brain different functions. It is well known that the left brain mostly deals
with language and with details, or objects, and the right brain is more involved in
global evaluation of the world. We have shown that during navigation in space the
left brain is more involved in the sequential egocentric operations and the right brain
more in the allocentric treatment.20 The right hemisphere seesm to plays a dominant
role in the processing of space close to the body.21 This dominance is reduced at
farther distances, whether hand motor actions are involved or not. Longo et al. 22

have suggested that the right occipito-temporal cortex may be specialized not just for
the orientation of spatial attention generally, but specifically for orienting attention in
the near space immediately surrounding the body. It has been suggested23 that right
ventral occipital cortex is involved in far-space search, and right frontal eye field
is involved regardless of the distance to the array. It was found that right posterior
parietal cortex is involved in search only in far space, with a neglect-like effect when

20Khonsari et al. (2007); Ghaem et al. (1997); Igloi et al. (2010, 2014); Lambrey et al. (2007, 2011).
21Lucas Rinaldi op. cit.
22Longo et al. (2015); Coello et al. (2003).
23Laeng et al. (2002); Mahayana et al. (2014).
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the target was located in the most eccentric locations. No effects were seen for any
site for a feature search task.

An interesting question is: how does the brain coordinates the shifts between the
different brain modules involved in near and far space? It has been suggested that a
common eye centeringmechanism24 could be used, or even that the vestibular system
may be a common reference frame for different spaces. Another view proposed by
Daniel Bennequin (See his chapter) is that these different spaceswould be sub-classes
on the more general geometry of Topos and because they would be linked through
this geometry they would be fundamentally compatible reducing the complexity of
the shifts between them.

2.3.3 Boundaries Between Near and Far Spaces Are Flexible.

A large literature in monkeys and humans does show that the prehension space can
be extended by tool use.25 This was elegantly shown by Atsushi Iriki26 in a series of
experiments in the mondey. He showed that the receptive field of tactile neurons of
fingers in the cortex can be extended away to the tip of a tool uses to grasp an object
Recently it has even been shown in humans that we can also perceive the tactile
properties of the grasped or touched distant object with the tool.27 But this extension
of peripersonal prehension space cannot be considerd as a critical argument against
the idea that there are different geometries for near and far space. On the contrary
the fact that the space extends with the use of a tool show that action is the essence
of the problem and therefore the same geometry can, and has, to be uses as far as
the brain will have to produce an action of the body of the same nature. It has even
been shown28 that the presence of others or avatars in virtual reality experiments
and social interactions may extend the extend of «near» space or even bring the far
space closer.29 By contrast people judge a given geographical distance as subjectively
smaller when they can exert control across that distance.30 This has, of course to be
related with the more general problem of «proxemy», the optimal distance for social
interactions.31 Similarly to adults, the boundary between near and far space is not

24Pieter Medendorp and Douglas Crawford (2002).
25Brozzoli et al. (2010); Costantini (2014).
26Maravita and Iriki (2004); Obayashi et al. (2001); Bonifazi et al. (2007); Alessandro Farne et al.,
The Role Played by Tool-Use and Tool-Length on the Plastic Elongation of Peri-Hand Space: A
Single Case Study. Cogn Neuropsychol, 22(3), 408–418.
27Miller (2018).
28Fini et al. (2014); Griffiths and Tipper (2012); Near or Far? It Depends on My Impression:
Iachiniet al. (2015).
29Fini et al. (2015).
30Wakslak and Kyu Kim (2015).
31Perry et al. (2016).
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fixed in children and both active tool use and verbal labels canmodulate this uncertain
boundary.32

2.4 Cognitive Strategies for «Far Environmental» Space

We deal here with far environmental navigation space (FES) like travelling in an
appartment, or a city, or outdoors. It constitutes the third space of my theory of space
representation in paitings. In paintings it corresponds to the background of the scene.
(Mountaines, cities, room walls in indoors pictures, the sea in marine paintings etc.).
I shall here only give a very brief account of the main networks involved in the
strategies whih are used by the brain for navigating in these spaces or for memory
of travelled paths, in order to show their modularity and the potential differences of
the geometries involved.

2.4.1 Egocentric, Allocentric, Heterocentric Reference
Frames.

The brain has different networks for different cognitive strategies of navigation and
spatial memory of travelled routes:

(1) It can use a first person perception of theworld. The «near» peripersonal prehen-
sion space (PPS) (catch a glass) and «far» beyond reach extrapersonal space
(EPS) (stand up and go to the door) described above can both involve a «fist
person view point» (1PP), also called egocentric visuo-spatial reference frame,
or strategy. It is mainly implemented in the left hippocampus and right cere-
bellum.33 This strategy is also used for planning, or memorizing, sequential
navigation of trajectories in the «far environmental space» (FES) (go to the post
office). It can also be involved when observing a picture.

(2) The brain can take another person or an object in the environment and use a
third person, or heterocentric, perspective (3PP).

(3) The brain can use an allocentric perspective (cartographic) independent of any
personal point of view (FES) (Mainly involving the right hippocampus and left
neo-cerebellum).34

One of the challenges has been, and is still, to understand how we shift from one
strategy to the other. This requires not only modification of the coordinates (as occur

32Scorolli (2016).
33Blouin et al. (1993).
34These two strategies already exist in insects like honeybees et therefore have been a very early
appearing process in evolution (Menzel et al. 2000). See also the pinoeering paper: Woodin and
Allport (1998).
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in the change, mentionned above, of retinotoppic coding in the retina to the log-polar
coding in the superior colliculus for instance,) coordinate shifts but also viewpoint
change, i.e. perspective change.

2.4.2 Perspective Change.

Perspective is presented as a late discovery of the Italian renaissance but in fact it can
be found much earlier in Asian arts for instance. The multiplication of perspectives
has been used by visual arts over the civilisations for a very long time even before the
formal theory of Euclidian perspective was proposed in Italy. However I will leave to
the vision experts to discuss this point. One question which arose in neuroscience has
concerned the mechanisms which allow the brain to shift from one perspective to the
other. This requires some kind of changes of geometrical coordinate system butmore
generally some deep restructuring of the perceived space and the relations with our
own body. The same kind of operation probably occurs in front of a painting when
we examin the different perspectives which have been chosen by the artist either
explicitely as in Picasso, or implicitly as in the famous painting «Les Ménines» by
Diégo Velasquez.

We have discussed above the problem of shifting from near to the so called
«far» space in the current literature. Specific work should be done to understand
how the brain operates transitions between these spaces. We know more about the
perspective changes occuring between egocentric and allocentric perspectives.

Although several networks have been identified depending upon the context
and specific conditions in which this transition occurs35 a common set of area
have been identified which constitute a core network of the perspective changes.36

Several cortical areas are involved (Dorsal pariétal, precuneus, retrosplenial, parieto-
temporal, parieto-occipital) which are involved in encoding and retrieving target
locations from different perspectives and are modulated by the amount of viewpoint
rotation. The parahippocampus is also involved in this process as it can code envi-
ronmental landmarks. It is activated during shift of ego to allocentric viewing of a
scene as demonstrated by intracranial recording of field potential activity in epileptic
patients.37

The retrosplenial cortex received a particular attention. It was suggested that it is
involved in coordinate transformations from ego to allo centric coding.38 It has also
been suggested that it is involved in anticipating an upcoming perspective change
during a priming paradigm in which the future perspective is cued in advance.39.
It is also important to note that the retrosplenial cortex is part of the Papez circuit

35Schmidt et al. (2007).
36Sulpizio et al. (2013).
37Bastin et al. (2012).
38Epstein et al. (2005); Bicanski and Burgess (2016); Lambrey (2012).
39Sulpizio et al.
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involved in the regulation of emotions, and therefore may also be involved in the
emotional evaluation of visual scenes.40

It may not be always necessary to shift perspective, for example from ego to
allocentric reference. In fact some paintings offer this combined perspective point of
view. For example the brain can store a visual scene in both egocentric and allocentric
perspective, with an oblique view adopted recently by many virtual reality softwares
for navigation. We have described the brain activities involved in either egocentric,
allocentric and oblique (or slanted) view perspectives.41

One should therefore be careful not to try to attribute a rigid set of brain networks
to the general question of geometries. It seems that the brain can build configurations
of networks adapted to each particular conditions of interaction with the world and
this may be the same for art. For instance Laure Rondi-Reig and her team have
studied the networks involed in exploration versus exploitation of a paths in space
during navigation.42 The identified networks do contains the main areaas mentioned
above and obey to a princple of laterlisation (noet the interesting correspondance
between hippocampus and the contralateral cerebellum). But the networks are very
different when the subject navigates with these two type of behaviour.

2.5 Representing Space in Paintings

2.5.1 The Three Spaces Theory

Theway artists represent space has been a very important subject for art historians but
it is not my aim here to review this literature which is not in my field of competence.
A number of recent studies have addressed the specific question of geometries in
art works.43 I would like to suggest that many artists and particularily painters have
understood the modularity and segregation of the different action spaces described
above. They organise their paintings accordingly in depth. The scene is often divided
in at least three planes corresponding resptively to: (1) reaching or immediate periper-
sonal space, (PPS); (2) Extrapersonal or near distant locomotor action space (EPS);
and (3) environmental far distant action space (FES). In french these are often called:
(1) premier plan; (2) deuxième plan; (3) fond.

Generally, if some humans or animals, grounds, stones, stairs, or trees are shown
in the closest (PPS) plane their size is rather great and occupies a sizable potion of
the total height of the picture. Trees often occupy the whole hight of the picture as is
also seen in Japanese or Chinese paintings. Humans or animals located in the second
space have generally a smaller size which is about half of the size of the persons in

40Sulpizio et al. (2015b).
41Barra et al. (2012).
42Babayan et al. (2017).
43Baldwin et al. (2014); Burleigh et al. (2018).
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the first space. Finally the background show buildings or natural scenes the size is
again a proportion of the two first spaces.

The contrast betwen these three spaces is most of the time increased by the clear-
ness, and often dark colour, for near space, or fuzziness, and often light blue, for far
space. Coulour is also used to distinguish these spaces. For example the foreground
may be dominated by red colours as red is perceived by the brain as stands up in the
forefront (Political women tend to use red dresses when photographed in the midst
of groups or males!!), and red traffic lights used for signals on the road meaning
«stop» or forbidden.The painter Jean-Baptiste Corot has used a very specific trick
to separate spaces by often adding in the middle of the painting a red dot, often
placed on the clothes of a person in the second space, hence helping the painting
to acquire this depth separation. Sometimes these separation in three spaces is not
clearly perceptible because the painter has used methods to link these spaces. For
example sometimes a path (often curved and set in a diagonal of the picture space)
links the three spaces and creates a depth organisation which transcends the sepa-
ration between the three action spaces. But a carefull examination of the painting
shows that they are clearly present. Objects in far space can be brought into the
brain’s near-space through tool-use. A near object can be pushed into far space by
changing the pictorial context in which it occurs and this shift may be related to the
different roles of the dorsal and ventral pathways in the brain.44

But it is also true that sometimes artists negate this division and tend to fuse
the three spaces. It would however be interesting to study these paintings in detail
to see if this apparent fusion does not reveal also some clear distinction. Another
method used by artist is the produce a gradient of depth by varying the size of the
objects, trees, persons, buidlings in a continuous way in depth. A special method
for linking the spaces which has been used by many painters, including Czanne and
imprressionists, is to paint a path or road which goes obliquely from the foreground
to the background.

It should be understood that I am not trying to say that this separation of the
different action spaces, corresponding to different geometries in the brain, is clearly
made in all paintings.What I am saying is that is does appear in many paintings, even
sometimes hidden by transverse perspective cues. I submit that artist have understood
the modularity of basic brain mechanisms and do use this modularity as a way may
be to interact more directly with the viewer. A consequence of my theory is also that
some artists who have understood this mode of operation of the brain break it on
purpose in order to create the surprise and disconfort or discongruence which is one
of the aims of Art.

44Nicholls et al. (2011).
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2.5.2 Right/Left Asymetry

The second interesting link between geometrical feature of paintings and brainmodu-
larity is the lateralisation of both brain and paintings which has been discussed above.
A right-left asymetry is obvious in most paintings. I have the feeling that, generally,
the near reference objects, walls, or trees or even persons, are drawn on the right of
the paintings. A beautifull example is the disposition of most of the «Annunciations»
paintings of the Italian Renaissance which has been studied by Sarah Longo.45 The
angel generally comes from the far space on the the left, corresponding to the right
brain, and the virgin which is on the right. She has a repertoire of action gestures
(surprise, denial, acceptation and submission etc..) and is clealy in the space where
the body is present and «touchable» by the viewer. Between the symbolic «far»
space of the angel and very far environmental and imaginary space of God (on the
left), and the action and terrestrial «near», and very far space of the virgin (on the
right), a column marks often the separation between the two spaces and, I believe,
the differential treatment between the two brains (left brain and right visual space for
near, and right brain and left visual space for far). One can also see, in most of the
annunciations, the separation in depth of the near and far and environmental spaces.
Perspective links all these modularity in an apparently coherent organisation and,
often, a column marks the boundary betwen the spaces.

2.5.3 Challenges

I have tried here to describe how acting in space is dealt with by the brain and
the modularity underlying several action spaces. We have seen that several types of
modularity are present as announced in the introduction:

• Distinct networks for «near» (peripersonal reaching space PPS) and
«far» ( extrapersonal out of reach space EPS). Boundaries between these near
and far spaces are flexible and action, tool use, or context, or social factors, or
emotion dependant.

• Distinct networks are involved in egocentered, allocentered, heterocentered,
object centered cognitive strategies for spatial memory and navigation.

• The left and right brain are involved in distinct functions in these processes.
• Distinct networks are involved in exploration and exploitation of spatial environ-

mental tasks. The equivalent in the interaction with a painting for instance could
be the notion of familiarity (when we see a painting for the first time we explore
and when we have seen it many trimes we exploit).

45Giuseppe Longo, Sara Longo. Infini de dieu et espaces des hommes en peinture, condition de
possibilité pour la révolution scientifique: “Les mathématiques dans l’oeuvre d’art”, ISTE-WILEY,
2020. Version largement amplifiée et revue d’un texte paru dans ISTE OpenScience—Published by
ISTE Ltd, London,UK, 2019, et, en forme très préliminaire en français, dans "Le formalisme en
action : aspects mathématiques etphilosophiques", (J. Benoist, T. Paul eds.) Hermann, 2013.
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• Finally gender differences46 between men and women strategies and performance
exists during spatial tasks. They involve neurohormonal factors (oestrogenes and
testosterone).

Specificnetworks are involved inperspectives changesbut even these networks are
dependant upon action, context etc.. It is obvious that when producing or perceiving
a painting or any art work our brain does involves a variety of these mechanisms
in parallel or in sequence. No general theory allows us to understand how these
diferent approaches to space are coordinated by our brain. Artists are able to show us
empirically all these different components of our perception and play with them. The
richness of the repertoire of mechanism si also the root of artistic infinite creativity,
of artistic vicariance.47

The theory proposed here concerns only one very specific aspect of the organi-
sation of space in pictural Arts. In a painting at least three geometrical systems are
combined: (a) perspective; (b) the three (or four) depth spaces mentionne above;
(c) left/right asymetry. But many more can be, and are, used. For example Maurice
Merleau-Ponty had an original view of depth perception. He thought that percep-
tion of depth is produced by a change in view point by which we perceive depth as
«a width seen as a profile».48 He wrote: «to consider a depth as a width seen as a
profile, a subject has to leave his place, his point of view on the world, and thinks
about himself in a sort of ubiquity» (p. 294). This process is different from the idea
discused about, and illustrated in Fig. 2.1 of several spaces embeded in a series of
sourrounding spaces. It would actually be interesting to study of this has been used
by artists. Lastly the impact of brain strokes on painting has been explored49 and it
may be interesting to review this literature from the point of view proposed in this
chapter. Namely try to see if in the post–stroke paintings of the patients one can
identify a specific deficit in the spatial distinctions proposed above.
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Chapter 3
Variety of Brains Geometries
for Action/Perception

Daniel Bennequin

Abstract In this text we present a collection of various inventions in Geometry,
from Euclid to Grothendieck and Thom, passing by Kepler, Euler, Riemann and
Poincaré, and we indicate for all of them a deep link with the organization and
functions of the brains of animals, especially humans. In particular, we present works
conducted with Tamar Flash and Alain Berthoz, and many other collaborators, using
a variety of geometries, all included in the affine geometry, which are combined to
prepare, plan and control the execution of human movements, for drawing or for
walking. We also present a recent model, elaborated with David Rudrauf, Kenneth
Williford, and other collaborators, showing that the three-dimensional projective
geometry underlines a space for consciousness. Additionally, we introduce a new
kind of geometry developed with Alain Berthoz, and many collaborators, which is
able to organize different action spaces (at least five); this geometry corresponds to
a 2-category of fibered categories of geometrical spaces over several networks in the
brain, seen as different sites for different topos. The unifying theme of these works
is adaptation.

3.1 Euclid and Poincaré

Euclidian geometry (the “elements” were written around −300) has a reputation of
fixity. However, as shown by Poincaré (+1900, cf. Poincaré 1902), this particular
geometry describes the form of our exchanges with the external world in time. The
space all around us, which seems so familiar, is still mysterious; Poincaré asked
explicitly the question: what is the nature of this space? (Fig. 3.1).

He suggested an answer: discriminating between voluntary actions and the envi-
ronmental changes is vital for any living entity. Therefore an internal mechanism
allows the comparison between active and passive transformations of our sensory
data. The residual ambiguity between these two kinds of transformations takes the
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Fig. 3.1 Clay tablet from Babylonia, 1600 b.c. from Giedion (1962) (Sigfried Giedion)

form of a groupG, the group of rigid displacements. A “point” x in the space around
us corresponds to the special sub-group of movements H_x that left x invariant.
Then there is no real need of points, only the subsets of movements turning around
them have a meaning in this approach. Consequently, the geometry comes from
movements in time, ambiguous with respect to the division of the world between an
interior and an exterior, and the space comes from the collection of displacements
that don’t escape to infinity.

Where this geometry is happening in the brain? Several signatures of Euclidean
geometry are present in the primary motor area, other ones in the Basal Ganglia,
or in the vestibular nuclei, and many of them at the «end» of the visual flow, in
the para-hippocampal region, where are found place cells, head direction cells, grid
cells, and so on. All the elements of classical geometry of Euclid are present in this
region, but it contains also boundary cells, corner cells, velocity cells, time cells, thus
many elements of dynamics and topology, as elaborated in particular by Poincaré in
a mathematical theory.

In fact there is no unique definition of «geometry» inMathematics, as it is the case
for the term «energy» in Physics, according to Heisenberg (1969). However several
successive levels are recognized today:

(1) (from Galois and Klein) at a first level, a geometry is made by a collection of
sub-groups H_x in a group G (Example: the group of displacements of a plane
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Iso_ + (2) and the subgroups of rotations around the points x); the points in a
Klein space are defined by the transformations in G that fix them, as above;

(2) (from Riemann and Cartan) the preceding structure is retained only infinitesi-
mally; and the curvature appears as the obstruction to globalize G;

(3) (from Hamilton, Lagrange, Poincaré, Thom, Smale et al.) a dynamic or another
field is added (ex. a symplectic structure for classical mechanics);

(4) (from Grothendieck, Giraud, Verdier) sets are replaced by topos (ex: all maps
between sets according to a certain graph), then a constellation of geometries
can appear, operating coherently on a constellation of spaces. Elements of a
topos can be considered as fields over a background space, named a site.

Several examples of the first level can be seen in the brains of mammals.
For instance, as mentioned above, for the Euclidian geometry, O’Keefe and

Dostrovsky in 1971, discovered place cells in the hippocampus of rats, firing even
in the dark, when the animal is at a certain place in the plane, cf. Fig. 3.2.

Thus the rigid displacements are realized in the brain by the successive activations
of place cells (for coding translations) and by the pairs of head direction cells (for
coding rotations), discovered by James B. Ranck in 1984 (Fig. 3.2).

Hafting, Moser and Moser in 2005 discovered grid cells in the entorhinal cortex
near the hippocampus, which fire when the rat goes through any one of the vertices
of a regular lattice in the plane, cf. (Hafting et al. 2005). A group of cells share the
same translational invariance, with different phases.

Fig. 3.2 From O’Keefe (1976)
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The symmetry group G of grid cells fields is a discrete subgroup of the group of
rigid transformations: (Fig. 3.3).

Geometry can predict the form of a 3D mesh for possible 3D grids (as it seems
that bats possess). It is described in Fig. 3.4.

An example of level two, with curvature:
Non-linear deformation of the grids geometry can be seen as an occurrence of

curvature effects (Fig. 3.5).

Fig. 3.3 From the book of Coxeter (1969)

Fig. 3.4 Left (from Coxeter (1969)), the right explains how it is constructed from a cube and an
octahedron
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Fig. 3.5 a from Krupic et al. (2015) and A, B from Krupic et al. (2018)

As shown in Barry et al. (2007), the grid cells can adapt linearly their functioning
to the form of the environment after stretching (but they do not adapt to a scale’s
change, as shown in Barry et al. (2012), cf. also (Hafting et al. 2005) (Fig. 3.6).
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Fig. 3.6 From Barry et al. (2007)

3.2 Euler and Lie

Another example of level one is given by the implementation of affine geometry and
its use in several brain’s subsystems.

With respect to Euclidian geometry the affine geometry (recognized by Euler)
forgets the notions of length and angle; it retains only the notions of point, line and
plane, which can be secant or parallel.

The oriental art of affine is represented in Fig. 3.7 (illustration of TosaMitsuyoshi
for the Genji monogatari, Japan, XI th century).

Fig. 3.7 Attributed to Tosa Mitsuoki (1617–1691)
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When the environment of a rat is stretched, as we just saw, the grid cells adapt
their firing as if the ambient geometry were Euclidian for a different measurement
of lengths and angles. This is an affine adaptation, compensation from inside of an
apparent change in the real world.

In the brain, the affine geometry contributes to organize the generation of voluntary
movements, for writing and locomotion, in particular the relation between shape and
timing: Handzel and Flash, 1997 (Handzel and Flash 1997, 1999) understood that
the two-third law expresses the equi-affine invariance, a unique subgroup allowing
computation. With Tamar Flash, Alain Berthoz and Ronit Fuchs in 2009, then with
Cuong Pham, and more recently Yaron Meirovitch, we extended this analysis to the
full affine group, incorporating a form a local isochrony.

Where in the brain? Higher visual areas like OT, premotor areas, cerebellum?
nucleus NST? Note a deficit of full affine in Parkinson patients (Eran Dayan, Rivka
Inzelberg and Tamar Flash, 2012, cf. Dayan et al. 2012) (Figs. 3.8 and 3.9).

With Tabareau et al. (2007), we showed that the complex conformal group
contributes to organize the command of saccades in the Superior Colliculus.

Cerebralmaps of the visual field in vertebrates showhowdifferent kinds of geome-
tries, affine or conformal, can be used for organizing the functioning of eyes move-
ments and more generally the reorientation of grasping or locomotion in space. The
maps which represent the visual plane in the tectum of vertebrates, or the colliculus
of mammals, can be linear (as for rodents) or logarithmic (as for cats, primates).

Fig. 3.8 From Bennequin et al. (2009) To account for the change in movement’s timing along a
long ellipse, it is better to assume a shift of Euclidian geometry to affine geometry than to look for
an exponent law, log V = − b log R + C
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Fig. 3.9 From Bennequin et al. (2009) Colors show the respective contributions of Euclidian
geometry (blue), equi-affine geometry (green) and full affine geometry (red), for drawing (left part
of the figure) and locomotion (right part of the figure), for different shapes of trajectories. This
shows the interplay between spatial and temporal aspects of voluntary motions

For certain animals like crocodile, the curvature appears, using approximate affine
geometry for the horizontal motions of the eyes and head and more conformal geom-
etry for their vertical motions, which reflects their life at the water surface of rivers
(Fig. 3.10).

Note that the primary space of colors in the thalamus is also organized by an affine
geometry in a 3D space, in particular for adaptation to illuminants; this geometry is
suggested to help for color constancy, cf. (Bennequin 2014).

3.3 Kepler and Grothendieck

With D. Rudrauf, I. Granic, G. Landini, K. Friston, and K. Williford, in 2017 (cf.
Rudrauf et al. 2017; Williford et al. 2018), we proposed that consciousness results
from a shift from the 3DEuclidian and affine geometry to the 3Dprojective geometry,
possessing points at infinity.The adaptation of projective frames can explain many
illusions, for instance the Moon illusion (cf. Rudrauf et al. 2018) (Fig. 3.11).

Projective geometry can explain the very ancient observation that the moon
appears much bigger at the horizon than higher in the sky. The reason is a transfor-
mation of the plane at infinity which results from a change in projective frame (five
points in 3D space) induced by the maximization of visual information (Fig. 3.12).

In fact, this action of the projective group on the structures of information is
directly related to the last level of geometry (up today) wementioned above. Because
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Fig. 3.10 Several retinotopic maps in the optic tectum of vertebrates or in the superior colliculus of
mammals; fromKruger (1970) a rat and a fish, both being affine, from Cynader and Berman (1972),
Feldon and Kruger (1970) respectively, a monkey and a cat, both being conformal, and from Heric
and Kruger (1965) the optic tectum of an alligator, mixture of affine and conformal
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Fig. 3.11 Ptolemy, from the book of Ross and Plug, Oxford 2002 (Ross and Plug 2002)

the PCMmodel of Rudrauf et al. is based on the principle of Free Energy Minimiza-
tion (cf. Friston 2010), which involves a Bayesian network of observation and deci-
sion centers, giving a topos of information (cf.Baudot andBennequin 2015;Vigneaux
2019), and asks that perceptions and actions evolve according to the minimum of a
function of internal beliefs and goals, which is a trade-off between the conservation
of a priori knowledge and the integration of novel data. The mathematical formula
of this function is the sum of the expectation of energy and of minus the entropy (i.e.
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Fig. 3.12 From our paper on arXiv (Rudrauf et al. 2018), with its original legend Projective
setup and argument

the negentropy) of the probability law which expresses the internal state of beliefs
and goals.

3.4 Topos Geometry for Movements

More generally, with Alain Berthoz (Bennequin and Berthoz 2017), we have
proposed that for the preparation and execution of movements, new kinds of geome-
tries are necessary, without points, made by topos in the sense of Grothendieck and
Verdier (cf. SGA 1972). Heuristically, a Grothendieck topos T is associated to a
site S, made by nodes and by arrows between them, with a notion of coverings or
refinements of the nodes by some families of arrows; an object X in the topos T is
a functor over the site, i.e. the choice of a set X_s for each node s, and of a map
between them f: X_s → X_t, for each arrow t → s, working in a coherent manner.
A topos is itself a category, where each arrow is a natural transformation between
two objects, i.e. a collection of maps between sets F: X_s → X’_s, compatible with
the maps f from X_s to X_t and f’ from X’_s to X’_t. In our case, to obtain a topos
geometry, we choose in addition at each node of the site, a group, or better a groupoid
(i.e. a category with all arrows invertible, but with several units), we link them by
morphisms of groupoids, and we consider special objects of the topos, where the
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groupoids act coherently, as being the geometrical objects. This gives a generaliza-
tion of usual sets theory and of ordinary geometries, which is more flexible, local and
contextual. Concretely, the interesting sites for us are functional networks of body’s
parts, articulations, neuromuscular junctions, ensembles of neurons and brain areas,
which organize, plan and control a special class of movements in the external space.

The five main examples that we consider are

(1) the own body space, or corporal scheme,
(2) the near space for grasping or reaching, or peri-personal space
(3) the near locomotion space, or extra-personal space,
(4) the space of navigation, or far environmental space,
(5) the imagined space, where our avatar can move.

For all these cases, we suggest that there exist a set A of interconnected areas,
executing ormodulating themovements, and for each a inA, a virtual geometry,made
by a groupoid of transformations G_a, coherently acting on variable states X_a (for
instance quotient spaces G_a/H_a), which guide the adaptation of this area, in such
a manner that some of them command the specific actions in the physical space, for
instance in Euclidian or Galilean geometry. Entries in the network have two kinds
of sources, sensory variables and internal decisions. This network of geometrical
spaces forms a topos geometry covering G. This geometry has to be considered as
a unique coherent dynamical geometry, even if it manifests itself in each individual
area by different sets geometries.

In the simplest idealization, the underlying site A can contain just an arrow (plus
two identities), but more realistically A possesses many vertices and loops, working
together for perception/action. Remark: for describing correctly the dynamic in the
topos it is necessary to include time, the site is note static.

Take for instance locomotion along a complex path, with obstacle avoidance.
The superior colliculus and related subcortical and cortical areas is working in
affine/conformal geometry for anticipatory gaze movements and head or body direc-
tion changes; it is a part of the support of visual adjustments and body orientation,
another related source for that is the parietal cortex, which is perhaps more connected
to projective geometry, manipulating frames attached to external cues or obstacles
in addition to the self. The vestibular system is working in a Galilean geometry,
acting on the space of angular velocities and linear accelerations; it contributes to the
postural and equilibrium control, sending information to the spinal neurons, directly
or in a loop involving the cerebellum. The principal loop in the brain for selecting
the behavior, in locomotion as for the other voluntary motions, involves the basal
ganglia (BG), the Thalamus and the motor cortex; as revealed by cell’s receptive
fields, this loop is probably working mostly in Euclidian geometry, but it is also able
to integrate affine elements, because it determines total duration and timing modula-
tion of the movement, that we know influenced by these non-euclidian geometries.
With Tamar Flash and Alain Berthoz, taking in account perception experiments (cf.
Dayan et al. 2007), we suggest that the dorsal premotor areas in particular can antic-
ipate the movement by working in equi-affine geometry. The motor cortex and BG
(and deeper regions like the Hypothalamus) project to the centers of commands in
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the midbrain, MLR (mesencephalic locomotor region) and DLR (diencephalic loco-
motor region), which themselves project to the reticular formation (RF) in the brain
stem, which finally project to the spinal cord, where are the motoneurons. Through
other brain stem nuclei, the cerebellum intervenes for generating precise movements
and corresponding adapted postures of all the body’s segments; we suggest that the
cerebellum is working also in a geometry which is wider than the Euclidian one, like
the affine or equi-affine geometry (cf. Habas et al. 2020). However, we can expect
that totally new geometries appear in the network, when approaching the execution
centers, for instance MLR, DLR, RF, Spinal cord. These geometries will take care of
themechanisms of muscular commands, forces and torques, they will not necessarily
be represented by groups, they could use groupoids, expressing the non-holonomic
constraints of real body motions. These new geometries will define postural spaces,
all that being necessary for dimensional reduction and adaptation.

In fact, we can imagine two degrees of freedom for the topos geometries, in
one direction we vary the network A, in the other one we vary the groupoids and
sub-groupoids constituting the geometry at each area in A. When convenient gluing
conditions are verified, the set of groupoids over A forms a stack (champs in French)
in the sense of Grothendieck and Giraud (Giraud 1971). This opens to the possible
introduction of curvature in this setting.

Consider several topos associated to different tasks; they must be linked together
by specific mappings, named functors, which are themselves linked by natural trans-
formations between functors. This is what happens theoretically for the class of
all Grothendieck topos, forming a structure named a 2-category. In the context or
action/perception, this corresponds to the necessity of combining different sorts of
actions, like walking for grasping something and at the same time planning how to
find his way in the forest.

Alain Berthoz had suggested before that several geometries are necessary for
guiding several networks controlling actions in different spaces; cf. (Berthoz 2003,
2011, 2016).With the 2-category of topos, it appears a set of different but compatible
geometries that cover respectively the body’s movements, the motions of the objects,
the trajectories of the center of mass in medium/near space or along a curved path
of twenty meters, or the route/fly to a far imagined mountain.

We are working now with Alain Berthoz to make more precise these new topos
geometries. For that we have collaborators in several domains, in particular Tamar
Flash for geometry and motor control, Jean-Paul Laumond for robotics, the group
of Rennes, Anne-Hélène Olivier, Armel Cretual, Julien Petre, on locomotion in near
and far spaces, and François Garnier, on visual arts, in particular movies and virtual
reality (Fig. 3.13).

Imagine connected geometries on each vertex of this graph.
Now, consider the first brain along the line going to vertebrates: the tunicate

larva, with one eye, one otolith, a chord and muscles. It has a modular brain, with
several sensory and motor subsystems. Thus the origin of the brain is for controlling
movements, and perceiving space (as said by Rodolfo Llinas, in his book Llinas
2001) (Fig. 3.14).
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Fig. 3.13 The innermost core of the primate brain, according to Modha and Singh (2010)

Fig. 3.14 Free swimming tadpole of the simple Ascidian Ciona intestinalis seen from the side
(combined from two figures by Kowalevsky)

However the brain has evolved for emulating more and more activities, not only
movements planning, but imagined complex social relations, explicit or implicit
reasoning and imagination, concepts and arts. In all these domains, as for plan-
ning and modulating motions, virtual spaces are created inside the brain, equipped
with ideal geometries for guiding adaptation. Following works of Grothendieck,
Brieskorn, Thom and Looijenga, we have suggested that dynamic functions, control
parameters, and (homological) geometry for adaptation, are organized by dynamical
ternary structures: (1) a dynamical system X, realizing the function (information
transmission, nerve impulses, motor commands, …), (2) a manifold �, named the
unfolding of X, representing the parameters that modulate X; (3) another space H,
named the homology of X over� (more precisely its vanishing co-homology), which
is implemented by real cells, but has a virtual function, a sort of observer, linking X
and � (cf. Slotine and Lohmiller 2001). The inner geometry is on H, and controls
the forms of deformations in �. The space H understands what happens as essential
in X, and controls the paths of deformations in �, for adaptation.

All these spaces exist as well for topos, replacing sets by fields (or by stacks).
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Fig. 3.15 From a book
(Bompard-Porte and
Bennequin 1997) written
with Michèle
Bompard-Porte, describes
the ternary dynamics as a
wheel

Fig. 3.16 Notre Dame of Paris. This is a rare picture (sculpture) which allows us to feel directly
the movements of bodies in space

In humans, imagination and symbols reproduce such structures (Fig. 3.15).
Every work of art is virtually a transformation of us, which makes active our body

and our imagination (Fig. 3.16).

Acknowledgements I thank warmly Tamar Flash and Alain Berthoz for their invitation to this
wonderful meeting on Arts and Movement Science. The following notes and images closely follow
the oral exposition.
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Chapter 4
Traces of Life

Thierry Pozzo and Juliette Pozzo

Abstract The goal of this paper is to investigate the relationship between Art and
Science in the light of EJ Marey’s work and the invention of chronophotography. We
begin historically with Marey’s technical inventions, allowing for a representation of
biological changes by freezing humans, while walking, while horses are galloping,
or while birds are still in flight. From these traces of life Marey built prototypes
made up of generic behaviors, and created a new visual language for artistic and
scientific communities. We hypothesize that the lines separating Art and Science
tend to disappear as soon as they share the same pictorial medium. We then go on
with recent empirical approaches describing the visual process at work during the
perception of human movement, an experiment based on Marey’s methodological
innovation. We show that visual displays of a shapeless walker brought significant
sensorimotor information, a result confirming that the motor system plays a crucial
role in visual perception, especially when only a few dots are visible. Finally, we
turn to a crucial question for both the scientist and the artist: how can an abstract
and impersonal trace rendering biological movement reach the field of the observer’s
private representations? We conclude with the notion of singularity in Science and
Art.
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4.1 Introduction

If we go far back into the past, and look around the time of the renaissance, we
find little difference between the point of view of the artist and that of the scien-
tist. An occidental academic apartheid then isolated these two domains that today
seem to be trying to recombine, making it more difficult to view Art and Science as
independent specialities. The important use of technology for contemporary artistic
creation has encouraged new collaborations and contributed to the emergence of
hybrid cultures, where artistic fantasy mixes with technical skills: Art and Science
being now immersed in a same cultural agenda, rooted in techno-science. Moreover,
the abundant use of pictures and diagrams to communicate experimental results has
introduced an aesthetic impetus to scientific production. Humanoid robotics, styling
its results on the model of Hollywood science fiction creatures, exemplifies a ‘spec-
tacularisation’ of science. The computer graphic artist who covers the cyborg with
a soft human skin blurs the boundaries between a human, a robot and a digital
avatar. Bio-inspired on the surface, the humanoid robot is a model of nature but
still very different from nature itself. The overuse of images, as efficient “all-at-a-
glance charts” contrasts with long columns of numbers (Tufte 1997), so bringing
out complex activities which would otherwise lie unobserved, and which certainly
allow for a greater scientific presence in the social space. But we still run the risk of
promoting form at the expense of function, so attaching the spectator to the envelope
rather than to its contents.

Bringing Art and Science closer does not prevent the persistence of taboos, prohi-
bitions which make it difficult to consider how aesthetics has been introduced into
science, or what role emotional processes play in scientific activity. Unlike the recent
enthusiasm for neuro-aesthetic studies and the description of brain activities induced
by aesthetic experience, the literary value of a scientific paper and the aesthetic
component of its diagrams are rarely examined. Nevertheless, studying the way
science works, as can be done through an examination of science fiction literature,
which communicates knowledge according to a stylized mode of writing, might
help to improve our understanding of the hidden but intense links between the two
domains, as also to make it easier to distinguish a human from a cyborg, that is, to
separate realistic knowledge from imaginary knowledge (Elias 2016).

This two-way contamination between Art and Science becomes clearer if one
takes the trouble to go back to the origin of scientific graphics. The work of Etienne
Jules Marey, one of the most important contributors to the development of scientific
imagery, has generated a useful corpus of data to investigate these relationships. As
we shall see, focusing on the seminal use of photography in science helps to answer
recurrent questions about the interactions betweenArt and Science:How the use of an
artistic media (photography) has precipitated the interactions between Art, inasmuch
as it seeks to express subjectivity and Science, inasmuch as it seeks objectivity?
How has the de-compartmentalization of these two specific human activities been
promoted? Here, the invention of chronophotography proves to be decisive for our
understanding of the way in which these two domains have been brought together.
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Chronophotography and kinematic visualization have both given the scientific
community the tools they needed to quantify visual impression hitherto subjectively
written down in the physiologist’s notebook. The success and diffusion of this new
way of describing the animal kingdom nevertheless introduces a standardization
of representations, bringing uniformity alongside the multitude of its past subjective
depictions. A brief examination ofWestern visual arts since the end of the nineteenth
century highlights such a normalization of visual perception. More important, the
possibility of bringing the functioning of organs into the focus of immediate visual
perception has done much to transform science into a kind of theater, leading West-
erners to raise questions about, and to explore in a new way, both their relationship
to reality and their artistic practices (Pozzo 2003). Scientific projects, and artistic
creations based on a method that makes the hidden phases of biological movements
more visible, are here considered as evidence supporting the view that scientific and
artistic thinking (see Tversky 2015) are coming together, this at a time when the
rationalization of human work is being accelerated by technical progress (Gibret and
Gilbret 1917).

We begin historically with Marey’s technical inventions, which began with a
holistic approach, and so could not avoid a reductionist approach threatening to split
human behavior into elementary units.We then dealwith the diffusion of this pictorial
revolution into the artistic community. We go on with recent empirical approaches
describing the visual processes at work during the perception of human movement,
a field of research that has become possible as a result of Marey’s methodological
innovation.

Finally, we turn to a more epistemological question concerning the interaction
between Science and Art: How one uniquely standard trace, cleansed of any human
shape and devoid of subjectivity, can induce emotion, that is, an individual human
reaction relying on specific cultural and educational components? And how artistic
subjectivity can itself be transformed into an object for science, a domain dedicated
to revealing universal rules masking individual singularities?

4.2 Body Geometrization and Dissolution of the Living
in White Dots

The impact of photography on human physiology cannot be fully understood
without first considering Marey’s preceding graphical method (Fig. 4.1), set out in a
continuum including graph and chronograph as abstract and discrete temporal charts
for chronophotograph as a photographic representation of motion over time (Marey
1884; Frizot 2001). Without traces of the observed phenomenon, the physiologist
must listen, observe and then report, verbally or in writing, on subjective feelings.
To deliver an objective memory of natural events, his initial postulate is very simple:
any biological function results from a mechanical or chemical cause, which, thanks
to a battery of devices, is translated into temporal and spatial signals. Following this
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Fig. 4.1 A artistic
representation from Marey’s
graphical method. Horse and
Rider with inscribing
apparatus: Rubber balls are
attached under the horse’s
shoes (right part) and
connected to a recording
device by rubber tubing
fastened along of its legs in
order to portray the rhythm
of the gaits of horse

principle, the vital functions are flattened like the painter’s work on the canvas, and
then converted into spatiotemporal variables, in the form of Cartesian coordinates.
Frogs, insects, birds are directly connected to graphic machines that trace patterns
of wings or legs onto the surface of smoke-blackened cylinders (Marey 1873).

Distinct from his pioneering graphical inscription demonstrating natural
phenomenon under abstract graphical representation (Fig. 4.2), Marey’s first motion
portrays events in time recorded outdoors and showing recognizable actors (Marey
1892, 1899). By creating a stroboscopic-like effect, Marey, with the decisive help
of his assistant Georges Demeny, transforms smooth biological movements into
successive postures: the static replaces the dynamic, each cliché suspends time, and
the actors are devitalized. This type of picture, based on an accumulation of body
positions, had already been conceived as soon as humans were able to transform a
mental state into a drawing. Indeed, the images from the Chauvet Cave in Southern
France, thought to date back 30–32,000 years ago (Sadier et al. 2012), and regarded
as the oldest abstract animal in motion figuration (Azema and Rivere 2012), clearly
depicts overlapping body parts remarkably similar to an agglomeration of modern
snapshots (See Chabrier for a fictive and artistic animation of these visual relics)
and foreshadowing Rodolphe Töpffer (1833) and what transpires later in pioneering
comics. The presence of pictures of animal in action in the prehistoric world testifies

https://vimeo.com/171478742
https://www.lambiek.net/artists/t/topffer.htm
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Fig. 4.2 Trajectory of the end of a crow’s wing, in EJMarey, La photographie dumovement (1892),
G Carre Ed., Paris (pp 74)

to the biological roots, in humans, of the urgent need to translate an act into its visual
expression. Asmany others before, EJMarey also succumbed to just such an implicit
reward, enabling him to prolong the pleasure of a past observation, the sort of reward
which might have prepared humans to catch a prey, or avoid a predator, all over the
course of their evolution.

Although he moves the lab into the open-air (see also E Oehmichen investiga-
tions), Marey’s thought remained that of a convinced positivist relying on a rational
empirical approach: start from the complex, go towards the simple, and give an intel-
ligible explanation, first by geometrizing the body, then by converting geometrical
abstractions into numerical values. In a universe of movement for which there was
no adequate source of measurement, EJM first showed and quantified the complexity
(from the human body to smoke filament analysis and aerodynamic phenomenon)
by plotting the movements on a 2D sheet.

Chronophotographic charts and the outlines of humans in motion are exemplary
visual testimonies of Western scientific thought, committed to rationality and the
quest for human efficiency. It is no longer necessary to talk about nature, but rather
to let it speak for itselfwith pictures that transformnature into a sincere testimony (see
Fig. 4.3). The once subjective observer of a singular lived experience now becomes a
spectator of a visible outer world, one which could be formalized mathematically. As
such, chronophotography perfectly fits within a mechanistic approach. Accordingly,
the laws deduced from the observation of the non-living are transposed over to the
living body to describe and explain it (Chazal 2008).And this nomatterwhat the scale

https://salamandre.college-de-france.fr/archives-en-ligne/federate-results.html?base=ead&amp;base=ead2&amp;rbase=ead%3Bead2&amp;fede=true&amp;facets=fpersname%3Bfsubject%3Bfgeogname%3Buunitid%3Bobject%3Bfbdate&amp;name=drupal-default&amp;n-start=0&amp;cop1=AND&amp;champ1=extfulltext&amp;query1=oemichen&amp;cop2=AND&amp;champ2=id_annee&amp;du2=&amp;db2=&amp;de2=
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Fig. 4.3 Photography of locomotion traces as an objective memory of natural events: footprints on
a black curtain from a walker moving forward from the right to the left or walking backward in the
reverse direction. Note that the visual perception of such traces are strongly evocative of a walker in
action when they are visible as a whole instead of isolated (Ref Cinémathèque Française, Cote de
numérisation: P069-024) http://www.cineressources.net/ressource.php?collection=PHOTOGRAP
HIES_NUMERISEES&pk=42470

of the phenomenon or its level of complexity, both macroscopic and microscopic,
human or bacterial. The task is ambitious, since a physical description of the basic
elements constituting biological organisms must account for their vital functions, as
if the knowledge of the molecular structure of water could reveal the secrets of the
hidden life of the oceans and its streams!

Compared with earlier graphical methods, chronophotography avoids the mate-
rial chain linking the phenomenon to the recording device. An ancestor of modern
telemetry, the electromagnetic signal of photography leaves a chemical trace
inscribed onto the sensitive film without any intermediary. Free of potential sources
of interference and noise induced by the units of a complex recording set-up, the
motion-capture brings authentic footprints of gestures without hindering their execu-
tion. Resulting from a typical method strongly impregnated with the positivism of A.
Comte (i.e., exploring and numbering a natural phenomenon disconnected from its
milieu), themillisecond-by-millisecond portrayals of bodymovements frozen in time
then provides remote and extrinsic evidence devoid of any human contact, evidence
generated by traditional laboratory manipulations. As a kind of epistemic apotheosis
of the experimental method, it is supposed to comprehend nature by decomposing it,
using photography as “an artificial retina” (Hoffmann 2013), and placing it in front
of the eyes. Two principles guide the scientist here: (a) to reduce the complexity
of the observed phenomenon to computable and intelligible digits, and (b) to avoid
the subjective verbal report of the observer, exiled in Cartesian territory (see Bitbol
2010) and transformed into a silent spectator, distant from the object and disengaged
from the transcript of the phenomenon. From this, Marey created an environment
(“to be separated from”) and escaped from the milieu (“to be in symbiosis with”).

Regarding Marey’s reductionism, his empirical inquiries start with a series of
snapshots full of exotic details revealing the geographical and social origin of the
actor: a running athlete of thebataillon de Joinvilledressed in awhite suit embellished
with a cap and girdled with a large black silk sash, or the gallop of an Arab rider
draped with a bubbling burnous and wearing a hat with a wide turban (Fig. 4.4a), or
a walker in canotier cramped into a pea jacket of raw cloth, spanning the clock that
gave the passage of time to the experimenter (Fig. 4.4b). Then, EJ Marey gradually

http://www.cineressources.net/ressource.php%3fcollection%3dPHOTOGRAPHIES_NUMERISEES%26pk%3d42470
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Fig. 4.4 A series of Marey’s snapshots. From a to d: running athlete of the bataillon de Joinville;
gallop of an Arab rider; a walker in canotier; subject covered with a black suit contrasting the
white markers to be recorded; successive body postures recorded during a jump down with Marey’s
chronophotograph
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undresses hismodels tomake them universal: the actor easily identifiable by the dress
codes vanishes below an undefined mannequin outfitted with a black body stocking
(Fig. 4.4c), later underlined with white stripes joining the limbs. Body shape is
then reduced to a stick figure of only one hemi-body (Fig. 4.4d), a skeletal figuration
finally reduced to several white dots distinctly appearing against a black background.
Notably, this cascade of reductions in 3 steps, going from a 3-dimensional body (a full
actor) toward a 2-dimension skeletal configuration, and finally into a 1-dimension
dot (that refers here to a “third order body metaphor”, that is a bodiless image) nicely
anticipated the so-called transition from analog to digital technology.

As a pre-requisite for any quantification, life has to be paralyzed into a photo-
graphic series and limited to few residual signs. The use of statistical tools will
prolong the effort of disembodiment, transforming the Arab rider, or the walker in
canotier, into an impersonal model from whom it is by now possible to extract, and
average out, kinematic regularities. The power of a scientific law being proportional
to its ability to generalize to everyone, the style and origin of the rider disappear in
favor of an archetypal illustration of the law. Interestingly, such a dissolution of singu-
larities into the form of an average human has certain similarities to that of Galton’s
composite portraits. At about the same period, Galton’s methodmerges amultiplicity
of individual clichés (the ancestor of digital morphing), into one single picture, in
order to isolate a physiognomic model. The robot portrait to which members of
a family line are related, the prototypical face of criminals or syphilitics are recon-
structed under the superimposition of the photographic negatives, fixing each element
reflecting the group of people. This is reminiscent of modern brain imaging method
using aggregate statistics, and which looks for the mean group effect, defined as the
ultimate standard individual where intersubjective variability is considered as noise
(Seghier and Price 2018).

About the second principle and the claim for more objectivity, the discrete imprint
of the gesture now concentrates the real into a digit. The transformation of a social
character to a skeletal body configuration, and lastly to a number, is nonetheless
achieved at the expense of a huge compression of the original. The method described
as “radical empiricism”, following William James parlance, distances the observer
from the actor: the study of a walking man becomes that of the human walk (Didi-
Hubermann and Mannoni 2004). Marey catches natural phenomenon from a third
person perspective, which denies itself or tends to be forgotten, and where the over-
looking interpreter is absent from the natural milieu (Bitbol 2010). But does the
image sincerity claimed by a convinced positivist suffice to get us to believe that the
photographic trace guarantees objectivity? It is most likely that Marey’s analysis has
been biased by the aesthetic emotion of the experimenter discovering a previously
invisible world, and fascinated by the capacity of his photographic machine. Finally,
the scientific photographer records and shows a domesticated nature fixed from one
particular point of view, that of the one who is behind the camera, who frames the
scene, decides the lighting, chooses and stages the actors, all of which figure as so
many intentions rich in personal choices (Pozzo 2013). See Fig. 4.5.

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/301897
https://collections.countway.harvard.edu/onview/exhibits/show/galtonschildren/composite-photography/henry-pickering-bowditch
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Fig. 4.5 Example of chronophotographies illustratingMarey’s atlases. Upper row, falling cat; lower
part, dog’s locomotion

4.3 The Calibration of the Occidental Eye

As soon as scientists found a way to keep track of past motions, a quantitative phys-
iology was possible. This opportunity was first adopted by an English photographer
EJ Muybridge, and then by EJ Marey (1830–1904). Muybridge, who was Marey’s
exact contemporary (they were born and died within weeks of each other in addition
to sharing the same initial), first disclosed the true nature of each horse’s partic-
ular gait (walk, trot and gallop). However, the battery of classical cameras he used
was incompatible with a reliable normalization in time and space, and with precise
measurements. Most often, his concern was to build narrative representations instead
of motion analysis, where models are performers playing inside schematic decors.
Each picture was thus re arranged in an order following the performance asked
of the actors. When a photo was missing, the previous, or the following, snapshot
replaced the missing one, leading Muybridge to make the first photomontage in
the history of the cinema (see Braun 1992). In contrast to Marey’s motion capture,
Muybridge’s juxtaposition of pictures is not a collection of body postures imposed
upon one single support, but separate images taken with different cameras and points
of view. The short story reconstructed by laying each successive cliché end-to-end,
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inevitably disrupts motion fluidity, and so is perceived as discrete pieces, rather like
what virtual photographers, standing in front of each camera in the battery, would
themselves perceive looking into the viewfinder of their own camera. While Marey’s
stick diagrams convey generalities, Muybridge’s photo-romance tell us stories with
isolated pictures. Remarkably,Muybridge andMarey’s opposite professional careers
illustrate how science and art are interacting but not merging. One wanted to show
while the other wanted to know (Pozzo 1995a, b).

These technical advances had no immediate impact on the behavioral sciences.
Modern 3D motion capture devices will only be fitted into physiology laboratories
at the end of the twentieth century, but the worm was in the fruit, especially in the
artistic field. As soon as movement could be caught in an instant, the description
of living beings took a giant step. Indeed, before motion capture devices were able
to fix successive body postures, the representation of human locomotion disagreed
with modern realistic representations. Like the first galop byMeissonier (see below),
the Weber brothers’ drawings (around 1850) exemplify the subjective experiential
approach of biomechanics before the use of chronophotography. Indeed, the loco-
motive pattern is inadequately depicted with exaggerated knee flexion and the trunk
tilting forward (Mannoni 1999). Remarkably, the inadequate body posture sketched
by the physiologists corresponds to the stance phase, where the reaction force trans-
mitted by the sole of the foot is at a maximum and provides important tactile and
proprioceptive feedback. The advent of chronophotography allows an appropriate
time for reflection. The livingworld, petrified in the formof an immobile collection of
stances, is no longer described on the basis of a mental rehearsal of kinesthetic sensa-
tions. Action portrayal, poorly attached to the body of the observer, is now directly
given by means of a machine interposed between the observer and the ecosphere. In
some way, Marey’s pictures are supposed to cool down the physiologist’s emotion,
an intention nicely worded by Cutting (2002) as follows: “before the advent of the
photographic instant there was the artistic moment”.

The diffusion of abstract kinematic traces standardized a way of looking at the
living world, probably just as much as the invention of the Telegraph drastically
re-scaled subjectively the distances and our representation of communicative space.
Biological motion becomes visible beyond what the eyes can sample, allowing for
a representation of living permanence that no longer has to be imagined. Further,
after chronophotography has managed to replay life at the stroboscope’s frequency,
human visual sensitivity to repetitionwent from astonishment to indifference through
gaze blunting and the recurrent observer’s confrontation with repeated spectacles of
repetition (Debord 2002). Just as Picasso taught us to recognize women’s bodies
in sketches for which most of the contours are lacking, EJ Marey taught us much
earlier to see abstract figuration, which however teaches us nothing about ourselves
but simply shapes our perception, and then transform us.

https://www.photo.rmn.fr/CorexDoc/RMN/Media/TR1/7GJ2TE/07-516194.jpg
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4.4 When Science and Art Breathe the Same Atmosphere

Chronophotography normalized the point of view from which all things were seen,
and so created a real visual revolution by putting a grid in front of our eyes as we
looked at animals and humans. A real visual revolution, like the one that normalized
the point of view, with chronophotography putting a grid in front of our eyes as we
looked at animals and humans. This created a public space of knowledge, a commu-
nity of beliefs and shared conviction, making possible measurement, classification
and comparison, all organized in accordance with the same language, based on one
and the same body of data. Marey and Muybridge’s atlases (Fig. 4.4) displaying
canonical views of bodies in motion, printed and disseminated all over the world, are
read by people from different cultures, who now see the animal kingdom differently.
The serial overlapping of instantaneous postures of a running horse or a walking
man becomes a formidable database for the artist, at the risk however of confusing
Art and Science, and so reducing the canvas to pale imitations of decomposed and
far too realistic movements. Auguste Rodin and Charles Baudelaire both asked: do
masterpieces have to represent the real? Indeed, by displaying mechanical reality,
photography informs the artist but makes of the masterpiece a nature morte mainly
reproducing its visible shape.

A first wave of contamination reaches realistic painters. For Ernest Meissonier
(1815–1891), artwork should go beyond the naive vision of the painter who depicts
explosions, energy and the power of the animal. The contagion was so strong that
after learning of Muybridge’s horse-gallop decomposition, Meissonier decides to
resume his artwork and correct it. Notably, the corrections made by the painter to his
first version of his galloping horse will refer naively to a “repentir”. For the picture
that shows the biomechanical truth transforms the obscurity of sensations into a new
intelligibility. Thanks to motions capable of capturing the gallop of horse’s hooves
as a universal prototype, the naturalistic school would now be able to deliver true
sensory signals instead of creating a subjective feeling.

A second wave reaches the “avant-garde” of the early twentieth century. One
the most famous artworks inspired by the photographic display of movement over
time is the “nue descendant l’escalier” by M. Duchamp, a mischievously artistic
experimenter. He was a kind of “subjective scientist” as well as being an “objective
artist”, who chose derision in much the same way as Dada, to torpedo the myth
of progress, which was supposed to bring happiness to all. In the same spirit Man
Ray, strongly inspired by Marey’s body geometrization, creates artworks for a more
dreamlike and humorous purpose (e.g., “L’homme d’affaire”). At the opposite end
of the spectrum, we find the Italian futurist school and so-called “photodynamism”,
where the chronophotograph provides a key to depicting changes and to conveying
the illusion of movement in addition to the “vibration of the modern life” (Bragaglia
1913). The features of human facial expression no longer matter because the motion
must now dominate the whole character. This artistic option fully coincided with a
trend encouraging the development of science and technology for the production of
art.

http://www.philamuseum.org/collections/permanent/51449.html?mulR=429349138%7C1
https://droitdepassage.wordpress.com/2012/01/31/dansersavie/
http://www.getty.edu/art/collection/objects/46815/man-ray-man-of-affairs-homme-d%27affaires-american-1927/
https://www.moma.org/interactives/objectphoto/objects/83974.html
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Among many other examples of artworks that echo the work of Marey and
Muybridge, we should also mention Georges Seurat, who incorporated the orna-
mental, repetitive rhythms and the flattened space of the chronophotography in his
“Chahut”. Similarly, though he is more interested in creating an artificial world than
using the film to reproduce natural facts, Edgar Degas took up again the idea of reap-
pearance in his work. As did also Picasso and the Cubists, who specifically included
features such as the immediate switching between multiple perspectives (a kind of
cubism in motion) that contrasted with Marey’s series depicted inside a fixed frame
of reference. More recently, the contagion has been continued with Pop Art, or the
art of painting based on those luminous traces that moving objects leave behind them
(see Gjon Mili’s photography).

Although obvious here, the influence of science on art is not unambiguous. At the
beginning of the twentieth century, artists and scientists experience an intoxicating
fascination for the machine, each in his or her own way. For the former, the body
takes on the appearance of a machine, for which (s)he feels a strange mixture of
fear and admiration. For EJ Marey the body is a machine that must be disassembled
to be understood, with the help of other optical, mechanical or chemical machines,
and finally partially re-built through other machines. One machine takes over from
other machines (Sicard 2008; Chazal 2008). Such a symbiosis between Science and
Art anticipates the recurrently promised fusion of the subject with the object, the
body (the wet) with the machine (the dry). Fritz Lang’s film Metropolis, shot with
considerable resources in themid-1920s in Berlin, is one of the first testimonies to the
recurrent modern desire for a synthesis between the organic and the inorganic. The
modern humanoid robot, which becomes alive fictitiously thanks to the photogenic
computer graphic creatures of Hollywood film productions, is the modern version of
such a fantasized syncretism. Today, the multitude of fantastic but cosmetic organ-
isms present in visual space (e.g., Mecha, Cyborgs, Clones…) mostly contribute to
a “mental morphing” that establishes an illusory continuity between a robot and a
human being. Pr. Ishiguro who exhibits himself beside his metallic clone illustrates
the aestheticisation of science, his “geminoïd” being an artifice supposed to facili-
tate human to robot interaction, and in so doing blurring the boundary between the
dream and the rational. The scientific work that must seduce oscillates here between
object and subject, materiality and aesthetics. Similarly, the ever-increasing weight
of the image industry and the visual saturation it creates regularly inspire techno-
science and sometimes indicate the direction in which rationality should go. This
is ultimately a radical reversal of the initial situation: scientific photography as a
source of improvisation for artists is today a medium to beautify science, a reversal
that Marey the positivist would no doubt have not predicted. At last, the weight of
the movie industry and the overconsumption of images are so heavy today that they
inspire technoscience and determine the direction along which research should go.
It is finally a radical reversal of a paradigm that initially inscribed scientific photog-
raphy as a first source of improvisation for artists, but which now predominates and
that Marey the positivist would not have predicted.

In sum, the possibility of making a recording of bodily action promoted a pictorial
revolution and the constitution of a new language for both realistic and abstract

https://krollermuller.nl/georges-seurat-le-chahut-1
http://www.collectionchtchoukine.com/emplacement/musee-pouchkine#jp-carousel-1947
https://www.navigart.fr/picassoparis/#/artwork/160000000001478?layout=grid&amp;page=0&amp;filters=query:1911
https://www.moma.org/collection/works/79889?artist_id=6246&amp;locale=fr&amp;page=2&amp;sov_referrer=artist
https://folkr.fr/focus-photographe-gjon-mili-6471/
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schools of thought. Sketches of the human in motion thus strongly calibrated the
occidental way of seeing, understanding and describing the living world. Muybridge
andMarey’s atlases became a key source of aesthetic modernism, something difficult
to appreciate today. For our eyes have become so familiar with the serial display of
body positions. As a result, a visual surprise is slowly being transformed into a
pictorial convention. Finally, as soon as Science and Art started sharing the same
pictorial medium, they moved closer and closer, and influenced each other even
more. Even if Art and Science produce specific atmospheres (see Bollnow’s 2011;
Ingold 2015), a haze flowing forth from Marey’s lab reached realist and abstract
artworks while the scientific community could also breathe an artistic haze into the
growing usage of scientific photography.

4.5 From Action to Action Perception

In addition to supplying human physiology with innovative tools, chronophotog-
raphy, as a sensitive machine, opened up a new way to investigate human visual
perception. Among themultiple uses the scientists will make of it, we shouldmention
the Swedish psychologist Gunnar Johansson who underlined the influence of mental
processes in perception. In his experiments, he elegantly demonstrated the role of the
structure of the scene in the perception of an object in motion. Inspired by Marey’s
men in black and their dense compression of visual input, G. Johanssonfilmed objects
or actors wearing small lights attached to each body joint. He thus highlighted the
fact that the kinematics of gait now appeared isolated from the object or the body
shape (the so-called point light animations or PL method, see Johansson 1973) since
each dot is now moving inside a meaningless visual context. Further, the vertical
translation at constant velocity of a PL between two other PLs engaged in translating
horizontally and so forming a rigid structure is suddenly perceived as an elliptical
motion when the structure disappears and the PL moves alone (e.g., see Johansson
for an illustration). These experiments mark an important step in the advancement
of knowledge about the visual system, which, after Johansson’s experiments, is no
longer seen as an isolated and peripheral physiological process localized at the level
of the retina but as a cognitive process. Inspired by these seminal investigations,
systematic studies will then describe the behavioral and neural responses associ-
ated with the perception of the actions of others (see Blake and Shiffrar 2007 for a
review). More importantly, once it has become possible to study the visual percep-
tion of motion, psychologists and physiologists get closer to each other, and new
questions could be raised about potential neural connections between perception
and action systems. In the following part of this paper we present empirical data
belonging to this theme of research that would not have been possible without the
advent of chronophotography.

It is now accepted that visual sensitivity to human motion is partly related to
the experience the observer accumulates during motor activities. Further, it is recur-
rently proposed that sensory inputs during action-perception reach both sensory and

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1F5ICP9SYLU
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motor cortical areas (Rizzolatti and Craighero 2004). Based on these observations,
we hypothesized that if human motion-perception relies on the transformation of
seeing into doing, abnormal body motion should affect the neural processing of
motion recognition. Following Johansson’s PL method, we were able to test the role
of the structure of the visual scene in the perception of human motion (Pozzo et al.
2017; Inuggi et al. 2018). More precisely, we checked whether pictorial information
(the spatial location of the PLs) prevails, as compared to body motion information
(the kinematics of the PLs), in the recognition of human motion, as it is the case for a
lifeless object.We thus collected electroencephalographic (EEG) signals frompartic-
ipants during the observation of different human locomotor patterns manipulating
the gestalt (by changing the position of the PLs initially located on body joints) and
the motion of the PLs (by cancelling the net body forward translation). Concerning
this later variable, most of previous studies investigated the perception of human
locomotion by displaying PLs of walkers on a treadmill, this strange wandering
consisting in walking in the reverse direction of an airport treadmill. We predicted
that, if perception is kinematic dependent instead of body geometry dependent, a
natural forward locomotion, in contrast to passive and reactive treadmill locomo-
tion, would deliver the right kinematic feedback to the embodied visual processing.
Indeed, natural forward locomotion suggests the walker’s intention to reach a spatial
goal (e.g., a bus station, or even something more improbable like a mushroom). On
the contrary, artificial roaming on the spot is, for a viewer before the invention of
the treadmill (e.g. a modern homo sapiens), an intransitive behavior from which it is
difficult to divine thewalker’s intention. Finally, considering that an observer’smotor
experience (Viviani and Stucchi 1992; Calvo-Merino et al. 2006; Cannon et al. 2014;
Quandt and Marshall 2014; Meirovitch et al. 2015) determines efficient interaction
with conspecifics and also contributes to inferring an actor’s intention successfully,
the visual relevance of natural body translation becomes evident. Therefore four
types of stimuli were created: a centered walker, a centered scrambled walker, (i.e.,
a scrambled form consisting of the display of side views of blobby shapes while PLs
moved with the same amount of absolute motion, which however appear as a mean-
ingless assemblage of PLs), a translating walker and a translating scrambled walker.
Each stimulus was thus obtained by combining two factors with two levels each:
shape (either walker or scrambled) and translation (that could be present or absent as
during walking on a treadmill). We thus verified how these displays produced senso-
rimotor spectral perturbations in EEG signals. We hypothesized that if biological
motion recognition is motor dependent, a significant difference could be expected as
between translated compared to centered walkers with regard to their sensorimotor
cortical activity. Our analysis revealed that translational component of locomotion
induced greater motor resonance (a notion referring here to motor cortical activity
induced by visual stimuli) than human shape.More precisely, translating compared to
centered stimuli produced higher power decreases in the beta 1 and beta 2 bands (two
key frequency bands whose desynchronization reflects a motor resonance process)
in Superior Parietal areas. Interestingly, the desynchronization of beta band, even if
reduced, was still present for translating scrambled stimuli and was reported by the
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Video. 4.1 A two dots
walking man. See https://
drive.google.com/file/d/1wG
cyDlVpqDbvGZ1hxXAR
3Zz5GiklBznp/view?usp=
sharing

observers as a sort of “blob in motion”. In fact, the scrambled display only modi-
fied the body structure whilst dot local motions remained compatible with motor
representation, namely the 2/3 power law (Lacquaniti et al. 1983; Viviani and Flash
1995; Flash and Hogan 1985; Flash and Handzel 2007; Bennequin et al. 2009), also
present during treadmill locomotion (Ivanenko et al. 2002). For instance a cloud of
dots without any recognizable gestalt but moving along elliptical trajectories strictly
according to this motor rule is enough to activate dorsal premotor and supplementary
motor areas (Dayan et al. 2007; Meirovitch et al. 2015).

In summary, a visual scene reduced to fewmoving dots brought significant senso-
rimotor information to activate the motor resonance process. This accords with the
qualitative observation that human locomotion is still recognizable when viewing the
trajectory of only two PLs located on the foot malleolus (see Video 4.1). Differently,
the graphical trace left by the walker shows the life process in his totality. As soon as
the white dots are animated the perception of movement becomes a self -perception
in movement. In that case the “movement” (the perceived kinematics) would evoke
intuitively the “moving” (the living object, see Merleau-Ponty 1960) and its corre-
sponding but invisible body structure. One PL as an integral part of the body would
thus be mentally attached to the PLs of the other body parts. In contrast, the motion
of lifeless objects that change in the presence of additional surrounding PLs (as
in Johansson experiment, see above) cannot be attached to one particular invariant
configuration as the body geometry of a biped.

Overall, these results support the idea that the motor system plays a crucial role in
visual perception and emotional recognition (seeBarliya et al. 2013), especiallywhen
body geometry appears as a meaningless assemblage of dots, or when only one dot is
displayed in the scene (Pozzo et al. 2006). Because the visible consequences of past
behavior are usually poor or incomplete and the future is not already available, the
missing feedback are compensated by internal signals generated by motor activities
to reconstruct the past and then predict the future of the ongoing action. Where
the perception is mediated by the motor system and multiple associated sensory
predictions (Droulez and Berthoz 1990), the results disagree with the idea that visual
esthetic experience is unimodal and relies exclusively upon the visual brain (Zeki
and Lamb 1994).

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wGcyDlVpqDbvGZ1hxXAR3Zz5GiklBznp/view?usp=sharing
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4.6 Commonality and Singularity

Referring toMarey’s work and the introduction of motion capture technique, we saw
that humans in motion progressively became a series of subtly discrete postural vari-
ations of one single action, which are then flattened out on a plane and finally plotted
onto lines. Marey’s figurations, mapping points and trajectories, objectively fix what
the artist has designed subjectively, and pave the way for a quantitative behavioral
science, where all entities aggregated in a third-order metaphor (i.e., from shape
to lines and points) are equivalent. Ironically, after Marey’s disembodied graphical
notation, artists who rejected scientific and realist artwork, will adopt geometric
body representations promoting an art of traces and showing commonalities. For the
tenants of the abstract school (e.g., see Kandinsky’s or Kupka’s artworks), a trace has
the beauty of simplicity, a reductionwithoutwhich it becomes impossible to reach the
essence. This contrasts with the ostentatious art and mastery of the know-how, which
mainly emphasizes the skill of the artist instead of his thoughts and intentions. The
idea that abstraction can be defined as a simplification of the concrete, which through
a process of removing all inessential information arrives at its essentially universal
aspect has been recurrently proposed in psychology (see Zimmer 2003; Barsalou
2003). But this aesthetic approach, where the picture flees the world of appearances
and streamlines information processing, still poses problems for the neuroscientist
concerned by the role of the body in the emotional process: How a static graphical
trace can evoke motion and produce (embodied) aesthetic experience?

As we have sketched above, an important corpus of empirical data confirms that
perception is motor dependent, and that vision is sensitive to human motion, partly
because of concomitant cortical motor activities in the observer’s brain. In this theo-
retical frame, a direct matching of the visual input to observer motor memory, via
the mirror neuron system (MNs), is recurrently proposed (Rizzolatti et al. 2001).
Following this neural pathway, MNs would allow the observer to put her/his feet
into the shoes of the actor (Jeannerod 2001). Therefore, watching a rough sketch of
human action would resonate with the observer’s motor repertoire and this would
produce an aesthetic experience based on an embodied communication linking the
artwork to the spectator.

In an in-depth phenomenological analysis ofKandinsky’swork,MichelHenry had
the intuition of such an automatic coupling between perception and action. Applying
a similar schema, he proposed that a line, like the trace of an elusive movement, is
“…a pure sensation and a pure experience… that does not even need to translate,
through any means, the abstract content of our invisible life” (Henry 1988, pp. 72).
Reworded, as soon as the abstract drawing empties the picture of its subject, it gains
in power of motor evocation. What is primordial here is not the recognition of an
object but the way the line has been performed. Further, traces omit information
that is irrelevant and may distract the observer, who now should be able to solve
the causal link between the trace and the organism that produced the trace. A poor
visual display would thus induce greater motor resonance than realistic copies of
the world. More hypothetically, lines and points would focus the gaze on traces,

https://www.centrepompidou.fr/cpv/ressource.action?param.id=FR_R-716ee8e6ab8b9b7a78fbb298deda4dc&amp;param.idSource=FR_O-a49626f48d2c8851a54298b97f714fea
http://www.mam.paris.fr/fr/collections-en-ligne#/artwork/180000000001055?layout=grid&amp;page=0&amp;filters=authors:KUPKA+Frantisek%E2%86%B9KUPKA+Franti%C5%A1ek
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inducing implicit motor inference as opposed to meaningful body shape that would
distract from action observation. Thus, looking at a graphical trace left by a white
marker stuck on Marey’s man in black would help us to get inside him, and would
establish a causal relation between the supposed beginning and end of the trace. An
abstract trace, in contrast to a meaningful picture, would give us ways of expressing
a biological preference for seeing things in motion rather just watching the things
themselves. Finally, because it is extremely reduced in term of contour, contrast,
shape and colors, a simple stroke would produce artwork in which gestures become
visible, just as “Action-painting” made the painter’s gestures visible by splashing the
paint on the canvas. In the same vein, Freedberg and Gallese (2007) have explained
abstract art in the perspective of embodied simulation. However, saying this implies
that a keen observer should be able to perform the gesture instead of the artist, which
imposes a strong constraint upon the embodied simulation hypothesis. Indeed, the
human body consists of more than 600 muscles, far more than are necessary to
perform our daily life activities, and one simple reaching or tracing movement can
be performed in very different ways (see Hilt et al. 2016). Moreover, intersubjective
variability is a decisive factor for self-building and agency. Indeed, motor styles
determine the ability to perceive different gestalts, which, in turn, makes each of us
unique and able to distinguish oneself from the other. But if each observed actor
carries a motor style in discrepancy with the observer’s own, a direct mapping of
the external figure onto the observer’s private motor representations turns out to be
very tricky. In other words, how can a ‘dividual’ (a divisible that can be shared by a
number) actor and an individual (the smallest and indivisible unit which society can
be reduced to) observer be matched?

Several investigations tested this idea, by assuming that action perception (through
either audio or visual input) is automatically embodied through such adirectmatching
process, transforming the visual signal into a motor command, as during imita-
tion. Recent results suggest that the so called “motor resonance” process recorded
during action observation would reflect the perceived distance between the style
of an actor and an observer, rather than reflecting the direct matching of actor and
observer representations. Hence, in the speech domain, the degree of motor recruit-
ment required for listening to syllable scales for the perceived distance between
listener and speaker (Bartoli et al. 2015). In the same way, it was also shown that the
corticobulbar excitability of lipmuscleswhile listening to speech is greater for speech
sounds that are far from the listener’s motor repertoire (Schmitz et al. 2018). Conse-
quently, the visual and auditory perception of action would not covertly simulate
similarities but would estimate differences by contrasting oneself from the external
visual/auditory model, the discrepancy between the two generating an error signal
to the communication process.

https://www.moma.org/collection/works/79710
https://www.moma.org/collection/works/37853
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4.7 Conclusion

Contemporary abstract art is undoubtedly indebted to the original visual formalism
designed by Marey, notably his point light displays disconnected from any reality
as pure lines of action reduced to their essentials. Recurrent speculations made in
neuroesthetics suggest that abstract lines drawn on a canvas will figure out an invis-
ible content that only becomes visible thanks to a motor resonance that implicitly
matches the visual effect elicited by the behavioral cause producing the trace. But
because a stroke of paint is meaningless and reveals neither the goal nor the intention
of the draftsman, Marey’s abstract 2D graphic traces, and later Kandinsky’s lines,
plunge the observer into the abyssal night of subjectivity, leaving him alone, faced
with his own fantasies. In this frame, and if esthetic experience is conceived as an
inter-subjective communication contrasting both actor and spectator singularities, an
appropriate empirical neuroesthetic approach should start to analyze behavioral and
neurocognitive styles, that is, the qualities in addition to the quantities. Oppositely,
whilst Mareysian abstract figurations inspired many modern artists, the physiologist
simultaneously contributed to elaborate one undefined subject (a norm) by collecting
many individuals supposed to reflect a central tendency, the opposite of what could
be expected from visual art, that is, the expression of idiosyncrasy. Consequently,
neuro-esthetics seems condemned to shift its paradigms towards the investigation of
singularity and to abandon the quantities in favor of the qualities.

At last and to come back to the question that is at the core of the present book: do
artists express or use brain geometries? For Poincaré, the word geometry is a meta
construction of the intellect grounded in the sensorimotor experience of space. As he
put it “To localize an object simply means to represent to oneself the movements that
would be necessary to reach it…..it is not a question of representing the movements
themselves in space, but solely of representing to oneself the muscular sensations
which accompany these movements and which do not presuppose the preexistence of
the notion of space” (Poincaré 1907, pp. 47).Accordingly, thewordgeometry actually
refers to both a rational science and a by-product of the sensorimotor experience. As
the word Arabesque means both a curvilinear trace and a dance movement, geometry
is both a form that can be quantified offline and an action carried out in real time, the
latter being the main means for the artist to express geometry.
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Chapter 5
A Neuro-Mathematical Model for Size
and Context Related Illusions

B. Franceschiello, A. Sarti, and G. Citti

Abstract We provide here a mathematical model of size/context illusions, inspired
by the functional architecture of the visual cortex. We first recall previous models
of scale and orientation, in particular Sarti et al. in Biol Cybern 9:33–48, (2008),
and simplify it, only considering the feature of scale. Then we recall the deformation
model of illusion, introduced byFranceschiello et al. (JMath ImagingVis 60:94–108,
2017b) to describe orientation related GOIs, and adapt it to size illusion. We finally
apply the model to the Ebbinghaus and Delboeuf illusions, validating the results by
comparing them with experimental data fromMassaro and Anderson (J Exp Psychol
89:147, 1971) and Roberts et al. (Perception 34:847–856, 2005).

5.1 Introduction

Geometrical-optical illusions (GOIs) are a class of phenomena first discovered by
German physicists and physiologists in the late XIX century, among them Oppel
(1855) and Hering (1861), and can be defined as situations where a perceptual mis-
match between the visual stimulus and its geometrical properties arise (Westheimer
2008). Those illusions are typically analyzed according to the main geometrical fea-
tures of the stimulus, whether it is contours orientation, contrast, context influence,
size or a combination of the above mentioned ones (Westheimer 2008; Ninio 2014;
Eagleman 2001).
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Fig. 5.1 The Ebbinghaus illusion (left) and the Delboeuf illusion (right)

In this work we are mainly interested in size and context related phenomena, a
class of stimuli where the size of the surroundings elements induces a mispercep-
tion of the central target width. In Fig. 5.1, two famous effects are presented, the
Ebbinghaus and Delboeuf illusions: the presence of circular inducers (Fig. 5.1, left)
and of an annulus (Fig. 5.1, right) varies the perceived sizes of the central targets.
These phenomena have been named after their discoverers, the German psychologist
Hermann Ebbinghaus (1850–1909), and the Belgian philosopher and mathematician
Joseph Remi Leopold Delboeuf (1831–1896), Delboeuf (1865). The Ebbinghaus
phenomenon has been popularized in the English-speaking world by Edward B.
Titchener in a textbook of experimental psychology 1991, and this is the reason why
it is also called Titchener illusion (Roberts 2005).

The importance of studying these phenomena at a psychophysical and neuroimag-
ing level lies in the fact that these phenomena provide insights about the functionality
of the visual system (Eagleman 2001). Many studies show that neurons of at least
two of the visual areas, V1 and V2, carry signals related to illusory contours, and that
signal in V2 is more robust than in V1 Von Der Heyclt et al. (1984), Murray et al.
(2002), reviews Eagleman (2001), Murray and Herrmann (2013), see Fig. 5.2 from
Murray and Herrmann (2013). As for what concerns size and context-dependent
phenomena such as those presented in Fig. 5.1, it is not new that attention plays a
huge role in modulating the visual response (Yan et al. 2014). A further proof lies
in the usage of these context dependent illusions for proving different perceptual
mechanisms related to attention, in cross-cultural study, see (Doherty et al. 2008,
Bremner et al. 2016, Fonteneau et al. 2008).

Geometrical models for optical illusions related to orientation perception were
proposed by the pioneering work of Hoffman (1971), in term of Lie groups, and
then by Smith (1978), who stated that the apparent curve of GOIs (where the main
feature is orientation) can be modeled by a first-order differential equation. A first
attempt was performed also byWalker (1973), who tried to combine neural theory of
receptive field excitation together with mathematical tools to explain misperception
of straight lines in GOIs. These results, together with Smith (1978) and Ehm and
Wackerman in (2012), introduced a quantitative analysis of the perceived distortion.
On the other hand another possible way to go is to use a Bayesian approach to model
the neural activity, approach who inspired to Helmholtz’s theory (von Helmholtz and
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Fig. 5.2 Quoting from Murray and Herrmann (2013), copyright licence number 4936950076901:
(B) Schematic localization of Illusory contours (IC) sensitivity in human studies. The colored sym-
bols indicate the approximate locations of IC sensitivity for human studies using electroencephalog-
raphy (EEG)/magnetoencephalography (MEG) source estimations (left), positron emission tomog-
raphy (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) (middle), and lesion studies or
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) (right). The stars in the left panel indicate secondary and
subsequent effects

Southall 2005; Geisler and Kersten 2002). These methods allowed to consider how
prior experience influences perception, (Knill and Richards 1996), and were applied
tomotion illusions byWeiss et al. in (2002). Fermüller andMalm in (2004) attributed
the perception of geometric optical illusions to the statistics of visual computations.
More recently the authors in Franceschiello et al. (2017a, 2017b) proposed a model
for orientation-based geometrical illusions inspired by the functionality of simple
cells of the visual cortex (Citti and Sarti 2006). Geometricmodels of the functionality
of the visual cortex were proposed byHoffman (1989),Mumford in (1994),Williams
and Jacobs in (1997), and more recently by Petitot and Tondut in (1999) and Citti
and Sarti in (2006). These models were mainly focused on orientation selectivity,
but they have also been extended to describe scale selectivity in Sarti et al. (2008,
2009).

The aim of this paper is to extend the work in Franceschiello et al. (2017a, 2017b),
to illusion of size and scale, starting from the cortical model of Sarti et al. (2009). In
their models families of simple cells are characterized by a cortical connectivity and
a functional geometry. The main idea is that the context modulates the connectivity
metric and induces a deformation of the space, fromwhich it will be possible to com-
pute the displacement and the corresponding perceived misperception. An isotropic
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functional connectivity depending on the detected scale and on the distance between
the objects composing the stimuli will be considered. It will follow an explanation
concerning the implementation of the phenomena and a description of the numeri-
cal simulations performed to compute the perceived deformation. The computations
will be in agreement with a judgemental study of Massaro et al. (1971), as well as
with the observations of how illusions change by varying the distance between target
and inducers, (Roberts et al. 2005). To our best knowledge, this is the first original
contribution providing an interpretation to size related geometrical optical illusions.

5.2 Neurogeometry of the Primary Visual Cortex and GOIs

Neuromathematical models target features encoding during early stages of the visual
process. The first geometric models of the functionality of the visual cortex date
back to the papers of Hoffmann (1989) and Koenderink-van Doorn (1987). Citti and
Sarti developed in Citti and Sarti (2006), Sarti et al. (2008), Sarti and Citti (2015,
2015), a theory of invariant perception in Lie groups, taking into account (separately
or together) different features: brightness orientation, scale, curvature, movement.
Other papers applying instruments of Lie groups and differential geometry for the
description of visual processing have been introduced by August and Zucker (2000),
Petitot and Tondut (1999), Duits and Franken (2010a, b).

5.2.1 The Receptive Field of a Cortical Neuron

The visual process is the result of several retinal and cortical mechanisms acting
on the visual signal. The retina is the first part of the visual system responsible for
the transmission of the signal, which passes through the Lateral Geniculate Nucleus,
where a first preprocessing is performed, and arrives in the visual cortex, where it
is further processed. The receptive field (RF) of a cortical neuron is the portion of
the retina which the neuron reacts to, and the receptive profile (RP) ψ(ξ) is the

Fig. 5.3 From left to right: in vivo registered radial symmetric receptive fields, see De Angelis et
al. in (1995); their model as Laplacian of a Gaussian; in vivo recorded odd receptive field (from De
Angelis et al. in (1995)); their model as Gabor filter, see (5.1)
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function that models the activation of a cortical neuron when a stimulus is applied
to a point ξ = (ξ1, ξ2) of the retinal plane. As an example, we recall that the RP of
simple cells sensible of scale and orientation have been experimentally described by
De Angelis in (1995), and modelled as a Gabor filter in Daugman (1985), Jones and
Palmer (1987), see Fig. 5.3. If Tx1,x2 is a translation of vector (x1, x2), Dσ a dilation
of amplitude σ and Rθ is a rotation of an angle θ , a good expression for the Gabor
filters sensible to position (x1, x2), orientation and scale (θ, σ ), is:

ψx1,x2,σ,θ (ξ) = DσRθψ0Tx1,x2(ξ), where ψ0(ξ) = 1

4π
e− 4ξ21 +ξ22

8 e2ib̄ξ2 . (5.1)

5.2.2 Output of Receptive Profiles

Due to the retinotopic structure, there is an isomorphism between the retinal and
cortical plane in V1, which we will discard in first approximation. Furthermore the
hypercolumnar structure, discovered by the neurophysiologists Hubel and Wiesel in
the 60s (1977), organizes the cells of V1/V2 in columns (called hypercolumns), each
one covering a small part of the visual fieldM ⊂ R

2 and corresponding to parameters
such as orientation, scale, direction of movement, color, for a fixed retinal position
(x1, x2). Over each retinal point we will consider a whole hypercolumn of cells,
each one sensitive to a specific instance of the considered feature f , see Fig. 5.4.
We will then identify cells in the cortex by the three parameters (x1, x2, f ), where
(x1, x2) represents the position of the point and f is a vector of extracted features.
We will denote with F the set of features, and consequently the cortical space will
be identified as R2 × F .

The retinal plane is identified with the R
2-plane, whose local coordinates will

be denoted with x = (x1, x2). When a visual stimulus I of intensity I(x1, x2) : M ⊂
R

2 → R
+ activates the retinal layer of photoreceptors, the neurons whose RFs inter-

sect M spike and their spike frequencies O(x1, x2, f ) can be modeled (taking into
account just linear contributions) as the integral of the signal I(x1, x2) with the set
of Gabor filters. The expression for this output is:

O(x1, x2, f ) =
∫

M

I(ξ1, ξ2) ψ(x1,x2,f ) (ξ1, ξ2) dξ1dξ2. (5.2)

5.2.3 Cortical Connectivity

Note that the output is a higher dimensional function, defined on the cortical space.
The lateral connectivity propagates this output in the cortical spaceR2 × F giving rise
to the cortical activity. This corresponds to a localized activity in the cortex, where
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Fig. 5.4 Left: representation of the hypercolumnar structure, for the orientation parameter, where
L and R represent the ocular dominance columns (Petitot 2008). Right: for each retinal position
(x1, x2), according to the model in Sarti et al. (2009), there is the set of all possible orientations and
scales

neurons are parametrized by the variables (x, f ). Interactions between synaptically
coupled neurons occur via events called action potentials. A single action potential
evokes a voltage change (post synaptic potential, PSP) in the postsynaptic element.
Cortical connectivity has been measured in many families of cells, and it is strongly
anisotropic. It has been proved that there is a relation between the shape of the
receptive profiles, their connectivity and their functionality. A good model for the
cortical connectivity can be obtained describing R2 × F as a Lie group, endowed
with a sub-Riemannian metric, or a symplectic structure, and we here define KF as
a decreasing exponential function of the distance. Typically a fundamental solution
of a Fokker Planck equation, left invariant with respect to the group law has this
property. Since we are interested into scale models, we recall here the model of Sarti
et al. (2008) and Petitot in (2008) who proposed a model of scale and orientation
selectivity in R2 × S1 × R+, with the group low of translation, rotation and dilation.
A basis of left invariant vector fields can be defined as:

X1 = σ(cos θ∂x1 + sin θ∂x2); X2 = σ∂θ ;
X3 = σ 2(− sin θ∂x1 + cos θ∂x2); X4 = −σ 2∂σ .

A geometrical structure compatible with the observed connectivity is the Rieman-
nianmetric gF whichmakes the vector fieldsX1,X2,X3,X4 orthonormal. Indeed, due
to the different scale factor, X1/σ , X2/σ have a non zero limit, when σ goes to 0,
while X3/σ , X4/σ tend to 0. For this reason, this metric couples naturally the vector
fieldsX1,X2 andX3,X4. The integral curves starting from a fixed point of the first two
vectors and the second two vectors give rise to two families of curves (see Fig. 5.5,
top) whose 2D projection reveals the same pattern of co-axial and trans-axial connec-
tions measured by Yen (1998), validating the model at a neuro-physiological level
(see 5.5, bottom). Therefore, a decreasing function of the distance can be considered
a good model for the connectivity kernel.
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Fig. 5.5 Top left: integral curves of the vector fields X1 and X2 (blue). Top right: integral curves
of the vector fields X3 and X4 (red). Bottom left: their 2D projection. Bottom right: this projection
has patters compatible with the measured connectivity patterns [from Yen (1998)]

5.2.3.1 Non-maxima Suppression

The cortex is equippedwith an intracortical neural circuitrywhich actswithin a single
hypercolumn. In presence of a visual stimulus, at a point x = (x1, x2), the whole
hypercolumn over that point fires, but mechanisms of non-maximal suppression act,
suppressing the output of cells that within the same hypercolumn are not maximally
firing. In this way the connection is able to sharpen the tuning of feature selection
over each point x = (x1, x2). This selection defines a value of the feature f (scale) at
every point. The points of maximal response will be denoted from now on as f̄ (x).
The output will then have the following expression:

O(x, f̄ (x)) = max
f

O(x, f ) (5.3)

5.2.3.2 Long Range Connectivity

If a family of cells has been described viaR2 × F , with ametric gF and a connectivity
kernel KF , the problem is to describe the connectivity action which induces the
cortical activity. It can be described through a mean field equation, following an
approach first proposed by Wilson and Cowan (1972), Amari (1972), Ermentraut-
Cowan (1979), Bressloff and Cowan (2003), to quote a few. The equation in its
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general formulation as the following expression:

∂

∂t
a(x, t) = −a(x, t) +

∫
KF(x − x′, f − f )ψ

(
a(x′, f ′, t′) + O(x′, f ′) − C

)
dx′df ′

(5.4)
where ψ is a sigmoid, α and β suitable constants, C is a normalization factor. The
equation can be applied in the lifted space or projected in the 2D space, via the non
maxima suppression mechanism. The associated stationary equation satisfies

a(x, t) =
∫

KF(x − x′, f − f )ψ
(
a(x′, f ′, t′) + O(x′, f ′) − C

)
dx′df ′ (5.5)

5.2.4 A Model for GOIs Related to the Orientation

In Franceschiello et al. (2017a, 2017b) two main ideas are developed for explaining
orientation related GOIs. The initial stimulus is able to modulate the functional
geometry of V1 and the geometry induced by the background of the perceived image
can induce a perceptual deformation.

5.2.4.1 The Metric Modulated by the Visual Stimulus

The main idea developed in Franceschiello et al. (2017a, 2017b) is to modify the
model for the functional geometry of V1 provided in Citti and Sarti (2006) and to
consider that the image stimulus will modulate the connectivity: the new metric will
be expressed as

||a(x, f )||gF(x, f ).

When projected onto the visual space, the modulated connectivity gives rise to a
Riemannian metric which is at the origin of the visual space deformation. In the
isotropic case, gF(x, f ) = Id is the identity, and themetric reduces to a single positive
real value. In this case non maximal suppression within the hypercolumnar structure
is sufficient for explaining the mechanism, hence the metric induced on the 2D plane
will be simply computed as:

||a(x, f (x))||Id .

If at every point we consider a non isotrotropic metric gF , the projection is obtained
by an integration along the fiber F at the point x. We refer to Franceschiello et al.
(2017b) where the idea is discussed in detail.
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5.2.4.2 Retrieving the Displacement Vector Fields

The mathematical question is how to reconstruct the displacement starting from the
strain tensor p. We think at the deformation induced by a geometrical optical illusion
as an isometry between the R2 plane equipped with the metric p and the R2 plane
with the Euclidean metric Id:


 : (R2,p) → (R2, Id).

In strain theory p is called right Cauchy-Green tensor associated to the deforma-
tion 
, for references see Lubliner (2008), Marsden and Hughes (1994). It is clear
that it is equivalent to find 
 or the displacement as a map

ū(x1, x2) = 
(x1, x2) − (x1, x2),

where (x1, x2) ∈ R
2. We can now express the right Cauchy-Green tensor in terms of

displacement u. For infinitesimal deformations of a continuum body, in which the
displacement gradient is small (‖∇ū‖ � 1), it is possible to perform a geometric
linearization of strain tensor introduced before, in which the non-linear second order
terms are neglected. Under this assumption it was proved in Franceschiello et al.
(2017b) that u is a solution of the PDE system:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

�u1 = ∂
∂x1

p11 + 2 ∂
∂x2

p12 − ∂2

∂x1∂x2
u2 in M

�u2 = ∂
∂x2

p22 + 2 ∂
∂x1

p12 − ∂2

∂x1∂x2
u1

∂
∂nu1 = 0 in ∂M

∂
∂nu2 = 0

(5.6)

where M is an open subset of R2 and ∂M is Lipschitz continuous, with normal
defined almost everywhere. Solutions for Eq. (5.6) are well defined up to an additive
constant, which is recovered imposing u(0, 0) = v(0, 0) = 0 for symmetry reasons,
where (0, 0) is the center of our initial domain M .

5.3 The Model for Scale/Size GOIs

In this section we develop a model for scale type illusory phenomena. Once the
connectivity is described, it will be used to define a new strain metric tensor. This
enable us to adapt the model presented in Sect. 5.2.4.2 to this new features space and
to recover the displacement vector fields induced by size perception.
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5.3.1 Scale and Size of an Object

It is well known that simple cells of V1 are able to select the scale of an object,
which is approximately the distance from the boundary [see for example Sarti et
al. (2008), Petitot (2008)]. Strictly related to the scale is the size of the object,
which represents the spatial dimension of the observed element. The Ebbinghaus
and Delboeuf illusions (Fig. 5.1) are phenomena in which the context induces a
misperception of the size of the central target, (Künnaps 1955). As a first size-
evaluation of the perceptual units in an image is performed at early stages of the
visual process, it is possible to adapt the cortical model to introduce a mechanism
of non-maximal suppression able to evaluate the scale within an object. Therefore
we introduce a metric in the position-size space. Following the intuition that there
is a relation between the functionality cells and the shape of the connectivity, we
assume that the connectivity related to scale and size values, which are real quantities,
is isotropic. As a result the connectivity will decrease with the euclidean distance
between the objects of the image. Finally we adapt the displacement algorithm to
this metric, as recalled in Sect. 2.6, in order to model the illusion in Fig. 5.1.

5.3.2 Scale Selection in V1

In the previous section we recalled the model of orientation and scale selection of
Sarti et al. (2008) and Petitot (2008). Here we will discard the orientation selection
and we focus on the scale detection only. Scale is an isotropic feature, and can be
selected by isotropic cells, as for examplemexican hat cells, measured byDeAngelis
(see Fig. 5.3) A goodmodel for their receptive profiles are the Laplacian of Gaussian.
Denoting Tx1,x2 a translation of a vector (x1, x2) and Dσ the dilation of amplitude σ ,
the bank of filters is represented as

ψx1,x2,σ = DσTx1, x2(ψ0), where ψ0 = �G, and G(ξ1, ξ2) = 1

π
e−(ξ 2

1 +ξ 2
2 ).

The set of profile is then parametrized by the variables (x1, x2, σ ), where (x1, x2) is
the spatial position and σ is the scale variable. The bank of filters acts on the initial
stimulus and the hypercolumns response of simple cells provides an output as the
feature varies: this mechanism is described in Eq. (5.2). In the case of having only
the scale feature f = σ involved, the output reduces to:

O(x1, x2, σ ) =
∫

M

I(ξ1, ξ2) ψ(x1,x2,σ ) (ξ1, ξ2) dξ1dξ2. (5.7)

The intra cortical mechanism selects the maxima over the orientation and scale
hypercolumns, providing the selection of two maximal outputs for both features: σ̄ ,
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Fig. 5.6 The hypercolumnar structure for the scale model

as described in Eq. (5.3):

O(x, σ̄ (x)) = max
σ

O(x, σ ) (5.8)

The maximum scale value σ̄ represents the distance from the nearest boundary,
selected over the hypercolumns containing all the possible distances σ . This is visu-
alized in Fig. 5.6, where a bank of filter with different scales, but same orientation,
is superimposed to a gray circle (the visual stimulus): the best fit is realized by the
central image, whose scale is equal to the distance from the boundary. In Fig. 5.7, left
we visualize an initial stimulus, the illusion and apply the scale selectivity maximi-
sation (Fig. 5.7, right). The level lines of the function σ̄ are circles, which describe
the distance from the boundaries.

5.3.3 Size Selection

Once the distance function from the boundary σ̄ (x1, x2) has been defined, we assume
that the action of the connectivity propagates the output within each perceptual unit.
Since the size ρ(x1, x2) of an object can be identified as the maximum distance from
the boundary, we postulate the action of a new non maxima suppression procedure,
which takes place within the perceptual unit. This can be implemented through an
advection equation

∂ρ(x1, x2)

∂t
= |∇σ̄ (x1, x2)| (5.9)
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Fig. 5.7 Left: the initial stimulus processed. Right: the maximum response σ̄ . For each point the
color identifies the distance σ̄ from the nearest boundary

Fig. 5.8 Left: representation of σ̄ (x1, x2). Right: propagation of the information within each circle
using an advection equation. This allows us to recover for each perceptual unit the corresponding
value of size, ρ(x1, x2)

This describes a conservation law which associates a single size value ρ(x1, x2) to
each perceptual unit of the image.

This step of the algorithm is visualized in Fig. 5.8. Starting from the left map
representing the value of σ̄ (x1, x2) previously detected, we propagated the maximum
distance from the boundary within each circle using an advective equation, see (5.9).

5.3.4 Cortical Connectivity for Scale Type Illusion

Here we introduce the isotropic connectivity accounting for the interaction of points
in scale illusions. As we mentioned in Sect. 5.2.3, we postulate here a strong relation
between the functionality of the cells and shape of connectivity. Here the set of
filters is generated by a fixed one by translation and dilation. Since Dσ and Tx1, x2
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commute, then the set (x1, x2, σ ), is a commutative group, and we can consider an
isotropic metric on the space. Consequently the gF will simply be the identity. In
analogy,wewill consider an isotropicmetric also in the size space. As a consequence,
the connectivity kernel will be an exponential decaying function of the Euclidean
distance among objects composing the stimulus:

KF (x − x′) = exp−c |x−x′| (5.10)

The long range spatial interaction decays when the spatial distance of cells increases.
Here the kernel is an exponential, but it can be modeled more in general as a function
decreasing with the distance. In analogy with the Bressloff- Cowan activity equation
recalled in (5.5), the stationary activity equation will be expressed as the product
between a connectivity kernel and the computed sizes of the objects:

a(x) =
∫

R2

exp−c |x−x′|(a(x′) − ρ0) dx
′ (5.11)

where ρ0 is a global normalization term denoting the effective size. It is a mean value
for the activity. Since we are interested in evaluating the deformation of the target, we
will choose ρ0 = ρ(0), so that ρ0 represents the effective size of the central target.

5.3.5 Displacement Vector Field

The Euclidean metric, endowing the visual space, will be modulated by stimulus
through the cortical activity computed above. Therefore, the metric induced by the
stimulus in the 2D retinal plane will become:

p = a(x1, x2)Id

at every point. The final step is to adapt the displacement equation to the present
setting at every point of the space, and according to Sect. 5.2.4.2 we now look for
the displacement map

u = 
 − Id, where 
 : (R2,p) → (R2, Id). (5.12)

In other word 
 is the deformation which sends the metric p in the identity at every
point. Due to the particular structure of themetric p, the equation that in (5.6) provides
the value of u simplifies, as the coefficients p12 identically vanish. Indeed in this case
the equation for u expresses a Cauchy Riemann—type condition. This means that
the solution is harmonic and different from 0 and results into a radial vector field.
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5.4 Implementation and Results

In this section the implementation of the presented model is presented and the results
discussed. At a first glance, the discrete version of Eq. (5.11) becomes:

a(x) =
N∑
i=1

exp−|x−xi |(ρ(xi) − ρ0) (5.13)

By simplicity, since ρ and a are locally constant, we assume that N is the number of
inducers, and xi, ∀i, represents the point in the inducer where the scale ismaximal and
coincideswith the size. Another approximation consists in assuming that the constant
c in the exponential map is 1, meaning c = 1. The distance |x − x′| is expressed in
pixels, ρ(x′) is the size of the inducer at point x′ = (x′

1, x
′
2). We always consider

points of the image in which the maximum of the scale is attained. The differential
problem in (5.6) is then approximated with a central finite difference scheme and it
is solved with a classical PDE linear solver.

5.4.1 Ebbinghaus Illusion

Fig. 5.9 First row: five Ebbinghaus illusion with two inducers of increasing width. Second row:
the associated displacement vector fields are visualized. Third row the deformation of the target is
visualized in black (the reference circle is visualized in red). If the inducers are smaller than the
target, this expands, if the inducers are larger, the target shrinks
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Fig. 5.10 Five Ebbinghaus illusion with four inducers (first row), the corresponding displacement
vector field (second row) and the deformation of the central target (third row)

Wewill perform a first test on the Ebbinghaus illusion (Fig. 5.1, left). This illusion
consists in central circle—target—surrounded by a number of circles—inducers. The
perceived size of the target, which is the perceptual component we want to evaluate
in this study varies if the size of the inducers varies (Massaro and Anderson 1971;
Roberts et al. (2005) and if the distance between the inducers and the target increases
or decreases Roberts et al. (2005). It has been experimentally if that whether the
inducers are smaller than the target, the latter is perceived larger than its actual size.
If the dimension of the inducers increases (but remains smaller than the target), the
strength of the effect decreases, until the dimension of the target and the inducers
are the same. In this last scenario the perceived dimension and the real dimension of
the target coincide. If the dimension of the inducers increase, the target is perceived
as if it was smaller. This happens independently of the number of the inducers (see
Figs. 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11).

5.4.1.1 Quantitative Results: Changing the Number of Inducers

A quantitative analysis of the phenomenon has been made byMassaro and Anderson
(1971). In a first experiment, they considered a target circle with diameters of 13 or
17 mm. There were two, four, or six context circles, symmetrically located around
the target. The diameters of the context circles differed from the center circle by
8, 4, 0, −4, or −8 mm, for each size of central circle. The distance between the
proximal edges of the central and context circles was always 6 mm. The figures
were presented in four separately randomized blocks each day, for 2 days, to 10
subjects. They were instructed to judge the apparent size of the target. Responses
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Fig. 5.11 The Ebbinghaus illusion with six inducers, and increasing inducers (first row), the com-
puted displacement vector field (second row) and the deformation of the central target (third row)

were made by rotating a wheel that presented a single comparison circle. Figure5.12,
left, summarises the experimental results. In the abscissa the number of surrounding
circles is represented, in the ordinate the judged size. If the size of the inducers is fixed,
the perceived size of the target grows linearlywith the number of inducers. To validate
the model, we started from the same values used in Massaro and Anderson (1971)
as for target measure, number of inducers and distance between target and inducers.
The diameter of the target wss chosen equal to ρ0 = 14.6, the number of inducers
was N = 2, 4, 6 respectively and the size of the inducers was varied as follows:
ρ(x′) = ρ0 − 8, ρ0 − 4, ρ0, ρ0 + 4, ρ0 + 8 pixels. Moreover the distance |x − x′| =
6 between target and inducers was kept fixed. The resulting Ebbinghaus images are
depictedon thefirst rowofFigs. 5.9, 5.10 and5.11. In the second row thedisplacement
computed through the infinitesimal strain theory approach is drawn. Finally, the third
row contains the perceived central target in black. The red circle is the target reference
of the initial stimulus, drawn in order to allow a comparison between the proximal
stimulus (displaced image) and the distal one (physical stimulus). Figure5.12, right,
summarises the results found with our model, formally organized as in Massaro and
Anderson (1971). The modeled and experimental results correctly match.

5.4.1.2 Quantitative Results: Changing the Distance Between Target
and Inducers

In a second experimentMassaro andAnderson (1971) considered a family of Ebbing-
haus illusion with six context circles. The diameter of the center circle was 13 mm,
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Fig. 5.12 Left: Massaro and Anderson (1971) shown that the perceived size of the central target
varies in relationship with the size and the numbers of inducers. Right: the experimental outcome
are exactly reproduced by our model

the diameter of the context circles was 5 mm. The distances between the proximal
edges of center and context circles were 3, 6, 12, and 24mm respectively. The stimuli
were presented to 24 subjects six times in successive randomized blocks. The results

Fig. 5.13 Four Ebbinghaus illusions with increasing distance between the target and the inducers
(first row). In the second row the computed displacement vector fields, and in the third row the
computed deformation of the central target. If the distance is small, the target expands, while
increasing the distance induces a perceptual shrink of the central target, correctly reproduced by
the model
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are collected in Fig. 5.14: the distance from the center circle is represented in the
x-axis, and the judged size decrease non linearly with the distance.

We repeated the same experiment with our model. It is represented in Fig. 5.14.
In the first row the four Ebbinghaus illusions, in the second row the computed dis-
placement vector fields, and in the third row the modelled deformation of the central
target. Finally in Fig. 5.14 right, we graphically represent the computed outcome in
order to perform a comparison with the experimental one. It is easy to check that
they correctly match, Fig. 5.15.

5.4.2 Delboeuf Illusion

The Delboeuf illusion, consists in a central black circle (the target) surrounded by
an annulus, whose presence induces a misperception of the target size (see Fig. 5.16,
first row). If the annulus is big, the target tends to shrink. If it is small, the target is
perceived as expanding.

We apply the presented model to this illusion. Formula (5.13) becomes in this
setting:

ρ(x) = exp−|x−x′|(ρ(x′) − ρ0) (5.14)

where N of formula (5.13) is equal to 1, because the inducer is the annulus, c = 1,
the distance |x − x′| is the distance between the center of the target x and the center
of the annulus x′, expressed in pixels; ρ(x′) is the size of the annulus and ρ0 refers
again to the effective size. Then (ρ(x′) − ρ0) expresses the difference between the
considered sizes.

5.4.2.1 Discussion of the Results

We validate the model comparing our computational results with the experimental
ones in Roberts et al. (2005). In their experiment, the authors focused on the effect

Fig. 5.14 Left: Massaro and Anderson (1971) shown how the perceived size of the central target
decreases with the distance between the inducers and the target in the Ebbinghaus illusion. Right:
we reproduce the experimental results
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Fig. 5.15 First row: five Delbouef illusion with decreasing width for the annulus from left to right.
Second row: the associated displacement vector fields are visualized. Third row the deformation of
the target is visualized in black (the reference circle is visualized in red)

Fig. 5.16 Left: experimental analysis of the decay of the illusion magnitude as a function of the
distance between the target and the inducers, from Roberts et al. (2005). The circles refers to the
Delboeuf illusion. Right: the graph shows how the perceived displacement decreases as a function
of the distance in our simulations. In the abscissa we put the distance |x′ − x| and in the ordinate
the computed displacement. Our results are in agreement with the ones shown in this experiment

produced by inducers and distance. Target size was fixed at 1.27◦ (visual angle). The
reported thickness for the annulus is of 0.63◦, and it was presented at distances of
1.90, 2.53, 2.85, 3.17, 3.80, 4.44, 5.07, or 8.45◦ (visual angle). Four subjects were
asked to evaluate the illusionmagnitude, and the experiment was repeated twice. The
results are presented in Fig. 5.16, (left): the black dots refer to the Delboeuf illusion.

We repeated an analogous simulation applying our model. In Fig. 5.15 (first row)
we considered five stimuli with a decreasing size of the annulus ρ(x′). In the second
row we display the computed displacement through the strain theory approach intro-
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duced in Sect. 5.3.5. Finally, the third row contains the reconstructed central target,
through formula (5.14). The red circle is the target reference of the initial stimulus,
drawn in order to allow a comparison. The distance between the center of the annu-
lus and the center of the target |x′ − x| decreases from left to right and represents
a quantity strictly related to the sizes of the annulus ρ(x′). In fact, increasing ρ1

means we increase the distance between the target and the circumference. However
the magnitude of the illusion does not depend on the distance alone: when the annu-
lus is big, we perceive a shrinking (see page 454 of Girgus et al. (1972)), while if
the annulus size is decreased, we observe an enlargement of the central target. This
variation is explained by an evaluation of the difference in size between the target
and the annulus.

The results we obtained are collected in Fig. 5.16 (left). In the x-axis the distance
|x′ − x| is reported and along the y-axis the computed displacement. The computed
displacement decreases as a function of the distance in our computations. The results
are in good agreement with the experimental findings of Roberts et al. (2005), rep-
resented in Fig. 5.16 (left).

5.5 Conclusions

We proposed a quantitative model for scale/size-GOIs, inspired by the geometry of
the visual cortex, (Sarti et al. 2009) and by a model of orientation-related illusions
(Franceschiello et al. 2017b). We provided here a very general formulation of the
neurogeometrical deformation model in terms of retinal position (x, y) and by a fea-
ture f . This allows to choose the scale as encoded feature, and consequently to adapt
the model to scale/size-GOIs. The model is then validated onto the Ebbinghaus and
Delboeuf illusions, and further compared with the results contained in Roberts et al.
(2005), and Massaro and Anderson (1971). The Ebbinghaus and Delboeuf illusions
have been often studied together, but it was not clear how to correctly identify the
interplay of features playing a role in the second one (Koffka 2013,Gibson 1960). The
role played by the distance between the inducers and the target was well established,
but this was not sufficient to explain the phenomenon. In our model, we conjectured
that the misperception is induced by the size difference between the target and the
annulus. This is compatible with existing experiments, and correctly explains the
perceptual effect induced by the phenomena. The advantage of a general formula-
tion of the model consists into the possibility to extend the current same idea to other
features. We think that it would be possible to extend the current formulation to other
GOIs, as for example illusions of movement or those involving higher dimensions
encoding.
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Part II
The Arts: Fine Arts



Chapter 6
Neuroscience for an Artist; a Beginning

Emilio Bizzi and Robert Ajemian

Abstract In this essay we describe some of the brain processes that are engaged
when artists produce drawings and paintings. Two brain structures have been recently
identified as key locations where the abstract neural signals representing the intention
to move are transformed into patterns of neural activity suitable for activating the
muscles. The first of these locations is the putamen, a section of the basal ganglia,
the second is in the spinal cord. It is interesting that different types of modules and
combinatorial activities characterize both structures. Finally, we discuss the ability
of experts to generalize their learning across radically different contexts.

At the June 2018, meeting “Space-time geometries in the Brain and movement in the
Arts’ held in Paris, Dr. Bizzi described the processes in the brain that are engaged
when artists produce drawings and paintings. The drawing shown in Fig. 6.1, by
the highly regarded Andrea del Sarto, a Florentine artist active in the mid 1500’s, is
an example of a piece of art work combining exceptional technical skills and high
artistic value. The drawing shown in Fig. 6.1, is a preparatory study representing the
head of St. John the Baptist.

The purpose of the study was to facilitate the making of a full body painting of
the saint which is now in Florence (at Palazzo Pitti).

Del Sarto, like all artists of that time in Florence, went through a rigorous and
protracted training in the art/skill of design. Giorgio Vasari, a contemporary of Del
Sarto who chronicled the life and work of Italian painters from medieval times to the
late renaissance, emphatically stressed that the practice of drawingwas the foundation
of the visual arts; painters achieved perfection by careful, protracted practice with
preparatory sketches. As a consequence of this practice, an abundance of drawings
were produced, some of which have happily survived.
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Fig. 6.1 Andrea Del Sarto -
preparatory study
representing the head of St.
John the Baptist

On the basis of Vasari’s prescriptions, coupled with what we know about the
functional organization and plasticity of the nervous system,we can now be confident
that intense sensory-motor practice must result in changes of the cognitive state of
painters’ central nervous system. In this essay, we will describe the cortical and
subcortical changes that result from artists’ intense practice. It is the ambitious goal
of this essay to show how these changes might facilitate the expression of the artist’s
ideas.

Figure 6.1, which is a drawing made during Del Sarto’s mature years, shows
how the skills he acquired through years of practice made it possible to express the
complex, conflicting feelings represented on the Baptist’s face. The pensive, slightly
sad expression of the saint’s face reveals his awareness of being a precursor of Christ
and a martyr. Del Sarto used his skill to convey something that touches our emotions;
he captured the saint in a moment of foreshadowing the glory of his life as one close
to God’s son and the inevitable doom of an impending cruel death.

In the last 100 years neuro-scientists and clinicians have focused on understanding
voluntary movements and discovered that the neural processes that subserve even the
simplest everyday actions are incredibly complex and only partially understood. In
this essay,wewill not try to summarize the large amount of data related tomovements’
production, but will focus instead on a few key discoveries of the last 20–30 years
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that have made it possible to gain a deeper, albeit still incomplete, understanding of
how an evanescent wish to move is translated into actions (Brincat et al. 2018).

6.1 Preliminary Preparatory Neural Events

Let us now imagine that we could peek into Del Sarto’s brain as he begins to draw the
face of the handsome, but here inconsequential boy of Fig. 6.1.Wewould thenwitness
the simultaneous appearance of two sets of neural events: sensory visual activity in
the occipital cortical areas and motor related activity in the cortical/subcortical areas.

On the sensory side, as the artist’s eyes scan the model’s features, retinal cells
become active and transmit signals to the visual cortical areas. These signals flow
in a rostro-frontal direction and they make contact with the neurons of the middle
temporal cortical areas, the posterior inferior temporal and the lateral prefrontal
cortex (Heyworth and Squire 2019). What happens at these areas is a gradual trans-
formation of the sensory signals into sequences of “categorical abstractions” that
precisely reflect the artist’s depiction of what he is seeing. This activity eventually
becomes the input to the motor system.

On the motor side, as the artist persists in drawing the model over and over in
search of perfection, the relevant neural circuitry is reshaped to embody sensory-
motor learning or “traces”. These traces are gradually established in all the major
components of the motor circuitry, like the premotor and prefrontal cortices as well
as the medial temporal cortex.

6.2 The Formation of Motor Memories

From a neural cell perspective sensory-motor learning involves changes in synaptic
connectivity—and indeed new synapses are formed between cells that are activated
at the same time; basically, memories are established through this correlative process.
Described in this way memory formation seems a straightforward process, but, as
often happens in neuroscience new peculiar features have emerged which indicate
an unexpected degree of complexity, and most importantly, the need to rethink some
basic assumptions about how memories are formed. The surprising, paradoxical
problem is that synapses have a short life—because they are proteins they are churned
over every few days—while, of course, memories remain throughout life.

Recent modelling work has provided an alternative explanation of this quandary.
Ajemian et al. (2013) developed a neural network characterized by synapses that are
constantly changing even during learning a variety of skills (Ajemian et al. 2013).
This type of network would be highly redundant with each neuron contacted by a
large number of synapses originating from the circuit’s other neurons. Ajemian et al.
(2013) showed that in this type of neural circuit many different synapses can give
rise to the same input- output processing and this network can perform the same
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function even if its synapses undergo changes. Thus, memory is not specified by a
fixed pattern of synapses, but by patterns of input—output processing. In short, the
artist’s brain keeps changing, but the artistic expertise remains.

6.3 Basal Ganglia Modularity: The Transformation
of Cortical Preparative Activity

Del Sarto in his drawings often made use of models that provided an external repre-
sentation. Of course, many artists do not always utilize external models; they paint or
draw by relying on internal representations. An example of a painting whose repre-
sentation is not dependent on external models is the famous Autumn Rhythm by
Pollock (Jiang et al. 2018). It is certainly interesting that Pollock began by drawing a
grid on the canvas lying on the floor. In this way he created a structure that constrained
the dripping paint. The resulting painting has rhythm and dynamic energy; the seem-
ingly chaotic contorted lines create a tension that makes this painting a masterpiece
of abstract expressionism (Fig. 6.2).

As Del Sarto and Pollock begin drawing and painting they would summon to the
forefront their artistic expertise, an action which begins a mode of processing across
their landscape of cortical activity. These landscapes represent intention—related
preparatory activity, that is, neural activity that acts like a command for the motor
system. One of the key areas where preparatory activity is formed is the frontal cortex
which is a point of convergence for neural signals emanating from different sensory
areas as well as memory-related and attention-related cortical areas (Churchland
et al. 2010; Guo et al. 2017; Inagaki et al. 2018; Waskom and Wagner 2017). From

Fig. 6.2 Jackson Pollock-Autumn rhythm
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the prefrontal cortex the “preparatory” activity reaches a key subcortical structure:
the putamen—a subcortical region that is part of the basal ganglia (Graybiel 1998)
(Fig. 6.3).

Two important papers have recently contributed to our understanding of the
process that are taking place in the cortico-striatal loop. Markowitz et al. (2018) and
Wiltschko et al. (2015) used a confluence of machine learning techniques to detect
a finite library of sub-movements represented in basal ganglia of freely moving
mice. These sub-movements embody recurring behavioral modules or motifs that
exist at the sub-second time scale (350 ms), a scale sufficient to act as building
blocks for volitional movements that occur on the scale of seconds. In essence,
one can think of these modules as kind of micro pattern generators representing
recognizable action segments. As a consequence of the arrival of cortical signals
at the putamen, the sub-movements are connected to each other in a non-uniform
way with each sub-movement preferentially linked to some modules and not others,
depending on existing behavioral constraints. This process of concatenation leads

Fig. 6.3 Schematic—central
nervous system
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to the formation of full movements and movement sequences. When new behaviors
are expressed, new combinations of modules are observed simply by reusing of the
same modules without forming any new ones. It is then tempting to conclude that
this loop is involved in beginning to implement the sensorimotor transformation by
converting abstract movement commands embodied by prefrontal cortical signals
into a sequence of movement segments with some “motor” character.

The output of the putamen connects with the cells of the Globus pallidus via D1R
and D2R fibers, which connect respectively to the internal/external segments of the
Globus Pallidus (Sheng et al. 2019). The Globus pallidus, in turn, connects to the
ventro-lateral thalamus and, finally, from there the loop ends on the motor cortex.
While the steps from the putamen to motor cortex via globus pallidus and thalamus
are meant to make the signals in cortico-striatal loop progressively more “motor
like”, it is not yet clear whether and how “motor tuning” processes occur at these
stations.

The discovery of the putamen’s functional properties is certainly an important
step; it demonstrates the presence of two neural circuits: a special type of modularity
as well as the combinatorial propensity of the micro pattern generator. However, to
gain further insight into this region and to firm upwhat we can consider an important,
but initial beginning, much more information about the loop and the putamen should
be gathered. The following questions are just an example of what we need to know
in order to get an in depth view on the loop and putamen.

1. What kinds of neural patterns are conveyed by the fibers that connect the
prefrontal area to the putamen modules? Do these fibers specify a “code” or
does the specification emerge after contacting the putamen modules?

2. Does each prefrontal fiber carry a slightly different signal? And if it is so, are the
different patterns a variety of motor solutions to be shaped by feedback at some
point along the way to the spinal cord?

3. Are the preparatory signals carrying a continuous stream of neural activity from
the beginning of the movement to its end or a sequence of segments? (Graybiel
1998; Kadmon et al. 2018).

4. If so, fromwhere are the segments originating? (Abeles et al. 1995; Wymbs et al.
2012).

6.4 Spinal Cord Modularity: The Key Role of Muscle
Synergies

To sum, we are fairly confident that the neural signals representing the intention
to move are transformed by a loop which begins at the prefrontal cortex and ends
at the motor cortex. The end point of the loop are the neurons of the descending
cortico spinal tracts; these fibers convey motor signals to spinal motorneurons and
interneurons, which ultimately lead to the muscles of the artist hand, arm and body
(Dum and Strick 1991).
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As mentioned before modularity and combinatorial activity of micro patterns
generators are the main functional feature of the putamen. The surprising outcome
of recent spinal cord investigations is that modularity and combinatorial activities
have also been found to be a spinal cord functional feature (Bizzi et al. 2008;Caggiano
et al. 2016).

The neural origin of spinal cord modules rests on studies in several vertebrate
species. These studies have demonstrated that a spinal module is a functional unit
of spinal interneurons that generates a specific motor output by imposing a specific
pattern of muscle activation (muscle synergies). Muscle synergies are neural coordi-
native structures that function to alleviate the computational burden associated with
the control of movement and posture. Anatomically, the modules are made up of
groups of spinal interneurons whose efferent fibers make contact with a distinct set
of motor neurons (Caggiano et al. 2016; Fetz et al. 2002). It follows that when-
ever these motor neurons are activated by descending cortico-spinal impulses and/or
reflex pathways from the periphery a distinct muscle synergy becomes active. This
process leads to the formation of muscle “synergies” which represent kind of func-
tional building blocks whose combination leads to the “construction” of voluntary
movements (Bizzi et al.2008; Caggiano et al. 2016). A factorization algorithm that
takes as input all the recorded muscle EMG data is utilized to extract muscle syner-
gies and activation coefficients. The factorization procedure essentially performs a
dimensionality reduction by grouping muscles that tend to co-vary in the data set
into individual synergies.

In the last few yearsmany investigators have examinedmotor behaviors in humans
and animals. The results show that combining a small set of muscle synergies appears
to be a general strategy that the central nervous system utilizes for simplifying the
control of movements (Bizzi et al. 2008).

All in all the following important points have emerged from spinal cord investi-
gations: (1) the same synergy may be utilized in different motor behaviors, and (2)
different behaviors may be constructed by linearly combining the same synergies
with different timing and scaling factors, and (3) the development of new skills over
long periods of time leads to the formation of new specialized task synergies.

With respect to the question of cortical control of muscle synergies the study
of Overduin et al. (2015) demonstrated that intra cortical stimulation in monkeys
elicited EMG patterns that could be decomposed into muscle synergies. Importantly,
these EMGpatterns were found in a few cases to be similar to those evoked during the
same animal’s voluntary movements. Whether this finding indicates that the cortex
“encodes” muscle synergies remains to be determined.

At this point our knowledge of the supraspinalmachinery involved in synergy acti-
vation is inadequate. We need to know how the signals elaborated by the supraspinal
loop play into the spinal modules.

On the bright side, the experimental evidence summarized above indicates that
the spinal cord operates as a discrete combinatorial system. In a way, the motor
system is like language, a system in which a discrete elements and a set of rules for
combining them can generate a large number of meaningful entities that are distinct
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from those of their elements. And just as with language, the combinatorial system
can accommodate different levels of expertise.

6.5 Generalization

While we can reasonably assume that progress will eventually be made on some of
the questions discussed in this essay, there are certain aspects of motor behaviors that
seem harder to understand. Motor generalization is a case in point and Michelangelo
Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 illustrate an example of this behavior.

Figure 6.4 is a preparatory study of a nude male which Michelangelo utilized
for the painting of a section of the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel. Note that the male
represented in Fig. 6.5 was painted while Michelangelo was hoisted parallel to the
chapel’s ceiling. Because the postural changes lead to changes in the influence of
gravity on Michelangelo’s brush strokes, the motor output needed to implement the
same artistic vision has changed entirely! YetMichelangelo, as an expert, effortlessly

Fig. 6.5 Michelangelo—
Ignudo—ceiling of Sistine
Chapel
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Fig. 6.4 Michelangelo—
seated nude and two studies
of an arm, about 1510-12

accomplishes the task. This is known as generalization, because learning in one set
of circumstances applies more generally to other circumstances.

To paint in that awkward and uncomfortable posture requires, at the minimum,
a radical re-programming of most of Michelangelo’s muscles. Whether the repro-
gramming was initiated by a massive change of proprioceptive feedback is no more
than an educated guess. But, for neuroscientists interested in pursuing complex and
certainly challenging questions of how experts generalize, this motor behavior might
be an opportunity to explore neural complexity through creative computermodelling.

Broad generalization embodies the highest form of expertise in any sort of skill
learning—and one which as of yet still eludes current approaches in Artifical Intelli-
gence.Michelangelo’s extraordinary artistic ability involvesmultiple forms of gener-
alization, many of which involve his ability to utilize highly sophisticated mental
models of the geometry of both space and time. Here we categorize multiple types
of mappings across which Michelangelo generalized to produce his art.

Artistic concept to 2-D image: Michelangelo invariably has a 3-D model in his
head of body shape and form. Yet the rendering takes place on a 2-D surface.
In order to make this transformation from a 3-D idea to a 2-D form, Michelan-
gelo possesses complete mastery of projective geometry and linear perspective, as
formally articulated by Filippo Brunelleschi at the onset of the Renaissance.
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Temporalmotion to curvilinear static form:More so than in the case ofmostworks
of art, the frescoes of the Sistine Chapel are bursting with a latent dynamic energy of
motion, perhaps most famously illustrated by the finger of God reaching out to touch
Adam in the Creation of Adam. Here, Michelangelo is able to masterfully convey
the dynamics of human movement through curvilinear static forms.

Motor intentions to motor output in a completely novel posture: Michelangelo
painted the Sistine Chapel while standing on a scaffold with his head uncomfortably
tilted back and his arms reaching upwards. To paint in that awkward and uncom-
fortable posture requires, at the minimum, a radical re-programming of most of
Michelangelo’s muscles. Part of this reprogramming may have been initiated by a
massive change of proprioceptive feedback to provide feedback guidance for his
brushstrokes. Still, even these feedback signals would be of an unfamiliar form; yet
without any specific practice of painting in this posture and even with the acute time
constraints of having to finish each fresco while it is wet, Michelangelo nonetheless
managed without requiring any “do-overs”.

These are just some of themanymappingswhichwere integrated byMichelangelo
and across which he generalized adeptly in order produce amasterful work of art. For
neuroscientists interested in pursuing complex and certainly challenging questions
of how experts generalize, the skills of an artist might be an opportunity to explore
neural complexity underlying sophisticated sensorimotor control.
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Chapter 7
Art and the Geometry of Visual Space

Alistair Burleigh, Robert Pepperell, and Nicole Ruta

Abstract This chapter considers the geometric structure of visual space and the way
it has been artistically depicted. This structure is hard to quantify using scientific
methods and has not been precisely defined, in part because it is highly variable
and subjective. But artists have often sought to record their visual experience and in
doing so have rendered the structure of visual space in the objective form of paintings
and drawings. Where audiences respond favourably to these artworks, it is in part
because they recognise in them aspects of their own visual experience. Artworks,
then, can serve as a source of data fromwhich we derive evidence about the nature of
visual space, and this in turn can inform scientific investigation of its geometry. It has
been argued that linear perspective—a projective geometry discovered by artists and
architects in fifteenth-century Italy—is the most accurate way to depict visual space.
But although often trained in the techniques of linear perspective, artists have rarely
applied its rules rigorously, and have instead developed various forms of ‘natural
perspective’ that, it can be argued, are more effective at depicting visual space and
so operate more effectively as works of art.

‘Scientific perspective is nothing but eye fooling illusionism; it is simply a trick – a bad trick
– which makes it impossible for an artist to convey a full experience of space, since it forces
the objects in a picture to disappear away from the beholder instead of bringing them within
his reach.’ Georges Braque, in Richardson (1953)

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter we focus on the way artists have depicted visual space, and what their
work reveals about both its phenomenology and its geometry. We will see that visual
space does indeed have a broadly defined geometrical structure, although a precise
mathematical description remains to be worked out. This structure is reflected in
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the way artists organise their depictions of space and this in turn has consequences
for how we perceive those depictions as viewers. The structure can be most clearly
appreciatedwhenwe compare artistic depictions of visual space to linear perspectival
ones. The geometry of linear perspective is well defined and has been proposed as
the most accurate way to depict visual space (Pirenne 1970). But as we will see,
artists have often avoided using linear perspective in any mathematically consistent
way. Instead they have often employed various kinds of ‘natural perspective’. Natural
perspectives provide, in effect, pictorial records of the phenomenal structure of vision
and offer a basis onwhich tomathematicallymodel visual space geometry. Theymay
also yield important clues about why certain artworks are aesthetically effective, and
how imaginary space is structured.

7.2 Linear Perspective and Its Limitations

The most widely propagated story about how art in the European tradition devel-
oped is that prior to the Italian Renaissance painters lacked any understanding of
optics, projective geometry, or how to make an image look perceptually realistic.
They represented objects in space according to a naïve or primitive set of pictorial
conventions in which the size of figures, for example, was determined by a symbolic
hierarchy rather than optically-based rules of construction (White 1972). Following
the discovery of linear perspective in the early fifteenth century, painters abandoned
their previous habits and applied a rigorous mathematical structure to their work.
This resulted in an increased sense of depth and heightened levels of realism in their
images.

While this story contains elements of fact, it is also simplistic and misleading.
Linear perspective is a beautifully elegant, relatively straightforward, and objectively
accurate method of mapping light rays from three-dimensional space to a picture
plane. But it also has severe limitations that were known even to early adopters such
as Leonardo da Vinci and Piero della Francesca (Kemp 1990). These limitations
prevented linear perspective from being universally and rigorously applied by artists,
and ultimately led to it being largely abandoned. Painters today hardly ever use it.

One major limitation of linear perspective is that it is impractical for representing
wide angles of view in a way that appears naturalistic under normal viewing condi-
tions. Linear perspective pictures require the viewer’s eye to be located at the correct
centre of projection in front of the picture to achieve the best illusory effect (Todorović
2009). For any given linear perspective image this distance is equivalent to the focal
length of the lens needed to project the image (Kingslake 1992). For wide-angle
images with short focal lengths (e.g. <25 mm) viewing distances are less than can
be comfortably accommodated by the human eye. Enlarging the image can increase
accommodation distances but for a very wide angle of view (e.g. >170° horizon-
tally) the amount of enlargement needed would be impractical since the focal length
is effectively zero. The result of viewing linear perspective images from a distance
greater than the centre of projection is that objects in line with the principal ray can
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appear unnaturally minimised, while objects in the periphery can appear unnaturally
stretched. This is one source of the dissatisfaction expressed by the Cubist painter
Georges Braque in the quote above.

There are several other ways in which linear perspective is limited in its capacity
to represent human visual experience naturalistically. Most of us see with two eyes
and so enjoy the heightened depth sensation that stereoscopic vision can provide,
but linear perspectival images are generally monocular. Visual space is curved, due
in part to the physical shape of the eyeball and in part to the processing of visual
stimuli by the brain (von Helmholtz 1866; Panofsky 1924), but linear perspective, as
the name states, is linear. The acuity of the human visual field is non-homogenous,
the relatively small area of the central visual field having much higher acuity than
the far peripheral field (Anstis 1998), but the geometry of linear perspective does
not differentiate between central and peripheral acuity. Over the course of post-
Renaissance European art history, the inability of linear perspective to capture such
features of vision seems to have discouraged artists from applying its rules in any
consistent or systematic way and led instead to the emergence of various ‘natural’
perspectives.

7.3 Natural Perspectives and Their Controversies

Being unable to fully rely on accurate linear perspective, artists evolved alternative
methods of depicting visual space more suited to their professional needs. These can
be broadly categorised as ‘natural perspectives’ as distinct from ‘artificial perspec-
tive’ based on the geometry of optics. It was Leonardo da Vinci who distinguished
between natural and artificial perspective—between the way things appear in natural
vision and how they are rendered by linear projective geometry on a plane—and
according to John White he conceived a curvilinear method of rendering three-
dimensional space that ameliorated some of the inherent problems of linear perspec-
tive (White 1972). Many further nonlinear natural or subjective perspective systems
were subsequently developed or theorised, including by Parsey (1840), Herdman
(1853), Hauck (1879), Walters (1940), Hansen (1973), Rauschenbach (1982), and
Floçon and Barre (1988).

These systems are sometimes derived from empirical observation and practical
experimentation and sometimes from geometric principles. They are concerned with
depicting the way we look at the world and the way we look at depictions of what
artists see when they look at the world. The features of visual perception typically
addressed by these natural perspective systems are those that are especially prob-
lematic for linear perspective, including wide fields of view (binocular human vision
extends some 180° horizontally), the effects of binocularity, the apparent curvature
of objectively straight lines (which is especially noticeable in the peripheral visual
field), variations in acuity across the visual field, and the apparent enlargement of
objects occupying the central focus of the visual field (Pepperell and Hughes 2015).
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Natural perspective systems have proved controversial throughout their history,
and to some extent remain so today. They are open to the criticism that by emulating
features of subjective perception the artist is unnecessarily duplicating or exagger-
ating perceptual effects that would occur anywaywhen an optically accurate image is
viewed (Pirenne 1970;Gombrich 1982;Tyler 2015). For example, enlarging anobject
in the picture in order to give it the same prominence it would have when viewed in
natural vision will cause it to suffer a double enlargement when it is viewed again
in the picture. Likewise, straight lines rendered as curved, as seen in the peripheral
visual field, will undergo additional curvature when seen in the peripheral field of
the viewer of the painting. Critics of natural perspective have argued that all these
subjective effects ‘come for free’ if a painting is constructed according to the laws
of linear perspective and the viewer’s eye is correctly positioned in relation to it.

Defenders of natural perspective systems might reply in two ways. First that
such criticism overlooks the practical problems that artists face in determining the
location of the viewer with respect to their work. In most cases artists have little
control over this, and so the artworkmust be aesthetically effective from awide range
of non-ideal viewing positions. Second, with the possible exception of the trompe
l’oeil genre, artists are not interested in replicating reality (which is technically
near impossible when spanning the full binocular visual field) but in maximising
the aesthetic effectiveness of their work. Centuries of artistic experimentation have
shown that maximising aesthetic effect can often be best done by emulating, and
even exaggerating, certain salient features of visual perception in spite of, or perhaps
because of, the apparent duplication of perceptual effects this entails. Consider, for
example, the advice given by Du Fresnoy (1667) to seventeenth century painters
seeking to achieve greater depth and volume in their work:

As when we see in a convex mirror, the figures and all other things advancing more strongly
and vividly than even natural objects do, and the vivacity of the colours is increased in the
parts full in your sight, while the goings off are more and more broken and faint as they
approach to the extremities; in the same manner may bodies be given relief and roundness.

The convex mirror he probably had in mind was a device made of polished metal
or mineral, such as a Claude Glass, commonly used by artists in the seventeenth
century to reflect scenes from nature they wished to paint (Maillet 2009). The image
reflected in such amirror displays some of the subjective visual features noted above,
such as the relatively enlarged central area and diminished and somewhat curved
periphery compared to a flat mirror. By replicating these features in their pictures,
artists are, according to Du Fresnoy, outdoing nature itself in pursuit of stronger and
more vivid aesthetic effect. But this approach was thought to be at odds with artistic
ideals informed the then dominant theory of artificial or linear perspective. Around
the same time Du Fresnoy was advocating a version of natural perspective, Bosse
(1649) was decrying artists who relied on it:

They do not understand how to make objects recede and turn into the distance by using an
arrangement of parallel planes. For these gentlemen are, as you know, accustomed to making
an entire painting have the same spherical, mirroring effect, which amounts to representing
objects the same way the eye sees them, which is an absolutely false and ridiculous thing to
propose.
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This tension between artificial and natural perspectives—betweenmethods aimed
at depicting objective patterns of light and those designed to depict how that light
is subjectively experienced—remained at the core of art theory for several centuries
(Panofsky 1924; Kemp 1990; Elkins 1994). It surfaced, for example, in debates about
whether or not artists should include stereoscopic data in their paintings, a tendency
that briefly flourished among avant-garde Victorian painters in Britain and of which
the critic John Ruskin disapproved (Ruskin 1873). It also surfaced as an issue of
some public prominence during the early nineteenth century in Britainwhen the artist
Arthur Parsey proposed a novel method of perspective construction that he claimed
more faithfully represented how we see than was possible using conventional linear
perspective (Parsey 1840; Kemp 1987). This precipitated a prolonged and heated
debate, in which Ruskin also became involved, about whether it was preferable to
depict vertically rising forms, such as towers, with or without convergence (Bantjes
2014).

Artists have continued to develop various forms of natural perspective that more
faithfully represent the experience of visual space within the limitations of the
medium. Some recent examples include Downes (2005), Mann and Mann (2008),
Paraskos (2010), Hockney (2015) andBurleigh et al. (2018a). These approaches have
in common a rejection of linear perspectival construction and a tendency towards
curvilinear or non-linear forms of projection.

7.4 Natural Perspectives in Art and Science

Paul Cézanne was a prodigious landscape painter who worked by transcribing what
he saw in nature directly to the canvas and is sometimes thought to have recorded
certain subjective features of perception, such as the relative indistinctness of the
visual periphery (Pepperell 2012).Analysis of the composition of his paintings shows
that they are not constructed according to the laws of linear perspective (Loran 1963;
Rauschenbach 1982; Pepperell and Haertel 2014). When comparing linear perspec-
tive photographs of landscapes that he painted to his paintings we find that Cézanne
consistently enlarged the central motif and compressed the peripheral regions. An
example can be seen in Fig. 7.1, where the central motif in the painting—the well and
millstone—appears significantly larger in the painting than the photograph, despite
both images showing approximately the same physical space. This pattern recurs
frequently throughout art history, which suggests artists have long been employing
a pictorial structure that corresponds in some way to the geometry of visual space,
that is, to how physical space appears in perception. Here we briefly survey a few
examples in which attempts by artists, and scientists, to depict visual space can be
compared to linear perspective equivalents, and how this might reveal its geometrical
structure.

In the early nineteenth century, the British painter John Constable recorded views
of landscapes by framing them within a wooden device fitted with a glass plate on
which he traced outlines of objects in the scene and then transferred them to paper
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Fig. 7.1 a is a reproduction of Paul Cézanne’s Well: Millstone and Cistern Under Trees (Meule et
citerne sous bois), 1892, oil on canvas, The Barnes Foundation, Merion, Pennsylvania and b shows
a photograph of the same scene by John Rewald (from Loran 1963). Both pictures are made from
the approximately same position and show approximately the same physical space. Note that while
the painted version (a) is smaller than the photograph, despite showing the same physical space,
the central motif of the painting—the well and millstone contained in the white box (added by the
authors)—is significantly larger in the painting than in the photograph. Image copyright Reproduced
with permission from Pepperell and Haertel (2014)

(Kemp 1990; Parris and Fleming-Williams 1991). Figure 7.2a shows an example of
a drawing made with this device. According to Alfred Parsey, who witnessed it in
use, Constable used four pieces of string tied to each corner of the frame and held
at an apex in his mouth to keep his head still and his eye in the correct position
(Parsey 1840). The drawing is, in effect, a linear perspective projection of the scene,
with the artist’s eye being located at the centre of projection. When we compare
his optically derived projection to the final paintings made using them, such as that
shown in Fig. 7.2b it is notable that despite this optically accurate template, Constable
deviated markedly from linear perspective in the final composition. The central area,
containing the lower halves of the trees to the right and the right hand river bank, align
almost perfectly between the drawing and the painting, as can be seen by comparing
the a and b in Fig. 7.2. But the areas around this central section are significantly
compressed in the painting, notably the leftmost barge, the houses in the distance,
and the upper section of the tree on the right. Since the drawing and the painting
depict the same slice of visual space, and the painting is smaller than the drawing,
Constable has clearly adjusted the composition in a way that gives greater scale and
prominence to the central area.

William Herdman was another nineteenth century British painter of the land-
scape, now best remembered for the paintings he made of his home city of Liver-
pool. But he also earned income depicting major European cityscapes popular with
tourists. Herdman found that the linear perspective techniques in which he had been
trained were not helpful for recording the impressive wide vistas he encountered
during his travels. Driven by the practical need to convey this expansive visual space
to his buyers, he developed a novel geometric method of curvilinear construction.
This, he claimed, allowed him to capture far greater spans of physical space with a
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Fig. 7.2 a Study for Flatford Mill c. 1816, graphite on paper, Tate Collection, London. b Scene on
a Navigable River (Flatford Mill), John Constable, oil on canvas, 1816–7, Tate Collection, London.
Constable has followed the design in the study closely in the central area of the picture. If the
painting is overlaid on the drawing the trunks of the trees in the right half of the painting align
almost perfectly, as does the right-hand line of the river bank. However, towards the margins of
the scene the painting and the drawing start to deviate markedly. The upper parts of the trees on
the right, for example, have been vertically compressed in the painting, while the trees and houses
on the horizon to the left have been horizontally compressed. The painting shows the same overall
field of view as the drawing but occupies less space and is therefore smaller. Constable seems to
have adjusted the scale of the objects in this part of the painting in order to fit more visual space
of the scene into the frame without diminishing the central areas. Image copyright a Tate Gallery,
London: Image Released Under Creative Commons; b Tate Gallery, London: image released under
creative commons

more natural appearance than could be achieved using standard linear perspective
(Herdman 1853). While his method later acquired some mathematical rigour, his
initial experiments were based on direct, empirical observations in which he tried
to transcribe a physical space to the picture plane in a way that corresponded most
closely to what he saw. The drawing he made from inside the Rosslyn Chapel in
Scotland, reproduced in Fig. 7.3a, shows a wide angle of view, captured relative to
a fixation point that is marked with a circle towards the lower left of the drawing
bisected by a horizontal line. Herdman recounts: “This drawing was made with the
most perfect accuracy according to vision; that is to say every line in it was drawn
exactly as appeared to the eye from a given spot” (Herdman 1853, emphasis in the
original).

A standard linear perspective projection of such awide angle of viewwould render
the columns to the left and right of the scene as horizontally stretched, and without
the subtle curvature in the foreground flagstones. Figure 7.3b shows a contemporary
photograph superimposed on Herdman’s drawing. The photograph is, in effect, a
linear perspective projection taken from the same position in the chapel and directed
at the same fixation point used by Herdman. The drawing and the photograph have
been aligned as closely as possible so that the architectural features aroundHerdman’s
fixation point correspond in scale and position. Note that the column on the left is
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Fig. 7.3 a Reproduces a drawing of the interior of Rosslyn Chapel by William G. Herdman, from
Herdman (1853). The circle in the arch to the left of centre, bisected by the horizontal line, marks
the fixation point relative to which the scene was drawn. b Shows a photograph of the interior of
taken from the same position from which Herdman made his drawing. The photograph has been
superimposed on the drawing such that the architectural features around the fixation point align
with those in the drawing. Note the relative size of the leftmost column in the photograph compared
to its equivalent in the drawing, the former having undergone a much greater degree of enlargement,
both vertically and horizontally, compared to the drawn version. Note also the greater amount of
physical space includedwithin the frame of the drawing on the left side compared to the photograph.
Image copyright a public domain; b photograph copyright Stuart Jeffreys, 2016. Reproduced with
permission

located further to the right in the drawing than in the photograph but is approximately
half the width, indicating relative overall spatial compression in this part of the scene.
As a result of this spatial compression more of the physical space in the left part of
the chapel is visible in the drawing than the photograph.

In 1884 the post-Impressionist painter Georges Seurat made his famous compo-
sition Bathers at Asnières, now in the National Gallery, London. It depicts, using a
relatively wide-angle view, a group of figures relaxing on the banks of the river Seine,
and is rendered in Seurat’s signature pointillist style, in which he built up passages of
colour using small dabs of pigment. Seurat composed the picture carefully, making
several small studies, which can also be seen in the National Gallery. One striking
aspect of the painting is the way it deviates from the rules of linear perspective,
although viewers are unlikely to be consciously aware of it. The central seated figure
is far larger than it would be if the scene had been rendered using a standard wide-
angle projection. This can be seen in Fig. 7.4, where a modified reproduction of the
painting is shown next to the original composition.

In the modified version (b), the size of the figures has been adjusted by one of
the authors (using Photoshop) so that they match more closely the relative sizes they
would be if rendered using wide-angle linear perspective. The figure lying in the
foreground, for example, is larger in the modified version than in the original (a)
because it is closer, and the central seated figure is smaller because it is further away.
However, it is unlikely Seurat composed the picture as he did out of ignorance of the
rules of linear perspective; as a student who attended the nineteenth-century École
des Beaux-Arts he would have been rigorously trained in the method. More likely
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Fig. 7.4 a Georges Seurat, Bathers at Asnières, 1884, Oil on canvas, 201 × 300 cm. National
Gallery, London. Image source and credit: Wikicommons. b A version of Bathers at Asnières
modified to conform to more closely to a linear perspectival geometry, as generated by one of the
authors. Note that in (b) the central seated figure is much smaller than in the original version, and
the figure lying in the foreground is much larger, as would be the case if the scene were constructed
according to the rules of linear perspective. Image copyright a Wikicommons; b created by one of
the authors (R Pepperell) by adapting (a)

it was composed like this for aesthetic reasons, to emphasise the prominence of the
central figure in the space, which is the focal point of the painting. Indeed, when the
painting is viewed in situ from close proximity (at roughly the same distance from
the surface that the artist was when he painted it), and the focus of attention is given
to the head of the central figure, one feels an uncanny sense of space and depth.
This form of non-linear natural perspective is effective at conveying the phenomenal
experience of visual space.

Throughout the twentieth century we findmany artists experimenting with natural
perspective methods of depicting visual space. In these cases, a pattern consistent
with that outlined above often recurs, namely that regions of space in the centre of
the scene tend to be enlarged as compared with linear perspective and those in the
periphery tend to be diminished. Examples can be found among the interior scenes
that Pierre Bonnard painted in southern France during the early part of the twentieth
century (Pepperell 2016). Bonnard often painted unusually wide fields of view and
was fascinated with the elusive properties of peripheral vision (Clair 1984). In the
1980s, long after Bonnard’s death, the British artist SargyMann and a colleague took
a series of photographs in Bonnard’s house that captured, in linear perspective form,
the same views Bonnard had painted (Mann 1994). When we compare Bonnard’s
paintings to the photographs, we find that the artist often enlarged objects in the
central region of the scene and diminished those in the periphery, especially in the
region of space closest to the viewer and in the lower part of the visual field. The
result is effectively a reversal of the most basic principle of linear perspective, which
requires objects to appear larger as they approach the viewer and smaller as they
recede. The same principle was employed years later by Sargy Mann when painting
his own wide-angle views of scenes (Mann and Mann 2008).
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It is not exclusively artists who have attempted to record the experience of visual
space in non-linear perspectival ways, for we also should note the work of Blanche
Ames who with her brother Adelbert undertook an intensive study of the nature of
visual experience and how it can be depicted (Behrens 1987). Adelbert Ames is now
better known as an important psychologist of visual perception, but early in his career
he had aspirations to be an artist and worked with Blanche on a series of paintings
and several related scientific papers. Many of the paintings are concerted attempts to
record the effects of binocular ‘double vision’ in away similar to thework produced a
few decades later by the British artist, EvanWalters (Walters 1940). But in one of the
papers they co-authored they attempt to quantify the effect of peripheral compression
of visual space and the loss of peripheral acuity noted in the work of many artists
above (Ames et al. 1923). Figure 7.5 shows two images from their paper Vision and
the Technique of Art, illustrating in photographic form the difference between an
image as—they claim—it would appear on the retina and as it appears through a
‘corrected lens’, that is, a linear perspective projection. The ‘retinal’ version, they
argue, is closer to visual appearance in three main respects: first, the central area
of the scene is sharper than the peripheral areas, with the result that objects in the
periphery are ‘softer’; second, the curvature ‘barrel distortion’ more closely matches
the inherent curvature of the retinal image; third, objects in the periphery of the
scene appear relatively compressed. The consequence of these effects is an image
that the authors claim has more depth, is more natural, and is more pleasing than its
rectilinear counterpart.

From this brief survey it is evident that when artists, and occasionally scientists,
set out to record their experience of visual space, they often deviate markedly but
consistently from linear perspective projection, especially for wide-angled views.

Fig. 7.5 Photographs from Ames et al. (1923) showing what the authors describe as the perceptual
distortions of visual space due to the optical and psychological factors. a Shows a scene as it
appears to the eye, according to the authors, with a degree of barrel distortion, especially evident in
the candle on the left, and where slightly more space is visible than in (b). Objects in the periphery
are in softer focus than in the centre. b Shows the ‘undistorted’ linear perspective projection, which
captures less horizontal space and in which all objects are equally sharply focused. Image copyright
Reproduced from Ames et al. (1923)
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This suggests some common, non-linear property of visual space is being empiri-
cally recorded in such works. It also suggests, given the art historical reputation of
some of the artists mentioned, that the resulting works are aesthetically appealing to
audiences. This may help to explain why artists have, by and large, avoided using
linear perspective, even though it can in theory provide an optically exact representa-
tion of the world, and why audiences admire works of art made using these principles
more than they do photographs of equivalent scenes (Hockney 2015). What, then, do
these empirically-derived depictions of the visual world reveal about the geometry
of visual space?

7.5 The Geometry of Visual Space

The geometrical structure of visual space was first scientifically investigated by
Hermann Helmholtz in his Treatise on Physiological Optics (von Helmholtz 1866).
He used the curved checkerboard pattern in Fig. 7.6a to demonstrate that the visual
system does not replicate the rectilinear properties of the Euclidean space we use to
describe and measure the physical world. But today there is still very little agreement
about exactly what the geometrical structure of visual space is (Wagner 2006; French
2015). Some have proposed that visual space conforms to a hyperbolic curvilinear

Fig. 7.6 a Reproduces a figure from Hermann von Helmholtz’s Treatise on Physiological Optics
(von Helmholtz 1866) that demonstrates the inherently nonlinear nature of visual space. In the
original image, which is shown larger than here, viewers are asked to look at the centre of the disc
with one eye from a distance equivalent to the line below it. From this position the curvature of the
checkerboard pattern disappears. b Reproduces a figure from Ames et al. (1923) that illustrates the
‘barrel distortion’ of the retinal image, and the difference between how an image will appear when
that distortion is taken into account, as shown by the curvilinear grid overlaid on the rectilinear one
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geometry (Luneburg 1947; Heelan 1984). The experimental data on this is inconsis-
tent but does confirm that even if it not entirely hyperbolic visual space is certainly
non-Euclidean (Wagner 2006). Indow (2004) claimed our understanding of visual
space is ‘pluralistic and fragmentary’. Others have argued there is no single geometry
for visual space at all (Koenderink and van Doorn 2008; Foley 1972; Suppes 1995;
Wagner 2006). In spite of many decades of investigation we are still to “establish a
metric for the manifold of visual sensations” (Luneburg 1947).

One reason vision sciencemayhave so far failed to define a geometry for the global
structure of visual space is that experimental methods tend to measure relatively
narrow aspects of the visual field, focusing on either the frontal plane or the depth
plane, and on central vision only (Wagner 2006; Yang and Purves 2003). Measuring
the perceptual geometry of the full binocular visual field, including the far periphery,
presents a number of technical and practical challenges. For example, the standard
flat monitors used widely in vision science experiments cover only a relatively small
angle of view and being flat do not easily allow for peripheral stimuli to be located
equidistantly with the central stimuli from the participant’s eyes (Yu and Rosa 2010).

Where studies have been made with wide visual angles or in the far peripheral
visual field, the conclusions have been mixed. Different studies reported both the
tendency to overestimate (Mateeff and Gourevich 1983; Hubbard and Ruppel 2000;
Uddin 2006; Fortenbaugh and Robertson 2011) or underestimate (Bock 1993; Bruno
and Morrone 2007; Enright 1995) the eccentricity of static targets in visual space,
as well as the tendency to overestimate (Bedell and Johnson 1984) or underestimate
(Newsome 1972; Schneider et al. 1978) size of stimuli presented in peripheral visual
field. The fact that experimental inconsistencies arise so frequently may reflect the
complexity of the psychological and perceptual processes involved in the apparently
simple tasks of locating objects in the visual field and defining their size and shape.
Such complexity also reinforces the idea that the human visual system is not simply
a passive recording system but is actively selecting and interpreting visual stimuli in
light of context, knowledge, and expectations (Rao and Ballard 1999; Bastos et al.
2012; Friston 2018).

In an attempt to reconcile some of the apparently inconsistent findings in this
field, Fortenbaugh et al. (2012) investigated the influence of visual boundaries on
the perceived structure of the full visual field. In one study conducted inside a Gold-
mann perimeter—a device commonly used by ophthalmologists to measure visual
field extents—the external borders of the participants’ visual fields were defined
either by facial features (e.g. nose and brow) or by the introduction of a false
boundary consisting of a ring-shaped aperture introduced inside the hemisphere
of the perimeter. By using this apparatus, the experimenters were able to avoid the
limitations of conventional flat screen apparatus typically used in visual perception
studies. Participants were asked to estimate the perceived distance of the targets from
fixation relative to the perceived length of either the vertical or horizontal meridian.
This task required the participants to first construct an internal representation of the
global length of the tested axis in order to generate the judgment. The presence of
visual boundaries produced a foveal bias and linear scaling of visual space across all
four axes in both monocular and binocular viewing conditions, with a stronger effect
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in the experimental condition compared to intrinsic facial boundaries. On the other
hand, in the absence of external borders (e.g. temporal and inferior axis in monocular
viewing conditions), findings reported a non-linear peripheral bias.

What we learn overall from the studies conducted to date on the geometrical
structure of the full visual field is that it is highly complex and can vary in a number
of dimensions depending on multiple interacting variables. These include the scope
and focus of attention (VanRullen et al. 2007), relative luminance of stimuli (Bedell
and Johnson 1984), the amount of visual space being measured and its apparent
boundaries (Fortenbaugh et al. 2012, 2015). The task of scientifically mapping this
complex structure in all its dimensions may be aided by the studies of visual space
already undertaken by artists.

7.6 Integrating Artistic and Scientific Mappings of Visual
Space

In order to overcome some of the experimental limitations noted above, and to arrive
at a more complete analysis of the geometrical structure of the full binocular visual
field, we have conducted a number of studies that use a novel combination ofmethods
and techniques drawn from art, computer graphics technology, and psychophysical
science. These studies have allowed us to build up a richer and higher-dimensional
model of the geometry of visual space than has been available to date.

Our attempts to map the structure of the visual field began by using painting and
drawing to map the phenomenology of visual space, including its geometrical struc-
ture. Figure 7.7b shows a painting made by one of the authors of a physical space—a

Fig. 7.7 a Photograph of a still life scene taken with a standard 50 mm camera lens. b Still life
with flowers, Robert Pepperell, oil and sand on shaped canvas, 2012, 25 × 25 cm. The painting
reproduced in (b) shows same visual space as the photograph but is organised in a very different
way. Note the relative enlargement of the centrally located flowers and the diminution of peripheral
objects in the painting compared to the photograph. Image copyright Pepperell (2012)
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still life scene—and the perceptual structure that was recorded in the painting can
be compared to a linear perspective photograph (a) taken from the same view point.
To make the painting the author fixated a point in visual space and then visually
measured the perceived sizes, shapes and positions of all the objects in the space
relative to the fixation point. Judgements about these areas were made on the basis
of the information available to the light receptors in the peripheral retina, and in this
way the structure of the visual space perceived was mapped. It is notable that the
result of this mapping exercise is an image which conforms in many respects to the
general structure noted above in the work of previous artists, namely that the central
area under fixation (the red flower) is depicted as larger compared to the photograph,
and the peripheral regions are more compressed. This results in a painting that is
smaller overall than the photograph while containing the same physical space.

To determine whether this same geometrical pattern occurred in the wider popu-
lation, we carried out experiments in which we asked people to observe an object in
central vision and record, using drawing, how peripheral objects appeared relative to
the central object (Baldwin et al. 2016). We used the apparatus shown in Fig. 7.8a.
The experimental method consisted in asking participants to fixate on the central
disc, while paying attention to how each of four peripherally located discs (top,
bottom, left and right) appeared compared to the central one. Critically, this proce-
dure was carried out without moving the eyes from the fixation point when recording
the appearance of peripheral locations of the visual field. Analysis of the size and
shape of the discs drawn by participants revealed that they perceived the peripherally
viewed discs as significantly smaller compared to the central one and compressed in
shape. The discs physically aligned on the horizontal axis (left and right) were repre-
sented as vertically oriented ellipses; while discs aligned on the vertical axis (top
and bottom) were represented as horizontally oriented ellipses. Results showed that

Fig. 7.8 a Shows the hemispherical apparatus used to measure the perceived size and shape of
objects in the peripheral visual field. b Shows a graphical representation of the perceived size of
peripherally viewed discs. The four peripherally located discs are show as drawn by participants,
basedon themeanheight andwidth values calculated from thedrawingsmadeduring the experiment.
Congruent dimensions are represented in green; incongruent dimensions are represented in red for
both orientation axes
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participants underestimated the dimension congruent to the axis the disc was aligned
with, as illustrated in Fig. 7.8b. These findings showed that participants perceived
the structure of their visual field in a way that is broadly consistent with that reported
by artists, as described above.

To understand the apparent diminution of objects in the visual periphery at a
more fine-grained level, and to test whether similar effects were occurring with
rapidly presented stimuli, we created a device that projected computer-generated
stimuli onto a curved screen. This apparatus presented stimuli equidistantly from the
midpoint between participants’ eyes and allowed us to control the eccentricity of the
stimuli and their duration (Baldwin et al. 2016). We used the method of constant
stimuli to randomly present a set of nine-sized discs, with the smallest being half and
the biggest being the double of the size of a central reference disc, at respectively
15°, 30°, 45° and 60° of eccentricity. During each trial, participants were asked to
make a simple forced-choice to determine if the peripherally presented disc appeared
bigger or smaller compared to the central reference one—which remained constant
in size. We performed a Probit Analysis to calculate the psychometrical function
for each participant and determine the point of subjective equality (PSE) for each
of the four eccentricities. Our results revealed a non-linear trend, with the furthest
peripheral location (60°) being the one where participants showed the smallest bias
effect compared to the other locations tested. We found that at the closest loca-
tions, peripheral stimuli needed to be significantly bigger than the central one to be
perceived as having the same size, while at 60° of eccentricity, the size of the periph-
eral stimuli needed to be much closer to the actual size of the central reference disc to
be perceived as having the same size, with a PSE significantly smaller compared to
the other eccentricities. Overall our findings were in line with those of Fortenbaugh
et al. (2012) and provided confirmation that people tend to underestimate the size of
peripherally located objects, for both brief and long exposure times.

One limitation of these studies was that while we were measuring the perceived
size of objects across the visual field, including in the far periphery, we were not
accounting for the effects of relative depth in visual space. We were aware from the
original investigations through painting and drawing that depth judgements aremodi-
fied by contextual information and peripherally-located cues. In order to measure the
geometrical structure of the full visual field in both breadth and depth we constructed
a visual scene composed of intersecting metal rods, 100 cm length, arranged as a
three-dimensional grid, as illustrated in Fig. 7.9a (Burleigh et al. 2018b; Ruta et al.
2016). The rods were covered in coloured insulation foam, which allowed for easier
visual discrimination of the different layers when viewing inside the grid. Within
the grid a polystyrene sphere was suspended within the centre of the cube furthest
away from the frontal view of the observer. Using this sphere as the fixation point,
the observer then made a drawing of the entire visual space from a seated position,
shown in Fig. 7.9b. The drawing was not created using any formal mathematical,
geometrical or construction method, but instead is the result of empirical observa-
tions and judgements arrived at by trial and error using the general artistic method
outlined above to measure the full visual field in depth and breadth.
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Fig. 7.9 a Shows the experimental setup, including the grid room layout, the chair from which the
scene was viewed, the location of the computer monitor, and the red fixation ball. Each cube was
100 cm3, and the room was composed by 5 cubes wide by 4 cubes deep by 2 cubes high. b Shows a
drawing by one of the authors of the subjective visual experience of the experimental space based
on a fixation point at the red ball. The drawing is a synthesis of both eye views, and the dotted
elliptical line shows the approximate limits of the visual field

We generated three different projections of the experimental scene: a “natural”
perspective projection based on the drawing made by one of the authors, and two
standard geometrical projections, a curvilinear fisheye projective and a wide-angle
linear projection (see Fig. 7.10). Our study had two experimental conditions: online
and in situ (Burleigh et al. 2018b). In the first online study, participants simply ranked
the images according to their preference on their computer monitor. In the second
in situ study, participants sat in front of the grid room apparatus and compared each
of the images we had created with their visual experience of the real scene. For each
image, theywere asked to fill a detailed questionnaire evaluating howwell the picture
represented their experience of being in situ, looking at the target sphere. The results
of the online study showed that participants preferred natural perspective projection
(Fig. 7.10a) significantly more than the other two projections. The results of the
in situ experiment showed that the natural perspective projection was also signifi-
cantly preferred, judged as having significantly higher spatial presence and as being

Fig. 7.10 The three projections used to measure the full visual field in depth and breadth, and to
quantify which projection was preferred by participants. a Natural perspective projection; b fisheye
perspective projection; c linear perspective projection
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significantly more comfortable to look at compared to the standard linear and curvi-
linear fisheye projections. The same result was found for ‘perceptual match’ ratings,
meaning that participants rated the natural perspective image as ‘representing exactly
how they perceived the environment’ significantly more than the other two projective
geometries. Overall, this study added weight to the suggestion that non-Euclidean
artistic representations of visual space are judged as aesthetically preferential to stan-
dard projective geometries, and match more closely the perceived geometry of visual
space.

The final study we report here concerns the hypothesis that the geometry of visual
space correlates to the geometrical structure of imaginary space. We were led to
consider this hypothesis through analysis of pre-linear perspectival artworks, such
as Medieval religious paintings, which displayed some of the same geometric char-
acteristics as the paintings described above, but which were made from imagination
rather than observation (Ruta 2019; Ruta et al. 2017). Once again, we used a drawing
task as method for recording the subjective experience of participants. Participants
were instructed to close their eyes and imagine looking at three identical oranges
arranged on a horizontal line. They were then asked to imagine looking at one orange
more than the others, first the one on the left, then the one in the middle, then the
one on the right. Finally, participants drew what they imagined on a blank piece of
paper. Our findings showed that, regardless the position of the orange, participants
drew the one they imagined looking at significantly larger than the others (Ruta et al.
2017; Ruta 2019). Some examples of these drawings can be seen in Fig. 7.11. This
simple task suggests that the geometry of imagined visual space, as represented in
participants’ drawings, corresponds to the geometry of visual space, as represented
in artistic depictions of real space, where objects under fixation tend to be rendered
larger than equivalently sized objects in the periphery.

In summary, the studies reported here provide evidence for the existence of a
broadly-defined geometric structure for visual space and the way it is depicted in
images. It is a structure that is similar to that frequently recorded by artists, as noted
above, in which objects in the central visual field tend to appear larger than those in
the periphery. So, although our understanding of the complex and variable structure
of visual space remains incomplete, we do have converging evidence from both
art and science to suggest that it has certain consistent features. Questions remain,
however, about the extent to which a recording of visual space, in a drawing or
painting, corresponds to the way space is actually perceived, and why visual space
seems to map neatly onto Euclidean space in our everyday visual experience whilst
deviating so markedly from it when analysed artistically or scientifically.

7.7 Conclusion

Visual space is a complex, multi-dimensional phenomenon that is yet to be precisely
or definitively modelled, either psychophysically or mathematically. The binoc-
ular visual field in its fullest extent and in depth are particularly challenging to
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Fig. 7.11 Two sets of drawings made by two participants (one in the left column and one in the
right column). The vertical text on the left showswhich orange participants were instructed to image
they were looking at. Participants indicated the target orange they imagined looking at by drawing
a cross on it

measure scientifically with conventional apparatus. Artistic representations of the
visual world, however, provide a rich source of objective data about the subjective
phenomenon of visual experience, and reveal much about its gross geometrical struc-
ture. Our work shows that by combining methods and techniques from art, science
and technology it is possible to make progress in studying these complex and elusive
phenomena in ways that would not be possible within either discipline alone. The
challenge that now faces us is to refine our models of visual space while accommo-
dating all the many factors that influence its structure in order to arrive at a more
completemathematical description of theworldwe see—aswe see it. Such a descrip-
tion would not only be of scientific value but may have useful applications in many
areas of imaging technology where it might be used, for example, to improve the
way medical images or visualizations of architectural spaces are rendered.
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Chapter 8
From Sketches to Morphing: New
Geometric Views on the Epistemological
Role of Drawing

Renaud Chabrier

Abstract Geometry, in the modern sense of the term, is based on the study of
transformations. The diversity of those transformations has recently been used to
understand the diversity of spatio-temporal representations in the brain. I argue that
this new association between geometry and neuroscience can also change the waywe
consider drawing. The role of transformations is thus evaluated here in three differing
examples, all involving the drawing of living bodies: drawing from the nude, drawing
a sequence of movements, and life sketching. This analysis indicates that “strokes”,
rather than “lines”, play a fundamental role when drawing living beings. On this
basis then, it is possible to put aside the classical approach to dealing with spatial
representations through “central” or “linear” perspective, and to highlight alternative
principles of spatial composition such as drawing “without a point of view”. This
attempt to connect drawing with modern geometry and neuroscience leads to a re-
evaluation of the epistemological importance of digital animation tools, according to
their geometrical premises. I will discuss in more detail the role of morphing-based
animation, which is based primarily on texture transformations rather than virtual
cameras. The development of such a complete approach to drawing, including all its
static, moving and transformational aspects, will emerge as a vital step in addressing
the new challenges raised by the representation of life in the twenty-first century.

8.1 Introduction

Geometry maintained an important relationship with drawing for more than two
millennia. Then, over the course of the last two centuries, the connection was grad-
ually severed: geometry with all its developments in physics became seemingly too
abstract to be studied with the aid of drawing. Indeed, the strange and fascinating
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aspects of space-time at the scale of atoms or galaxies had little to do with the
experience of life at human scale, where drawing practice is deeply rooted.

While these new scientific fields were being explored, major discoveries and
innovations were altering the practice of drawing in the Western world: modern art
questioned the use of central (i.e. linear) perspective, animated cartoons explicitly
introduced movement into images, and new methods introduced by both biome-
chanics and modern dance modified the way artists were looking at bodies. The
discovery of techniques distant in time such as rock paintings, as well as distant
in space such as Chinese painting or Japanese prints, also highlighted a certain
universality of drawing.

In these circumstances, it may seem logical that a new, more global understanding
of the practice of drawing should emerge, in both an international and holistic sense,
but this has not been the case.As the philosopherGrossos (2017) indicates, the interest
in symbols has led, over a long period, to neglect of the qualities of movement and
presence that are fundamental in rock art. Similarly, the interest in central perspec-
tive as a symbol of power has greatly overshadowed the analysis of living bodies
represented in the same scenes (Chabrier 2016). Indeed, the majority of reference
studies such as those of Leroi-Gourhan (1965) on cave art archaeology or Panofsky
(1927) on the aesthetic philosophy of renaissance painting prefer to distinguish
separate symbolic systems, rather than appreciating the quality of spatio-temporal
representations of living bodies in various context.

However, in recent decades, both cognitive science and neuroscience began to
explore how the brain deals with space and time. An important idea was introduced:
we animals and humans use not only one single universal geometry, but a set of
different geometries depending on the task (Bennequin et al. 2009). In this chapter,
we will see that this idea opens up the possibility of reconnecting modern geometry
with drawing, especially in the case of the representation of living bodies. In the first
part of this text, I will present very simply the fundamental role of transformations
in the relatively recent re-definition of geometry, then I will discuss the application
of this approach in neuroscience. I will propose using drawing both as a means of
accessing the different geometries used by the brain and as an effective training tool
to make good use of them.

In the second part, we will go on to examine the practice of drawing living bodies
by looking for what transformations they imply. We will examine three situations
respectively: drawing from the nude, sequence drawing, and life sketching. Each
time, I will introduce historical elements to show how these drawing practices have
evolved since the late nineteenth century. This analysis in terms of transformations
will highlight the fundamental role played by the spatiality of the stroke. I will
propose viewing the stroke as an exemplary case of “simplexity”, a tool for managing
in a simple way a complex problem such as the representation of living beings.
Using the word “stroke”, instead of “line”, will be a key aspect of this text. Indeed,
the word “line” has a precise mathematical meaning: a line has a null curvature,
otherwise it is described as a “curve”. Furthermore, those concepts of line and curve
create abstraction from materiality: they do not take into account what the lines and
curves are made of. Unlike “line”, the word “stroke” is not used in mathematics: it
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relates to a combination of gestures and traces on paper, with limitless possibilities of
both trajectories and material textures. Consequently, speaking of “strokes” instead
of “lines” or “curves”, when a precise mathematical meaning is not what matters,
prevents confusion between different levels of abstraction.

The third part will extend this reflection by examining the way in which several
bodies, represented by means of the spatiality of the stroke, can be composed on
the same sheet. I will highlight the existence of a geometry “without a point of
view” whose use, highly developed in both the arts and the sciences, has been largely
overshadowed by the attention paid to central perspective. I will present the technique
of morphing-based animation, which can transform, in multiple ways, drawings
created using a geometry without a point of view. Morphing will consequently be
shown to be a natural extension of drawing, just as 3D computer graphics are a natural
extension of both central perspective and photography. From sketching to morphing,
this analysis in terms of transformations will emerge as a new overall framework for
understanding the epistemological role of drawing. With the help of a philosophical
reflection on the respective resources of Eastern and Western art, I will suggest the
possibility of new collaborations between production, education and research.

8.2 Multiple Geometries in the Drawer’s Brain

8.2.1 Geometry as a Study of Transformations

In the culture of non-mathematicians, the word “geometry” is generally used when
speaking of distances and angles between various objects, or between different parts
of the same object. The basic elements of geometry taught in school usually involve
very static objects in two dimensions such as circles, lines, triangles or more complex
polyhedrons. Consequently, the collective and popular understanding of the word
“geometry” is still very close to the one expressed by Plato a long time ago: that this
science is dedicated to the study of ideal, perfect and unchangeable forms.

In the mathematics community, however, the word “geometry” has taken on a
very different meaning over the past 150 years. In 1872, Klein suggested replacing
this study of static forms, inherited from Euclid, with another far more general disci-
pline: the study of transformations allowing the passing from one “mathematical
object” to the other. Some of those transformations are well known (displacements,
also called translations, rotations…) while others are less familiar (affine transfor-
mations, perspective transformations…). The important concept is that each type
of transformation allows us to associate or to differentiate among the objects that
are studied: for example, two triangles presented one next to the other will be said
to be equivalent for translation if a simple displacement makes the left one exactly
cover the right one (or the opposite). With more complex transformations (rotation,
change of scale, shearing…), mathematicians are able to create various classes of
equivalence between the objects they are interested in, some of them being more
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intuitive than others. According to Klein’s approach, then, a “geometry” is defined
by what one can do with a certain kind of transformation; thus, there is not one, but
many geometries.

Clearly, a deep epistemological gap lies between those two notions of geom-
etry: one is “unique” and is based on unchangeable forms, the other is “multiple”
and seeks possibilities for transformation. In the twentieth century, replacing the
existing geometry with a more “modern” one in basic education was a fundamental
challenge. However, despite the efforts of teachers to bring about this change (espe-
cially in France during the second half of the century), one must admit that the
modern meaning of the word “geometry” was never adopted by the general public.
Meanwhile, during the same period, the basic teaching of classical geometry progres-
sively weakened, even in scientific and technical programs. One can remark that this
double failure coincides with the neglect or even the rejection of the use of drawing
in the teaching of mathematics, well before the more recent and radical change in
representation practice due to digital tools. This separation between drawing and
mathematics is partly due to the fact that drawing has long been seen as a “static”
and “realist” representation tool in Western society. Thus, it seemed fundamentally
incompatible with the development of a new concept of abstract transformation.
Nonetheless, we can observe that a number of mathematicians make effective use
of hand-made drawings when explaining their research to a wider audience, such as
Patrick Popescu-Pampu when he addresses the relationship between topography and
geometry (2018; see also online resource [b]).

8.2.2 The Brain Can Use Multiple Types of Transformations

Whatever the discussion of the teaching of “geometrie-s” in education may be, we
can observe that a perfectly normal brain without special mathematical training
uses at least three geometries. They are based respectively on simple displacement
(translation), scale change, and rotation. These three “basic” transformations allow
us to judge that several forms are not only alike, but alike in different ways and at
different levels. Today, such transformations are widely used in modern animation
and motion design, since animation software makes them very accessible. Before
the widespread use of digital tools, however, artists like Norman McLaren showed
the expressive richness of animations rigorously limited to a few transformations
of this kind in short movies like “Vertical Lines” (1960). Similarly, psychologists
have used very basic animations, such as moving triangles, in order to study the
tendency for humans to assign a personality to moving objects (Heider and Simmel
1944; White et al. 2011). Clearly, the conceptual facility of displacement, rotation
and (small) scale change has allowed a natural connection between animation and
cognitive psychology, both before and after the introduction of digital technologies:
animated stimuli played an important part in the study of how the brain deals with
transformations.
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Owing to a long philosophical tradition going back to Aristotle, movement is
generally considered to be a secondary attribute of form: you create a form, and
then you can move it. However, the practice of animation enables a conceptual
reversal, very similar to the one that we just discussed in mathematics. Indeed, in an
animated sequence, it often appears that forms exist for the viewer mainly through
their movement. Another way to describe this is to say that the forms presented to
the audience remain invisible (or rather, neglected) if they are not carried by a work
of transformation, which reveals them and orients the way they are perceived.

Transformation are present everywhere in animation. “Simple” parameters of
position, size and rotation can be considered as fundamental transformations, espe-
cially in the context of documentary films. They are intended to be usedwith subtlety,
in order to induce various evolutions in the imagination of the audience: indeed, a
simple zoom on an image, centered on the right place with the right dynamics, can
alter the intelligibility of a sequence. The short film “Birth of a Brain” (Fig. 8.1 and
Movie 2016) is a good example. It aims to make brain development accessible to a
wide audience by showing the richness of the associated spatio-temporal phenomena.
A wide range of transformations are used in this film, including morphing, which
we will discuss later. Many of them are based on the basic operations that we have
just described.

While those very simple (but very efficient) examples do not challenge the
geometric world we are familiar with, it appears that other more unexpected geome-
tries also co-exist in the brain. This idea has been developed from studies of “simple”
curved movements in tracing tasks, and studies of trajectories in locomotion tasks.
Bennequin et al. (2009) found that such movements could be transformed one into

Fig. 8.1 Showing transformations of the brain with transformations of drawings. Images from
“Birth of a brain”, directed and drawn by R. Chabrier for the “Brain” exhibition at Cité des Sciences
et de l’Industrie, 2014
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the other according to a number of specific geometric rules. Bennequin and Berthoz
(2017) also proposed extending this approach to more complex movements like
prehension, with more advanced mathematical tools. Henceforth, the “objects” that
those researchers are interested in are no longer static forms, possibly animated, like
squares or triangles. Those objects are in fact defined in time and space: they can be
in motion, and the geometries concerned can even be used to represent forces.

The rigorous expression of these last mathematical ideas is very abstract, and
somewhat inaccessible even with a scientific background, such as the “geometries
without points” of Elie Cartan (Ivey and Landsberg 2003). Moreover, those concepts
are applied to neuroscientific observations, which can also be difficult to under-
stand. In addition, animation techniques that use more complex transformations
than displacement, rotation and scale change require a distinct professional training,
incompatible with a scientific career. Thus, the connection between animation and
science has become quite strained. But if the brain indeed works this way at the
functional level, we can infer several consequences.

8.2.3 Drawing as a Way to Access to the Diversity
of Geometries

First, it should be possible to detect the influence of those multiple geometries in
many human activities, and perhaps find examples that are easier to understand, to
experiment with, or to sense, than their mathematical expression. Drawing makes
a very good candidate for this investigation, because it can change both “three-
dimensional reality” and “abstract thinking”, into fascinating fields for geometrical
explorations. Escher’s etchings already provide well-known examples of this fact in
imaginary worlds, but further on we will see that interesting geometrical challenges
can be found in the reality in front of us, as soon as we pay attention to the spatiality
of living beings.

Second, it may be necessary to assume the geometrical richness of human activi-
ties, in order to better evaluate the benefit that the brain derives from their practice. In
particular, many manual activities related to “arts and crafts” like wood-working or
modelling, are better appreciated today for their balancing function. In contrast with
“pure” digital practices, they involve gesture, in which trajectories and forces are
closely embedded. Adopting Daniel Bennequin’s proposition, we can consider those
actions to be necessarily related to more complex geometries than the Euclidian one,
integrating forces in particular.

Once again, drawing can play here an interesting role of mediation between the
concrete and the abstract. Indeed, while aiming at the work of representation prior
to production, fabrication or construction, the materiality of the paper and the tools
(pen, charcoal, black stone, brush…) implies a play of forces between thrust, traction
and friction, which must be partially integrated in planning a gesture.
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While the proposition of Berthoz, Flash and Bennequin initiates a new way of
considering spatio-temporal representations in the brain, it also encourages a change
in the way we consider the activities that generate those representations, which can
lead in turn to a fundamental re-evaluation of manual craft. If we follow the logic of
the authors, initially proposed by Klein, the key lies in the possibilities of transfor-
mation. Consequently, we will now take a look at drawing in this way, focusing, at
first, on sketching living beings, then on composition, and finally on morphing-based
animation, in order to understand which geometries arise from those practices.

8.3 Drawing Living Beings, from Transformations
to Strokes

Fundamentally, drawing is a temporal process. It simply cannot be idealized as an
instant event. This clearly distinguishes it from photography, which is generally
based on extremely rapid shooting. As soon as one tries to draw living beings that
can move and change, the time taken by the act of drawing opens the door to many
transformations, as much in the subject drawn as in the draftsman himself. However,
these transformationswill appear very differently depending on the contexts inwhich
the drawing is practiced. I will now review drawing from the nude, drawing in
sequence, and life sketching. As we will see, those three approaches to representing
life through drawing are related to different epistemological backgrounds, that may
hide or highlight the way transformations are involved. Thus the main purpose of this
section is to clarify this situation. It will become clear that the concept of “stroke”
provides a more accurate basis than the usual concept of “line”, if we are interested
in thinking about drawing in terms of transformations.

8.3.1 Suspending Transformations: Drawing from the Nude

The nude illustrates well the temporality of drawing. A session usually lasts three
hours, during which the model adopts poses of different durations (2, 5, 10, 20, 30
or 45 min…). During each pose, the models focus on suspending the transformation
of their body, in order to let themselves be drawn. But throughout these three hours,
many other transformations occur in both the draftsmen and the models: the postures
are relaxed or refined, the breathing is stabilized, time takes on a different density,
the hand adapts to the attrition and sharpening of the tool, the drawing itself evolves.
These are “invisible” transformations that are well known to trained draftsmen and
models, but are at the same time difficult to describe and analyse.

Once the session is over, the spatial presence of the model, translated by the
drawing, remains on the sheet of paper. This presence can also be interpreted in
terms of transformations: the drawing suggests what would happen if one started
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to turn the drawn body around, or if this drawn body started to move. However,
this way of seeing requires some training, and some sensitivity to the anticipatory
processes involved in the brain. In the example that I give (Fig. 8.2a), it can be seen
that my drawing evolves as the session progresses. In addition, the first relatively
short poses may suggest a movement of the model, whereas a longer pose, drawn
from two different angles, gives an idea of the model’s spatiality through a turning
movement of the viewer, if one passes the eye from one drawing to another.

In general, for cultural reasons that are deeply rooted inWestern society, drawings
produced from the nude are rarely interpreted in terms of transformation. Rather, they
are considered as “still images” fixing the presence of the model on the paper. This
stillness was indeed deliberately sought in academic drawing in the eighteenth and
especially in the nineteenth century, treating living bodies as marble sculptures. As
evoked byBourdieu (2013) in his sociological study of the pioneers ofmodern art, the
organization of life drawingworkshops in France in the nineteenth century imposed a
very strict hierarchy amongst the students, using geometrical constraints: on the one
hand, they were asked to draw by rigorously obeying the laws of central perspective,
and on the other, only the highest-ranked students were permitted to choose their
“point of view”. From the 1860s, Manet and subsequent modern artists began to
reject this form of drawing, since they considered it both fixed and constraining.

Today, therefore, for both cognitive and historical reasons, the existence of a
strong geometric relationship between a drawing and a “still”model can easily lead to
confusion. Firstly, it leads to the idea that the drawing “is” the thing it represents. This
confusion related to identity is similar to what happens with photography, especially
when it comes to very fine greyscale works with pencil. Secondly, the apparently
direct link between the drawing and the model encourages the idea that the drawer,
stroke by stroke or line by line, reproduces only “what he sees”. This interpretation
does not sufficiently emphasize the process of transformation that must be gone
through in order to find the coherence of a set of strokes, and it inhibits the imagination
of possible transformations from the drawing as it is made. In fact, drawing from the
nude can be connected to and practiced with a richer understanding of geometry, but
in order to understand how, we might first consider other ways to draw life, further
from the academic world.

8.3.2 Developing Transformations: Sequence Drawing

Sequence drawing consists of drawing several steps in a process: most of the time,
the steps are close together, in order to make the evolution more evident (especially
if the sequence is not displayed as a movie, but printed on paper). Consequently,
as opposed to drawing from the nude, sequence drawing is explicitly connected to
transformations. For example, a sequence can show the development of the embryo,
or a running rabbit (Fig. 8.2b, c). In the first case, modifications of the drawn body
are particularly important. This corresponds to the meaning we usually give to the
word “transformation”. However, wemust remember once again that in mathematics
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Fig. 8.2 Various ways of drawing involve different attitudes towards transformations in general,
and body movements in particular. a Drawing from the nude asks the real model to suspend his/her
transformations for a few minutes. b, c Sequence drawing develops the transformations of an
imaginary body in an ordered, analytical way. d Life sketches let the model or subject free to
transform itself, and use this information for free composition. Drawings by R. Chabrier
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this word also refers to modifications that do not affect the whole body shape and
proportions; simple translations, changes of orientation and articulations of the limbs,
that is to say everything we usually call “movement” or “motion”, can also be seen
as different types of transformations.

These two drawing sequences are extracted respectively from a scientific film for
the general public (“Birth of a brain”, Movie 2016), and from projections accompa-
nying a musical comedy (“SnowWhite” directed by Grimbert et al. 2013). Although
they have been produced in order to be shown in totally different contexts, they
have much in common. Critically, neither faithfully reproduces a “model” existing
in reality; whether it is the embryo or the rabbit given as an example, they are created
by drawing inspiration from several sources at once.

From an historical point of view, it is interesting to note that these two types of
drawing “in sequence”, for either scientific or entertainment purposes, were initially
developed during the same period: Haeckel popularized the depiction of embry-
onic development through his famous drawings in 1874, while Emile Reynaud met
successwith his first animated cartoons in 1877, thanks to his praxinoscope.However,
despite the fact that scientific drawing and animated drawing generated a common
and simultaneous interest in transformations, creating a relationship between the
two disciplines was not straightforward at the time. Indeed, the idea of drawing the
sequential development of a transformation was not received in the same way in
the entertainment industry and in life sciences. Imagination was highly valued for
entertainment. Conversely, Haeckel was criticized for introducing imaginary aspects
into the sequential development of his drawings.

To understand this difference, it is helpful to go back to the historical and epis-
temological study of the notion of “Objectivity”, conducted by Dalton and Galison
(2007). In particular, the authors describe how contemporary scientists reproached
Haeckel for being overly guided bywhat he knew, orwhat he thought he knew, instead
of recording correctly what he saw. In general, from the end of the nineteenth century,
many scientists actively tried to reject any personal interpretation. Indeed, they were
increasingly interested in phenomena that were not easily perceived by the human
eye, and they realized that drawing from direct visual observation could transmit
many interpretation errors, such as overlooking the diversity found in snowflakes or
perceiving a non-existent symmetry in falling droplets. This led those scientists to
reject drawing in favour of photography, in order to attain “mechanical objectivity”.
Still images, in the literal photographic sense, became the main means of studying
movement in science.

Hence, therewas an early divergence between the art of animation and the sciences
of movement, or transformations in general. Animation movie directors wanted their
draftsmen to move everything that they could move, and let their imagination run
free. Conversely, most scientists wanted to eliminate, as much as possible, human
imagination from any visual information created. Animation continued to rely on
manual craft to a large extent, while scientists began to value images obtained with
automatic and mechanical recording tools. Ultimately, for many scientists in mathe-
matics or physics (but also later in biology), the preference was to have no image at
all, since images could interfere with essential concepts.
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However, as distant as their practice could be during the course of the twentieth
century, animation and science shared a common concern for an aspect of transfor-
mations that I have not addressed until this point: invariance. Invariants are aspects
or properties of objects that remain unchanged by transformation. In mathematics,
Klein’s new way of studying geometries was based on such invariants, which were
considered as characteristics of the various kinds of transformations. In an animated
fiction movie, invariance is also an important issue: some transformations might
affect the very identity of a character, while others will allow you to believe in its
integrity from one frame to the other. For example, if we consider again Fig. 8.2b, c,
those transformations are intuitively related to the same embryo or the same rabbit.

Such an assumed invariance of a character, in a sequence of drawing that shows
a movement broken down into a few steps, suggests that this transformation is in
fact continuous. In mathematics, this would mean that analytical tools can be used.
But in drawing, too, the realization of such sequences requires a strong “analytical”
component: in order to ensure that the views are correctly linked to each other, the
eye of the draftsman constantly compares, differentiates and regulates the steps. Very
often, in order to support his strokes, the draftsman (or the animator) uses simple
trajectories or volumes whose transformations are easier to control. This realization
process, which can be very conceptual, brings us closer to the idea that the draftsman
draws “what he knows” much more than “what he sees”.

In reviewing the cases of drawing from the nude and drawing movement
sequences, my purpose was, first, to present two different approaches for drawing
living bodies, and second, to show the reasons why one can so easily be reduced
to “a pure perceptual product”, while the other can most often be interpreted as “a
pure conceptual product”. As Seymour Simmons has shown in his historical study of
drawing instructions (2011), both these ways of considering the practice of drawing
have a clear philosophical background. They are closely associated, respectively,with
the “realist” and “rationalist” schools of thought, which competed with each other
during the nineteenth century and still remain influential; in British and American
culture, for example, scientific drawing is still associated with the realism of Ruskin,
with an emphasis on perception, while in France the importance of rationalism led
to the early decline of drawing in many scientific fields, in favour of conceptual
schematics.

According to Seymour Simons, both perceptual and conceptual approaches to
drawing tend to neglect the haptic dimension of this practice, and more modern
approaches to drawing can be related to “pragmatism”. Typically, in the drawing
instructions provided by Nicolaides (1941), the gestures of the draftsman can be
easily identified, and the strokes produce not only the shape of the bodies, but also
aspects that are more difficult to see such as energy or action lines running inside
the body. In the following section, I will present a slightly different approach to
drawing, similar in the sense that it cannot be reduced to “what I see” or “what I
know”, but different in the sense that it will not focus on gesture expressivity. Rather,
in examining life sketches we will be largely concerned with the relation between
strokes and transformations.
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8.3.3 Getting Inspiration from Transformations: Life
Sketches

Life sketching simply consists of drawing living beings that do not pose. It may be
as well to sketch animals, as to work with a model in motion (Fig. 8.2d), as Rodin
experimented with from the 1880s. In such cases, all transformations are possible
(let us repeat that we use “transformations” in the broad sense of the term, including
very simple “movements”). This freedom, left to the subject, offers a great wealth
of information on body structure, and it often reveals forms more clearly than the
static observation of a motionless body. However, this information, by nature, is
accessible only during the time of movement, or change. It has to be stabilized and
completed with other information, in the brain. This situation forces the draftsman
to acknowledge that the drawing action is located largely outside the strict limits of
the visual world.

Suppose for example that I find myself in front of a group of flamingos in a zoo
(Fig. 8.3a). I start to draw a bird with its head down, but it then raises its neck.
In order to go on, I have to use my short-term memory as well as my anatomical
knowledge. More precisely, I have to fit this anatomical knowledge with what the
flamingo does: this can be considered as a transformation. I also have an interest
in taking into account the “embodiment”, which allows me to evaluate the animal’s
balance by appealing to my own postural sensations. Once again, it is a kind of
transformation from one body to the other. In parallel, I must keep in mind that the
real bird, although it has moved, continues to be a reference with which my drawing

Fig. 8.3 Life sketches, in the case of animals or children, highlight the relationship between trans-
formations and composition. aDifferent drawings of the same flamingo at different times can also be
interpreted as different flamingos within the space. bThe composition of several individual sketches
generates a spatial representation at a larger scale. A unique point of view cannot be identified in
such a composition. Drawings by R. Chabrier
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can remain coherent in one way or another. Through all those transformations, a vast
combination of information and representations (visual, haptic, proprioceptive …)
can be mobilized. At each stage of the drawing, all these processes lead to a simple
stroke.

Thus the psychological foundation of the stroke represents a rich epistemological
issue. In life sketching, the stroke is evidently not the result of a planned action with
reference to a single fixed model, whether located “in front of the draftsman” or “in
his mind”. On the contrary, transformations seem to be involved in the production
of the stroke at all levels of abstraction that the brain allows. Consequently, the
stroke can integrate and transmit a wide range of information. In this way, it can
be considered a case of “simplexity”: a tool that makes it possible to handle great
complexity in a simple way, without reducing this complexity to the point where
oversimplification introduces new problems (Berthoz 2009).

Indeed, a stroke is always simple, compared to the reality, and compared to the
neural processes that motivate it. Simultaneously, the effective stroke in a sketch
task is never so simple as to be reduced to a two-dimensional “graphic object”. In
the case of life sketching, it is particularly inappropriate to ignore the spatiality of
life: flat sketches lose the connection with reality, and very quickly become boring.
Therefore, the stroke that synthesizes this wealth of information must also have a
spatial value. This is obtained in many ways: not only by the path of the tool on the
surface of the sheet of paper, but also, more precisely, by the variations of curvature,
thickness and texture along this path. Those textures, which involve spatial frequen-
cies, also reinforce the possibilities of connections between multiple strokes. Those
relationships have a temporal dimension, since it takes a certain amount of time to
appreciate each texture. All these factors depend on the force and friction applied in
the contact between the tool and the sheet. They bring to the stroke additional dimen-
sions allowing the observer’s brain to make a relatively clear qualitative distinction
between a flat “graphic object”, which can be easily identified and isolated, and a
“stroke”, which generates space and time, andwhich binds to other strokes in specific
ways.

8.3.4 Intermediate Conclusion: The Geometries of Strokes

I have highlighted the concept of “stroke” (in French, “le trait”) through the case
of life sketches. However, one can observe that strokes are also involved in drawing
from the nude or drawing in sequences. This community of means is evident when
drawings are kept as sketches rather than being developed into “finished” images.
In Figs. 8.2 and 8.3, I have purposefully chosen examples of this kind. If strokes are
deeply related to transformations, as I have attempted to demonstrate, it follows that
the geometries of strokes have a fundamental role in drawing.

However, this idea is quite novel in Western culture. A general preference for
“finished” and “clean” images, rather than sketches, may explain why the concept of
strokes was not greatly developed until recently. The variety of tools (charcoal, pen,
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pencil, black chalk, blood, wash, not to mention the different engraving techniques)
was probably also confusing, since each technique has its specificities when it comes
to generating space from a set of strokes, as evidenced by the drawing treatises of the
nineteenth century (Fraipont 1897). In any case, the standard concept associated with
drawing has not been “stroke” but “line”. This vocabulary had huge consequences
for the place of drawing in modern society, because it led to the development of a
flawed relationship between drawing by hand and mathematics. Indeed, a “line” is
by default considered a “straight line”. Of course, a line can be curved. But being
curved, according to this logic, is only a secondary attribute.

Conversely, using this idea of “stroke”, one can develop an alternative concept
where curvature is fundamental. This creates a natural connection with the immense
developments achieved in mathematics since Klein. Hence, in her work on the anal-
ysis of human arm movement, Tamar Flash uses the moving frame, an analysis tool
developed by Elie Cartan, in order to show that equi-affine geometry is more relevant
than Euclidian geometry for understanding human tracing gestures (Flash&Handzel
2007). This sentence might of course mean nothing, without further explanation, for
a non-mathematician reader, but Tamar Flash’s further conclusions make a great deal
of sense to people who practice drawing; in the affine geometry that she associates
with strokes, the most natural connection between a departure and an arrival is not a
straight line. This is exactly what happens when we draw living bodies (as opposed
to drawing classical or modern architecture): if we have a clear feeling of what we
draw, of how the pen starts and of how it ends, our hand simply doesn’t take a straight
path. Moreover, Tamar Flash defines an affine distance all along this path; she shows
that the preferred curves, in human gesture, maximise this distance. Once again, this
appears very consistent with the actual experience of drawing: draftsmen tend not to
rely on such a feeling as minimizing a distance, using “dry” and straight segments
of lines. On the contrary, appropriate strokes provide something more like a subtle
nourishing feeling, related to some kind of generosity from which we can benefit,
wherever it comes from.

Independently of this very new scientific means of access to the geometries of
strokes, this concept already has a rich history outside of Western culture. Chinese
painting (which is more precisely translated as “drawing with a brush” according to
Fong 2003) relied essentially on brush and ink for many centuries, perhaps making
it easier to consider the concept of stroke (Fig. 8.9). Shitao, one the most famous
Chinese painters, even wrote a treatise where the concept of stroke plays a major
role (Shitao 1710). Of course, accessing this information in translation from the
original language brings its risks, but many of those issues have now been addressed,
particularly by the philosopher François Jullien. Considering the importance given
to transformations in ancient China (Jullien 2009), this culture is worth considering
here. Since the Chinese concept of stroke has now been made more accessible, what
can we learn from it?

Two important aspects of strokes, addressed by Shitao, are worth highlighting
here. The first is the importance given to the “empty wrist”, when strokes are
produced. This may give the impression that freedom of movement is completely
embedded within strokes, but we must take care not to interpret this too quickly as
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“complete freedom in an Euclidian space”: in the next part, we will see that simple
composition processes in sketching suggest other kinds of spaces, with other kinds
of freedom. A second important aspect of drawing with a brush, according to Shitao,
is the distinction between “brush” and “ink” as two components of strokes. Both of
them are equally important, and they act in a complementary way: “spirit dimension”
is given to the ink by the movement of the brush, and ink provides “animation” to the
brush by the use of different levels of darkness (Jullien 2003). While remaining very
cautious when it comes to adapting such ancient Chinese concepts in the present,
this association between “brush” and “ink” can help us to escape from very deeply
rooted habits when we address questions related to strokes, drawing and represen-
tation in general. Indeed, we are used to thinking in terms of “form” and “texture”,
and to considering that the latter is a secondary attribute to the first. Typically, in
computer graphics, abstract surfaces will be defined first, followed by textures. In
the next section, when I introduce the animation technique of morphing, I will show
that a more balanced relationship is possible.

8.4 The Geometries of Drawing

The first part of this chapter outlined how various transformations, as defined in
modern mathematics, could be integrated into the way the brain works. The second
part questioned how different transformations of the aspect of living bodies could be
taken into account in the practice of drawing. This reflection led us to considering the
geometries of strokes. This final part will address the possibility of transforming the
drawings themselves, and consequently accessing some of the geometries of drawing
in a more general fashion.

In the first instance, I will stress the notion of composition, in the process of
life sketching. I will infer the possibility of using a geometry “without” a point of
view. This geometry will be mainly characterized by animation techniques such as
“recomposition”, “travelling” or “scale change”, in an attempt to adapt the logic of
mathematics to the domain of scientific drawing and film-making. Then Iwill suggest
that a more advanced animation technique, known as “morphing” might provide us
with deeper insight into the geometries of drawing.

8.4.1 From One Body to the Other: Composition with Space

Sketching living beings is a very ancient activity. Formillennia,millions of draftsmen
have been sharing a very simple problem: that of how to compose several views of
living bodies on the same surface. Life sketching is a good example of this situation.
Suppose, for example, that you are sketching in the presence of a living, moving
subject. Say, a group of young children during a climbing lesson (Fig. 8.3b). In such
a context, it is helpful not to draw too big, since your memory does not necessarily
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allow you to develop a full page drawing. Furthermore, you don’t want to use up too
much paper on quick sketches. Consequently, it seems logical to draw one action
here, and another action there, on the same page. Let’s consider what happens when
you draw first one child, and then what happens when you draw a second one (which
may be the same child, in another situation).

In order to sketch children, you must certainly draw quickly, but speed alone will
never be enough. The moment your pen touches the paper, you can be sure that what
you just saw will have changed. So, you must use complementary strategies. Instead
of beginning hurriedly, you can refine the way you look, in order tomemorize aspects
that will help you go on drawing what you wanted, when it is no longer visible. A
knowledge of functional anatomy is very valuable in such cases: it allows you to
feel how the body organizes itself in space, in relation to the physical surfaces on
which forces are produced. Generally speaking, any consciousness of the structure
of what you draw, whether it is a child or a mountain, will help you a great deal.
Before the first stroke has even been drawn on the paper, it can be backed up by a
whole spatio-temporal understanding of the situation, which can guide the following
sequence of strokes, resulting in the drawing of one child, doing a certain action, on
the paper.

Then, you can go on and make a second drawing. At this precise moment, a very
interesting and fundamental aspect of drawing emerges: the second drawing can be
made in relation to the first. More precisely, the spatio-temporal understanding that
I just described can be used to find an interesting place for the second, not only in
relation to the frame of an empty page, but also in relation to the first drawing. Then
the third drawing can be made in relation to the former two, and so on.

In general, whether the draftsman is working from a fixed model, from a moving
model, or fromhis imagination, the processwe have just described is always possible:
it simply adapts to different durations. This composition work seems simple, maybe
even trivial. However, it is far more than what today wewould call a “graphic compo-
sition” in two dimensions, because the drawings, like the strokes they are made of,
are not “flat graphic objects”. Each of them generates its own spatiality, and this
spatiality can be connected to the spatialities of the others. Thus, in order to find a
proper place for each new drawing on the page, one has to evaluate the spatiality
involved in the former ones, and make choices in order to adapt the new drawing
to its context. All this mental effort relies on the capacity of our brains to imagine
transformations. Now we will look at how this composition process might be used
to characterize an unexpected geometry in the brain, with a direct application in the
epistemology of representations.

8.4.2 Geometries with or Without a Point of View

The compositions of life sketches described above highlight a very interesting char-
acteristic, which has so far gone largely unremarked: although the compositions
have a highly developed spatiality, they do not use a “point of view”. Indeed, in such
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compositions, it is impossible to say that the “observer” was “here”. It is certainly
possible to say from which direction each body was “represented” or “viewed”. But
it is simply not possible to use this information to define a particular point or place
from which the entire scene has been viewed. In a similar way, this type of drawing
clearly escapes the notion of “instant”, since it does not represent an action taken at a
particular moment: it opens up instead a range of possible temporal interpretations.
Compared to the geometry “with” a point of view, as will be further evidenced, the
geometry without a point of view prevents the image from being identified with what
a viewer can see from a particular place, at a precise moment.

Such a geometry has been extensively used historically. Cave art, in the grotte
Chauvet or in the grotte de Lascaux, shows this kind of composition. Much later,
Chinese painters mastered this absence of point of view. Interestingly, this may
perhaps be linked to the fact that the verb “to be” does not exist in the Chinese
language. Indeed, in Western philosophy and aesthetics, the verb “to be” plays a
central role in the unending quest for “identity” and “essence”, with unbroken refer-
ence back to Aristotle. The epistemologist Alfred Korzybski characterized this use of
“is”, in the form of an identification between two concepts, when we say “something
is something else”. He showed that this way of speaking tends to induce confusion
between levels of abstraction (Korzybski 1933). In our case, the identification of a
painting with the particular object that it represents, or with the point of view that it
uses in time and space, is strongly related to a philosophy built around the verb “to
be”. This might simply have no meaning in the Chinese cultural context, before the
end of nineteenth century.

The nineteenth centurywas an extremely rich period of cultural exchange between
East and West, whether welcome or not. While China was discovering some of
the new constraints of Western civilizations, including central perspective, Japanese
artists likeHokusaï produced renowned collections ofwoodcuts, where compositions
are clearly based on a geometry without a point of view (Fig. 8.4c). Such woodcuts
became an important influence on Western modern artists such as Monet or Rodin,
who were beginning to break free from the established academic rules.

However, geometry without a point of view was not unknown to Western art at
all. In fact, Leonardo da Vinci shows a thorough practice of it when he works on cats,
horses or workmen (Fig. 8.4a). The drawings and paintings of Hieronymus Bosch
are evidently based on a similar process (Fig. 8.4b). In this type of drawing, the direct
observation of successive moments is often combined with imaginary developments
on the same subject. To appreciate them properly, we must pay attention to all the
possibilities of spatial and temporal combination between bodies. Depending on
whether he attributes the different sketches to a single body seen at different times,
or to several bodies that coexist, the spectator’s gaze can appreciate the passage from
one posture to another, or alternatively, he can travel in a common space.
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Fig. 8.4 Geometrywithout a point of view has been extensively used in both occidental and oriental
art, typically for the study of living beings. a Leonardo da Vinci, movement study with men at work,
1506–1508. b Hieronymus Bosch, various figures study, mid-16th century. c Katsushika Hokusaï,
Manga vol. 9, 1819. dGeometry with a point of view, i.e. linear perspective, has been used alongside
by Renaissance artists for other composition purposes. Leonardo da Vinci, linear perspective study
for The Adoration of the Magi, 1481

As we have seen, a geometry is defined by a set of possible transformations.
Geometry “without a point of view1” offers considerable possibilities for recompo-
sition by simple displacement of the represented bodies: a double-page of one of my
own sketchbooks can be recomposed in another format (Fig. 8.5). This last trans-
formation does not allow any random reorganization, however: one must be careful
to maintain a sufficient dialogue between the spaces occupied by the characters. It
is also possible to move your gaze onto the composition, to bring it closer or move

1The reader with a background in mathematics might think, with reason, that what I am describing
here is simply linear perspective with a point of view at infinity, or parallel perspective. This kind of
perspective is largely used to produce very neutral representations of space in an engineering context.
By introducing a “geometry without a point of view” my intention is to stress the composition
freedom it provides and to stay close to the experience of drawing, rather than to identify this
process with a special case of central perspective. Indeed, fundamental aspects of drawing tend to
be discarded when the idea of “point of view at infinity” is introduced, especially texture, which is
strongly related to proximity.
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Fig. 8.5 Compositions without a point of view can be easily recomposed, while maintaining or
enhancing their spatiality. Drawing by R. Chabrier

it further away, to focus or expand, without losing the spatiality it offers. All these
observations would of course be trivial if we were interpreting the composition in a
two-dimensional space: they become interesting if we adopt a spatial interpretation
of the drawing.

A great paradox, as far as Renaissance artists are concerned, is that they are often
considered as discoverers and promoters of “the” central perspective, while theywere
actually mastering both techniques: using a point of view, or not. Indeed, geometry
“without” a point of view can be compared to geometry “with” a point of view when
comparing two drawings by Leonardo da Vinci (Fig. 8.4a, d). In the first case, as we
have already seen, the space is structured by the relation between the horse bodies.
In the second case, the space is primarily structured by a grid. In this instance, we
can say that bodies do not structure space: they are placed, in the second stage, “in”
a well-defined three-dimensional space that pre-existed them.

It can be noted, in the drawing with the grid, that the lines converge in depth
towards a vanishing point. The existence of the latter is due to the laws of projection
of a scene on a plane, from a particular point of view. Opposite the vanishing point
is thus a privileged “place” for the draftsman and the spectator, which is simply the
place that provides the best illusion of space (similarly, there was once a specific
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place for the king in theatres of the eighteenth century, which determined the design
of the scenography). According to their place relative to this privileged observer, the
representations of the different visible objects will then undergo specific deforma-
tions. Thus, in theory, objects drawn in the context of a central perspective cannot
simply be relocated elsewhere: we must apply a new perspective transformation to
adapt them to their new place. Similarly, if we want to pan above the picture: we
should be able to update the entire transformation in order to maintain the illusion
of depth in the context of central perspective.

Consequently, operations such as “recomposition” and “travelling” are more
complex if a point of view is introduced into the geometry. The increase in complexity
is even greater when it comes to “scale change”. This has huge consequences for the
range of transformations that the brain can interpret, when it processes an image. In
a previous study, I demonstrated that the absence of central perspective was funda-
mental in scientific drawing, since this geometrywould limit the required imagination
(Chabrier 2016). Since the present study is dedicated to space–time representations,
I will focus here on the issue of animating drawing: in this case, the imagination
of transformations in the brain has to be converted into methods and algorithms,
in order to produce an animation that provokes the same effects (recompositions,
travelling, scale change, or more complex phenomenon) in the brains of as many
people as possible.

8.4.3 Transforming Drawings: From Compositing
to Morphing Animation

Animated movies can use many different media: drawings but also clay, paper cuts,
and so on. Here, I will focus on animatedmovies which aremainly based on drawings
(or paintings) that were initially made on a physical background. In this instance, the
animation consists of transforming those drawings. Consequently, knowing if those
transformations are related to a geometry with or without point of view is essential,
since this will alter the effect of the animation in the viewer’s brain.

As we have already seen, the absence of point of view appears natural in scientific
drawing. Thus, in animated scientific movies based on drawing, many transforma-
tions can take advantage of this absence. The film “Birth of a Brain” (Movie 2016)
can be considered as a demonstration of those possibilities: drawings are composed
and recomposed, the spectator’s gaze travels across the compositions, and important
scale changes occur without inducing confusion or an excessive vertigo sensation. In
practice, all those transformations are produced today in the context of “composit-
ing” software. This word gives name to an important category of production tools,
which offer the possibility of manipulating multi-layer images and altering those
layers with special effects and transformations. Such software gives concrete access
to the fundamental operations that we began to distinguish in a geometry without a
point of view: animating a form along a trajectory, zooming inside a composition,
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and so on. Another important feature is the possibility of making layers appear or
disappear, by controlling their opacity and the way their textures are mixed. Conse-
quently, both movement and texture can have equal importance in the context of
compositing software, if used properly.

In “Birth of a Brain”, in addition to these basic operations, other more complex
transformations have been used. At certain times, cells are moving or differentiating,
so the movie has to show significant transformations of their structures. At other
times, it is necessary to turn the embryo around and slightly change the view. In order
to address such transformations related to changes in the aspect of living forms, we
have two complementary possibilities. The first is to draw a sequence of drawings
and to display it at the appropriate frame rate. This is the strategy in traditional
animation, which is a natural extension of the sequence drawing that we described
earlier. The second possibility is to compute intermediate images between drawings,
using a technique called morphing. I will briefly describe these two options in the
context of “Birth of a Brain”, before analysing morphing in more detail.

“Birth of a Brain” uses traditional animation for a few very brief actions, for
example when a microglial cell phagocytises a dead neuron. In this case, displaying
several drawings from a sequence, one after the other, produces an obvious appear-
ance of motion. However, an image sequence can be used with different timing. The
display of the sequence of embryo drawings (Fig. 8.2b) is spanned throughout the
movie, using cross-fades for transition between one step and another: here, we rely
on the more long-term memory of the spectator to induce the concept of a slow,
progressive transformation. In any case, fast or slow, the feeling of transformation
induced by such image sequences cannot be entirely continuous or fluid: if displayed
at a slow rate, one feels each different step, and if displayed fast, one feels a vibration
of strokes. This vibration, by the way, is not a defect: it can give a sense of energy to
animated drawings.

However, in certain cases, transforming the drawings in a continuousway, without
vibration, can prove very useful. This is one of the main purposes of morphing-based
animation.With this technique, an interpolation between two consecutive drawings in
a sequence can be computed, in order to produce a fluid transition. This opens up new
possibilities for guiding the attention of the audience along a scientific narrative. For
example, in the early stages of embryo development, in “Birth of a Brain”, the body
of stem cells moves up and down while they divide. With conventional animation
techniques, such repeatedmovementwould cause a lot of visual distraction, andmake
the narration difficult. Morphing animation helps by creating a fluid movement for
a whole population of cells, without over-burdening the attention of the audience.

Morphing can also be used to create transitions between two views of a body.
In that case, the resulting animation is a turning movement. This operation can be
very important in scientific transmission, since the most efficient view for exploring
an object is often slightly different to the most efficient view for explaining a more
detailed structure or process related to it. Providing such a transition between two
views to an audience can be critical when explaining the early stages of the embryo,
because most spectators will not know where to direct their attention. In that case,
a slight turning movement, coordinated with pan and zoom, can be essential in
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order to orient properly the attention of the viewer. The fluidity of morphing is very
important here, because it drives the attention far more efficiently than a simple cut
transition between two images, due to the optic flow induced by continuous texture
transformations.

8.4.4 Inside Morphing: Warping and Cross-Fade

Technically speaking, morphing appears to be a way of calculating intermediate
images between two images. In practice, it breaks down into two operations: the
first is an image distortion, called “warping” and the other is a crossfade. Interest-
ingly, warping was invented in the 1980s during the rise of digital animation (Heck-
bert 1989) while crossfade was already being used by Daguerre in 1822. Before he
invented his photography technique, he had the idea to paint the two sides of a canvas
and to mix both images by illuminating the back. Strictly speaking, morphing cannot
be reduced to either old or new technology: it uses an interesting combination of the
two.

In order to understand how warping and cross-fade are combined, consider for
example (Fig. 8.6a) two drawings of a mermaid inspired by a vintage merry-go-
round, seen from a slightly different angles. From these two views, we will create a
slow turning drawing.2 First, using appropriate software, we will define deformation
constraints on each of the two drawings, in the form of Bézier curves as shown in
colour (Fig. 8.6b). Each of these curves is two-dimensional, so the curves on one
drawing include no information about depth a priori. However, those curves can be
animated: we thus specify how the curve associated to the left cheek in drawing
A must be transformed to go to land on the left cheek in drawing B. While this
transformation occurs in the plane, it integrates some information about space, since
the transformation of the curve, while we turn the object around, depends on the
depth. The set of all these curves allows us to define a global planar transformation
of the image (Fig. 8.6c) which brings all the aspects represented in the drawing A to
the place which corresponds to them (more or less precisely) in drawing B. We thus
obtain two sequences of images: one which distorts drawing A in order to put it in
the position of drawing B, and the other doing the opposite (Fig. 8.6d, e).

However, half-way through the respective transformation (warping) of A and B,
the textures of the strokes begin to lose their adaptation to the space they should
suggest. To compensate for this problem, we have to make a crossfade between the
two sequences: while A is deformed, its texture is gradually replaced by that of B, so
that at the end of the transformation the strokes of B have taken the place of those of
A, with the correct texture for this angle of view. The whole of this transformation
induces the sensation that the drawing turns like a rigid object, according to a vertical
axis (Fig. 8.6f; see online resource Chabrier (2014) for an animated visualization).

2This merry-go-round can be seen in the Musée des Arts Forains in Paris. In the late nineteenth
century, adults could take a ride on it for the simple pleasure of feeling the world turn slowly.
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a
Drawing A

Drawing B

b Bezier 
curves

c

Transformation path

d

e

f

Warping of texture A

Warping of texture B
Cross-fade and result

Fig. 8.6 Step-by-step description of morphing between two drawings: in this case, Bezier curves
allow fine control of the transformation of strokes. aAdraftsman creates 2 drawings. bThe animator
specifies corresponding curves on the 2 drawings. c A transformation path is computed on the basis
of interpolation between those curves. d The drawing A is transformed (warped). e The drawing B
is transformed (warped). f Finally, a transformation from animated texture A to animated texture
B is computed (Cross fade)
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However, all mathematical operations have been performed in the two-
dimensional plane, where ordinarily only rotations with an axis perpendicular to
the plane are permitted. By introducing a well-controlled non-linear deformation
(i.e. warping) and a change of texture (i.e. cross-fade), the morphing thus makes it
possible to evoke tri-dimensional transformations of drawings.

8.4.5 What Does Morphing Enable Access to?

In the above example, I showed that morphing could produce a visualization of rigid
movements in three dimensions, using two drawings. Keeping in mind that drawings
are made of strokes, we can try to establish if the concept associated with stroke in
China, as we saw at the end of the previous section, could be used in that situation. I,
personally, am tempted to say that both “brush” and “stroke” are taken into account
in that technical process, thanks to the association of curve movements and texture
changes. This might indicate that morphing can be considered not only as a special
effect, but may give access to fundamental aspects of space–time geometries in the
brain. We will consider here the kind of imagination that morphing gives access
to, and progressively turn to more geometric aspects of the control of deformation,
which may have an interesting scientific significance.

To begin with, morphing gives access to metamorphosis. This concept has a
long history, from poetry to science. In his famous book “On Growth and Forms”
(1917), long before digital imaging existed, D’Arcy Thompson demonstrated the
possibility of geometric transformations between the bodies of two species. Planar
transformations between the side view of various fishes or animal skulls, visualized
through a grid, allowed him to question evolution and development (Fig. 8.7). The
scientific concept had limited scientific success, but the concept of transforming
one image into another remained. As we just saw, it was realized in the 1980s with
morphing, largely outside of any scientific endeavour.A typical examplewould be the
film “Willow”, inwhich the viewer couldwatch a tiger turning into awoman.Because
of the difficulty of controlling transformations precisely, morphing andwarpingwere
usually associated with transformations defying physical reality: significantly, one of
the first software packages specifically for creating these effects was named “Elastic
Reality”.

In addition, in line with the work that I was able to carry out between 2000 and
2016, morphing can be used to visualize and control other kinds of changes in the
form and structure of a body: rotations, articulations, rigid movement, and of course
deformationwhen necessary.Ultimately, according tomy experience of film-making,
amulti-layered approach inmorphing appears to be themost complex transformation
in the compositing repertoire. Without it, it is very difficult to find any coherence
in the disparate set of so-called “2D” animation techniques. Conversely, since the
concept of morphing is closely related to drawing, it allows us to better integrate
hand-made drawings in the context of fluid digital animation, from paper to screen.
This approach gives access not only to spectacular metamorphosis, but to a subtler
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Fig. 8.7 The principle of morphing anticipated by D’Arcy Thompson in his book «On growth and
form» (1917). In practice, controlling morphing with such a grid allows insufficient control of the
transformation of strokes

kind of imagination, based on the propensity of the drawings to be transformed by
the imagination of their viewers.

Before the advent of morphing, there was no standard technique for visual-
izing what we imagine when we assess the possible transformations of a drawing.
Depending on the animation approach, either the movement or the textures had to
be greatly simplified, despite the fact that both contribute strongly to the spatiality
of the stroke. With the use of morphing, during the 2010s, it was possible for me to
animate Leonardo da Vinci’s drawings (Movie 2013), as well as the drawings from
the Chauvet Cave (Movie 2011–2016), while respecting the texture and geometry
of the original strokes. These animations are not intended to develop a story that
goes beyond the intention of the original artists. They simply seek to make visible a
propensity of the drawing to be transformed in a certain way. But for this to happen,
the animation process must not distort the geometry of the drawing. In particular,
strokes with a spatial value must not be treated as lines or areas in a flat frontal plane.

A remarkable aspect of morphing is that it forces the animator to become much
more aware of the transformations he uses. Indeed, rotations in three dimensions raise
perceptual problems, depending on the way they are projected on a plane: a rotational
movement whose axis is in the plane of the image will result in a linear trajectory of
textural elements, as in the case of themermaid. Alternatively, a rotational movement
whose axis is perpendicular to the plane will move the texture of the image along
a circular trajectory around a point of rotation. Those two particular types of spatial
rotations are quite easy to specify from inside the projection plane, but general cases
aremore puzzling. Ifwe showahead rising froma three-quarter view, for instance, the
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axis of this rotation (in space) will be neither in the image plane nor perpendicular
to it. In such cases, if we want to animate the texture of the image according to
this rotation, it will be necessary to specify a combination of rectilinear trajectories
and circular trajectories. The morphing animation has to deal with this difficulty of
specifying the appropriate transformations while staying in a plane. In practice, for
example if we want to animate cave art like in Movie (2011–2016), specifying the
transformation is often impossible without hand-made reference sketches on paper
(Fig. 8.8).

In 3D synthetic images, this kind of problem does not arise: the animator has three
parameters of rotation in space to control themovement of the objects hemanipulates.
Morphing therefore introduces a difficulty, due to the fact that it uses coordination
between transformations “in the plane” and texture changes. Here we can observe
that the brain largely uses a system in the form of maps, which appears more adapted
to planar deformations than to tri-dimensional transformations. An appreciation of
the specific difficulty of morphing could therefore strengthen the idea that within the
brain, taking into account rotations in space requires a more heterogeneous process
than what one might imagine.

Finally, we should bear in mind that the morphing of drawings does not use a
camera, and consequently does not necessarily use a point of view. We have seen
above that geometry without a point of view was based on the possible relations
between the drawings, without any need to explicitly structure the space with a three-
dimensional grid. Similarly, the morphing technique that I described is based on the
use of curved lines to specify the transformation between drawings, without using a
“deformation grid”. It should be noted that a morphing action can be specified with
an explicit grid (as in the images of D’Arcy Thompson), but in practice this approach
turns out to be far too imprecise. Consequently, the effectiveness of Bézier curved
lines in specifying the transformation of the main strokes in a drawing might make
sense. As Flash remarked, Bézier curves are parabola, and such parabola seem to be
used by the brain to generate tracingmovements, because of their curvature properties
in equi-affine geometry. Thus, morphing animation could have an epistemological
role in addition to its applications in film making: it could also highlight the role of
curvature in the representation of space in the brain.

8.5 Redefining the Epistemological Role of Drawing:
A Work in Progress

Since drawing began to be replaced by photography, its epistemological role has not
been clear. The digital revolution introduced evenmore tools, seemingly enabling the
same tasks of representation as drawing, but without the constraints of materiality or
lengthy practical training. But during the last decade, through a number of publica-
tions, workshops, movies and exhibitions, it has become evident that drawing gives
access to a form of knowledge, or concentration, that could not be achieved through
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Fig. 8.8 Rawmaterial for an animation of cave drawingswithwarping andmorphing. aThe (planar)
texture of the image can be transformed in such a manner that the animation remains coherent with
the spatiality of the representation. b Working on the computer is not sufficient: new drawings on
paper, with real strokes, are often mandatory to specify this transformation correctly. Note that this
association of three figures generates a composition without a point of view. Photography Marc
Azéma, drawing R. Chabrier
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other media. In this new context where animated images are at least as important as
static ones, redefining the epistemological role of drawing seems necessary.

Such a task can be expressed more simply: what does drawing give access to? In
this text, I focused on how drawing could provide access to various geometries of
living beings. As I have demonstrated, thinking in terms of transformations, thanks
to the model provided by modern geometry, makes it easier to compare a number of
drawing practices, with different historical and epistemological backgrounds. The
concept of stroke seems a mandatory means to unify them. But if we want to think
and investigate further, in order to grant to the concept of stroke the importance it
deserves, differential geometry as well as Chinese painting treatises appear to be
required. Acting as a bridge between such distant domains, in terms of space, time
and logic, might be one of the major epistemological roles of drawing.

This role is more than that of an academic pastime, since today the representation
of life raises important issues. As far as geometry is concerned, we currently live in a
paradox: while projective geometry is no longer taught to anyone apart from special-
ists in mathematics and computer graphics, central perspective and flat projection
have never been so present in the images and films that are available to the public.
By reducing the world of representations to a dialectic between “2D” and “3D”, it
is likely that we have lost in the sciences, arts and architecture, an important aspect
of our ability to take into account the spatiality and diversity of living beings in our
representations. Since the aspects of life that are not properly represented tend to be
neglected in aworld dominated by images, thismay have contributed to a serious lack
of awareness of environmental problems in recent decades. On this basis, empha-
sising a geometry without a point of view, where curvature plays a major role, seems
necessary if we want to re-develop the ability to represent the spatiality of life in an
accessible way.

Designing appropriate training that integrates the practice of drawingmight be the
beginning of a solution for re-developing access to this spatiality. For three years now,
I have been running an experimental course for engineering students at the Ecole
Polytechnique (Palaiseau) entitled “Drawing and Animation for Scientific Trans-
mission”, where the basics of representation are addressed simultaneously through
drawing and animation. Short courses for researchers in cell biology and biophysics
have also been successfully tested at Institut Curie, as well as a re-introduction of
drawing by hand at different levels of scientific transmission (Chabrier and Janke
2017). Similarly, the scientific iconography department of the National Museum of
NaturalHistory recently established, under the direction ofDidierGeffard-Kuriyama,
a doctoral module in scientific drawing that had not existed for twenty years. Thus
an interesting dynamic seems to be emerging in France in the scientific field. In
addition, interest in drawing today cuts across the arts as well as design, architecture,
medicine and other disciplines. In theUnited States and theUK, the Thinking through
Drawing network, initiated by Kantrowitz et al. (2011), leads meetings, workshops
and interdisciplinary debates that testify to the vivacity of the field.

As far as I know, the way in which a stroke produces a sensation of space, and the
way in which several strokes cooperate to construct a spatial representation has not
yet been modelled more widely. Today, several approaches seem to be converging
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towards a better understanding of this phenomenon using scientific methods: one can
quote again the works of Viviani and Flash (1995), which introduced a power law in
the neuronal planning of trajectories by connecting curvature and tangential velocity,
and the subsequent advances when a more extensive connection with geometry was
made (Flash and Handzel 2007; Bennequin et al. 2009). Creative robotic research
currently aims at reproducing the process and the structure of the stroke in a more
complete way, with a goal of developing drawing robots (Tresset and Fol Leymarie
2013; Gülzow et al. 2018). In this field, is worth noting that the team of Frederic Fol
Leymarie at Goldsmiths, University of London works alongside on the modelization
of calligraphy (Berio et al. 2017), and on life sciences problems involving 3D repre-
sentations, such as the visualisation of folding and docking of proteins (Tod et al.
2015).

In general, modern scientific drawers have to use 3D information. Hence, even
though they can be distant, the worlds of drawing and computer-assisted projective
geometry (i.e. 3D), are no longer separated: in fact, they are complementary, and
a large amount of time can be devoted to mixing the two types of information. In
computer graphics, attempts to create a more direct link between planar represen-
tation and 3D also exist. The “sketch-based modelling” approach consists of inter-
preting as 3D information diagrams or drawings made in two dimensions. Several
specific cases have been approached in this way, for example the spatial interpre-
tation of blood vessel schematics (Palombi et al. 2011), notably by postulating that
ellipses can be interpreted as sections of vessels. Currently, at Ecole Polytechnique,
I am working with Marie-Paule Cani’s team on a broader spatial interpretation, from
strokes on paper to their display on an autostereoscopic screen.

Given these activities in various complementary fields, a “true” modelization of
strokes may appear as possible in short term. Indeed, modelling a phenomenon is
often considered a positive step for scientists. In artistic practice, however, nothing
is more dangerous than thinking about the stroke through modelization. In my expe-
rience, the drawer always runs the risk of focusing his attention on an aspect of the
stroke that could have been important yesterday, but which is no longer relevant
today. If we want to develop robust research on the spatio-temporality of the stroke,
in terms of transformations, we must therefore rely on a safeguard that prevents the
concept from closing up and becoming sterile. The mere practice of drawing in real
life, on real paper, provides such a safeguard. But once again, it is a Chinese concept
which seems to best account for how the world can be connected to the stroke (and
how the wealth of associated geometries in the brain can harmonize, if we can risk
using such modern ideas). This is the “Oneness of brush stroke”, also translated as
“Unique brush stroke”, expressed by the painter Shitao at the beginning of his treatise
(1710, translation by Coleman 1978):

The principle of oneness of strokes is such that fromnon-methodmethod originates; fromone
method, all methods harmonize […]With regards to the delicate arrangement of mountains,
streams, and human figures, or the natural characteristics of birds, animals, grass, and trees,
or the proportions of ponds, pavilions, towers, and terraces, if one’s mind cannot deeply
penetrate into their reality and subtly express their appearance, one has not yet understood
the fundamental meaning of the oneness of strokes.
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With or without a brush, the whole treatise of Shitao can still be read today as
an invitation to access the diversity and the dynamics of the world through the use
of strokes. Although this citation should not be interpreted without its historic and
Taoist context, it seems a rather clear warning of the risks of reducing the stroke too
quickly to one or other of its applications. Methods and rules can be useful, but non-
method is really at the core of drawing, especially in the daily use of a sketchbook
(Fig. 8.9).

8.6 Conclusion

The main goal of this text was to introduce a new, more effective and relevant vocab-
ulary, in order to understand the epistemological role of drawing. Thanks to the
work done bymathematicians, the word “transformation” now signifies an extremely
powerful and general concept that covers events related to both movements and
changes. If we use this concept of transformation in the context of drawing, we find
that it is closely associated to the concept of “stroke”.

“Stroke” provides an excellent alternative to the word “line” in many situations.
Thanks to its use in the field of Chinese painting, it embraces the materiality, the
spatiality and the temporality that develop in drawing, and especially in the sketch.
Using the word “line” often results in implicitly reducing the stroke to a graphic
object in two dimensions. Where possible, I suggest reserving “line” and “curve”
for more explicitly abstract and/or mathematical uses, since in such contexts those
concepts are far more clearly defined.

Finally, the word “texture” puts a necessary emphasis on some of the dimensions
of the stroke that are currently the most neglected because of the dematerialization
of tools for design and creativity. Animation approaches such as morphing can be
used to make the role of textures in the representation of space more evident.

Thus, using more adapted concepts, we have seen that it is possible to shed light
on a geometry without point of view, which has not previously been fully described.
It appears to have constituted a fundamental basis for the drawing of living beings
since the very origins of this practice. The characteristics of this geometry in terms of
composition, recomposition and movements also allows us to understand better how
to develop the potential ofmodern drawing approaches, for scientific or non-scientific
purpose. In animation, museography or design, an important challenge today is to
complete and balance the extensive development of tools and images based on flat
projection and central perspective with a geometry that does not rely on a unique
point of view. This geometry is easy to access thanks to drawing, and its maintenance
may be equally important for the human brain. Its re-development might create the
opportunity for a new association between mathematics, drawing and neurosciences.
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Fig. 8.9 The
epistemological role of
drawing appears to be related
to the “stroke”. This concept
has been developed primarily
in Chinese civilization, on
the basis of painting (or
drawing) with brush and ink.
The stroke was noticeably
used for painting landscapes
which do not use a point of
view. Shitao and Lake Cao
(1695)
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Chapter 9
Egocentric Dynamic Planar
Organization of the Angular Movements
of the Arm During a Violinist’s
Performance of a Mozart Symphony

G. Cheron, M. Petieau, A. M. Cebolla, C. Simar, and A. Leroy

Abstract We here studied the possibility that the coordination of the upper limb
segments acting on the hand controlling the bow of the violin during amusical perfor-
mance could be organized in a planar covariation pattern. Two music masters from
the Queen Elisabeth Music Chapel of Belgium played the cadence of the first move-
ment of Mozart’s concert symphony for violin and viola face to face, both equipped
with optoelectronic markers for 3D movement, EMG, and EEG. We demonstrated
that the best covariation plane was obtained when the flexion-extension angle of
the elbow (α), wrist (β), and the angle formed by the fingers and the bow (Ỳ) are
dynamically projected into the triangular plane formed by the left upper limb and
violin. This planar representational geometry only emerges in the actual situation
when the movement of the body was indirectly taken into account by projecting onto
the egocentric dynamic plane and not on the allocentric passive plane.

9.1 Introduction

With only this sentence, “We listen to the music with our muscles,” Friederich Niet-
zsche (cited in Sacks 2007) reignited interest in the deep interaction between music
and movement, opening the door to basic questioning about the production of music
by the brain.
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As with any type of sound, music results from compression-decompression cycles
of ambient air induced by amovement by the non-living (e.g., the sound of thewind or
the sea waves) or living entities in the environment. In this latter case, the movement
can be highly organized by the brain in such a way that it becomes psychologically
significant, and may induce pleasure (Zatorre and Salimpoor 2013; Gold et al. 2019).
When music is produced, it immediately creates a specific mental state not only in
the musician (the producer), but also in the listener (the receiver), spontaneously
entering a complex loop of resonance that may be conducted into motor action, such
as dance. The universal treat in humans ofmoving to themusic was recently reviewed
by Levitin et al. (2018), who highlighted the importance of movement, rhythm, and
synchronization in final perception and related cognition.

The recruitment of brain motor areas, such as the supplementary motor area and
the cerebellum, during musical perception (Chen et al. 2008; Palomar-García et al.
2017) reinforces action-perception processing into a rhythmic template. To reach
such rhythmicity, musicians must acquire perfect coordination of the different limb
movements implicated in themusical gesture through learning and practice involving
movement repetition. This skilled practice induces brain plasticity (Steele andZatorre
2018) and leads to highly stereotyped movements in which a final graceful personal
touch of creativity could produce a masterpiece.

In this context, musicians and sport performers are in demand of a particular
sensation related to their performance, described as the ‘flow’, a concept frompositive
psychology (Csikszentmihalyi 1975) for which new perspectives from neuroscience
have been proposed (Cheron 2016). The fact that the flow occurs during the top
performance in music implies that at least three main elements combine to achieve
this state of consciousness: (1) optimization of the descending motor commands,
(2) central appropriate mental resting state, including memorized and predictive
items, and (3) ascending pluri-modal sensations closing the loop between action and
sensation.

The activity patterns of multiple muscles captured by electromyography (EMG)
may reveal the basic motor coordination dynamics of the final gesture (Scholz &
Kelso 1990; Kelso 1995). In accordance with Bernstein’s view (Bernstein 1967),
dynamic patterns emerge through exploration of available solutions to the redundancy
problem, leading to the selection of preferredmovement strategies and organizational
principles.

A new perspective is opening the field of biomechanics to brain oscillatorymodels
(Cheron 2015), which is in line with the inside-out concept recently promoted by
Buzsáki (2019). As explained previously by Berthoz (1997), the brain is not a
passive entity, but a biological organ selected in order to produce motor actions
by which it actively interrogates and predicts the environmental variables. Although
the highly complex movement realized for music production is probably one of the
most intellectual, emotional, and creative human actions, it probably shares the same
organizational principle as a more common action, such as locomotion.

For example, in toddlers, the rhythmic leg patterns of walking progressively
emerge through repeated cycles of action and perception ending in a planar covari-
ation pattern (Cheron et al. 2001). This intersegmental coordination rule previously
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characterized in adults (Borghese et al. 1996; Lacquaniti et al. 1999; Hicheur et al.
2006; Barliya et al. 2013; Ivanenko et al. 2008) was modeled by simple oscillators
coupled with appropriate time shifts (Barliya et al. 2009), indicating that a combina-
tion of oscillatory commands may be used for movement coordination (Hoellinger
et al. 2013). The contribution of hardware structures, such as reciprocal inhibitory
connections of the central pattern generator (CPG), may directly control the motions
of the different limb segments by encoding the harmonics of the elevation angles
(Lacquaniti et al. 2002).

By analogy, we studied the possibility that the coordination of the upper limb
segments acting on the hand controlling the bow of the violin during a musical
performance could also be organized in a planar covariation pattern. Obviously, the
violinist’s movement is entirely different from and more kinematically complex than
locomotion. In this latter case, the walking rhythmicity is oriented in a forward direc-
tion and the body equilibrium obeys the inverse pendulum law, in which the gravi-
tational force plays an important role (Ivanenko et al. 2004). During the violinist’s
movement, the global posture of the body rests relatively in place except for the
“musical” oscillations of the trunk in the standing or sitting posture, which probably
facilitate the postural control of the whole body when challenged by other biome-
chanical and instrumental constraints, making the organizational principle of the
skilled gesture more complex.

9.2 Results and Discussion

In the present chapter, we describe a preliminary experiment performed by two
participants who are music masters from the Queen Elisabeth Music Chapel of
Belgium. Thesemasters played the cadence of the firstmovement ofMozart’s concert
symphony for violin andviola face to face, both equippedwith optoelectronicmarkers
for 3D movement, EMG, and EEG. We focused on only the 3D kinematics of one
of the musicians in order to decipher the possible representational geometry of this
motor behavior. The musicians performed a series of 10 identical pieces, of 80 s
duration each, of the first movement of the symphony. At the end of each execution,
they gave themselves a performance score ranging from 0 to 10.

The complexity of the violinist’s movements was represented by the 3D move-
ment of the distal point of the bow during the musical performance (Fig. 9.1a). This
complex trajectory results from the combination of movements of the right upper
limb acting on the bow, the left upper limb maintaining the violin, and those of the
body. In the present study, the small movements of the violinist’s finger tips acting on
the stringswere not taken into account, andwe focused our analysis on the right upper
limb mainly responsible for the bow movements. The bow trajectory was predom-
inated by the vertical reversal displacement (in the Z direction) of approximately
40 cm, with smaller displacements in the Y and X directions. These movements
were irregular and varied from 1 to 2.5 Hz (Fig. 9.1b). Figure 9.1c illustrates the
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�Fig. 9.1 a Schematic representation of the ‘dynamic plane’ (yellow triangle) formed by the violin
body and the left upper limb. The three angles of the right arm (elbow (α), wrist (β), and the one
formed by the fingers and the bow (Ỳ )) are projected into the ‘dynamic plane’ or horizontal plane.
b The X, Y, and Z positions in the space of the upper extremity of the bow during the whole duration
of the musical performance is represented on the left side from top to bottom. The corresponding
fast Fourier transform (FFT) is presented on the right. c 3D representation of the movement of the
bow. A best fitting plane is represented for illustrative purposes

absence of any planar organization of the bow movement, and the best fitting plane
cuts the bow trajectories in the middle of the data points.

We aimed to test the possibility that the best covariation plane would be obtained
if the flexion-extension angle of the elbow (α), wrist (β), and the angle formed by the
fingers and the bow (Ỳ) are dynamically projected into the triangular plane formed by
the left upper limb and violin. Because this plane ismoving as themusician played the
sonata, we named it the ‘dynamic plane’, in contrast to the fixed horizontal or vertical
planes. This idea is based on the fact that at least three functional constraints must be
taken into account for violin practice: (1) the postural control of the violin body in the
appropriate plane in order to insure the skilled bowingmovement relative to the string
and the string crossings, (2) the complex reversal movement of the bow on the violin,
and (3) the global oscillating movement of the trunk related to the emotional content
of the music produced (Konczak et al. 2009; Rodger et al. 2012; Schoonderwaldt and
Altenmüller 2014). To compare the emergenceof a possible planewhen theprojection
was made on the dynamic plane (egocentric) or another referential (allocentric), we
projected these three angles (α, β, Ỳ ) into the horizontal plane. As the dynamic plane
formed by the left upper limb and the violin moved differently than the right upper
limb acting on the bow and resulted from varied shoulder abduction-adduction and
head-trunk movements, we illustrated the movement of this plane in reference to the
3D axis (X, Y, Z) (Fig. 9.2a–c, left). The amplitude of the planemovement concerned
all three axes with the same extent of 30–50°. The movements were irregular and
presented four FFT peaks at 1.0, 1.17–1.2, 1.35, and 1.55 Hz (Fig. 9.2a–c, right).

Figure 9.3a illustrates the temporal evolution of the three angles (elbow, α; wrist,
β; and the fingers, Ỳ) during the whole music piece, which was approximately
80 s. Notably, the FFT peaks of these angular evolutions were not exactly the same
as those of the dynamic plane; the slowest components at 1.0 and 1.17–1.2 Hz
were present, but higher peaks occurred at 1.85–2.0 Hz (Fig. 9.3b), indicating a
relative independence of the movements of the arm controlling the violin forming
the dynamic plane and the angular variation of the form-arm acting on the bow. These
angular values were then projected on the dynamic plane, forming a tridimensional
representation of a complex trajectory fitted on a best plane, with R2 = 0.94 in
the illustrated example (Fig. 9.3c), a performance that was reproduced for all 10
pieces (mean R2 = 0.91 ± 0.02). In contrast, when the same angles were projected
on the horizontal plane, different angular profiles were obtained (Fig. 9.4a) with
different FFT profiles in favor of higher frequency peaks (Fig. 9.4b). The best fit was
significantly worse regardless of the repeated movement (mean R2 = 0.44 ± .0.09).
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Fig. 9.2 Temporal evolution of the dynamic plane movement in X, Y, Z coordination during the
musical performance (left) and the respective power spectral density resulting from FFT analysis
(right)

This result was reproduced for the 10 executed pieces. Although the best perfor-
mance score (recording 7) corresponded with one of the best correlation coefficients
(0.95), and the worse score (recording 4) with the lowest correlation coefficient
(0.87), these small differences (Fig. 9.5b) prevented us from testing the hypothesis
that the ‘flow’ state was accompanied by the best planar correlation.

In addition, the orientations of the best fitting dynamic planeswerewell-conserved
during these different performances, whereas the orientations of the planes obtained
from the projection into the horizontal plane were not conserved (Fig. 9.5). This
strongly indicates that the planar covariation resulting from the projection of the
three angles of the form-arm acting on the bow on the dynamics plane formed by
the other upper limb and the violin body could be considered a representational
geometry of this complex movement. Representational geometry is understood here
as a mathematical characterization of the inherent dynamic of the action-perception
cycle (Kriegeskorte and Kievit 2013).

This planar geometry only emerges in the actual situation when the movement of
the body was indirectly taken into account by projecting onto the egocentric dynamic
plane and not on the allocentric passive plane. This findingmay be due to the inherent
coordination between the two form-arms and whole body movement.

Is this plane a logical and trivial consequence of a biomechanical coupling of the
violinist’s movement or a physiological indicator of neural control resulting from a
simplified geometrical rule? The fact that the violinist reproduced the same piece 10
times presenting the same coordination plane (egocentric reference) with an R2 close
to 0.9 and the same conserved orientation of the normal vector. In contrast, in the
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Fig. 9.3 a Temporal evolution of the three angles α, β, and Ỳprojected into the ‘dynamic plane’
from top to bottom during the sonata execution (left). b Respective power spectral density for FFT
analysis. c The best fitting plane of these three angles with R2 = 0.94

coordination plane (allocentric reference), the R2 was not so strong and the normal
vectors were more divergent in the repetition of the same musical piece. This result
is clearly in favor of neuronal processing (Fig. 9.5).

The present transformation forming a planar representation encourages us to
pursue a deeper mathematical analysis of the type of geometry (Euclidian, equi-
affine, and full affine) as performed in Bennequin et al. (2009). We also intend to
extend the present analysis to a possible role in the violinist’s inherent movement
oscillations, ranging from 1 to 3.5 Hz in the present case, a frequency range largely
compatible with the neuronal oscillations of the brain. As already suggested (Cheron
2015) and tested for in locomotion (Hoellinger et al. 2013), the fact that brain signals
are by nature oscillatory may induce the emergence of a representational geometry
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Fig. 9.4 a Temporal evolution of the three angles α, β, Ỳprojected into the horizontal plane from
top to bottom during the sonata execution (left). b The respective power spectral density for FFT
analysis. c The best fitting plane of these three angles with R2 = 0.44

based on the combination of hierarchically organized oscillations (subcortical and
cortical) acting on the brainstem and spinal “learning CPGs” (Yuste et al. 2005).
These oscillatory commands could generate rhythmic movements that lead to the
emergence of spontaneous dynamics. Another advantage of introducing a dynamic
plan is that this combines the postural movement of the whole body acting on the
stability of the musical instrument in one hand and the skilled control of the rhythmic
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Fig. 9.5 a Comparative
analysis of the normal vector
of the best fitting planes
resulting from the projection
of α, β, and Ỳ into the
‘dynamic plan’ (blue vector
lines) and the horizontal
plane (red vector lines).
b Histogram of the R square
coefficient of the best fitting
planes in these respective
situations for the 10
performances

movement of the bow in the other hand. The present finding of an egocentric dynamic
planar organization could represent an early first step in a long quest for the neuronal
dynamics of musical arts.
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Chapter 10
Space, Time and Expression
in Orchestral Conducting

Eitan Globerson, Tamar Flash, and Zohar Eitan

Abstract The art of conducting involves a formal set of gestures, designed to convey
musical meaning through movement. Interestingly, this relatively simple collec-
tion of gestures enables the conductor to communicate highly complex musical
messages to the ensemble, indicating a non-trivial interaction between movement
kinematics and sound. The following book chapter discusses this phenomenon. We
first introduce movement-to-sound cross-modal mapping, surveying behavioral and
neurophysiological research suggesting how spatio-kinetic features may be “trans-
lated” into aspects of musical rhythm, loudness and pitch. This is followed by a
detailed discussion of the kinematics of right-hand gestures in conducting and their
musical meanings. The kinematic correlates of expressive conducting are discussed
by introducing some of the basic principles governing human movement genera-
tion. These principles include the wish to maximize motion smoothness, captured
by the “minimum jerk” model, and the isochrony principle governing motor timing.
Notwithstanding the considerable work that has already been invested in analyzing
music conducting, many of the secrets underlying musical conducting still remain
to be unraveled. This can only be achieved through a multidisciplinary approach,
involving a variety of research disciplines, such as social psychology, computa-
tional motor control, musicology, mechanics, acoustics, as well as cross-modal
sound-to-movement mapping.
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10.1 Why Conducting?

Conducting is an enigmatic profession. On the one hand, conducting gestures are
relatively easy to learn. Anyone with intact motor control and bimanual coordination
can master them in a rather short period of learning. Consequently, it is consid-
ered by many to be an easily acquired skill (Schuller 1999, p. 3). However, simple
as it may seem, very few conductors have established major international careers,
strongly suggesting that there is more to conducting than learning a set of move-
ments. Conducting gestures are considered by experienced conductors to be basic
tools, beyond which lies an entire world of unwritten secrets. These secrets are
considered by some well-known conductors to be a heavenly gift, which cannot
be formally taught. The late Pierre Boulez, for example, summarized his views of
teaching conductingwith thewords: “You can only teach how to start and stop”. Simi-
larly, New York Philharmonic conductor, Anton Seidl (1850–1898) stated that: “The
ability to conduct is a gift of God with which few have been endowed in full measure.
Those who possess it in abundance do not wish to write about it; for them the talent
seems so natural a thing that they cannot see the need to discuss it. This is the kernel
of the whole matter. If you have the divine gift within you, you can conduct; if you
have not, you will never be able to acquire it. Those who have been endowed with the
gift are conductors; the others are time-beaters” (Seidl 1899, p. 215). Following this
line of thought, textbooks of conducting only teach basic gestures (discussed later
in this chapter), using more or less the same diagrams to illustrate them. Beyond
that, one can find a great variability of approaches to the pedagogy of conducting,
highlighting the controversial characteristics of the conducting profession, which has
never been completely formalized (Scherchen 1989, p. 3–5). Conducting is a multi-
faceted activity, requiring high-level musicianship, alongside excellent interpersonal
communication skills, strong leadership abilities, verbal skills, motor coordination,
emotional intelligence, and many more interdisciplinary qualities. This versatile
combination of qualities is difficult, if not impossible to evaluate and quantify. It is
as difficult to teach, since many of the required qualities of a good conductor involve
personality characteristics, which are molded through life experience, rather than
through formal training. Furthermore, conductors differ substantially in their imple-
mentation of the formal rules of the conducting gestures. Some use minimal move-
ments, and in some cases, refrain completely from conducting. The famous video of
BernsteinConducting aHaydnSymphony using his eyebrows only, is a clear example
of the difficulty in trying to formalize the art of conducting, considering the great
variability in conducting methods, between and even within conductors. Growing
trust between conductor and ensemble enables the conductor to be more and more
minimal in the amount of information conveyed by formal conducting gestures, while
dedicating more to the communication of general inspiration to the ensemble. Verbal
instructionsmay also substitute for gestural information, not tomention the important
role of facial expressions in communicating emotion to the ensemble. Hence, an eval-
uation of real-life conducting may require a weighted sum of multiple factors, some
of them difficult, if not impossible to evaluate. This poses a theoretically unfeasible
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enterprise, which may lead to the conclusion that conducting is indeed impossible
to evaluate in quantitative measures. This may explain the dearth of publications
offering a quantitative evaluation of conducting gestures. However vague and enig-
matic as it may seem, the art of conducting is taught at most university-level music
institutes in the world, producing the next generation of professional conductors.
The formal training of a conductor ubiquitously involves formal baton technique
(i.e., right-hand gestures), as well as rehearsal planning, orchestral score reading,
ear training, and other measurable musical skills. This set of tangible skills enables
orchestras to perform with dozens of conductors every concert season, sometimes
having no preparatory rehearsals before the performance. Hence, notwithstanding
the extensive array of characteristics defining a good conductor, there seems to be a
set of common traits characterizing a prototypic professional conductor. Otherwise,
there would be no possible way for an orchestra to quickly adjust to the considerable
turnover in conductors taking the podium in rehearsals and concerts. The most quan-
tifiable attribute of conducting is the kinematics of hand movements. Right-hand
movements in conducting are intended to convey rhythmic properties of the music
being played, alongside articulation, loudness (“dynamics” in musical terms-we will
use the term “loudness” to avoid confusion with the term dynamics used in the motor
control literature), as well as emotional expression. Left-hand movements are dedi-
cated mainly for communicating emotional expression, cues for specific sections
or players, alongside additional information on loudness and articulation (McEl-
heran 2004, pp. 37–38). Together, bimanual movements in conducting communicate
a comprehensive musical statement to the musicians in the ensemble, portraying
the highly complex emotional and esthetic information conveyed in music. Conse-
quently, conducting offers an excellent field of study for anyone interested in the
subtlety of motor movements, and their ability to convey a complex and personal
message. Up-to-date studies of conducting gestures usually employ motion capture
devices, alongside corresponding kinematic analysis algorithms, providing useful
information on the kinematics of conducting movements. These have led to a greater
understanding of the linkage between conducting gestures and the musical outcome.
However, there is still a great amount of research work to be carried out, in order to
achieve a greater understanding of the expressive component of conducting move-
ments, and how they may lead to an inspiring performance. The current book chapter
describes in detail the formal language of conducting, from kinematic and perceptual
perspectives, employing a systematic review of musical parameters and their corre-
sponding conducting gestures. The musical elements which will be addressed will
include: beat,meter, loudness and articulation.All these parameters and their gestural
representations in conducting have been the subject of various studies focusing on the
language of conducting.More abstract phenomena, such as the effect of the conductor
on emotional expression portrayed by the ensemble are considerably more difficult
to study, and have scarcely been addressed by empiric studies. We chose, in the
current book chapter, to focus exclusively on right hand conducting gestures, which
are much more prototypically defined than left-hand movements, in order to enable
a methodological evaluation of conducting gestures and their effect on the musical
outcome. Conducting gestures introduce a transformation of sound to movement (on
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the conductor’s side), and vice versa (at the ensemble’s end of the information flow).
Therefore, a detailed discussion on sound-to-movement cross-modal transformations
will proceed, followed by a systematic discussion of the kinematics of conducting
gestures, and their effect on the musical outcome.

10.2 Conducting and Cross-Modal Relationships

At the basis of conducting as a communicative process lies cross-modal “translation”
involving different sensory modalities: the conductor’s bodily motion, perceived
visually by performers, affects the sound patterns performers produce—patterns
themselves generated through the performers’ bodily action. This communicative
process may have various semiotic grounds. A conducting movement pattern may
serve as a conventional symbol, whose denotation is based on arbitrary convention or
agreement, rather than on any inherent relationship between symbol (the conductor’s
movement) and its interpretant (the performed musical output). However, while such
conventional stipulations could perhaps have shaped some elementary conducting
gestures, they cannot account for thewealth of non-conceptualizedmovementswhich
convey subtle shadings of expression to performers—slight changes in tempo,minute
yet systematic deviations from the metronomic beat, shadings of dynamic change, or
gradations of articulation and accent—movements whose precise enactment shapes
musical expression and distinguishes one performance from another.

One source of cross-modal “translation” in conducting may be the multi-modal
nature of the temporal features communicated by a conductor. Features such as
beat, meter or patterns of articulation may be depicted by both auditory and non-
auditory stimuli (e.g., points of light, changes in tactile pressure, bodily motion), and
correspondingly perceived through non-auditory sense modalities—visual, tactile,
or proprioceptive (Guttman et al. 2005; Huang et al. 2012; Ross et al. 2016). Indeed,
recent studies suggest that the same brain network was activated in beat perception
tasks regardless of the sensorymodality applied—auditory, visual, or tactile (Araneda
et al. 2017). The cross-modal translation involved in conducting may employ such
supra-modal resources.

Temporal features such as beat and meter are particularly associated with motor
action, either overtly (tapping, dancing, walking, etc.) or covertly, by way of mental
preparation and simulation of action. The latter is revealed by the activation of brain
areas associated with preparation and support of motion, such as the dorsal premotor
cortex and the supplementary motor area (SMA), during passive beat perception (see
Ross et al. 2016, for research review). Notably, the association of auditory beat and
meter with bodily motion is reciprocal. Just as musical beat and meter may induce
corresponding bodilymotion,movement expressingmetrical structuremay engender
the perception of beat and meter in sound. For instance, 7-month old infants who
were bounced every two or every three beats while listening to an ambiguous rhythm,
later preferred a version of that rhythm corresponding to the metrical pattern (double
or triple) induced by their bouncing (Phillips-Silver and Trainor 2005, 2007). The
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precise association of a conductor’s movements with performed tempo and meter
may rely on this strong, possibly innate ability to induce beat and meter through
bodily motion.

Unlike such multimodal temporal features, dimensions such as loudness or pitch
are essentially auditory. This notwithstanding, such auditory dimensions may exhibit
consistently perceived correspondences with non-auditory features. Louder sound,
for instance, is associated with larger objects, and changes in loudness—with motion
in both the vertical and depth axes: crescendo with spatial rise and approach,
and diminuendo—with fall and withdrawal. Such cross-modal correspondences
(CMC)—“systematic associations found across seemingly unrelated features from
different sensory modalities” (Parise 2016)—may affect basic aspects of human
perception and cognition, including cross-modal binding in time and space (Parise
and Spence 2009), perceptual learning (Brunel et al. 2015), selective attention (Marks
2004), and the perception of spatial location andmotion direction (Pratt 1930;Maeda
et al. 2004). Such effects are often automatic, and do not necessarily rely on conscious
reflection or conceptual thought (for research reviews see Eitan 2013, 2017; Marks
2004; Spence 2011).

In the context of this paper, CMC of loudness or loudness change are of partic-
ular interest. Conductors convey loudness primarily through movement amplitude:
a wider movement signifies a louder sound (see section on controlling loudness in
conducting for more detailed discussion). Necessarily, increasing amplitude while
maintaining a steady beat implies increasing velocity; hence, louder sound is also
associated with faster movement. This practice reflects two well-established CMC
involving loudness. First, greater loudness (or “volume”) is associated with larger
size. Children as young as 3 years old, as well as adults varying in cultural back-
ground, associate louder sound with larger physical size (Lipscomb and Kim 2004;
Smith and Sera 1992; Walker 1987). This association may be based on the experi-
enced correlation between the object size and the loudness of sounds it produces.
Indeed, loudness significantly partakes in the auditory discrimination of objects’
size (Burro and Grassi 2001). Second, loudness is associated with speed, as well as
speed change. Louder music was rated as “faster” than softer music with the same
tempo (Katz 2011). Loudness changes were associated with speed changes, both in
music-induced imagery tasks (Eitan and Granot 2006; Eitan and Tubul, 2010) and
in actual motion tasks, in which children reacted to crescendi and diminuendi with
accelerating and decelerating body movements, respectively (Kohn and Eitan 2016).

Two additional CMC involving loudness partake in conductors’ movements
(expressed by left-hand gestures). First, loudness change is experientially (as well as
acoustically) associated with change in distance. In particular, loudness increase
(crescendo) serves as a fundamental signal for approach, affecting even infants
rapidly and pre-attentively (see Eitan 2013, for a research review). Second, loud-
ness change has been strongly associated with the vertical direction of motion. In
fact, listeners’ association of diminuendi (gradual loudness decrease) with spatial
descent is as strong as their association of pitch descent and spatial descent (Eitan
2013). Even when not intentionally expressed by the conductor, these CMCmay still
affect performers’ reactions.
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Notably, a conductor does not merely indicate any crescendo or diminuendo, but
rather, a particular change in loudness, with its specific amplitude envelope, duration,
and extent. Quantitativelymodeling how aspects of the conductor’smotion suggested
by loudness-related CMC, including amplitude, velocity, jerk or curvature, map onto
aspects of performed loudness levels and loudness changes would be an interesting
and necessary challenge for empirical studies of conducting.

Unlike loudness or tempo, musical dimensions such as pitch height or timbre are
not explicitly conveyed by a conductor’s movements. Nevertheless, one may inquire
whether such dimensions may still affect these movements through implicit appli-
cation of CMC. Consider pitch height, associated with several aspects of physical
space and motion. Lower pitch, for instance, is associated with low and left-hand
location, slow speed, and large physical size (Spence 2011; Eitan 2013). While Pitch
height is normally not conveyed intentionally by a conductor’s movements, CMC
of pitch and space may still affect these movements. Moreover, CMC of pitch (and
of other musical features not explicitly expressed by a conductor) may unintention-
ally affect aspects of a conductor’s posture, head and neck movements, or facial
expressions. Though not codified into an established repertoire of conducting move-
ments, such effects may still influence performers’ reactions. Exploring the effects
of implicit CMC on a conductor’s actions (including not only hand movements, but
all visible body movements, postures, and facial expressions), and correspondingly
investigating whether and how they are reflected in performers’ output, could present
an exciting new frontier for an empirical investigation of the art of conducting.

10.3 Beat

Right hand conducting gestures are primarily designed to communicate two main
rhythmic parameters: beat and meter. The beat is the inner pulse of the music. It is
a subjective, perceptual phenomenon, perceived as a regular pace determined by the
pace of musical changes in time. The frequency of beats (i.e., the mean inter-beat-
intervals per-unit of time) determines the perceived tempo of the music. The range
of tempi (Italian: plural for tempo) usually involved in human music is between
40 and 300 Beats Per Minute (BPM), corresponding to inter-beat-intervals of 200–
1500 ms (Van Noorden andMoelants 1999). The timing of musical beats is indicated
in conducting gestures by reaching points in spacewhich are characterized by distinct
kinematic properties. Theoretically, one may expect the location of the beginning of
musical beats in conducting gestures to correspond to the points of change in the
direction of the movement trajectory. Surprisingly, this seemingly trivial property of
conducting is controversial. A study by Clayton (Clayton 1986) demonstrated that
the ictus (the point in time of the beginning of the beat) is determined by the lowest
part of the trajectory along the vertical axis, either as the baton rounds the corner,
or bounces back up. Luck (2000) corroborated these findings, but also hypothesized
that the perception of timing of the ictus is affected by multiple kinematic factors
(G. Luck 2000). Later studies supported this supposition, showing that synchronicity
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in the orchestra’s playing is strongly associated with the acceleration of the baton
hand (Luck 2008; Luck and Sloboda 2009; Luck and Toiviainen 2006). Accordingly,
the perceived location of a beat was believed to be based on the position landmark
of the maxima in vertical acceleration. This finding was also validated by Wöllner
et al. (2012), who investigated the reaction of musicians to morphed conducting
gestures. Their findings indicated that musicians find it easier to synchronize with
morphed gestures (the grand averaged conducting gestures of 12 different conduc-
tors) than with real-life, individual conducting gestures. A preference for morphed
gestures may indicate that orchestra musicians form an internal model of average,
prototypical set of conducting gestures, enabling them to respond quickly to the great
variety of conductors they encounter as professional orchestral players, as long as
their conducting gestures are in line with the “prototypical” conducting technique
(Wöllner et al. 2012). Additional findings indicate that synchronization amongmusi-
cians is enhancedwhen conducting gestures resemble a kind ofmotion, similar to that
produced by gravity (Luck and Sloboda 2007). These findings are actually not in line
with the ictus being at the point of maximum acceleration, since free fall movements
involve constant acceleration. Since the direction of movement is changed at the
end of the downbeat, it is actually the point of maximum deceleration which might
be easier to detect. These findings are in line with the results obtained by Luck and
Toiviainen (2006), who showed that maximal synchronicity within the ensemble was
reached in points of maximal deceleration. They also pointed at vertical velocity as
an important factor influencing ensemble synchronicity (Luck and Toiviainen 2006).
Luck and Sloboda (2007) pointed out that gravity causes higher downward velocity,
necessitating a more marked deceleration as the gesture rounds the corner (Luck and
Sloboda 2007). These results indicate enhanced changes in velocity towards the 1st
beat compared to all other beats, predictingmore pronounced ensemble synchroniza-
tion for the downbeat (see next section for a detailed discussion on synchronization
with the meter). Another relevant finding shows a linkage between gesture curvature
and synchronicity in the ensemble’s response. Luck (2008) showed that synchronicity
is negatively correlated with the amount of curvature contained within a gesture
(Luck 2008). This adds curvature to the factors influencing conductor-ensemble
synchronization and interpretation of the ictus.

The discrepancies between findings regarding the kinematic characterization of
the ictus could derive from several factors (or their combination): a. Diversity of
conducting techniques between conductors who participated in different studies.
b. Differences in experimental methodologies and in analysis methods. c. Differ-
ences in synchronization to different beats in the meter, d. Differences in experi-
ence of following various conductors who took part in a large array of different
studies. Supportive of the last factor are results showing that synchronicity within
the orchestra is positively correlatedwith experience, introducing an additional factor
into the equation. Another finding by Luck and Toiviainen (2006) showed that musi-
cians respond with a significant delay between the perceived ictus and the actual
onset of the ensemble (Luck and Toiviainen 2006). Interestingly, musicians tend to
lag behind the beat more than non-musicians. These findings highlight the difficulty
encountered in attempting to track down the moment of the ictus. A variable delay
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in response to the ictus requires a recalculation of the results, based on orchestral
experience. Notwithstanding the methodological difficulties in characterizing the
point of ictus, there seems to be an agreement on the importance of acceleration (and
deceleration) as a major factor influencing ictus detection.

10.4 Meter

Meter is defined as the pattern in which a steady succession of rhythmic pulses are
organized (Harvard Dictionary of Music: (The new Harvard dictionary of music
2003). The organization of the beats in a meter is hierarchically defined, with the
first beat (the “downbeat”) in the meter being the most accentuated. This principle
is clearly reflected in dance music, where the meter reflects the patterns of dancing
steps, and their periodic nature. For example, the dance pattern of a waltz includes a
periodic pattern of three steps, which is also conveyed by the music. Sub-hierarchies
also exist within a meter containing more than 3 inner beats. For example, in a meter
of four, the first beat is the most accentuated, the third beat contains a lighter accent
than the first beat, while the second and fourth beats are perceived as lighter. This
hierarchical structure divides the meter of four into three sub-hierarchies. Similarly,
a meter of 5 can be hierarchically divided into two successive groups of 2 + 3
or 3 + 2, a meter of 6 into two groups of 3 + 3, etc. Conducting gestures are
specifically designed to communicate these hierarchies, through division in the space
of these hierarchical groups. The “heaviest” beat in a meter would always be the
first one (the “downbeat”) which is conducted with a downward movement, possibly
signifying the heaviness of the force of gravity. The last beat of ameter (the “upbeat”),
accumulates musical energy towards the first, heavy beat, and is conducted with
an upward movement, possibly symbolizing an increase in potential energy and
tension. The rest of the beats in any meter, are indicated by a movement to the
right or the left (see Fig. 10.1 for a detailed description of right-hand conducting

Beat 

Fig. 10.1 Conducting gestures for 2, 3, and 4 beat meters
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gestures), parallel to the ground. There is no formal explanation for the choice of
direction of the beats. However, one could speculate that there might be a kinematic-
musical explanation for choosing specific directions for specific beats in a meter. For
example, in a meter of 4, the third beat, which is partially accentuated, is conducted
in an outward movement, which allows a greater movement-amplitude, signaling
louder sound production. As discussed in the previous section, conductor-ensemble
synchronization tends to be at its highest level on the downbeat of the meter (Luck
and Sloboda 2007). There may be several explanations for this phenomenon. The
most obvious is the change inmovement direction characterizing both the upbeat and
downbeat in conducting gestures. An additional explanation derives from multiple
studies demonstrating periodic allocation of attention, affected bymetric hierarchies.
Attention level appears to be at peak towards the downbeat (Fitzroy and Sanders
2015). Taken together, it is possible that the greater synchronicity of ensembles on
the downbeat of the meter derives both kinematic factors and periodic allocation of
attention. This conjecture requires further examination in empiric studies, evaluating
the effect of meter on visual perception of movement.

10.5 Loudness

Loudness is one of themost important cues indicating character inmusic (Juslin 2000;
Juslin and Laukka 2004). Classical music compositions include detailed instructions
regarding the degree of loudness (e.g. forte and piano-Italian terms for loud and soft).
Loudness is conveyed in conducting through the amplitude of the movement, both
in theory and in practice. The larger the movement, the louder the musical outcome
(Wöllner et al. 2012). Very often in music, a steady beat is maintained, while loud-
ness changes. In this case, spatial inter-beat intervals of conducting gestures remain
constant, while amplitude and velocity will change to convey the change in loud-
ness. This alteration of movement kinematics is carried out effortless by novices in
conducting. A simple exercise recommended for the reader, demonstrates the easi-
ness with which such alteration of movement dynamics is carried out. Tapping at a
steady beat, with increasing amplitude of tapping movement (which will result in
louder taps) should prove to be of no difficulty for anyone in the general population
with no musical background. The “principle of isochrony” could prove a credible
explanation for this phenomenon. This principle indicates that the duration of move-
ments remains nearly constant, while changing amplitude, speed and acceleration. In
other words, movement duration is nearly independent of its amplitude. Two aspects
of isochronywere reported: ‘global isochrony’ (Viviani and Schneider 1991) refers to
the near constancy of the entire movement duration, while ‘local isochrony’, refers
to the observation that within more complicated movements the durations of the
internal segments are also roughly equal independently of the segments’ lengths, as
long as the entire movement is planned as a whole (Flash and Hogan 1985). Going
back to conducting, the principle of isochrony enables conductors to easily convey
expression through change in amplitude, muscle tension, curvature of movement etc.
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while maintaining a steady beat. The same would probably apply to the ensemble,
having no difficulty in keeping the pulse, while extracting relevant additional infor-
mation on loudness, sound quality, articulation etc. conveyed by various kinematic
properties of conducting gestures, which are independent of movement duration.

10.6 Articulation

Articulation can be defined as “The characteristics of attack and decay of single tones
or groups of tones, and the means by which these characteristics are produced” (The
new Harvard dictionary of music 2003). Another definition by the Grove Dictio-
nary reads: “The manner in which successive notes are joined to one another by a
performer” (GroveDictionary ofMusic andMusicians 1995). A unified definition for
articulation would encompass both duration and attack. Articulation has a substantial
effect on the emotional impact of musical performance (Juslin 2000). For example,
while sadness is associated with legato (tied) articulation, happiness is associated
with staccato (separated and short) articulation. Hence, communicating a complete
emotional characterization of the music requires clear instruction regarding articu-
lation to be included in conducting gestures. The acoustic manifestation of sound
attack and decay can be observed in 4 main stages of loudness progression of sound
in time: attack, decay, sustain and release (Hähnel and Berndt 2010). An accentuated
attack would be reflected in an abrupt decay at the attack stage of the sound, while a
softer attack would be reflected in a slower decay. Conducting gestures can portray
these acoustic changes through jerk (the rate of change of acceleration). The more
jerky a movement is, the more accentuated (i.e.-played with an accent) the sound
(Nakra et al. 2009).

The duration of sound is rather simple to control through conducting gestures.
Stopping themovement of the right-hand stops sound. This straightforward technique
is described in the following quotation from McElheran’s method of conducting:
“Simply hold the hand still when you come to the fermata, letting the note continue
as long as you wish” (McElheran 2004). Short tones (“staccato”) are represented in
conducting technique by a quick wrist movement, signifying the quick bounce of the
bow, in string players, or the tongue in wind players (Rudolf 1980, p. 16).

10.7 Motion, Emotion and Sound: Expressive Conducting,
Unraveling the Enigma

Oneof themost enigmatic features of conducting is the ability of conductors to inspire
the ensemble, at times leading to an enrapturing performance. This intriguing feature
of conducting is difficult, if not impossible to quantify. Conducting gestures alone
cannot possibly account for the great differences in musical character obtained by
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different conductors. There is, no doubt, a central role for personal charisma, facial
expression, professional authority, quality of verbal instruction, aswell asmany other
personal and professional traits underlying the ability to successfully transmit an
emotionalmessage to an ensemble.However, it is possible that one could isolate some
of the kinematic characteristics involved in communicating emotional messages in
conducting. Prior studies investigating the expressive content of human motion may
provide important information regarding conductor-ensemble emotional communi-
cation. Pollick et al. (2001) investigated point-light displays of human arm move-
ments and their ability to convey an emotional message to spectators (Pollick et al.
2001).They employed the circumplex model of emotion to evaluate the emotional
impact of movements (Russell 1980). This model (as well as other multidimensional
models of emotion) suggests that emotions can be described by a two-dimensional
circular space: activation, represented by the vertical axis, and valence, represented
by the horizontal axis. Their results indicated that the amount of activation character-
izing the emotional content of arm movements is positively correlated with velocity,
acceleration and jerk of the movement.

As mentioned before in this chapter, movement’s jerk is also an efficient method
of conveying articulation (Nakra et al. 2009). Interestingly, themotor system does not
show an inclination towards larger jerk. Rather the contrary: mathematical models
based on optimization theory (Flash and Hogan 1985; Harris and Wolpert 1998;
Todorov and Jordan 1998, 2002; Uno et al. 1989) suggest that the motor system
optimizes certain costs, those being based on either kinematic or dynamic variables
or variables related to neural activations. According to the minimum-jerk model
(Flash and Hogan 1985), a primary objective of motor coordination is to achieve
the smoothest possible hand trajectory under the circumstances. This objective was
equated with the minimization of hand jerk (the rate of change of hand acceleration),
and the specific trajectories yielding the optimal performance were mathematically
determined and compared to measured movements. Hence, jerky conducting move-
ments are less consistent with the optimal characteristics of movement. Further-
more, one would expect experienced conductors to reconcile between the principle
of jerk minimization (i.e., reducing movement jerk to a minimum), and the neces-
sity to convey articulation and emotional activation, reaching a result which would
seem more natural to the musicians and audience alike. This conjecture calls for
further investigation, focusing on jerkiness and gesture effectiveness in novice and
experienced conductors.

Timing and amplitude were also found to correlate with activation (Amaya et al.
1996). While armmovement kinematics seems to portray activation reliably, valence
does not seem to be portrayed as clearly. It is now assumed that valence is conveyed
through amultimodal combination of body postures, facial expression andmovement
kinematics. Darwin, In “The Expression of Emotion in Man and Animals”, (1872)
emphasized the importance of body postures in conveying emotions both in animals
and in humans. These views have been supported by a multitude of studies, demon-
strating the emotional impact of body posture on human spectators. It is beyond the
scope of the current book chapter to discuss static body postures, and their combi-
nation with movement kinematics in conducting. However, it seems imperative for
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future studies, investigating the emotional impact of conducting on the ensemble and
audiences, to include both static and dynamic features in their analysis of conducting.

10.8 Conclusion

Despite the growing number of studies on conducting gestures and their effect on
musical performance, conducting remains an enigmatic phenomenon. We strongly
believe that the fascinating interaction between conductor and ensemble is a holistic
phenomenon,which can only be understood by combiningmultidisciplinary research
methods, including social psychology, computational motor control (in action and
perception, alike), musicological analysis tools, physics and acoustics of musical
instruments, biomechanics of conducting and music-instrument playing, as well as
cross-modal sound-to-movement mapping.
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Chapter 11
Interaction, Cooperation
and Entrainment in Music: Experience
and Perspectives

Luciano Fadiga, Serâ Tokay, and Alessandro D’Ausilio

Abstract Complex multi-agent behavioral coordination requires the capability
of reading and sending subtle sensorimotor messages while performing a joint
action towards a shared goal. While progress has been made in the field of social
neuroscience, the neurobehavioral mechanisms underlying this kind of interac-
tion, still represent the ‘dark matter’ of cognitive neuroscience. Here we present
a series of investigations using ensemble musicians as a test-bed to explore whether
motion kinematics and advanced time-series analysis could be used to extract these
dynamics. The data we report suggests that the pattern of sensorimotor commu-
nication flow between musicians and conductors modulate joint action outcome.
Furthermore, we also demonstrate that music ensemble communication is conveyed
by movements of different body parts, each one of them containing complemen-
tary information needed for coordination. This research line has thus the poten-
tial to unravel the multi-scale and multi-channel nature of human sensorimotor
communication.

11.1 Introduction

All animal species grouping for defensive, reproductive or hunting needs have
evolved complex communicative behaviors to achieve coordinated action (Frith
2008; Rands et al. 2003; Couzin et al. 2005; Nagy et al. 2010). Humans are innately
social creatures and there is little doubt that cognition and brain organization are
shaped around this fact. Nevertheless, cognitive neuroscience took quite some time
to acknowledge that the study of cognition in isolated individuals might be an ill-
posed scientific approach. Recently however, a clear switch towards what has been
called “second person neuroscience” has led to an apparent blossoming of the study
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of the brain during real-time truly interactive scenarios (Schilbach et al. 2013; Hari
et al. 2015).

Amajor theoretical shift in this regardwas drivenby anewconceptualization of the
motor system. The motor system was once believed to be an output system, slavishly
following the dictate of the perceptual brain. However, motor processes seem to also
play a role in perceptual and cognitive functions, challenging the classical sensory
versusmotor separation andopening the doors to embodied cognition research in both
humans (Clark andGrush1999) and artificial systems (Vernon et al. 2011). In addition
to the fundamental role inmovement planning and execution, some premotor neurons
show also complex visual responses. Among them, “mirror neurons” discharge both
when the monkey executes an action and observes another individual make the same
action (Gallese et al. 1996). On the other hand, “canonical neurons” are activated
both during object-directed actions and object observation alone (Murata et al. 1997).
These discoveries have stimulated a largewealth of basicmonkey andhuman research
and after about 20 yearsweknowagreat deal of details regarding the role and function
of the motor system in action and object perception (D’Ausilio et al. 2015a).

In fact, action properties and object geometry carry reliable statistical features we
can exploit for classification. Indeed, actionsmust complywith the laws of biological
motion and body biomechanics, whereas the shape of objects/tools constrain the
interaction potentialities allowed to the human hands. All this a priori knowledge
offers a great advantage for any system that tries to optimize behavioral interaction.
In this sense, activities in the motor system are not intended as a coding schema
of the external world but rather as a generative engine to extract different levels of
features depending on context (D’Ausilio et al. 2015b). Critically, the recruitment
of motor programs, during action/object perception, constrain the active search of
specific sensory features that maximize the discrimination between two perceptual
hypotheses and/or support prediction of future information (Friston et al. 2011).

The generation of active inferences about future actions of conspecifics is central
to our capability to smoothly interact with each other and, therefore, fundamental to
the development of human cognition. An interesting research theme revolves around
the investigation of how these mechanisms are instantiated at the brain level and
how these processes are used to facilitate human-to-human interaction. In simple
terms, the quest for the understanding of how, why and when we do send and receive
implicit sensorimotor messages during complex social interaction.

11.2 The Neuro-functional Substrate of Sensorimotor
Communication

This sensory-motor conversation requires that all participants must be able to send
and receive subtle messages in the form of visual motor gestures and auditory events.
Therefore, critical for this account is the ability to encode/decode such messages.
This encoding/decoding process might be conceived as a complex and hierarchical
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input-output mapping ranging from rote sensory-motor mapping to the highest level
of human action organization (Grafton and Hamilton 2007;Wolpert et al. 2003). The
fronto-parietal networks are the best neural candidates for this computation since they
are characterized by extensive structural connections (Petrides and Pandya 2009)
supporting critical higher-level sensori-motor coordinate transformations (Rizzolatti
and Luppino 2001). The circuit connecting the anterior intraparietal sulcus (AIP) and
the posterior bank of monkey inferior arcuate sulcus (F5), for instance, has shown
interesting functional properties (Borra et al. 2008; Rozzi et al. 2006; Luppino et al.
1999). A subset of neurons in both these areas was activated by the execution of
goal-directed actions and the observation of kinematically similar actions performed
by other individuals (Gallese et al. 1996; Fogassi et al. 2005).

Originally found in monkeys by using single unit recordings, subsequent studies
have shown similar mechanisms in humans as well. Different techniques such as
transcranial magnetic stimulation (Fadiga et al. 1995), fMRI or PET (Rizzolatti
et al. 1996; Decety et al. 1997; Buccino et al. 2001; Grezes and Decety 2001) and
MEG (Hari et al. 1998) have confirmed these results. More recently, a large body
of research is also describing these mechanisms in humans by using novel methods
and approaches (Avenanti et al. 2007; Gazzola and Keysers 2009; Fazio et al. 2009;
Kilner et al. 2009; D’Ausilio et al. 2015a).

The mirror fronto-parietal circuit, due to its properties, might be particularly
important in communication between individuals, especially when coordinated
action is central (Hurley 2008; Sommerville and Decety 2006; Rizzolatti and
Craighero 2004). In fact, the other’s action might be first represented in our motor
system via mirror-like mechanisms, such that we can easily have access to “how”
the agent is doing what he’s doing (Fadiga et al. 1995; Borroni et al. 2005). This
knowledge, on one hand, will help us understand the agent’s intentions via addi-
tional inferential processes eventually based on experience and contextual informa-
tion (Iacoboni et al. 2005). On the other hand, instead, this low level sensory-motor
resonance with our own motor planning repertoire might enable efficient prediction,
anticipation and planning of appropriate actions in response or modify our behavior
online (Iacoboni et al. 1999).

Action mirroring, however, does not facilitate coordinated action per se, in fact,
coordinationmay often require the execution of very different actions between partic-
ipants. For example, if we move a heavy load together with somebody else we might
be better tracking the other’s action in a fast and efficient manner. In fact, if our
fellow produces a particular movement in one direction we need to compensate
with a concurrent and opposite action that takes into account several kinematic and
dynamic aspects of the situation. This is a clear example of coordinated action where
one individual is temporarily causing the others’ behavior (Sebanz et al. 2006).
Recently however, it has been shown that complementary action observation may
recruit human mirror neuron areas to a greater extent (Newman-Norlund et al. 2007)
thus suggesting that the human mirror system might be tuned to action coordina-
tion rather than rote action mirroring. We propose that the mirror-mechanism might
provide the means to represent the other’s action in motor coordinates rather than
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visual or symbolic (i.e. language) that in turn may result extremely useful in antic-
ipating other’s actions, planning a motor correction and hence be useful for fast
coordinated behaviors. In this context, we might use our motor internal models to
gain access to low-level control parameters implemented by the people interacting
with us. Therefore, action coordination may benefit from the ability to model others’
behavior implementation and use it as an additional prior, in a Bayesian perspective
(Friston et al. 2011).

11.3 The Use Musicians to Study Sensorimotor Processes

While engaged in naturalistic joint action, action coordination may be subject to data
availability (full body vision Vs occluded vision), context richness (known vs novel
context) or expertise in a given task (Rizzolatti and Sinigaglia 2010). If on one hand
it is clear that partly occluded vision or the presence of a reliable context reduces
the impact of low level decoding of others’ action kinematics, the case of experts is
particularly interesting. In fact, sport, dance or music experts do not obtain a simple
rough interpretation of others’ actions. Rather, expertise in these activities is all about
anticipatorily modeling of low-level movement features (Aglioti et al. 2008).

In fact, professional musicians, for instance, undergo important plastic changes
induced by extensive motor and sensory training (Elbert et al. 1995; Schlaug et al.
1995; Pantev et al. 1998; D’Ausilio et al. 2006). These anatomo-functional changes
are also paralleled by enhanced ability to discriminate subtle changes in others’
performance via predictive action simulation (Knoblich and Flach 2001; Wilson and
Knoblich 2005; D’Ausilio et al. 2010; Candidi et al. 2014). One facet of real exper-
tise may be the refinement of sensori-motor skills as well as the domain-specific
tuning of low-level sensori-motor feature extraction from others behavior. In this
vein, musicians have been extensively used with these purposes. For example, drum-
mers were used to study time processing (Cicchini et al. 2012), violinist players for
somatosensory plasticity (Elbert et al. 1995), piano players for sensori-motor inte-
gration (D’Ausilio et al. 2006) or jazz players to study creativity and improvisation
(Limb and Braun 2008).

For instance, listening tomusic evokes specific sensorimotor activity inmusicians.
This fact has been shown using various neuroimaging and neurophysiological tech-
niques (MEG: Haueisen and Knösche 2001; EEG: Bangert and Altenmüller 2003;
fMRI: Lotze et al. 2003; Bangert et al. 2006; Lahav et al. 2007; TMS: D’Ausilio
et al. 2006; Novembre et al. 2012). These results broadly suggest that a fronto-
parietal network of brain areas, usually activated by action planning and execution,
is, at least partially, recruited in the musicians’ brain when listening to rehearsed
musical segments. Similarly, the visual presentation of musical actions (e.g. videos
of hand playing a piano) evokes specificmotor brain responses (Haslinger et al. 2005;
Engel et al. 2012; Candidi et al. 2014), suggesting that musical training also gener-
ates new visuo-motor associations. Importantly, these sensorimotor activities are
triggered by sensory stimuli, even when no motor response is needed (Zatorre et al.
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2007), suggesting that long-term training produces stable sensorimotor associations.
Therefore, the motor system in musicians show mirror-like properties and it seems
plausible that this mechanism could support their orchestrated musical execution.

11.4 The Use of Ensemble Musicians to Study
Sensorimotor Communication

Recently it has been proposed thatmusic can offer a unique solution to balance exper-
imental control and ecological testing of cognition and brain functions (D’Ausilio
et al. 2015a). More interestingly, musicians especially ensemble instrumentalists, are
experts in a form of social interaction characterized by real-time non-verbal commu-
nication. Ensemble musicians train for years in order to refine skills that allow them
to accurately encode and decode subtle sensorimotor non-verbal messages with the
main purpose of establishing and maintaining a shared coordinative goal. In group
level musical coordination individuals might be conceptualized as processing units
embedded within a complex system (i.e. the ensemble) and sharing an aesthetic and
emotional goal. Each participant may thus non-verbally transmit sensory informa-
tion while in parallel decoding other’s movement. The sensory information gener-
ated by the sender is based on body movements and is transferred through the visual
(i.e., body sway, had motion), auditory (i.e., instrument sounds) and somatosensory
channels (i.e., floor vibrations). With information flowing, participants may rely on
predictive models to cope with the real-time demands of interpersonal coordination.
Thus, the musical ensemble constitutes a dynamical system that possesses important
constraints due to the fact that co-performers behave in a complex but formalized
manner dictated by musical conventions and often a musical score.

As a matter of facts, for musical ensemble playing the complexity of behavioural
coordination can be formalized as the accurate control of relative movement timing
during performance. For example, quartets exhibit a near-optimal gain, whereas
individual gains reflected contrasting strategies of first-violin-led autocracy versus
democracy group organization (Wing et al. 2014). Furthermore, the familiarity with
a co-performer’s part has dissociated effects on different levels of movement control.
Keystroke coordination was affected by predictions about expressive micro timing,
based on the performer’s own playing style rather than the co-performer’s style.
Body sway coordination was, instead, modulated by temporal predictions related to
musical phrase structure (Ragert et al. 2013). These studies are starting to shed some
initial light on the possibility that complex behavioral coordination could be based
on a hierarchy of bodymotion control, each differentially modulated by social and/or
situational factors. In this sense, ensemble music seems to be an effective test-bed
for such a domain-general capability.

On the other hand, a series of studies based on motion kinematic data acquired
from quartets or orchestras, used a complementary computational approach. These
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studies, recorded musicians playing in an ecological scenario and employed math-
ematical tools to extract natural information flow between participants. These data-
driven techniques, such as the Granger Causality method, showed that the increase
of conductor-to-musicians influence, together with the reduction of musician-to-
musician coordination was associated with quality of execution, as assessed by
musical experts (D’Ausilio et al. 2012; Fig. 11.1). A similar methodology was also
able to extract implicit dominance and leadership in quartets (Badino et al. 2014),
whereas entropy based measures distinguished between solo and ensemble perfor-
mances (Glowinski et al. 2013). Together, these studies suggest that using specific
computational tools it is possible to blindly extract the pattern of information transfer
between participants engaged in a realistic and complex interaction—without any
variables manipulation and behavioural interference.

According to themirror-matching hypothesis, one possiblemechanism supporting
behavioural coordination via sensorimotor information transfer is the motor simula-
tion of other’s behaviour. For instance, the role of motor simulation in inter-personal
coordination was investigated in pianists listening to a recording of a piece trained
with the left hand, and asked to play a complementary part with the right hand.
Interference with the motor cortex, impaired inter-personal coordination only when
the heard pieces had been trained (Novembre et al. 2012). Of further interest is the
finding that themere presence of a co-performermodulated cortico-spinal excitability
in amateur pianists asked to perform the right-hand part of a musical piece, while
the complementary left-hand part was believed to be performed by a hidden co-
performer (Novembre et al. 2012). This kind of studies might constitute a powerful
tool to study the neurophysiological role of other’s action simulation during dynamic
interaction and behavioural coordination.

At the same time other recent studies started the investigation of musical interac-
tion by complementing behavioural measures with classical metabolic and electrical
neuroimaging. For instance, it was shown that simultaneous electroencephalographic
recording in musicians playing in ensemble could be achieved with a limited amount
of motion artefacts (Babiloni et al. 2012). Following this approach it was possible
to dissociate the processes related to monitoring the self’s performance and the
joint action outcome (Loehr et al. 2013). Even more compelling is the possibility to
investigate the amount of inter-brain information flow. In fact, patterns of directed
between-brain coupling, in alpha and beta frequency ranges, was associated with the
musical roles of leader and follower (Sänger et al. 2013). Also, the increase of inter-
brain phase coherence in delta and theta frequency bands was increased in frontal and
central scalp regions during periods that presented higher demands on coordination
(Sänger et al. 2012).

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging showed the neural correlates of inter-
personal synchrony and its effect on pro-social behaviour. Synchronization was
shown to increase activity in the caudate (reward system) and predicted prosodical
behaviour (Kokal et al. 2011). Another study identified distinct cortical networks
that were selectively activated depending on the kind of cooperativeness of an inter-
action partner. Cooperative virtual partners who corrected for moderate amounts of
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Fig. 11.1 Panel a shows a picture of a motion capture recording set-up. Highlighted the markers
on the musicians head and bows. In panel b, a stick-figure representation of a quartet performin a
musical piece. In panel c, two time-series representing accelerometric data from a motion capture
recording. In panel c, a graphical description of the metrics that can be extracted from movements.
Specifically, on the left side what we called Conductor to Musicians” describe the causal drive from
the conductors towards allmusicians.On the right side,whatwenamed“Musicians toMusicians”, an
index that while removing the statistical contribution of the conductor measured the inter-musician
sensorimotor communication
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synchronization error facilitated performance and were associated with the activa-
tion of cortical midline structures linked to socio-affective processes. Virtual partners
who over-compensated for errors led to poor inter-agent synchronization and the acti-
vation of lateral prefrontal areas associated with executive functions and cognitive
control (Fairhurst et al. 2013). Also, leader-follower dynamics in inter-agent coordi-
nation showed that agency related brain regions were strongly activated in leaders,
consistent with their greater self-focus (Fairhurst et al. 2014).

In summary, the basic building blocks enabling social dominance, leadership, or
cooperativeness might be effectively be studied in ensemble musicians through the
use of multi-dimensional approaches (involving combinations of brain imaging and
stimulation, kinematic measures of large-scale body movements, and measures of
sensorimotor synchronization at the millisecond time scale). These basic social and
cognitive processes can be generalized to similar, not necessarily musical, cognitive
phenomena. In fact, the human capacity for music might have evolved as a tool
that fosters social bonding and group cohesion in general (Kirschner and Tomasello
2010).

Group levelmusical coordination can be considered as amicrocosmof social inter-
action, where individuals function as processing units embedded within a complex
system (i.e. the ensemble) whose goal entails aesthetic and emotional communica-
tion. Each unit possesses the capability to transmit sensory information non-verbally,
as well to decode other’s movement via the mirror matching system. As informa-
tion flows along these two channels simultaneously, each unit—and the system as
a whole—relies upon predictive models to meet the real-time demands of inter-
personal coordination. Thus, the musical ensemble constitutes a dynamical system
that possesses important constraints due to the fact that co-performers behave in a
complex but formalized (rule-based) manner dictated by musical conventions and
often a notated score. We argue that these constraints are beneficial from an exper-
imental perspective. The score played by the musicians, the inherently rewarding
experience of achieving interpersonal synchrony, and the intuitive and natural form
of social interaction collectively translate into ready-made experimental tasks, high
levels of intrinsic motivation, and rich ecological settings.

11.5 The Case of Orchestras and Quartets

In a series of studies, we measured sensorimotor communication via the Granger
algorithm, applied to movement orchestras and quartets kinematics. The Granger
methodology tests whether knowledge of one signal significantly increase prediction
accuracy of the future state of another signal (Granger 1969). In other terms, the
algorithmmeasureswhether onemusician behavior has any influence on the behavior
of another musician.

Our first study specifically focused on the communication dynamics between
orchestra conductors and the musicians (D’Ausilio et al. 2012). We described the
complex pattern of sensorimotor communication in the orchestra scenario as well
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as the effect of such interaction on the perceived quality of the musical output.
We showed that the driving-force strengths towards musicians and communica-
tion strength among players was modulated across pieces. Interestingly, when the
increased influence of the conductor was paralleled by a significant reduction in
inter-musician communication, the musical piece was better rated by independent
professional musicians. Rather, when the conductor exerted an increased drive, while
this was not paralleled by a reduction in inter-musician influences, resulted in worse
musical performance.We concluded that a simple increase in conduction drive might
be detrimental to perceived quality if this is not followed by a reduced inter-musician
interaction (Fig. 11.2).

Fig. 11.2 This figure shows a graphical description of the main results obtained by our 2012 study
(D’Ausilio et al. 2012). Here we related the two indexes derived by the application of the Granger
algorithm to movement kinematics—“Conductor to Musicians” and “Musicians to Musicians”—
and quality of performance. Quality of performance was provided by expert musician on several
dimensions including technical and esthetic aspects. Results shows that good performance was
associated to large “Conductor to Musicians” drive paralleled by a reduction in “Musicians to
Musicians” communication
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The second study, on the behavioral coordination in quartets, showed that informa-
tion flow between all musicians as a group, was larger during segments characterized
by technical coordination difficulty. These effects corroborate the hypothesis that
musicians coordinate behavior by maximizing their coordinative efforts in specific
and criticalmoments in time. Furthermore,we could show the emerging of an implicit
hierarchy between musicians, with the first violin being most frequently the leader of
the group. Then, by applying a perturbation to the communication pattern between
the first violin and the rest of the quartet, we evidenced specific changes in group
sensorimotor communication. Inter-musician communication increased whereas the
driving force originated from the first violin (the only one knowing when and what
alteration to perform) decreased.

The perturbation forces an artificial and temporally confined change in the group
dynamics. Such an approach, although it introduces a rather unnatural condition to the
normal musical performance is the only reliable method to infer a relation between
our Granger-derived indexes and musicians’ behavior. Specifically, the increase in
inter-musician communication was probably a result of increased uncertainty and
thus the need for greater information transfer. On the other hand, behavior of the
first violin was particularly interesting since he did reduce his drive towards other
musicians. This result can be interpreted in the framework of action anticipation
abilities. In fact, quartet musicians can derive coordinative information from the
score, as well as from models of others’ behavior. Strong musical expertise, as well
as continuous rehearsal as an ensemble, certainly helps in increasing reliability and
specificity of these models. In our perturbation approach, we suddenly make the
score information almost useless and other’s behavior more unpredictable.

Therefore, musicians might need to shift from a mainly feed-forward control to
a more feed-back based strategy. However, reliance on a feed-back strategy do not
permit fast and accurate motor control due to inherent temporal delays in sensory
signal (Wolpert et al. 1995; Wolpert and Kawato 1998) and multi-agent coordination
(Wolpert et al. 2003). In fact, the advantage of modeling other’s behavior is that
we can anticipate and sample incoming sensory information less frequently and
mainly to confirm our hypotheses on the environment. Therefore, in this experiment
musicians probably had to completely shift their normal manner of communication,
possibly “reading” others’ behavioral cues in real-time while “sending” informative
signals more often. Therefore, we interpret the reduction in driving force from the
first violin as a reduced efficacy in communication caused by the abrupt departure
from a learned manner of communication.

Behavior complexity, together with almost negligible lags in performance (Kokal
and Keysers 2010) suggests that purely reactive mechanisms cannot be effective.
Others’ action anticipation is a necessary prerequisite for successful joint action
control (Knoblich and Jordan 2003; Pecenka and Keller 2011). Generally speaking,
expertise has been shown to support other’s action classification by modeling future
information earlier (Aglioti et al. 2008) and with greater detail (Calvo-Merino et al.
2005). Our musicians were almost at the top level of musical skills, thus suggesting
that a strong degree of anticipation of others’ action was taking place.
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Beyond global descriptions of musician’s pattern of relationships, the complexity
of these kinds of scenario could also be exploited to distinguish and evaluate the
existence of multiple channels of communication as well as their respective role in
efficient coordination. In previous studies, one representative kinematic parameter
was used to extract global coordination (D’Ausilio et al. 2012; Badino et al. 2014).
However, we know that movements of different body parts may convey substantially
different types of information. For instance, bow movements in violinists directly
control the sound output (i.e., instrumental gestures), whereas complementary torso
oscillations may serve a secondary communicative purpose (ancillary gestures;
D’Ausilio et al. 2015b). More importantly, movements of different body parts may
act as different channels of communication, possibly with different roles depending
on the specific communication mode. For example, within a quartet, musicians have
specific roles while in orchestras, musicians generally play in distinct sections (e.g.
sections of violinists). This means that in the orchestra scenario, different modes of
communication coexist: a complementary coordination with the conductor and other
musicians, in parallel with an imitative coordination with musicians of the same
group (playing the same score).

In a recent study (Hilt et al. 2019), we demonstrated that the pattern of sensori-
motor information carried by two selected movements (head and bow) are distinct.
Bow kinematics exhibit a robust leader-follower relationship between the conductor
and the two violinists’ sections. This pattern is robust and is not affected by the exper-
imental manipulation of the sensorimotor information flow (perturbed condition)
except for a decrease in communication between the first section and the conductor.
Perturbation consisted in a 180 degrees’ rotation of the first line of violinist, such that
the conductor has direct visual contact with the second line only. The fact that the
perturbation did not dramatically alter the information exchanged via instrumental
movements suggests an important role ofmemory, score reading and residual sensory
cues. Ancillarymovements, instead, are supposed to convey slower frequency signals
possibly related to the expressive component of musical execution, which is more
likely to be affected by perturbation of the interaction dynamics. In fact, in head data,
the perturbation produced clear alteration of the communication pattern. Communi-
cation between the first section and the conductor or the second section was reduced.
At the same time, communication between the second section and the conductor
increased in both directions. This global increase suggests a greater need for infor-
mation exchange during the perturbation. Instead,moving to the relationship between
first and second line, we observe a complete reversal of their mutual communication.
Before the perturbation, the first section provided larger causal drive towards the
second, while after, the second section lead the first. During the perturbation, the
first section no longer had visual contact with the conductor, significantly reducing
his role in leading orchestra dynamics. Although violinists of the second section did
not actually change their position, they seem to increase their normal communica-
tion with conductors, while at the same time they dramatically change the way the
communicate with S1 (Fig. 11.3).
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Fig. 11.3 Graphical description of the results obtained in a study investigating hand and arm
movements in orchestras. Here we manipulated the information flow between the conductor, the
first and the second line of violinists. The perturbationwas a half-turn rotation of thefirst section, thus
facing the second line. Perturbation to this system produces a reconfiguration of the sensorimotor
communication network leading to a new centrality of the second line. Interestingly, effects were
mostly limited to ancillary movements, which are supposed to convey the expressive component of
musical performance

11.6 Concluding Remarks

In conclusions, the present studies show independent confirmations that Granger
methods onmovement kinematicsmeasure informationflowbetween complexmulti-
agent interactions. Measuring the temporal deployment of sensori-motor communi-
cation between several individuals, in a realistic scenario, opens to a series of impor-
tant applications. In fact, current communication analyses hardly offer quantitative
results when dealing with complex natural situations. At the same time, our data
hint to the fact that efficient sensori-motor communication, may not reside in the
unspecific increase in information transfer. One intriguing possibility we suggest is
that the fabric of expert interaction is not the ability to communicate per se, but rather
the ability to modulate such information transfer when this is more necessary.

Critically, this line of research has merely scratched the surface of one of the most
underexplored issue in neuroscience. In fact, our data suggest that sensorimotor
communication travels through multiple channels, each with a potentially different
bandwidth and serving different purposes during behavioral coordination. If on one
hand we know that informational exchange might happen at multiple time scales
(i.e. instrumental and ancillary movements), on the other we do not know exactly
which kind of information and how it is channeled through body movements, the
degree of awareness of these exchanges, the role played by expertise andmost impor-
tantly its effect coordination efficacy. These are the fundamental questions that, when
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answered, will move our understanding from an incomplete and local description of a
complex phenomenon to a real grasp on how groups of individuals manage to gather
together to become one entity.

Addendum

The Phenomenology of Musical Motricity: Perspectives from an Orchestra
Conductor (by Serâ Tokay)

Own-Body, Kinesthesia and Music

I have always considered particularly useful the phenomenological approach to
examine the experience of the musician interpreting the works of the classical reper-
toire (Tokay, 2016). The instrumentalist’s sensorimotor experience is the “place”
where it is possible to bring together the muscular kinaesthesia of the instrumental
gesture, the reactivation of the creative intuition of the composer and the empathic
resonance resulting from what other musicians and the music-lovers hear. As musi-
cian and philosopher, my approach makes use of a theory of the constitutive func-
tion of the kinaesthetic system derived from the work of Husserl (1966, 1982),
re-oriented, in the direction of a theory of the constitution of the musical sound,
insofar as the latter emanates from the sensorimotor activity of the musician. In
the following sections, inspired by Husserl’s perspective, I will start discussing the
empathic process linking conductor, musicians and audience, I will then continue
along the theory of an active production, controlled by the technical savoir-faire of the
musicians and by the psychophysical bidirectional link established by the conductor
with them. Finally, I will examine the experimental results presented in this chapter
from a perspective centered on a theory of the aesthetic object (the musical object
insofar as it responds to the artistic norms of harmony). My approach has been
developed in opposition to the physicalist reduction of the aesthetic dimension of
the musical sound through its analysis in terms of physical properties of acoustic
oscillations (von Helmholtz 1990; Xenakis 1971; Boulez 1987).

Empathy and Motor Entrainment

As ‘Einfühlung’ Lipps (1903) defined the lively feeling of being-self which an
observer is able to derive from the aesthetic contemplation of another being in move-
ment. He emphasized the direct way in which, without any intermediary judgment, a
human being can get immersed in another interior life via observation of the facial and
corporeal expressions of the other. Husserl noted that the perceptual recognition of
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the other requires an appreciation of his body as own body, and he amplified Einfüh-
lung into a dynamic process of co-constitution, the constitution of a common world
across the intentions and actions of the self and of others. In the same perspective
as the co-constitution of a life-world, but by withdrawing from any transcendental
abstraction into amore concrete and bodily field, I take account of those participating
in a concert. Themovements of the instrumentalists, all of whom are oriented towards
the same musical “ideas”, frame the horizon within which the sounds produced take
on the value of musical sounds for those in the audience.

Conducting an Orchestra: Coordination or Anticipation?

Here I would like to stress that the integration of the actions of the instrumentalists
engaged in playing a musical work depends upon the conductor’s power of antici-
pation. This anticipation depends upon a motor apprehension of musical time. The
result of a quite special technical mastery of the movement of the hands and arms.
The speed with which neuromuscular innervation is produced enables the conductor
to elicit a haptic analogue of the motor intentions of the instrumentalist. As for the
musicians, this anticipation of the kinaesthetic temporality of their own movements
by those of the conductor is necessary if one is to grasp the expressive intentions
guiding the hands, the gaze, the breath and the bodily posture of the conductor.
Without all this it is impossible to understand the affective character of the work,
its temporality and its rhythm. According to this view, conducting does not mean to
create a hierarchical subordination between the micro-intentions of the instrumental-
ists and the directional intentions of the conductor. Conversely, there is a continuous
alternation between the common goal (harmony) and the singular goals of individual
musicians, regulated by a collective desire to play the work as well as possible.

As an example I would like to remember the very start of the 4th Symphony of
Schumann, which begins with an A without rhythm in tutti, where a rhythm in ¾ has
to be conducted in 6 times interspersed with silences, and in an atmosphere agitated
by a continual alternation between forte-piano and crescendo-diminuendo, against
a background of rubato. In this context the entire orchestra shares a single telos to
intuit a tempo. In such a tempestuous climate each musician has to count his quavers
individually, even while sharing the same sense of time, whose unity is established
by an empathic relation with the movements of the conductor.

Discussion of Some Experimental Results

1. The Driving Force of the Conductor

In this work we have analyzed the kinematic recordings of violin players belonging
to a chamber orchestra while playing pieces of Mozart under the direction of two
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different conductors. As Driving Force, we considered the amount of causality
between conductor’s hand and baton velocities and violinists’ bows determined
according to Granger’s method. This concept of causality depends on the idea that
when one has two variables which are relatively independent (like the respective
trajectories of the hands of the musicians and of the conductor), but which depend
upon each other in such a way that knowledge of the past values of one trajectory
make it possible to predict the value of the other (the conductor getting ahead of
the musicians), the first ‘causes’ the second (in Granger’s sense of that word). The
comparison of the curves described by a recording of the conductors’ batons and
the bows of the violinists show that the invited conductor (who directs in advance)
exerts a driving force over the musicians that is both more frequent and stronger
than that of the principal conductor. A comparison of the curves recording the bows
of the violinists when they play under the direction of the 2 conductors shows that
the driving force exerted by the musicians on each other is that much weaker when
the driving force of the conductor is stronger and when he figures as the source of
the unity of the ensemble. It is plausible that the measure of the conductor’s driving
force represent an acceptable quantification of the intersubjective experience that we
describe from a phenomenological point of view with the concept of motor empathy
acting between the conductor and the musicians.

2. The leadership of the conductor as soft entrainment

In an orchestra, the leadership exerted by the conductor consists in getting his musi-
cians to play together. So it should be possible to measure the efficiency of the
conductor by the degree of entrainment he instils in the orchestra. But unlike the
metronome, which achieves a perfect synchronization without any musical value,
the entrainment of the orchestra owes its aesthetic character to a subtle modulation
of the dynamics of the entrainment (soft entrainment). The emergence of a collective
rhythm on the basis of the individual rhythms of the musicians considered as coupled
oscillators is made possible by a phase synchronization in the oscillations, which is
mathematically described by the Kuramoto model (Kuramoto 1984). An index of
synchronization measuring the soft entrainment of the orchestra is calculated for
each measure, and for each conductor. This index, coupled with an evaluation of the
artistic quality of the execution, offers a criterion for the efficiency of the leadership
of the conductor, one that confirms the score already obtained. The most efficient
conductor is the one who exerts the most considerable influence on the musicians.
The convergence of the results obtained with the same participants in applying two
different mathematical models to the data recorded, the one issuing from economet-
rics (Granger causality), the other from the analytic mechanics of coupled oscillators
(Kuramotomodel) proves that anticipation is essential to the direction of an orchestra,
whatever the theoretical model employed.

3. Extended empathy through ancillary movements

This experiment has looked at significant differences between the ancillary move-
ments of the head of the musicians when the musicians benefit from a normal vision
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of the movements of the conductor, and when part of them (the first row) are turned
by 180°, and can only obtain indirect information on tempo, upbeat, bow move-
ments, nuances, beats, fermata, etc. through the visual observation of the gestures
of musicians of the second row that does enjoy a direct vision of the conductor.
The recordings in question have been made with the overture to Rossini’s Opera:
Il Signor Bruschino. Results were clear: the musicians who are unable to see the
conductor make more ancillary movements of the head than when they are able
to see her/him. This difference is a measurable characteristic of the movement, a
geometrical precursor of the intentional orientation of this movement, indicative of
the effort the musicians are obliged to make to mitigate with ancillary movements
their less than optimal condition. They are able to compensate for the lack of vision
of the conductor with glances at the instrumental movements of their colleagues in
the other group facing them. If they nevertheless still remain ensemble, it is only
because all the musical information provided by their conductor has been relayed to
them by the instrumental movements of this other group of musicians. And so it is
that a common behavioural pattern emerges, one that constitutes an inter-subjective
field of intentions expressed through gestures encompassing the musicians of both
groups. Here, the experimentalmanipulation achieves an exceptional extension of the
inter-subjective space of communication, putting to the test the conductor’s ability
to convey his artistic intentions no matter how great the distance to be crossed.

What Can We Learn from These Investigations?

In summary, and from my perspective, these are the main outcome of this
investigation:

(1) In the body of the musician, from which every affectively qualified action
proceeds, converge both the experiences of the interpreter and of the auditor.

(2) Only a conductor capable of an auto-affective anticipation finds herself in a
position to promote the emotive and motivating principle necessary for the
musician to play well.

(3) An orchestra confronting its conductor awaits from her a non-verbal motor
communication, which in turn depends upon her capacity to surpass the initially
inevitable affective confrontation with the orchestra by being ahead of herself
through a perfectly mastered gestural strategy.

(4) As a function of its bodily mastery, our understanding of musical experi-
ence requires both a subjective reflexivity of a phenomenological order and
an objectivity derived from a neuroscientific approach.
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Part IV
The Arts: Digital Arts



Chapter 12
Artistic Practices in Digital Space:
An Art of the Geometries of Movement?

François Garnier

Abstract Tamar Flash, Alain Berthoz, and Daniel Bennequin have suggested that
we, humans, are using different cognitive geometrical strategies to perceive space
depending on the type of environment, the actionwe perform, and the spatial distance
of its realization with respect to the observer. Various brain networks using different
geometries are involved in these different action spaces. Therefore this type of percep-
tual structuring of our environment should also influence the way we represent in
arts the spaces that surround us. Here we hypothesize that it should be possible
to find structural analogies between these different perceptual geometric strategies
and the modes of representation used in different visual arts such as in painting,
sculpture, traditional and stereoscopic cinema, and new forms of spatial mediation,
immersive spaces, and virtual reality. We give examples of pictorial representations,
which suggest that that the notion of “formats” in visual arts, which are still used by
creators, could be explained by their capacity to express the different dimensions of
expression of the “geometries of movement.”

12.1 Introduction

In their recent works, Tamar Flash, Alain Berthoz, and Daniel Bennequin1 submit
that we use different geometric cognitive strategies to perceive our environment and
act upon it depending on the type of action we engage in and the spatial distance of
its realization.

This type of perceptive structuration of our environment should influence the
way we represent the spaces that surround us. As a practice aiming to reproduce or

1Bennequin et al. (2009).
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transcribe our relationship to theworld, even to appropriate it, art should be influenced
by these cognitive processes. In this article, we hypothesize that it should be possible
to find structural analogies between these geometric perceptual strategies and the
modes of representation used in art and communication.

First, on the basis of these articles and discussions with their authors, we will
attempt to show how these perceptive spaces structure our environment according to
the distance of considered actions.

Wewill then briefly present various visual arts practices in an attempt to see which
representation strategies have been employed by artists to share similar actions: in
the plastic arts, painting and sculpture, in traditional and stereoscopic cinema, and
in new forms of spatial mediation such as immersive spaces and virtual reality.

It is not our intention to prove or demonstrate anything in particular, but rather to
propose (or initiate) an open consideration—subjective and perfectible, of course—in
view of developing hypotheses.

12.2 Structure of Perceptive Spaces

By basing ourselves on the descriptions provided by Alain Berthoz and Daniel
Bennequin in their article,2 we will attempt to schematically represent the spaces
of action/perception that structure our environment.

We are aware that this representation by distance is reductive and that in
movement, time is inseparable from space, both in its prediction and in its realization.

These areas are defined by specific geometric cognitive strategies, linked to types
of actions envisaged or carried out. Their limits, if we try to describe them in distance,
are therefore not fixed and must be imagined as flexible envelopes evolving in time
according to the action envisaged and its context of execution. The way they fit
together could be compared to a Russian doll.

This oriented choice, to approach the geometries of movement by their spatial
expression, is motivated by the type of artistic expression wewill study in this article,
the visual arts. It would be interesting to develop a similar reflection structured by a
time scale, by analyzing the arts of time such as music and living art, dance, theatre,
performance…

Body Space: (From Inside the Body to 20 cm)
Body space, which is reconstructed in a ‘body schema’ in networks located in the
temporo-parietal junction, was first shown in epileptic patients by the neurologist
Wilder Penfield in Canada, who identified this brain region as responsible for ‘aware-
ness of body schema and spatial relationships’. It is known that this schema takes into
account all the mechanical and dynamic properties of the real physical body, and
it has also been proposed that the temporo-parietal junction contains an ‘internal
model’ of gravity (Bennequin, Berthoz 2017).

2Bennequin and Berthoz (2017).
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This first space can be considered as that of awareness of the self, of one’s body,
of one’s otherness. It includes the feeling of the position of the body (body schema),
its weight and orientation, its limits, the skin, the sensations of contact and of close
proximity. This first space begins deep within the body and surrounds it to a distance
of approximately 20 cm.

Prehension Space (Near Action): From 0 to 20 cm to 1 to 2 m Near action and
prehension space, which is equivalent to the space at which we can reach things with
the extended hand. In this space the geometries have to include forces and dynamic
properties of the objects that one manipulates or obstacles that we may encounter.
Simplifying laws of movement are at work to control gestures. Actions can be made
in egocentric reference frame or in object centered reference frame or, if another
person is involved, in heterocentric reference frame (Bennequin, Berthoz 2017).

This “prehension space” is superimposedon thefirst one (body space) and includes
the entire space on which we can act without having to move our body (ambulation).
It therefore includes elements outside our body, accessible objects and people with
which we can potentially act or interact by extending the arm. This space allows us
to change our system of reference (egocentric, heterocentric, or object-centric) by
projecting ourselves into external centers of interest to feel their nature. Its default
limit is that of the extended arm, but can be lengthened by using a tool. It starts at
what is no longer our body, 0 to 20 cm from our skin, up to a variable limit depending
on the context ranging from 1 m for the arm, and can be extended to 2 m or more by
a tool.

Locomotor Space (Far Action Space): From 1 to 2 m to 10 to 20 m Far action
space, that is the space that we reach with a short locomotor trajectory (typically a
room). In this space it has been shown that optimizing principles induce stereotyped
trajectories. Both ego-centric and allocentric reference frames can be used as well as
heterocentric ones. Evidence shows that the neural networks involved in this space
are not the same as those for near action space (Bennequin, Berthoz 2017).

Locomotor space is the visible space inwhichwe can safely predict ourmovement.
It is limited by what blocks our vision (walls, objects, people). Its surface is therefore
heavily dependent on the nature of our environment and is limited to short and
predictable trajectories, which are updated according to events. The authors indicate
that, in this space, egocentric, allocentric, and heterocentric systems of reference
can be used. It starts when we can no longer touch, Prehension Space (about 1 to
2 m) and stops when our senses no longer allow us to predict a safe movement. Its
maximum circumference therefore varies greatly over time and depending on the
context, ranging from a few meters to several dozen meters.

Environmental Space (Navigation—Imagined Motion): From 10 to 20 m
to Infinity
Environmental navigation space, that cannot be explored by a short walk. Typically a
city or a park that requires an allo-centric cartographic coding to be able to navigate
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Fig. 12.1 Spatial structure of the space-time geometries

and find new paths. In addition to this modularity recent studies have identified
multiple reference frames and different neural structures for ‘ego-centric’ (referred
to an observer own body viewpoint), ‘allo-centric’ (map like, independent of an
observer view point), or even “hetero-centric” (taking another person as a reference).
This diversity of reference frame has given rise to a number of terminologies (like
first or third person perspective etc.) (Bennequin, Berthoz 2017).

This is the space that is not directly accessible to us, out of physical or visual reach.
It seems that we have several strategies available to us to create imagined represen-
tations of our distant environment, as well as the actions we might accomplish there
(paths, models, maps, cosmogonies, etc.).

On the basis of these descriptions, it is possible to propose a first representation of
the zones of perception of our environment by distance, responding to the definition
of “the geometries of motion” (Fig. 12.1).

If the visual arts can be considered as paradigms aiming to reproduce or transcribe
our relationship to the world, they should prove to be influenced, or even guided,
by these perceptive processes. The various practices of representation in art were
codified in the framework of a dialogue, an engaged sharing among artists who
wanted to show actions in space and spectators who wanted to perceive them. Those
uses define selections of image, space or time, modes of composition, and the codes
through which artistic mediation is expressed.

It should therefore be possible to find structural analogies between these cogni-
tive processes and the modes of representation used in art and communication. We
propose to study the formats and codifications of use specific to different visual arts
and with regard to “geometries of movement”.
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12.3 The “Space-Time Geometries” Theory Approach
in the Visual Arts

The various practices in the visual arts can be considered as so many paradigms for
representing the world. They are differentiated, among other things, by the mate-
rial support whose technical characteristics they employ (stone, wood, paper, film,
digital media, etc.) and by the dimensionalities of their geometric expressions (space
and time). Wood can thus be both a support in graphic arts, expressed in two spatial
dimensions (painting, drawing) and in sculpture, expressed in three spatial dimen-
sions. Photographic film can be a timeless medium in photography and the support
of action in cinema by integrating the temporal dimension of movement (Fig. 12.2).

We will begin by examining the older practices of the graphic arts that are
expressed in two spatial dimensions (painting, drawing, photography) on a variety
of two-dimensional supports (wood, stone, paper, film, digital media), and sculpture,
which is expressed in three spatial dimensions on three-dimensional supports (wood,
stone, digital media). Then we will study more recent practices such as the moving
image, cinema, and video, which are expressed in two spatial dimensions and one
time dimension, on supports such as film and digital media. And we will end with
new forms of immersive mediation that are expressed in three spatial dimensions
and one temporal dimension, in digital media, virtual worlds, and virtual reality.
These spatial-temporal media dynamically involve the spectator’s body in the act of

Fig. 12.2 Basic graph of visual arts
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Fig. 12.3 Painting and sculpture

mediation, activating both the predictive and active potentials of the “geometries of
movement”.

In the Visual Arts
The visual arts include graphic arts such as drawing and painting, expressed on
flat surfaces, and sculpture, expressed via three-dimensional supports. Works are
generally in the form of physical objects exposed to viewers. There are two contexts
in these approaches in which “geometries of movement” can be expressed, that of
display—the relation between the viewer and the work—and that of the relationships
among the various components that make up the work (Fig. 12.3).

In France there are three classic canvas painting formats: “figure”, “paysage”, and
“marine” (portrait, landscape, and marine).3

One of the most common genres in painting4 and sculpture5 is the portrait,
presenting the head and shoulders of the subject as a bust. The portrait is most
often painted in the “figure” format, and in general presents static subjects on a real-
istic scale. The work is displayed in a vertical frame at eye level, viewers placing
themselves face to face, at a touching distance, (prehension space) of about 1.5 m.

At a distance of about 1.5 m, or a “prehension space” type distance. The subject
may be shown in the presence of an object or another subject, most often within
reach. It is not uncommon that an action of touching or gazing connects the elements,
opening the possibility of egocentric, heterocentric,6 or object-centric reference. In
works of this typewe thereforefind several of the characteristics described in “prehen-
sion space”, both in themodes of display and in the intra-work relationships: distances
inviting possible or actual prehension, generally static characters, and the possibility
of changed systems of reference (egocentric, object-centric, and heterocentric).

3André Béguin, Dictionnaire technique de la peinture: Pour les arts, le bâtiment et l’industrie,
volume 1, articles “châssis” and “organisation des surfaces”, ed. A. Béguin, 2001, p. 263.
4“Girl with a Pearl Earring”, Johannes Vermeer, 1665.
5“Character Head 9”, Franz Xaver Messerschmidt,1770.
6“Gabrielle d’Estrées and one of her sisters”, unknown artist, 1594.
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Another classic painting format, the “paysage” (landscape) format, often
employed horizontally, seems to correspond more specifically to the characteris-
tics of “locomotor space”. This format is generally used to paint landscapes seen
from human height, inviting us to dynamically explore the space represented7 or to
immerse ourselves in active groups by identifying ourselves with the protagonists.8

“Locomotor space” could be associated with full-length sculpture, especially
when bodies are in motion, for example walking, as in equestrian sculpture.9 It
is interesting to note that full-length sculptures are generally presented on high
pedestals, placing them out of reach of viewers (spectators), and inviting them to
walk around the sculpture.10 We can also consider sculpted Greek friezes illustrating
scenes of action that invite us to walk around the building, and classical gardens that
invite us to stroll from sculpture to sculpture.

The “marine” format, more elongated, seems particularly adapted to “environ-
mental space” type representations. As its name indicates, it was used, among other
things, to represent vast expanses of sea and inaccessible boats, but also—in classical
painting—battlefields or cities seen from a high position. However, there are many
other strategies in drawing for representing “environmental space”, including allo-
centric plan-type representations, maps, or cosmogonies.11 In sculpture, it is models
that, by playing on reductions of scale, place us in plunging and allocentric points
of view facing vast expanses.12

There do not appear to be any standard “body space” formats, though certain
works, particularly representations focused on details, appear to directly address our
bodies by awakening internal sensations. Via a mirror effect, it is possible to feel the
physical presence of the other through the trace of a hand on a prehistoric wall13 or
in the sculpted representation of a caress14; to perceive the scent of a flower or the
taste of a fruit in a still life; or to be caught in painful empathy upon seeing a detail
of a tortured body.

Following this survey, there appear to be correlations between “geometries of
movement” and the formats and practices of the visual arts, not only in the content
of works, the subjects represented, and their actions, but also in the ways the works
are shown, placing spectators/viewers in one or another of these “geometries of
movement”.

7“Paris Street; Rainy Day”, Gustave Caillebotte, 1877.
8L“e Moulin de la Galette”, Pierre Auguste Renoir, 1876.
9“Louis XIV”, Louis Petitot, 1836.
10“David”, Michelangelo, 1501–1504.
11“Map of Hell”, Sandro Botticelli, 1485.
12“Le plan voisin”, Le Corbusier, 1925.
13“Chauvet-Pont-d’Arc”,Cave 36,000 BP.
14“The Cathédrale”, Auguste Rodin, 1908.
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Fig. 12.4 2D-3D cinema

We based our work mainly on examples from classical Western painting and
sculpture. It would be very interesting to open this discussion to African and Asian
arts, as well as to prehistoric art forms.

In Traditional and Stereoscopic Cinema
Since the advent of film and the invention of cinema at the end of the nineteenth
century, artists have been producing two-dimensional and temporal works, moving
images that articulate successive points of view and actions in time. This paradigm
is of a different nature from the visual arts in terms of forms of display. In the cinema
screening room, the images are immaterial (light) and follow each other within the
fixed frame of the screen. Spectators are static, not moving, but they are positioned
subjectively in the different points of view of the filmed places by the use of different
types of shot (Fig. 12.4).

Because the proportions and size of the images are fixed by the screen and the
projection distance, the type of shot in cinema is defined according to the content
and the presence of the actor in the image. Filmmakers speak of “extreme close-up”
or “close-up”, framing the eyes or face; the “medium close shot” when the actor is
filmed from the torso, waist, or knees up; the “full shot” when the feet are included;
and the “long shot” when the character becomes secondary to the environment.15 As
with painting formats, it is possible to find correlations between this scale of framing
and the various “geometries of movement”.

But cinema cannot be reduced to frame: the other key element of film language is
editing, the articulation of the images and actions in time. Types of editingwere devel-
oped to address specific types of actions. For example, the principle of “shot/reverse
shot” editing alternates egocentric and heterocentric “medium shots” of actors in
static positions, especially during dialogue or the manipulation of objects. It is used
in the distances and for the gestures characteristic of “prehension space”. The cinema
provides similar editing responses to actions of touch and gaze, as well as in dialogue.

15Arijon (1983).
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Might gaze and speech be seen as proprioceptive “tools” that make it possible to
“touch”, to test our immediate environment, and if so, could such actions bemodelled
as cognitive geometries?

In the “locomotor space” zone, another form of editing, “cutting on the move-
ment”, is used, in particular in chase or fight scenes. It edits the action in “medium
shots” and “long shots” and often includes subjective tracking shots, directly placing
viewers in the point of view of the moving character.

Close-ups and establishing shots are used as inserts to punctuate the action or the
dialogue, either to focus our attention on an emotion or on what the actors are feeling
(body space), or to position actors in their environment (environmental space).

With stereoscopy, a simulation of binocular vision, cinema integrates an additional
spatial dimension. Viewers are invited to participate in a novel perceptual experience
that immerses them in a spatial point of view. They no longer perceive a flat image,
but objects distributed in front of and behind the screen, the proximity of which
they can physically evaluate. When viewers watch a stereoscopic film, they are more
strongly mobilized corporally than in traditional cinema.16 It is thus not uncommon
in 3D cinemas to see viewers reach out to “touch” shapes or faces positioned closest
to them (prehension space), or, though sitting in their seats, to contract their muscles
during action sequences (locomotor space).

We also see a change in editing practices in stereoscopy, expressed by the use
of longer shots and more frequent use of subjective tracking shots. Viewers need
more time to immerse themselves in the space, to feel the presence of actors or the
deployment of a movement.

In a previous article,17 I examined the changing use of the camera by directors
when they film in stereoscopy. I studied how, in stereoscopy, the notion of distance
to the subject takes precedence over the notion of frame that codifies editing in
traditional cinema.18 I thus proposed, when defining types of shots in stereoscopy,
to substitute for the classic framing values (close-up, medium shot, full shot, etc.)
a different scale, based on the proxemics zones proposed by Edward T. Hall,19 that
woulddefine shots according to the distance to the subject. Theproposal of structuring
the environment in “space-time geometries”, based on action-perception, appears to
be a pertinent new approach for exploring this subject.

In Virtual Worlds, Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality
In recent years, thanks to the development of digital communication technologies,
new spatial media are emerging. They allow users, among others communities of
artists, to express themselves fully in three-dimensional and temporal spaces by
providing the opportunity to act and interact within these digital environments.20

16Okada et al. (2000).
17Garnier (2018).
18Cutting (1997).
19Hall (1971).
20Grau (2004).
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Fig. 12.5 Virtual world—virtual reality

Two main types of practices are currently developing, virtual worlds and virtual
reality (Fig. 12.5).

Virtual worlds have mainly developed in the field of gaming and “serious games”.
They allow a community of players to move and interact with each other in digital
spaces. Players, usually seated in front of a screen, are represented in the virtual
world by an avatar they can see and manipulate from a computer or game console via
a mouse or joystick. Some virtual worlds, such as Second Life, have no predefined
scenario. Players are free to create their avatars, the environments they will move
around in, and the relationships they will develop with other players. These worlds
are used above all as spaces for social interaction, where users develop relational,
commercial, playful, and artistic relationships over long periods of time.21 Because
these applications are not dedicated to specific tasks imposed by the scenario, the
digital interface offers users a lot of freedom of action, in particular in the choice of
modes of controlling their point of view in the virtual world. Users are free to choose
modes based on their actions and the social context they are in.22 There are several
camera control modes: the camera in the subjective position of the avatar (first player
mode), the camera following the avatar (third person mode), and a rotating camera
focused on the object being pursued (target look mode).

It has been demonstrated that users project themselves mentally in their repre-
sentations (phenomenon of embodiment) and become one with their avatar.23 They
then conceive of the virtual environment not from their physical body positioned in
front of the screen, but from their avatar immersed in that space.24 To do that, they
can use several modes for controlling the virtual camera, and, unlike in cinema, it is
not the director who frames the actions, but the users themselves.

21Pioneering artists have invested these spaces and developed experiments there, including Chris
Marker, Fred Forest, and Yann Ming.
22Salamin et al. (2006).
23Slater (2009).
24Heeter (1992).
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We propose to examine how users employ their camera in these situations, with
regard to the different “space-time geometries”. In general, when the avatar is static
and users want to look at it or look carefully at another avatar or object nearby,
in either “body space” or “prehension space”, they most often employ the rotating
camera (target look mode). Users turn the camera onto the observed avatar or object
and turn it in an orbit around that point, from a short and variable distance. Thanks
to this rotational movement around the object, users can apprehend its volume and
location by parallax. It should be noted that in this mode, when users look at an
object or avatar, their gaze is oriented toward the object, indicating to other players
what their center of interest is. In the same way, when they manipulate or move an
object, the outstretched arm signals the action of touching.

In situations of interactive group dynamics (locomotor space), the camera control
mode most often used is “third person” mode. The camera is linked to an avatar
and positioned behind its back. It frames the avatar in the lower part of the screen,
revealing the space facing it. It is thus easy for players to locate themselves in the
environment and in relationship to other players.

When players move a longway, especially in quests or pursuits, they favor another
camera type, the “first player” mode, in which the camera functions from the eyes
of the avatar in subjective vision.

Finally, when they have to cover long distances (environment space), players favor
“fly”mode, which allows them to glide above obstacles and provides an unobstructed
view of the landscape from a 45° angle, similar to what we would have looking down
at a scale model. For very great distances out of visual range, players have recourse
to maps on which they can teleport with a click of the mouse.

Virtual reality and augmented reality emerged with the development of visual,
haptic, and dynamic interfaces that directly involve the bodies and movements of
players in the process of perception of and interaction with virtual spaces.25 These
technologies involve the player’s body in a delimited physical space. The virtual
space is precisely calibrated so that it is superimposed perfectly on the physical
space. The physical space and virtual space thus offer an identical perimeter of
action and interaction.

There is a great diversity of virtual reality installations, each of which can be
considered as a form of display that specifically favors certain types of actions or
perceptions. Here again it is possible to find strategies that seem to favor the expres-
sion of one or the other of the “geometries ofmovement”.Wewill cite a few examples
among the great diversity of experiments already carried out:

Works exploring “body space” include systems working with touch or the near
presence of another person, such as performances carried out in virtual worlds in
which players hesitate to provoke contact between their virtual body and that of
another avatar;26 and, in virtual reality, “The Machine to Be Another”,27 in which

25Philippe (2018).
26“Reenactments”, Eva and Franco Mattes, 2007.
27“The Machine to Be Another”, BeAnotherLab, 2014.
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two users exchange their points of view using their headsets and explore the otherness
of their bodies.

For “prehension space”, there are experiments such as “InterACTE”,28 in which
users try to enter into gestural communication with an avatar provided with artificial
intelligence;“The Enemy””29 whichplaces us face to facewith the avatars of themost
dangerous terrorists; and “Tamed Cloud”,30 which allows users to re-appropriate
digitized data through gesture and speech.

For “locomotor space” we see the pioneering installation by Jeffrey Shaw, “The
Legible City”,31 a bicycle tour of a virtual city; numerous games based on quests
and encounters, often warlike but sometimes very poetic, like “Bientôt l’été”;32 and
VRroom experiences, virtual reality rooms in which several users explore virtual
environments, like the “ScanPyramids VR”33 experience that offers a tour of the
pyramid of Khufu.

Finally, for “environment space”, we find undertakings that place users in flight
position above landscapes or maps, such as ”Birdly”34 and “Devenez avatar”,35

using spatial mapping overflights; and in augmented reality we see mapping of
personal environments, such as “Field-Works”, by Masaki Fujihata36.

12.4 Discussion

This article has no ambition beyond that of creating a non-exhaustive inventory
in order to stimulate thinking about this subject: the simple fact that artists have
represented the actions of touching in many different media obviously does not
demonstrate the existence of a “geometrie of movement” of “prehension space”.

However, this first exploration allows us to glimpse remarkable similarities
between this theory from cognitive science and mathematics and various practices
in the visual arts and communication: in the correspondences between represented
actions and how they are shown; in the codification of “formats”; and in certain
practices in which the characteristics of different “geometries of movement” are
expressed, notably in their capacity to stimulate changes of systems of reference.

“Geometries of movement”are a new possible theoretical approach that opens
research perspectives about the understanding of both perceptive and creative
processes. That researchwill have to be based, on the one hand, on amorefinely-tuned

28“InterACTE”, InreV, 2015.
29“The Enemy”, Karim Ben Khelifa, 2017..
30“Tamed Cloud”, EnsadLab, 2018.
31“The Legible City”, Jeffrey Shaw, 1988.
32“Bientôt l’été”, Auriae Harvey and Michaël Samyn, 2012.
33“ScanPyramids VR”, Musée de l’architecture de Paris, 2011.
34“Birdly”, Institut für Designforschung, Zürcher Hochschule der Künste (ZHdK) , 2014.
35“Devenez avatar”, Amato, Perény, Berthoz, 2015.
36“Field-Works”, Masaki Fujihata, 2000.
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proposition about the mathematical and cognitive characteristics of the different
geometries, and, on the other hand, on studies based on large bodies of works that
are not limited to the visual arts but are crossed with research in the performing arts
and in architecture. It should also employ statistical analyses, case studies, and the
realization of experimental paradigms.

Some specific lines of thought can already be proposed:
Despite constant questioning by artists, the notion of format has persisted in art

for centuries and finds equivalents in all of the visual arts. One hypothesis would be
that the resilience of these formats can be explained by how they correspond to and
stimulate the various distances of expression of the “geometries of movement”.

With regard to its use in cinema, in particular in shot/reverse shot editing, we
think it would be interesting to studywhether gaze and speechmight be considered as
proprioceptive “tools”making it possible to test our nearby environment, particularly
in “prehension space”.

Finally, it seems to us that the concept of “geometries of movement” is fully
expressed in practices related to new forms of spatial communication (virtual worlds
and virtual reality). Following this symposium, which is strongly rooted in a trans-
disciplinary arts and sciences approach, we feel it is necessary to pursue this dialogue
among mathematicians and researchers in the cognitive sciences and in art. Such an
approach could lead to the development of study paradigms in virtual reality aiming
to better understand the cognitive processes of perception, as well as the processes
of artistic mediation.

Acknowledgements I warmly thank Tamar Flash and Alain Berthoz, as well as Daniel Bennequin
for accepting me in this deep and dynamic dialogue between reason and emotion, art and science.
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Chapter 13
Interaction Between Spectator
and Virtual Actor Through Movement:
From Child Gestures to Interactive
Digital Creation

Marie-Hélène Tramus and Dominique Boutet

Abstract This article is based on the CIGALE project, an interdisciplinary research
between digital art, linguistics, and theater on motion capture and interaction with
artistic, co-speech and expressive gestures. The aim of this project is to explore an
interactive gestural dialogue between spectator and virtual actor.Wewill explain how
our artistic modalities deal with space, time, and movement in a particular way to
achieve our specific artistic goal: to encourage the emergence of a gestural interaction
between human and virtual actors, thus giving the feeling of a “living” dialogue
opening on an aesthetics of improvisation. First, we will describe the design and
development process of InterACTE, an artistic installation for improvised gestural
interaction between a spectator and a digital partner (virtual actor). Then, from seven
recorded videos of interactions between the virtual actor and the spectator, we will
present the interdisciplinary study we conducted with an artistic approach, and a
linguistic approach.
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13.1 InterACTE: An Artistic Installation of Gestural
Interaction

Within the framework of the CIGALE project1 (Tramus et al. 2018), the artistic
installation InterACTE2 has been developed using a multi-agent interaction platform
that makes it possible to trigger different gestural behaviors of the virtual actor (VA)
based on a geometric and kinematic analysis of the movement of both the spectator
and the virtual actor.

13.1.1 Virtual Behaviors Modeled from Gestural
Improvisation Between Two Human Actors

The behaviors exhibited by the virtual actor were based on the analysis of gestural
experiments carried out by two humans who played the roles of the virtual actor and
the spectator. This revealed recurrences that wemodelled according to four behaviors
for the virtual actor. Thus, the virtual actor can interact, either by imitating the
gestures of the spectator thanks to real-time motion capture of them, by performing
a gesture generated in real time by a genetic algorithm, by performing a gesture from
the mocap database of recorded human gestures (coverbal gestures, poet gestures
in sign language, mime gestures, choirmaster gestures), or by remaining in a rest
posture while waiting for the action of the spectator.

13.1.2 A Gestural Interaction Based on the Geometric
and Kinematic Analysis of the Movement
of the Human and Virtual Actor

To develop the multi-agent interaction platform CIGALE (Batras et al. 2016), a
finite state machine (FSM) was used to trigger the succession of different behaviors
during the actors’ gestural dialogue. The gestural activity of both actors was modeled
as “perceptions”. The virtual actor perceives its own activity and the activity of
the spectator, obtained by a continuous analysis of gestures in real time according

1The CIGALE project (Capture and Interaction with Artistic, Language and Expressive Gestures),
supported by the Labex ARTS-H2H and led by the Digital Image and Virtual Reality team of the AI-
AC laboratory of the University of Paris 8, the Laboratory Structures Formelles du Langage of the
CNRS and the University of Paris 8, UQAMUniversity, the Conservatoire National Supérieur d’Art
Dramatique, the Laboratory for Movement Analysis, the Solidanim company and the association
Arts resonances.
2InterACTE (2015) Dimitrios Batras, Judith Guez, Jean-François Jego, Marie-Hélène Tramus,
University Paris 8 Campus Exhibition, Ars Electronica 2015. See the video: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=U-Kqv-xeI3k.

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3fv%3dU-Kqv-xeI3k
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to their positions, their orientations, and their kinematics. A comparison of both
“perceptions” causes the transition from one behavior to another.

Several “perceptions” were taken into account for the triggering of behaviors. The
orientation of the spectator’s head or torso is used to indicate whether the spectator
is present and ready to establish a dialogue with the virtual actor. The positions of
the virtual actor’s hands in relation to its sagittal plane are compared with those
of the spectator. The purpose is to estimate where the latter produces a gesture in
space so that the virtual actor’s behavior occurs in the same place. The kinematics
analysis of hand gestures provides the successive derivatives: velocity, acceleration
and jerk. Velocity is used to assess the overall activity, acceleration as an estimation
of change of the overall activity and as an indication of phase synchronization, and
jerk is used to detect a change in acceleration, which can match either a pause or a
discontinuity in the movement. The acceleration or jerk values, depending whether
they are low, medium, or high, are associated with different transitions of the virtual
actor’s behaviors.

13.1.3 Two Configurations in the Real and Virtual Spaces

Two configurations of the installation have been implemented in real space and into
the virtual space. The first is based on the two-dimensional projection onto a screen
(Fig. 13.1), seen as an interactive shadow theater composed of the real shadow of the
spectator and the digital shadow of the virtual actor. Interaction is made possible via
a Kinect motion sensor. In this case, the shadow of the virtual actor is projected onto
the screen. The virtual actor itself is not visible to the spectator. The VA becomes

Fig. 13.1 Shadow theater
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Fig. 13.2 Virtual reality

visible only during the second part of the interaction (Fig. 13.2), when the spectator
wears a virtual reality HMD helmet (Head Mounted Display).

In the second configuration, thanks to the HMD helmet, the spectator is immersed
in another world entirely made of virtual reality (Fig. 13.2). In this three dimensional
virtual world, the spectator faces the virtual actor, perceived in relief and with which
the spectator can interact using gestures within the entire 3D space. Interactions are
achieved by the Kinect motion sensor.

13.2 Analysis of Video Recordings of Gestural Interaction
Between Spectator and Virtual Actor

From seven video recordings of interactions3 between the virtual actor and the spec-
tator we examine what promotes the continuity of a gestural dialogue, and further,
what gives the feeling of a “living” improvisation. For this study, we developed an
interdisciplinary approach by jointly carrying out an analysis from an artistic point
of view (analysis of the forms of dialogue emerging from the gestural interactivity)
and a linguistic analysis (dyadic communication, symbolic gestures generated in the
arms, the pronosupination of toddlerhood).

3Video recordings made during two exhibitions: University Paris 8’s Campus Exhibition of the Ars
Electronica International Festival, Linz Austria, September 2015; Les Vitrines du Labex Arts-H2H,
Theater Gérard Philipe, Saint-Denis, France, October 2015.
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13.2.1 Analysis from an Artistic Point of View

In interactive digital art, the interactivity between the artwork and the spectator is the
place where an aesthetic of relationship emerge (Tramus 2017). With this approach,
the artistic analysis focuses on the interactivity between the virtual actor and the
spectator. The analysis of interactivity requires bringing out the diversity of these
forms of relationships.

13.2.1.1 Imperfect Imitation of the Gesture

The gestural imitation performed by the virtual actor creates a link with the spectator.
This imitation exceeds that of a simple mirror because it is imperfect and it is done
with a time delay. Thus, it might give the impression that the virtual actor tries, with
clumsiness and hesitation, to follow the spectator’s gestures, as if it were “alive”.
The spectator has the sensation of being imitated by the virtual actor which would
provoke in him/her a sensorimotor resonancewith the artificial entity openingperhaps
on a form of empathy. This initiates an approximate synchronization between the
movements of the two actors, both in their forms and dynamics, and triggers a
harmonious dialogue.

13.2.1.2 Alternation Between Imitation Gesture and Idiosyncratic
Gesture

Suddenly, the imitation is broken by the occurrence of idiosyncratic gestures by the
virtual actor, either drawn from its mocap database (natural movements) or generated
by a genetic algorithm (artificial movements). These gestures have nothing to do
with the form of the spectator’s movements, yet corresponding to an almost similar
kinematic. This break tends to revive the dialogue by prompting surprise and giving
the illusion of a certain autonomy of the virtual actor. The spectator is puzzled and
tries to understand the unexpected gestural response of the VA. We also see that, in
turn, the spectator is influenced by the virtual actor’s gesture and begins to imitate
it. Then, the virtual actor initiates a new sequence of gestural imitation, and so on.

13.2.1.3 Emergence of Varied and Improvised Dialogues During
Interaction

Varied and improvised dialogues emerge during interaction (Fig. 13.3). Each spec-
tator performs his/her proper gestures according to his/her own attitudes and also
projects a kind of scenario inducing a specific interaction strategy. Nevertheless,
three principal types of dialogue strategies can be identified: exploration, encounter,
and the search for aesthetic harmony.
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Fig. 13.3 Varied dialogues

Exploration Strategy4

This spectator strategy explores the behaviors and reactions of the virtual actor in
order to figure out ways to interact with it. This strategy appears mostly at the
beginning of interaction with the virtual actor in several experiments. They test the
virtual actor’s abilities bymaking all sorts of movements to find out what movements
the virtual actor is able to perform, such as moving its arms, chest, or head; and
conversely, to discover what it cannot do, like moving fingers, bending down, etc.
Some spectators continue this practice throughout the whole exchange. Hence, these
exploratory games themselves become the core of the dialogue between the two
actors, a kind of body competition.

Encounter Strategy5

Some spectators consider the gestural dialogue in the form of an encounter. They
greet the virtual actor with their hands, or curtsy, or open their arms to welcome him,
etc. Other approach, caress its face, make a farewell gesture and leave, etc. Here
again, dialogues emerge from the interaction between the spectator and the virtual
actor. The VA reacts to these gestures, either by responding to the spectator in its
imperfect imitation,—by sketching a salute, or opening the arms clumsily, etc.—or
by an idiosyncratic gesture. In the latter case, the spectator leave the usual dialogue
of communication associated with the encounter to start an unusual dialogue with a
strange entity.

4See the video: https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x71d509.
5See the video: https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x71d6dl.

https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x71d509
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x71d6dl
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Fig. 13.4 Harmonious dialogue

In one video sequence, the spectator tries to touch the shadow of the virtual actor’s
hand with his own hand, as if to shake hands to say “hello”. But, this fails because the
virtual actor’s hand seems to avoid the spectator’s. At first, a dialogue appears in the
form of a rather lively chasing game. Then, the spectator slows down the movements
of his hand, which allows him to approach the hand of the virtual actor. Thus appears
a dialogue in which the hands slowly draw a sort of choreography in space.

Aesthetic Harmony Strategy6

Some spectators try to bring out an aesthetic harmony in the dialogue by performing
simple and slowmovements in order to avoid losing the thread of gestural interdepen-
dence with the virtual actor. In one sequence for example, a woman pays attention to
the imitation of the virtual actor’s gestures. She seeks harmony by developing a very
slow and continuous gesture that she constantly adapts according to the movements
of the virtual actor. She enters then into resonance with the virtual actor by putting
herself in the same rhythm. This causes subtle and delicate gestural interactions:
the hands of the two actors follow each other, touch each other, and move together
to create a kind of harmonious choreography (Fig. 13.4). Then, a break appears,
reactivating the dialogue which carries on by movements resulting from hesitant and
shared mimicry.

Beyond gestures with a goal of exploration or significant gestures such as
welcoming, a gesturality appears that seems free of meaning. This situation explores
new artistic forms of gestural dialogue. This kind of interaction opens up an aesthetic
reflection on the forms of dialogue between spectator and virtual actor.

6See the video: https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x71d6wr.

https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x71d6wr
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13.2.1.4 Playing with the Laws of Natural Movement

For artists designing interactive virtual actors in relation to spectators, research on
the brain’s control of movement and perception is of great interest.

In Le Sens dumouvement (Berthoz 1997, p. 159), Alain Berthoz addresses, among
other things, the question of reducing the number of degrees of freedom and the laws
simplifying natural humanmovement. Among these laws, Berthoz points out that the
two-thirds power law7 (Lacquantini et al. 1983; Viviani and Schneider 1991; Viviani
and Flash 1995) linking kinematics (velocity) to geometry (curvature) would make it
possible to simplify the control of movement. As an illustration of this law, he gives
the example of the movement made by the hand to draw an ellipse on a sheet of paper
with a pencil. This example shows that the velocity varies along the trajectory; it is
faster where the curvature is weak and slower where the curvature is strong.

Alain Berthoz also points out, in La Simplexité (Berthoz 2009, p. 110), that if the
movement of drawing is performed in three-dimensional space, the movements of
the hand and arm are more complex. They obey the 1/6th power law8 linking velocity
not only to curvature, but also to torsion (Maoz et al. 2009; Pollick et al. 2009; Maoz
and Flash 2014). For him, this law can be derived from the fact that the brain itself
functions in non-Euclidean geometry. Thus, for researcherswhohavemathematically
modeled natural human movements, such as Tamar Flash, the generation of natural
movements by the brain are based on a mixture of several geometries: Euclidean
and other non-Euclidean geometries, for example, affine and equi-affine geometry
(Flash and Handsel 2007; Bennequin et al. 2009).

Alain Berthoz also insists on another important discovery (Berthoz 2009, p. 110):
“the two-thirds power law also underlies the perception of natural movement”
(Viviani and Stucchi 1992). This leads him to argue “that if roboticists, or digital
image specialists, want to ensure that artificial characters (avatars or humanoids) are
perceived by the spectator as living creatures, or at least as close as possible to living
ones, their movements must obey this law” (Berthoz 2009, p. 110).

In the installation InterACTE, the gestures of the virtual actor during the dialogue
with the spectator come mostly from motion captures, either in real time from the
spectator’s gestures, or pre-recorded from the gestures of different human actors
(mime, sign language poet, choir director and linguist). In this case, the spectator
perceives the virtual actor’s gestures as natural, responding to the laws of natural
movement since they come from captured human gestures. This seems to enhance
gestural dialogue, because the spectator then perceives the gestures of the virtual
actor as if they were made by the same sort of living entity.

But from time to time, the virtual actor’s gestures are generated by a genetic
algorithm. Initially, they donot respond to the laws of naturalmotion, because they are
random. Then they evolve progressively, converging with a captured human gesture,
representing the law of adaptation. In the course of this evolution, the gestures are
imperfect, the result of hybridization between randomness and the laws of natural

7A = KC2/3 with A: angular velocity and C: curvature.
8v =∝ K 1/3.|τ |1/6 with v: tangential velocity; K: curvature; τ: torsion; ∝: coefficient.
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movement, and thus open the way for artistic creation. In this case, the spectator
perceives unfamiliar movements, which are both surprising and disconcerting, but
which can also stimulate the imagination.

This artistic game of playing with the laws of natural movement, respected or not,
or even hybridized, seems conducive to the spectator questioning the nature of the
gestural interaction had with the artificial entity, as well as the nature of communi-
cation through gesture in general. Above all, this game promotes the invention of
unusual, improvised gestural dialogues.

13.2.2 Linguistic Analysis of the Spectators’ Gestures

13.2.2.1 Dyadic Communication Is Anchored in the Arms

Symbolic Gestures

Before the presentation of the linguistic study, it is important to qualify the semi-
otics of gestures according to body segments and especially concerning one kind
of gesture: the gestures generated in the arms. For the purposes of this study, we
make the assumption that these gestures represent a dyadic form of communication:
the communicative functions are oriented to the relationship with the interlocutor
(Boutet 2015, p. 126).

This type of gesture is illustrated in Rigaud’s 1701 portrait of Louis XIV, a portrait
of social and political significance (Fig. 13.5).

The position of the arm akimbo opens the angle between the arm and the side of
the torso (abduction of the arm). The common posture of superheroes—hands on
hips—is not different. The abduction of the arms has historically expressed power
in and of itself.

Contrarily, an adduction of the arm (elbows close to the body), generally expresses
submission. A great curtsy, such as the one Jack Nicholson makes in Fig. 13.6, or a
military salute both express a form of submission.

In other words, the antonyms—power and submission—are often expressed by
this degree of freedom (DOF) of the arm: the abduction/adduction.

Flexion and extension demonstrate another degree of freedom. Flexion often
expresses a request, even if the flexion is complete (arms up). Other examples of
flexion include postures of imploration (the classical representation of an interces-
sion), and sometimes are a mix between a request and an assertion («please don’t
shoot» and «we are unarmed»). Examples of this can be seen in the recent Black
Lives Matter demonstrations in the USA.

Extension postures, by comparison, place the elbows behind the torso and indicate
sacrifice or constraint. This is exemplified in images of various constraints or torture
devices, such as handcuffs or gallows.
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Fig. 13.5 Louis XIV Sacre position akimbo, Hyacinthe Rigaud, 1701, Musée du Louvre. Left arm
in abduction (akimbo)

Interestingly, an expressionist attitude produced in movies during the 20 and
30’s symbolizing sacrifice put the chest and the head forward with the arms behind
the body. The extension of the arm can be glossed as a self-sacrifice attitude or a
self-constraint attitude.

To summarize, these two types of degrees of freedom, abduction/adduction and
flexion/extension are associated with dyadic communication. In terms of human
relationships, they express antonymic meanings: abduction/flexion expresses power
and request, while adduction/extension expresses submission and self-sacrifice. We
can see a coupling between the meaning and the forms: the antonyms are formally
associated with the poles of the arms. The meaning carried by these poles responds
to a polar geometry in which the amplitudes increase each meaning.

Pronosupination in Toddlerhood

We have discussed the gestural semantics corresponding to degrees of freedom in
the shoulder. Now, we work our way further down the upper limb with this degree
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Fig. 13.6 Jack Nicholson performing a great curtsy. Right arm in adduction

of freedom (DOF) made available in the partnership of the forearm and hand and
required for pronosupination, or the rotation of hands facing up and down. The
absence of this DOF during toddlerhood (until 36 months) is especially interesting.
The maturation of motor schema and of the motor control carry out in distalization
(Konczak et al. 1995). The DOF expressed in pronosupine gestures is one of the last
to be developed. The authors of this article have uncovered no study showing active
pronosupine range of motion in toddlerhood. This suggests that the movement is not
established during this age.

In French nursery rhymes9, one of the purposes of the associated pantomime is
to trigger pronosupine movements by imitation. These examples are in French, but
it seems likely that you can find the same gestures in other languages. At the end
of these clips, you will see a toddler trying to make a pronosupine movement. The
difficulties are apparent for him as he simulates this supination/pronation movement
using an abduction/adduction of thewrist in place of complete extension.He is unable
to perform a proper pronosupine movement.

9See the video: https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x72f1q5.

https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x72f1q5
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Our software imparts the same behavior. Pronosupination is not perceived by this
Kinect 1 device. Therefore, the virtual actor is not able to perform pronosupination,
just like a toddler. In a certain way, the spectator is in front of toddler behavior when
interacting with the VA. This configuration invites us to consider the interaction as
a dyad between an adult (spectator) and a toddler (VA).

Two Hypotheses

We make two kinds of assumptions. The first one concerns the impact on gesture
caused by this interaction. The second is about the consequences on the interaction.

Hypothesis 1 expects a quick gestural adjustment from the spectator vis-à-vis
the gestural constraints of the VA and especially due to its inability to detect or
perform pronosupination.
Hypothesis 2 expects that the amount of armmovement at the end of the interaction
should correlate with the report of this amount and should have an impact on the
dyadic communication. To summarize the reasons for this hypothesis, a software
choice for the Mocap device could affect the terms of the relationship between
human and virtual actor and trigger expected behaviors when certain conditions
are brought together.

Coding the Gestures

The gestures of the interaction are without any clear or emblematic meanings. They
are closer to dance or a series of improvised movements.

Seven corpora10 have been coded and studied. For each corpus, we coded two
parts. The first part is the ten first seconds of the interaction with the VA shadow. The
second part is taken from the last ten seconds. We have measured the most opposite
extremes of each interaction in order to clarify the impacts of this kind of interaction
on spectator’s gestures.

The mean length of each corpus is about 1 min. So if there is an impact, the effects
are quite quick.We coded all of the movements according to each degree of freedom,
from the hand to the shoulder, using ELAN software (Sloetjes andWittenburg 2008).
Each unit of coding corresponds to a cusp of the amplitude or extent of a movement,
or a plateau value. Effectively, each transcribed unit corresponds to a position in the
range of movement (expressed by degree). The duration of each unit depends on the
movement, or of the maintained posture for each degree of freedom. All the results
have been extracted on an excel sheet.

10Corpora, in this context, refer to the tools used in corpus linguistics. A corpus is a unit of linguistic
data (an annotated recording, a sample taken from real world examples of natural movement and
behavior patterns) that represents body motion. Corpora require specialized software tools to be
viewed and analyzed.
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Fig. 13.7 Variations in the
extent of pronosupine
motion between the first and
second 10 s of interaction.
The Y-axis, expressed in
degrees, represents the
cumulated angles of
pronosupine gestures
produced by the spectator.
The X-axis represents each
annotated recording

Fig. 13.8 Variations in the
extent of flexion/extension
between the first and second
10 s of interaction. The
Y-axis represents the
cumulated range of
flex/exten gestures produced
by the spectator in degrees

Results

According to Hypothesis 1, we should have a decrease in the cumulated range of
motion of pronosupine movement between the first part and the second part for each
corpus due to the deprivation of pronosupination input and motion capabilities of the
VA.

In the chart (Fig. 13.7), the blue line represents the cumulated range of motion of
pronosupination in the first ten seconds. The red represents the cumulated range of
motion of the same movement, but at the end of the interaction (2nd ten seconds).
In six cases out of seven, the cumulated angle measurements of pronosupine move-
ment diminish at the end of the interaction. Hypothesis 1, therefore, appears to be
confirmed.

In a sub-hypothesis (1.2), the flexion/extension of the hand should decrease in the
second part of each corpus. Here again (Fig. 13.8), the blue line represents the range
of motion of flexion/extension during the first part of interaction; the red, the final
part of interaction.

The impact of the lack of pronosupine movement available to the Kinect sensor
correlates to the flexion/extension of the spectator. The decrease in range of motion
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Fig. 13.9 Variations of the cumulated extent for each degree of freedom between the 1st and 2nd
part of the 7th interactions. The absolute increase of the flex/exten of the arm is obvious, but one can
not neglect the relative increase of the abd/add of the arm compared the diminution of the forearm
and the hand movements

is more pronounced than the decrease in the pronosupine movement. We can see
here that the degrees of freedom on the hand are dependent on each other. When the
movement of a DOF diminishes, the movement of another DOF is prone to decrease.

What is going on with the forearm and the arm? As we move away from the
prono/supine i/the influence of the absence of pronosupine movement diminishes
and ii/the range of the movement is moving up along the upper limb, toward the arm.
This displacement along the upper limb is not linear. We must take into account the
inertia of each segment, the consequences of the diadochal11 movement (MacConaill
1948; Codman 1984; Cheng 2006), which link the arm’s abd/adduction to its exte-
rior/interior rotation and its pronosupination. This fact shortens the distance between
the pronation/supination and the abduction/adduction of the arm, despite the inertial
distance between the hand and the arm.

Of course, the handmoves (by displacement), following themore numerousmove-
ments of the arm in the second part of corpora, but at least it does not move in a
proper movement. The gesture of request or offering (flexion/extension of the arm)
and power or submission (abduction/adduction of the arm) should have an impact
on the projective space of the hands (Rudrauf et al. 2018). Without detailing these,
they require marked positions in all three degrees of freedom (pronation/supination,
flexion/extension and abduction/adduction), two of which have been shown to have
reduced amplitudes in the second step. Deprived of this additional projective space
on the hands, the expression of these dyads is not as perceptible as it could be if it
were amplified from the arms to the hands.

In short, we can see that the increase affects the arm’s flexion/extension, most
likely due to kinematics and anatomical reasons (Fig. 13.9). Such increasing of
movement switches the spectator’s behavior toward dyadic communication made of
requests and offering. The evidence in this study supporting such communication
merits continued research using a mocap device with IMU (Inertial Measurement
Unit) sensors.

11Diadochal motion refers to two successive movements in any joint where a rotation of the bone
is possible, which imposes conjunct rotation upon the bone that has been moved.
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Outcomes of This Study

A technical constraint of the Kinect device results in a gestural behavior similar to
the gestures of a toddler, who presents the same difficulty in producing pronosupine
movement. The effect on a spectator is obvious and almost immediate, resulting in the
displacement of the movement to another body segment according to proximity. This
outcome emphasizes the arm flexion/extension of the spectator. Themimetic effect is
child-like, similar to howwe speak to a child. And the symbolic effect implies cooper-
ation, where the spectator expresses request (flexion) and self-constraint (extension)
toward the VA, therefore expressing a connection with the virtual actor, to some
extent.

This behavior facilitates communicationwith another through a prompting toward
dialogue, a bit like a game of Ping-Pong between the virtual and spectator. Through
this game, the virtual actor becomes a partner.

Empathy, as a faculty to perceive the Other (VA) as an agent with intention,
seems to be reinforced by this expressive and dyadic gestural communication. This
study reveals an adaptive behavior from the spectator, who adopts the constraints of
motility recognized in the virtual actor, even while the spectator is not conscious of
these constraints (i.e. the absence of pronosupine movement).

This study suggests that we could instead constrain the movement of the shoulder
and observe the consequences on the gestures of the spectator, for instance by
observing the impact on hand motion. What would the impact be on the gestural
communication? Shoulder movement constraint is reminiscent of the behavior seen
in elderly people having arthritic pain that affects the shoulder more than the wrist.

13.3 Conclusion

Imperfect imitation of the spectators’ gestures by the virtual actor, alternation
between imitative and idiosyncratic gestures, emergence of varied and improvised
dialogues during interaction, game with the laws of natural movement, respected
or not, or even hybridized, are all aspects that contribute to the re-launching of
dialogue and giving the impression of a “living” dialogue. But more profoundly, we
observe that a gesturality of the virtual actor is similar to that of a toddler and would
arouse empathy, encouraging a deepening of interaction. Does this not accompany
the aesthetic intention in the center of the InterACT installation, which aims to estab-
lish an improvised gestural dialogue leading to a motor and emotional resonance of
the spectator? Doesn’t InterACT ’s choice to set up a situation of gestural improvi-
sation, marking a desire to emphasize spontaneity and giving free rein to creativity,
invite us to find ourselves with the gestural games of childhood, with all their playful
and aesthetic pleasures?

If, according to Alain Berthoz, “What makes us as human beings unique is
precisely the power to separate from this determinism that confines us to a reality
tied to our needs and to our senses, by virtue of the remarkable capacity of our minds
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to execute those vicarious processes with which it is equipped in order to escape
reality—or to escape perceived reality.” (Berthoz and Tramus 2015) (Berthoz 2013),
would these interactive artistic installations with a virtual actor be the expression of
a creative vicariance?
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